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A bstract 

"Crude" Federalism. Oil Politics and the Evolution of 
tntergoveramental Relations in Post-Soviet Russia 

Doctor of Philosopby, 2000 

Cary N. Wilson 
Departnent of Political Science 

L'niversity of Toronto 

This dissertation explores the complicaied interplay between the institutions of the 

Kussian Federal system, the policy rnaking process and the di lemmas of legislative reform 

in the oil sector. Part one examines the problematic evolution of the 1995 federal Law on 

Production Sharing Agreements, a critical element in the refonnist agenda. Part two 

looks at the legislative responses of Tatarstan and Khanty Mansiisk. two resource 

producing regions, to the production sharing issue and the broader questions of refom in 

the resource sector. 

In spite of the apparent benefits that production sharing holds for the crisis-ridden 

Russian economy, the passage of production sharing legislation has been fraught with 

problems and delays. Why has this happened? I argue that the operationalization of a 

production sharing regime has been impeded by a series of institutionally- based 

cleavages and other disf'unctional elements within the Russian federal system. First, 

jwîsdictional overlap and the lack of a mutually acceptable and structured system for 

resolving disputes have undmnined intergovenunental and interregional cooperation in 

the resource sector. Second, asymmetries between the constituent memben of tk 

federation, coupled with the absence of an institutional Framework for managing 



interregional relations, have disrupted the policy making process at the federal level and 

complicated the process of political and economic refonn in the some of the key 

resource-producing regions. Third, the dominant position of the executive branch at both 

the federal and regional levels has hampered the legisiative process by agpvating the 

long-standing interbranch confl ict. 

The study draws on the vast theoretical and ernpirical resources available to 

students of comparative federalism and comparative politics to explain the structures and 

processes that characterire the Russian federal model in the pst-Soviet pend. In doing 

so, it enhances our understanding of the policy making process in this transitional state. 

The research also rnakes a signiticant contribution to the literature on politics and 

govemment in federal States by positioning the Russian Federation within a broader 

comparative contea and introducing a number of concepts and ideas that are unique to 

the Russian fideral system. 
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION 

Chnpter One 

Oil Politics, Institutions and Intergovernmentrl Relations 

In addition to the difficult task of building law-based, democratic institutions and 

a functioning market economy, one of the greatest challenges facing pst-Soviet Russia is 

the development of a federal system of government. As many scholan have pointed out, 

the federal model that rxisted during the Soviet period was. to al1 intents and purposes, a 

façade that veiled the highly central ized political and economic system. Although the 

various republ ics that comprised the federation had 1 irnited autonomy over cultural and 

some administrative matten, the ovenvhelming dominance of centralized structures such 

as the Communist Party and the systems of economic planning and administration 

effectively nullified the country's federal character. ' 
The dismantling of this system of govemment began in eamest in the late Soviet 

period when Mikhail Gorbachev initiated the refonn process that would later lead to the 

unraveling and disintegration of the Soviet Union. (ilrrsnost ' (openess) and peresrroiku 

(reconstruction), the two main policy thnists of the Gorbachev era, had a profound effect 

on the political and economic foundations that supported the Soviet systcm. Slowly but 

Ioh S. Rakur. Jr.. The Wkt Pdity: Govmwn and Poîitb in the USSR (New York: Hvper and 
Row, 1989). 212. 



surely, the rigid, centralized institutional apparatus began to give way under the weight of 

reforms that exposed the weaknesses of the Soviet regirne. Whai was originally designed 

to be a controlled "reorganization" of the polity and economy soon became an 

unmanageable process of disintegation. The eventual death knell was sounded in the 

wake of a failed hard line coup when the constituent memben of the Union of Soviet 

Swialist Rrpublics deciared thtir independence and formally withdrew from the 

federarion. 

In the period following the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia has undergone a 

p e n d  of intense federal construction. The nascent yet growing literature on Russian 

federalism and intergovemmental relations has distilled a nurnber of general thernes 

regarding this process of transition.' As many students of Russian federal and regional 

politics have observed the transition to a dernomtic federal mode13 has taken place in 

the midst of a significant and often uncontrolled process of decentralkation. In many 

respects, the regional govemrnents have taken advantage of the political chaos at the 

centre in order to assume de facto control over vast areas of political and economic 

Peter Kirkow. Rumu's h w h c e s :  Authorituiu Tnnsformitioo venus Lod Autonomy (London: 
Macmillan, 1998); Ka!hryn Stoner-Weiss, Lacd Eiems The P d i t i d  Eeoaamy of Russian kgbnrl 
Goveraracc (Princeton: Princeton University Press. 1997); Kathryn Stoner-Weiss. "Feddisrn and 
Regionalism." in Stcphen White, Alex Pravda and Zvi Gitelman (eds), Devdopmemu in Ruuirn Politics 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1997); Steven L. Sol~cJr, "The Politicai Economy of Russian 
Federaiisrn: Problcms of Musurement Md AnJysiqn Paper prcparcd for pfcscntation at the 1995 Annual 
Meeting of the Amaian Pdi t id  Science Associrtion, C hicrgo, 3 1 August-3 Septcrnber, 1995; Edward W. 
Walker, "Federalism - Russian Style. The Faitration Provisions in Russia's New Constitution," Prabkms ot  
Poat-Commuriar, My-August, 1995; Gd W. Lapidus and Edwad W. Walker, "Nationalism, Regonalism, 
and Fcddism: Centet-Peripky Rclatioiis in Post-Communist Russia," in ûail W. Lapidus (ed), The New 
Ruria: Troubkâ T d o r i r t i o n  (8ouldcr: W&cw Press, 1995); Durtll Siida. "Fedcfaîisut, Discord 
and Accommodrtion. intcrgovcrnmental Relations in Post-Soviet Ruda," in Theodore H. Friedgut and JeRey 
W. Hahn (ais), Loerl Pou- r d  Pa-Soviet Politici (Armonk, NY: M.E. Shrrpt, 1994); Edward W. 
Walker, "Moscow and the Pmvinccs: Economic a d  Poüa'd DUncnsions of Russian Regionalism," Eumiro 
Reports, Wmer 1993. 

A dcmOcntic f d d  modd is un&fsîood hem 8s 8 !iystan of gownmwni ihi is chuacteriad by two îevejs 
of gov~mcnt ud a division of powm sucth theî natha is subordhate to the other. 



juridiction, regardless of whether these areas of juridiction are ailocated to them in the 

federal constitution. nie ambiguous nature of many of the institutions and principles 

that constitute the existing federai system has ody exaçerbated this jurisdictional 

confiision. 

The second important theme outlined in the literature on federalism is thet the 

broder political, economic and social changes shaping this transitional polity have 

influenced the federaluation process. The evolution of Russia' s federal model, 

therefore, has not o c c d  in a vacuum. The institutionai choices made by Russia's 

political elites and the relationships that flesh out this structural framework are proâucts 

of the confiicts and underlying cleavages that dominate the political life of this 

transitional state. 

This study will buiid upon eariier efforts at describing, analyzing and evaluating 

the evolution of contemporary Russian federalism. It wiI1 chart the deveiopment and 

analyze the parhcular characteristics of the Russian federal mode1 by exarnining 

intergovernmental relations and the nform process in the Russian oil sector. Using 

concepts and models that are familiar to d e n t s  of comparative federalism and 

intergovernmental relations, 1 inrend to explore the cornplicated interplay between the 

emerging institutional structures and processes that chuaçterize the Russian federal 

model, the policy making pfocess d the broder plitical, economic and social 

transitions shaping pst-Soviet Russia 



Models of Federalism and Intergovernmentrl Reîations 

Traditionally, scholars of federalism have focused on the relationship between the 

centre (the federal government) and the periphery (the regions). In his seminal work on 

federal pvemment. K.C. Wheare defined the fedenil principle in tems of the 

independence of these two orders of govenunent. Although Wheare acknowledged that 

the existence of areas of concurrent or joint jurisdiction is not necessariiy incompatible 

with the federal principle, he questioned whether such interdependence is compatible 

with good federal govemment.' 

Later studies expanded our understanding of federalism by emphasizing both the 

smiciural and procedural components of federal govenunent. Carl J. Friedrich detined 

federalism as a fixed division of powers, or static design, and a process through which 

autonomous political entities enter into political and economic arrangements for the 

purpose of adopting joint policies and making joint decisions.' By challenging the strict 

notion of jurisdictional exclusivity, therefore, Friedrich provided a conceptual basis for 

mure studies on intergovemmental relations. 

Building on Friedrich's notions of interdependence and process, scholan such as 

Daniel J. Elazar and Dei1 Wright have emphasized the "multiple, complex and 

interdependent interjurisdictional relationships" found in federal states such as the 

United s ta tes.^ In addition to the relationships that exist between the centre and the 

periphery, proponents of intergovemrnental interdependence argue that the study of 

federalism must take into account linkages that transcend the centre-periphery divide. 

' KC. Wharr. F d d  Cmruat (London: MOfd University Rar, 1%3), 77. 
' Cari I. Friedrich, Tm& of F d d b t n  im Thar). and Praak (New York: ma, 1%8). chp. 1 



These crosscutting relationships may take many different forms representing both 

alliances and conflicts between and/or within the federal and regional spheres of 

Students of federalism and intergovernmental relations in pst-Soviet Russia have 

focused to a large extent on relations between the federal and regional govements. 

This approach is understandable given the magnitude of the conflicts that have takrn 

place over issues such as regional autonomy , asymmetryR and decentralization. 

Furthemore, many studies have concentrated on the general issues shaping the Russian 

federal polity rather than using case studies of specific policy areas to illuminate the 

intergovemmental structure and relationships that have emerged in the pst-Soviet 

p e n d  Again, it should be emphasized that this is to be expected as area specialists find 

their bearings in the confusing world of pst-Soviet federal politics and 

intergovemmental relations. 

If we take a closer look at federal and intergovemental relations in Russia, 

however, it becornes evident that a tangled web of intragovemmental disputes, centre- 

periphery alliances, interregional conflicts and relationships between govements, quasi- 

governmentd and private actors exists alongside the more traditional centre-periphery 

cleavage. One of the objects of this study will be to examine this set of diverse 

Brjlll W&US Omn H u g i ~ ~  anâ Cüff Waish (cds), lottrgovramaul Rdrtions and Müi Pdky 
(Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1 99 1 ), 5. 
7 Such rlliuiccs ud contlicts miy aisi withiii puticulrr ruons (inua-regionai), bctwccn dements at the 
f e d d  levd (intn-fedcnl) or be!wecn dincrmt regions (intu-regional). 

Aqmmay dmotm the pohticaî~~~fistinrtionil amomk md gsognphid différences k<wcra the variau 
regions that comprise a M d  state. Autommy refks to the exclwive powers and rtsponsii i ies hcld by a 
particulor M o n  or set of regions in relation to the fàkni ~ovunmcnt. 



relationships in order to explain how they influence the policy making process in the 

Russian Federation. 

There are a numbet of models in the literature on federalism and 

intergovemmentai relations that could serve as frameworks for such an empirical inquiry. 

The cooperative or collaborative federalism model places a great deal of stress on the 

interdependence of federal and regonal governments across a wde vanety of policy 

areas. Its supporters advocate the equality or symmetry of the regions in their 

relationships with the federal sphere of government. Proponents of cooperative 

federalism also emphasize the problrms of inadequate policy coordination and the need 

to institutionalize intergovernmental relationshi ps as a means of encouraging greater 

cwpention and less duplication, overlap and contrad~ction.~ 

The competitive federalism model, as the name suggests, places less emphasis on 

the costs of fragmentation than its cooperative counierpart. While the cooperative mode1 

views the act of cooperation as both a process and an outcome, the competitive model 

makes a clear distinction between the two, arguing that the latter can occur without the 

fortner.lo Advocates of compaitive federalism criticize the institutionalization of 

intergovernmental relations. Their ideal federal model is one in which there are: 

the fcwest possible constraints on the fiadom o f  each govtrnmcnt to act as it 
sees tit, in accorduice with its own poîitid priorities and its own reading of 
the electorate. From this cornes the desire to avoid rncchanisms that tie any 
govetnmcnt 's initiatives to the conscm of o h .  ' ' 

- -- - - 

Kemrth Nome, Richard Simeon and Mark KraYiick, F c d d i u  ad the Ecawmic Unko ia Canada 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986). 126. 
'O Ibid.. 127. 
' ' Ibid.. 1 27. 



Supporten of such an untestrained and atomistic federal mode1 stress the desirability for 

asymmetry in the relationships between the federal govermnent and the constituent 

members of the federation. In their opinion, the federal members should be allowed to 

develop their own varied relations with the federal authorities based on their unique 

characteristics and circumstances. In other worâs, they should not be forced into forma1 

intergovermental arrangements thai attempt to aifle such differences by encouraging 

equality and symmetry. 

Although both models emphasize the centre-periphery dimension of 

intergovernmental relations, they also diverge fiom this focus by stressing the problems 

and benefits of asymmetrical and symmetricai relationships between the regions. As 

rnodels representing or illustrating the interplay of the federal and regional govemments 

in the policy making process, they provide a number of important insights into the 

relationships that may exist in federal states. It is important to remember, however, that 

the cwperative and competitive moâels are ideal types existing at opposite poles on a 

continuum with reality king a complex mixture of the two." This continuum features 

varying degrees of intergovernmental collaboration, ranging fiom very littie formai 

cooperation to consultation, coordination and finally joint decision-making. l 3  Moa 

-- - -- 

l2 ibid.. 126. 
l3  In bis study of contemponry CindYn fdcralism, McRckns' use the tans u d a t d m  bi la td i sm and 
muhilrseralim to d e r  to thcsc vuyin8 leveis of Codpention. Unilrreraüsm refm to a system in which erich 
levcl of  govcmmcnt acts uidependently of a h  otheq bilateralism, a system in which the tederal govenmrmt 
coulborates with tbe provincirl govmumnts on ui individuai bois; and multilrtdism, r systcm in which the 
f c d d  govcrnmart acts jointly wïîh dl or most ofthe provinci4 govcnuncrits. Sœ: Kenneth McRobcrts, 
"URilrtenlism, B i k c d s m  d MuhilrtcnlYlll: Approrhes to Cuudirn Fcdenljsm," in Richud Simcon (cd), 
Intqovernmcntai Rdrtionr (Toronto: University of Toronto Prtss, 1985) 



federal states, including the Russian Federation, embody elements of both models, an 

idea referred to in the literature as competitive interdependence. '' 
In his work on comparative fededism and intergovernrnental relations in the 

United States, Daniel J. Elazar challenges some of the traditional theories of 

intergovernmental relations by advancing a political model that seeks to provide a more 

complex and flexible framework for the types of political interaction that occur in federal 

polities. Unlike pyramidal or centre-periphery models of intergovemmental relations, 

which assume the dominance of the federal govemment over the peripheral regional 

govemments, Elazar's matrix model contains no higher or lower power centen, ody 

larger and smaller arenas of political decision making (see figure 1 )." As such: 

[tJhe matrix of decision making centers is iinked through formai lines of authority 
with both formai and informai Lines o€communication crisscrossing it . The constitution 
provides the fiame or bare bones o f  the structure, which is fieshed out by formai and 
informai institutional amgements ,  often overlapping. tn this sense, the lines of 
commuriication m e  as the n m s  of the ovecall system. l6 

Elazar's matrix model not only reveals the complex set of linkages that 

characterize intergovemmental relations in feded states but also focuses our attention 

on the interplay between structure and relationships. in his words, "while [federal ism is] 

embodied in constitutions and institutions, structures and functions, in the end it is the 

relationshi ps that count." " These relationshi ps or federal processes are what fles h out 

the skeletal structure provided by the institutional framework. The key to understanding 

" R a d  L. Watts, Coapuing Fcdml Sys(carr in the (Kùigston: institute of Intergovemmcntal 
Rchtionq Quecn's University, 1 9%), 55. 
l 5  Daniel l. E h ,  Eiplrriq Fedmüam ( T ~ Q O J I ,  AL: University ot'A*buni h s s +  1987). 37. 
16 ibid., 37-38. 
" D-l J. El-* u I n t d o d  and Comparative Feddsnf  CS: Pdiiicrl S a m e  i d  P d i b ,  J w w  
1993, 191. 



intergovemmental politics in fderal States, therefore, lies in the interaction between 

structure and process within this complicated matrix of crosscutting relationships. 

A second model that builds upon centre-penphery conceptions of 

intergovernmental relations i s  Sidney Tarrow's theory of new localism. Tarrow believes 

that while existing models of centre-periphery relations contain some useful ideas, they 

fail to provide a comprehensive hmework for the study of intergovemmental relations. 

He proposes a sy.ithesis of these models as a means of providing the student of 

intergovernmental relations with a more theoretically satisQing and suficiently complex 

alternative. " This synthesized model: 

recognizes the possibility of several different kinds of relationships benveen center 
and periphery, depending on dite idedogies and the social contem. Above dl, it 
demonstrates the iikeiihood thst competing alliances baween elments at the center 
and elem«its a! the periphery wiU play a more important role in the decision making 
process ihnn a cmde corifiontation ôetween a united ceMa and a united cwntry.de. '' 

One of the strengths of Tarrow's model is that it is not restricted to or dominated 

by one particular theoretical appioach; it acknowledges the infiuence of institutions, 

individuals and groups on the dynamics of intergovernmental relations. Above all, it 

recognizes the possibility that several different kinds of relationships can exist between 

the centre and the periphery within a single state. In particular, Tarrow emphasizes the 

role that competing alliancesz0 between elements at the centre and elernents at the 

periphery play in the policy making process. He surmises that such alliances largely 

-- 

'' Sidney T m w .  bc. Centn and tlphery. Cmrooa MitKians in IWy id France (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1977) 
l9 Mrlr O. Rousseau and Riphul hisk i .  Rqiruürm u d  Dcvdu8iom io Compantive 
hpective (New York: pnCeer, 1987), 80. 



depend on elite ideologies and the social context in wtiich interaction takes place. 

Therefore, like Elazar's rnatrix, Tarrow's mode1 reinforces the idea that 

intergovemmental relations should not be restricted to a centre-periphery mis. 

The Policy Making Proeess in Federal Sîates: Key Concepts and Variabla 

The nature and design of the institutions that constitute a particular federal system 

influence the policy making process in federal states. In established Merations such as 

Canada or Gennany, the federal institutional framework is relatively constant. Aside 

fiom the occasional modification or adaptation, few changes occur in the institutional 

structure that underpins these federal systems. In transitional federations, however, the 

case is quite different. The institutional structure of the Russian Federation, for example, 

has undergone a considerable arnount of change over the p s t  decade and will likely 

continue to do so in the near fiiture. 

In the literature on institutional development in transitional states, proponents of 

institutional engineering argue that political Iife will be shaped pnmarily by the 

institutional choices made after the collapse of the previous regime. Their emphasis, 

therefore, is on selecting the most appropriate institutional structures to govem a 

particular society." ûthers have pointed out that the institutional legacies and 

'O Such ailWIces m comprised of govcmma*al bodies, individuils anâ other politid utors fkom the fcdml 
uid regionil spheres of govanmat. They engage in a compebtivc stniggk for powu within t k  political 

Fzhan Linq The Pailr of Rrsidentiaiism," Jouorrul dDcucmey. 111. *inter 1990; Juan Linz and 
Arniro Vainarela (ais), hcrMmtiiilim r d  hhiituUiiam: Dea iî Mirk r DW'? 
(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994) 



7 3  

dependency paths of the previous regirne also influence the transition process.' 

According to Kenneth Jowitt, the primary factor shaping the political transition in Russia 

is the 75-year Leninist experience. This legacy includes the behavioural patterns of 

former Soviet officiais and elites who still occupy positions of power and authority, as 

well as other institutional frameworks, niles and standard operating practices that have 

remained in piace despite the formai coilapse of the communist systern? Although the 

infirience of these legacies will weaken as new institutions and oficials replace the old, 

they remain evident in many sectors of Russian political and economic life. 

What variables influence the policy maling process in federal states such as 

Russia? Are these variables products of the Soviet system, the pst-Soviet transition or a 

combination of both? The following sections will examine several features of federalism 

and the marner in which they influence the political process in federal states in general 

and in the Russian Federation in particular. They include concurrency and the division of 

pwer, asymmetrical and symmetrical federalism, executive federalism, intrastate 

federalism, and the concepts of autonomy and sovereignty . These features wi 1 l serve as 

the basis for a more in depth midy of the interaction between federalism and the policy 

making process in later chapters. 

concwrency und ~ h e  Division of Power. The division of powers and responsibilities in 

federal states can assume a nurnber of different forms. For instance, a federal 



constitution may demarcate these powers into "watertight compartments" or it may use 

the iess clear but arguably more flexible concept of concurrency as a detining principle. 

The watertight compartments method sets rigid guidelines on which areas of government 

the federal and regional authorities may adrninister. While this may seem like an 

expedient and efficient way of organizing a political system, it does little to encourage 

interaction between the two governrnents. Concunrncy, on the other hand, encourages 

and in fact demands cooperation by acknowledging ''that many areas do indeed have both 

national and [regional]  dimension^."^^ 

Another 'tirtue" of concurrency is its flexibility. This method of dividing powen 

and responsibilities avoids the painful and potentially disruptive task of allocating 

jurisdictions during the formative stages of federaiization. It also may enable one order 

of govenunent to act on a problem if the other order seerns unwilling or is unable to do 

sa2'  Of course, such an outcome can only occur if there is a clear understanding 

between the governments involved regarding the need for action in a particular policy 

area. Unfonwiately, this is not always the case. Often the govemment that has avoided 

taking action has a reason for doing so and will resist any fùrther "independent" steps on 

the part of another govemment. in order to avoid such problems, an established 

mechanism or set of rules for rnanaging cooperation and resolving disputes between the 

various orders of govemment involved must be in place. in most federal states, the role 

of intergovemmental arbiter is played by the judicial branch through a constitutional or 

supreme 

" Op. Cit.. Nor* S k o n  and kmaick (1986). 434.  
Ibid., 44. 

" Op. Cit.. Watts (19%). 92.93- 



Ln addition to king either concurrent or watertight, the division of power in a 

federal state can be either detailed or broad. Broad allocations of power are flexible. yet 

often unclear. Detai led allocations, although c lear. can also introduce unnecessary 

rigidity into a federal poiity. The division cm also be syrnrnetrical or asymmetrical, a 

question that will be examined in greater detail in the following section. Sufice it to say 

that one of the dilemrnas of Dderaiism is that diffrrent rncrnbn of the federation may 

simultaneously demand symrnetry and asymmetry. The goal of the committed federalist 

politician. therefore. is to balance these tnterests and thus avoid the type of interregional 

codict that could threaten the stability of the federation. 

The federal constitution and the various intergovenunental treaties that have been 

signed between the federal governent and the regions in Russia have divided the 

powers and responsibilities of administration into three categories: federal powers. 

concurrent powea and the powen of the regions. The division of powers tends to be 

fairly broad and, as many scholan have pointed out, ambiguous and vague." This is 

especially true for the rather lengthy list of powers and responsibilities that fall under the 

categoiy of concurrent juridiction? Moreover. not only do other agreements and 

treaties often contradict the categories in the Iist of concurrent powen, but the procedures 

and institutional mechanisms for administering and resolving disputes in areas of 

concurrent juridiction have not been properly established. The result is yet another 

" Whik pomc rholars fai that wch vaguencss is a proôlm, othcro, such as Edward Wdkm argue h t  it may 
be Mcid.  "Tbe loox division of powcrs bawccn the centrai and regional govcrnmcints is not naessarily a 
fbw. Vagucness con~n'butes to flexibility ad flaùbility mry k uîvmtqpui." Op. Cit., Waku ( 19%). 
" Ofputicul.f importance to tlar Itudy is the fkt tha the a*unl tcsource sector fJh d e r  this conaimnt 
crtqpry. Article 72, section c of the Russian c0nStinition statcs tht "[t]t~ joint authority of the Russian 
Federation and the mcmbcrs of the Russian Fcdmtion shill comprise: questions nlated to the possession, use 
and disposll of lrnds, mimnls, mer and other nuwrl mources." 



example of how institutional confusion or the inadequacies of the present institutional 

structure contibute to the problems of federalism and policy making in the Russian 

Federation. 

Concurrency is a two-way street. 1t involves both the participation of the regions 

in the legislative process at the federal level and the development of legislation at the 

regional level. Ln Russia, the latter has &en corne in tespowe to federal inaction or 

political impasse at the federal level that prevents the adoption of ciraft legislation that 

the regions consider vital to their well-king. One such initiative is the legislation on 

natuml resources adopted by the Republic of Tatarstan, a case that wili be explored at 

length in the second part o f  this study. The federal government showed concem about 

both the provisions in this regional legislation that contradict federal laws and the 

region's decision to adopt legislation in an area of concurrent jwisdiction without 

obtaining ratification in the federal parliament or consent fiom the federal govemment. 

The resulting dispute has aggravated tensions between Tatantan and the federal 

govenunent and created legislative confusion in an important policy area. 

The lack of effective and impartial mechanisms for resolving intergovermental 

disputes has complicated the political process in areas of concurrent jwisdiction. 

Although Russia does have a constitutional court, the historical weakness of the judiciary 

in relation to the other branches of power (in prticular, the executive branch) has limited 

the constitutional court's position as an arbiter of jurisdictional disputes between the 

federal govemment and the regions. in the absence of an effactive judicial mechanism 

for conflict resolution, discussions, ôargaining and agreements between federal and 

regionai elites have played an increasingly porninent mle in the political process. 



Asynrmeiricul und Symmetrrcuf Federutism. in a recent article entitled "The Theoretical 

and Practical Implications of Asymmetncal Federalism: the Canadian Expenence in 

Comparative Perspective", Ronald Watts commented: "until recently scholan have not 

focused much attention upon instances of asymmetry within federal political systems nor 

upon the implication of asymmetry for the operation of such sYstems."" The apparent 

absence of an established theoretical literature on asymmetncal federalisrn, however, 

should not diminish its significance as a political factor. The struggle for and against 

asyrnmetry is a feahup of many federal states and. as such, the role played by 

asymrnetrical relationships should not be underestimated as a determinant of the policy 

making process. 

Before entering into a discussion of the political conseqwnces of asyrnmetrical 

federalism, it would be wise to define some of the basic attributes of this concept. In the 

federal context, both symmetry and asymmetry refer to the marner in which a member 

state relates to the federal goverment, other member states and the political system as a 

wh~le . '~  Symmetry denotes unifonnity (or at lest sorne measure of uniformity, for no 

federation can ever be completely symmetrical) in the pattern of tfiese relationships. An 

asymmetrical relationship, on the other hand, "refers to a situation where the divenities 

within the larger society find political expression through component governments 

possessed of varying degrees of autonomy and power."3' Most federations face the 

dilemma of finding the right mix of symmetiy and asymmetry to secure stability and 

'9 ~ o i u l d  L. Watts, ~ h e  ~heore~cai and ~ r i i c a i  ~mpiiatiom of~symmetricu~ ~aî«alian: ~ h e  Canrdian 
Expcîicnce in Comparative Perspective," Papa pepued for pmcntation a the 16' World Congress of the 
Intcmatiod Politid Science Association, Berlin, 2 1-25 August 1994.2. 

Chartes D. Tariton, " S y n n n y  ad Asynawny as Elcments of Fedcralism: A Thcoretid Specuiation," 
Jourarl of Pditics, 27:4 (1 965). 86 1. 



political h o n y .  Such an outcome is ofien elusive, especially when demands for 

greater asyrnmetry by some federal memben are met with stem calls for symrnetry from 

others. 

An important distinction in the concept of  asymmetrical federalism exins 

between political or defücto asymmetry and constitutional or de jure asymmetry. 

Politicai asymmetry is the actual difference between the constituent units in terms of 

geogaphy, wealth, populatiun, standard of living, economic potential and actual 

influence and power. Constitutional asyrnmetry, on the other hand, refers to the 

structural or constitutional-legai arrangements that distinguish one constituent member 

fiom another. 32 Both types of asymmetry have a signi ficant impact on the political 

process in federal States. In addition to affecting the way in which the constituent units 

perceive each other and, in turn, the federal government and the political system, they 

also influence the arnount of political or economic "weight" that a particular constituent 

rnember has within a federation, 

Depending on the critena employed, Russia can be classified as both a 

symmetrical and an asymmetrical federation. The federal constitution entrenches the 

ideal of symmetry by stating that al1 members of the federation are The fonnal 

equality of membership in the Federation Council, the upper house of the Russian 

parliament, also strengthens the symmetncal organization of the federal system. Each 

temtory, regardless of its sire and population, has two members. Russian fedenilîsm, 

" Ibid.. 869. 
" Op. Cit.. Watts (1996).cbip<er 6. 
33 Constitution of t& Russiin Fedmîion. d c k  4, point 1. Point 4 of the same uticle fiirthcr entmches this 
quality by stating tht "[alIl memben of the Ru&n Fabuion Ml bc quai in th& rclotions with fdd 
bodies of swc uithority." 



however, also displays some de jure asymmetrical characteristics. For example, clear 

diffetences exist between political authority of the various republics, oblasts, krais and 

autonomous areas in the Federation Treaty and only some of the 89 mernben of the 

Federation have signed special "bilateral" treaties with the federal government.34 

Although the constitution is supposed to be the supreme law of the land, the legal 

position of the Federation Treaty and the bilateral treatirs in relation to the constitution is 

not entirely clear, a situation that adds confusion to the hierarchy of laws (and the jtudy 

of ~ e r a l i s m ! ) . ~ ~  The fact that only republics are allowed to have a constitution fùrther 

reinforces this fonnal asyrnmetry. 

The Russian Federation is also "asymmetrical" in an infonnal, &Jucto sense. 

Significant disparities exist between the various regions in terms of their attitudes toward 

econornic and political refom, their financial situations and their potential for future 

growth and development. Asymmetries between pro- and anti-market regions, have and 

have-not regions and resource nch and resource-poor regions have led to many disputes 

over the direction and substance of policies adopted at the federal level. This is 

especially mie in areas of concurrent j urisdiction where the regions have much more 

input into the policy making process. 

One can imagine the problems that these arnbiguities create arnong the regions 

and between the regions and the federal authorities. Russia's inability to dari@ its 

" Thrc bilaterai tmties conln spccid powers on the regions in quacion that distinguish them fmom othcr 
regions. Initially, the fedd govcrnment oniy signai bilaterd tmties with tbe rcpublics. Since 1996, 
howmr, it hs ncgottiatai ud signaî trrrties with r Numkr of otha rcgîoas, including o b w  krak, federal 
cities and autonomous oknigs. As such, bilateral utrties cuc quickiy becorning the nile rather thsn the 
exception in the M d  gonnunmt's r e g i d  pdacy. 
'' S.V. Polenina, B.M. LiPrrv. RZ. Linhi&, A+. Kozlov rad E.K. ûiushko, "uiisiitivnyi p l a l a  
fdctol'nogo 2rkom O donrlrh i inykh nonnuiactpnvovykh akîûch RF" (DM project on the fded Irw 
on laws and otha normative-kgai acts of the Russi8n Fc&8tion), Corvdrnivo i pnvo, 3/1995,57-6%. 



constitutional position has caused al1 manner of disputes, contlicts and 

misunderstandings and has, in turn, given students of Russian politics a clear example of 

how an aspect of the institutional structure affects politics and the policy making process. 

Conversely, the fact that the federal pvernment continues to negotiate and sign bilateral 

treaties with only certain, "chosen" regions oust one of many examples of institutional 

dynamism or change) suggests that the institutional structure is also king influenced by 

other variables. 

EX~C'UI ive Frdrruhsrn. Exec ut ive federal km, a tenn fint coined by Canadian federal 

schoiars, refen to the process in which decisions regarding policy are made through 

negotiations between senior oficials from the federal and regional governrnents. 

Naturaliy, this type of decision making process is more likely to occur in systems where 

power is concentrated in the hands of the executive or where there i s  an imbalance in the 

powers defined by the constitution that favours the executive branch of goverment. In 

parliarnentary federations such as Canada, for exarnple: 

[the] executives are mernbers of the legislature, are rcsponsible to the Iegislature 
and can &iy dcliver the votes ofa mrjority in the legdanu~. Thcrdore, 
power is concentrated in th& hands. This means t h  relations between 
govtnuncnts arc dso concentratcd among thc: executives (not the legislaton) 
of the govcmments-hmce îhc tenn "exccutiw feddism". . .This is not to imply 
that ordinrry mmibcrs of Puliunent or provuicirl legislrnires have no role to 
play, but that they tend not to have a direct rolc in undertaking or mediating 
dations m n g  the gowmmcrns." 

' ûougias M. Brown, David R Carmon, Peter J.  Meekison ud R o d d  L. Watts, " F d d i s n  in Canada: 
Structures and Practiccs," Part one of the experts' nport for cumponent five o f  the Russia-Canaâa 
Cobrat ive  Federrlism Roject (Kingston: inst i~e  of intergovcnimcntal Mitions, Queen's University, 
March 19%). 42. 



According to the literature, executive federalism may take many forms, ranging 

From organized annual conferences to ad hoc meetings and discussions. These meetings 

rnay involve al1 the leaden of the federal governrnent and the federal mernbers, only 

some of the leaders of the federal members or simply ministen and officials from 

particular areas of jurisdiction. In some federations the practice of executive federalism 

is instituiionally entrenched. That is to Say the constitution or other iegai documents 

fomally outline the meeting and decision-making powea of the executive. In other 

cases, executive federalism is still largely a political convention rather than a Iegal 

requirement." 

Critics of this executivedominated decision-making process argue that it is 

undemocratic and elitist because it bypasses the elected legislatures. Executive 

federalism has also been cnticized because it often lacks an institutional-legai basis. In 

many federations, no established niles exist about where and when the meetings should 

take place or how decisions should be made. As one group of scholars has observed, this 

"lack of fonnal niles about intergovernrnenîal relations may mean that they are less 

legitimate in the public's eye, and less accountable as we~l."~' 

It should be noteâ, however, that there are some positive aspects to executive 

federalism. For example, it can be a very usehl tool in fragile democratic fderiltions 

where political expeâiency and the need to make quick and decisive decisions rnay take 

precedence over democratic concerns and legislative oversight. OAen, it seems that 

dificult problems requiring an irnmediate solution have a much greater chance of being 

resoived by negotiations between a few govemment leaders or senior officials than by a 

" Ibid., 43. 



lengthy and divisive spell of parliamentary debate. The problem is that if the role of 

parliament is diminished in such a way, where does this leave democracy? 

Historically speaking, executive nile has played a significant and enduring role in 

the politics of the Russian state. In post-Soviet Russia, the dominant position that the 

executive occupies in relation to the other branches of govemrnent undencores the 

importance of executive mie. The federal constitution, a document that was passed in 

the aflennath of President El'tsin's violent defeat and subjugation of the legislative 

branch in October 1993. secures both the Je jure and defacto power of the executive 

through the office of the Presidency. 

Another consequence of the executive-legislative struggles of 1993 that enhanced 

the power of the executive was the abolition of the local soviets (councils) and their 

replacement wi tb regional legisiatures. These bodies possess fewer powen than the 

suviets and, as a result, the executive branch dominates political life in the regions. Like 

the federal executive, therefore, the regional executives have become very powerful 

insti~tions.'~ Untii recently, the close relationship between the federal and regonal 

executive branches, a key precondition for executive federalism, was secured by the fact 

that the President appointed the majority of the regional govemon.4u 

Executive federalism occm on a number of different levels and in a variety of 

settings in the Russian Federation. One could argue, for example, that sessions of the 

" bi4 46. 
"The FSU Ma the Russian Elections," Cambridp En- Raarcb Atiociitcx Formcr Soviet Union 

Wateb, Aututllil1996.16. 
' This cfisngcd in 1996 whcn mgionil leaders were chosen thmugh cornpetitive efcctions. This institutiod 
shift couid hve a signüicant imprct on the kvd of support t h t  tk President enjoys at the regional I d -  



Federation Council are in fact organized forums for executive federali~rn.~' The heads of 

the regional executive and Iegislative branches represent each region in the Council, 

meetings take place on a fairly regular basis and the Council possesses a considerable 

amount of formal authority over the legislative process. According to one observer, the 

memben of the Federation Council spend an inordinate arnount of their time in Moscow 

securing priviieps and deals for their regions."' m e r  manifestations of executive 

federalism take place on a somewhat less organized, yd equally important, basis. The 

bilateral treaties that have become one of the building blocks of the Russian federal state 

since 1 994 are essentiall y products of executive federalism. High level politicians 

conduct the negotiations for these treaties behind closed doon without the participation 

of the federal or regional tegislatures or any kind of popular ratification. 

Executive federalism also occurs at art interregonal level, as evidenced in the 

growth of regional associations such as the Siberian Agreement and the Great Volga 

Association. In some cases. the purpose of these associations is to encowage general 

cooperation between members of the regional executive branches on a wide range of 

issues facing the regions in a certain part of the country. The Siberian Agreement, for 

example, was fonned by politicians fiom a number of Siberian regions with the intention 

of strengthening the lobbying power of the region as a whole in relation to the federal 

government Sometimes, however, regions will band together to lobby the federal 

govemment on a parttcular piece of legislation. This was the case in Febniary 1997 

" in a mmuia similar to the Oamui Bundani or F e d d  Coud .  Accord@ to Watts, the memkro of the 
Bundesrat "are delcgates of their Land cabinets, holding office in the fedenl second chamber ex otncio as 
manbers of thcir Land uccutivc .ad voting in the B d t g l t  in a block on the instruction!! of th& lond 
govmunents." Op. Cit., Watts (MM), 87. 



when the heads of a nurnber of oil-producing regions sent a letter to the memben of the 

State Duma asking them to suppon the federal legislation on production sharing 

agreements? 

Some otficials support executive federalism, arguing that the need for constant 

legislative ratification impedes the political process and threatens the overall stability of 

the state. In their view. the treaties and agreements produced as a result of federal- 

regional negotiations have preserved the integrity of the federation by ciariSing the 

positions of the govemments involved and by resolving potentially destructive contlicts 

in a peaceful and orderly mariner. The power of the federal and regionai executive 

branches and their penchant for executive decision-making and negotiations that bypass 

the democratically elected legislatures, however. has led to harsh cnticism tiom a 

number of sources. Supporten of the legislature maintain that executive federalism 

enhances the democratic deficit in this transitional state. Moreover, they add that 

executive negotiated bilateral treaties, clauses in legislation that are designed to 

perpetuate the process of executive decision-making and mle by decree have contri buted 

to the country's political woes by aggravating the disniptive and longstanding contlict 

between the executive and legislative branches. 

Beanng al1 this in minci, it appears that executive kderalism can affect the 

political process in two distinct ways. First, it can act as an active determinant of change 

in which the process of executivedominated nelptiation and decision-making has a 

direct impact on policy. In a more passive sense, it also serves as an object of cnticism 

42 One observer h u  suggested that this oRen m l t s  in the members having Iess time and energy for amal 
COU~C~I  b~antss. ~ n t c ~ e ~ ,  MOSCOW. ~ u c h  1997. 



among opponents of executive rule that, in tum, prompts them to use their critique of 

executive federalism as a pretext for opposing and changing legislation. 

Intrustuie Federaiism. The preceding section dealt with executive federalism, an 

important feature of what the literature refea to as intentate federalism or relations 

between the federal and regional governments.w An equaiiy significant institutional 

feature of a federal state is intrastate federalism, a t e m  denoting the manner in which the 

regions are represented in the federal institutional structure. Most parliarnentary federal 

states provide for regional representation at the federal level through the executive 

branch and the upper chamber of a bicameral legislature. Federal cabinets are often 

cornposed of representatives corn a variety of different regions in order to ensure that the 

regional voice is heard at the highest levels of govemment. The upper chamber in both 

parliarnentary and presidential federations is usually reserved for representatives fiom the 

constituent members of the federation. These institutions allow the regions to have some 

input into the policy making process at the federal level. 

As wted above, each region in the Russian Federation has two representatives in 

the Federation Council. Since the individuals in question represent the heads of the 

executive and Iegislative branches of govemment, this body is in effect a hybrid of 

interstate and intrastate federa~ism.'~ Although the conventions for regional 

" S v d u u  LdM "Naiden qmob d d a  shkury ncubitogo medvcdia ( F i i g  a meuu of shring is Wre 
skinnîng a live bar)," Sqodnya, l4/02/97,2. 
D.V. S d e y  nd R o d d  L. Watîs, imtrritrte FcQ.ai i. C u r l  (Toronto: University of Toronto 

Press, 1985). 
" in a rinii*r nrmier to the  ana &mdcrm or ~eûmi ~ouncii. The regionil rcpnsentuivcs in the 
Bundesrat are sent and insüucttd by the Land- govenunmts. Sa: David P. Corndi, The Cemra Pdity 

York: Lon- 1986) 152- 153. 



representation in the fedenil executive are still evolving, the regions also have some 

representation in the State Dwna. Half of the memben of the Duma are elected in 

single-member plurality districts, while the other half are elected through proportional 

representation. 

rluionotnv und Soveretgnty. The tems autonomy and sovereignty refer to the degree of 

independence that one political entity has in relation to another political entity. One 

source characterizes autonomy as "self-govemance - the ability or right to determine 

one's own actions or be~iefs. '~~ Sovereignty, on the other hana is described as "the right 

to own and control some area of the world.. . the idea o f  independent rule by a country or 

institution over a certain territory or set of political concern~. '~~ In other words, 

sovereignty denotes "national independence, the sole right of the authorities of a 

particular country to take decisions affectng its c i t i~ens . '~~  One way of distinguishing 

the two concepts, therefore, is to link the term sovereignty with the political situation of 

an independent state, an increasingly difficult task in a globalizing and interdependent 

world. Autonomy, in cornparison, refers to the limited or partial independence that some 

regions or communities exercise within a larger political entity. 

The problem with these tems is that a region within a given political entity can 

be sovereign or autonomous, depending on the policy ana or issue under discussion. 

This is especially tme in fedenrl states, where regionally based subjects of the federation 

often possess the sole right to take decisions affecthg their citizens in some areas of 

" Roan M. Martin, Tk ~ ~ p b e r ' s  Dinkur). Lewiston, NY: B d v i c w  Pms, 199 1). 20. 
" David Rokrisoq T k  hmph DirUiry of Mi&, (London: Pcngiun. 1993). 440. 

nid.. 440. 



jurisdiction, but only concurrent nghts wath the federal govemment in other areas. Even 

in cases where the subjects of the federation exercise exclusive jurisdiction over a 

pariicular policy area, it is oAen still possible for the federal govenunent to challenge the 

de jure sovereignty of a region. Under these circumstances, the region in question could 

be considered autonomous in terms of the day to day administration of the policy area. 

but not sovereign becouse the federal govemment has the capacity to become involved 

when and where it feels thz need. 

The tendency for Russian politicians to use the words autonomy and sovereignty 

interchangeably has contibuted to the confusion that exists between the two ternis. For 

example, federal and republican politicians have described certain republics as sovereign 

entities in speeches, meetings and even official documents. The reality, of course, is that 

the republics are not completely sovereign entities. In some areas, they exercise 

sovereignty, albeit sovereignty that is oflen limited by overlapping federal authority. In 

othen, however, they possess only varying degrees of autonomy. 

The autonomy/sovereignty debate in pst-Soviet Russia has also ken  

complicated by a whole series of issues and institutions, ranging from concurrency in the 

division of powen to treaty federalism. Accordingly, the question of whether a region is 

sovereign or simply autonomous is of?en open to interpretation or manipulation. In the 

Russian context, the term sovereignty has a powerful symbolic value and is often used to 

serve the short terni political purposes of officiais at both the federal and regional levels 

of govemment. Unf'omm~tely, this only adds to the confusion and intergovemmental 

tension p m n t  within the political sydem. 



For the purposes of this study, therefore, the terni sovereignty will refer to the 

ability (at lest in a de jure sense) of the regional govemments to exercise exclusive 

control over a particular policy area. Such control is usually legally entrenched through a 

constitution, a treaty or other legally-based document, but is not necessarily undisputed. 

In fact, as the chapten on Tatarstan will demonstrate, the dispute over the legal 

foundations of regional sovereignty in the resource sector constitutes one of the clearest 

examples of institutional confusion and overlapping jurisdictional ambiguity in the pst-  

Soviet period. 

In comprison, the terni autonomy will be used to refer to a broad range of levels 

of independence fiom federal incursion and control. Unlike sovereignty, autonomy 

implies the existence of limitations on the ability of the regional govemments to act in a 

specific policy area. Autonomy is a particularly useful concept for analyzing the 

intergovenunental relations in the Russian Federation for a number of reasons. Fint, the 

prevalence of areas of concurrent jurisdiction and the existence of few areas of exclusive 

regonal jurisdiction mean that the subjects of the federation do not have sovereignty in 

the majority of policy areas but may instead exercise some degree of autonomy. in many 

respects, this autonomy is a result of the significant devolution of power that has 

occurred during the pst-Soviet priod. Seconci, the fact that the tenn autonomy 

encompasses a variety of differing levels of fhâorn from federal control means that it is 

particularly suited to describing the asyrnmetrical charscter of the Russian fderal mode1 

and regional atternpts to increase their autonomy. 



Institutional Interphy and Confusion in Fedenl States 

The use of established theories, models and concepts to organize and explain 

obsewed political phenornena is an essential element in the study of politics. This is 

even tnie in the study of pst-Soviet politics where, until recently, theoretical analysis 

and cornparison have played a secondary role to the task of building a solid empirical 

base? Now that the d u t  has begun to settle and a pst-commumst political structure has 

started to emrrge fiom the ashes of the Soviet collapse, the challenge facing scholan is to 

determine which models or set of theories can be used to explain the political dynarnics 

of contemporary Russia. 

At first glance, it seems that al1 of the major models of politics have something to 

offer to the study of Russian politics. Cultural analysis, for example, emphasizes the 

importance of cultural experience on the political environment. The current crop of 

policy maken (politicians. oficials, bureaucnits. business people, experts and 

academics) are al1 products of the Soviet and pst-Soviet cultural experiences. This is 

reflected both in their attitudes toward political and economic reform and more 

concretely in the policies they suppon or oppose.5o Culture, however, is only one part of 

the larger political fabric and must be used in conj unction with other ideas to explain 

pol itical developments. 

Another approach to understanding contemprary Russian politics is group 

theory. In this sense, politics and political outcornes are seen as products of group 

49 This approach was iMtiJly advocucd by schoirrs such u Surh Meiklcjohn Terry and Valerie Bunce. Sa: 
Surh Mcildcjohn Terry. UThinlQng About the Post-C-st Transitjons: How Dinefcnt Arc -1" SIivic 
Review, 52:2 ( S m  1993); ud Vilaie Buncc, "Adyzing the Tnasitions: Consmints on Empvid 
Rcsc~rch," Ithaca, N'Y: C o d  University, Departmcnt of Governmmt, 1992. Unpublishcd nport. 
so Op. Cit,, Jowitî (1 992). 



activity and conflict. This is certainly becoming more evident in pst-Soviet Russia as 

group activity intensifies and the various factions, parties and other groups that have 

emetged on the political scene during the p t  few years becorne more organized and 

active. It is already apparent that the policy making process is king influenced by the 

efforts of the major political factions (comunists, nationalists, dernocrats, market 

reformrn, centnsts. and so fonh j, lobby groups and other associations. Although many 

of these groups are still unorganized and in a state of transition, tl.l.eir growing influence 

over the legislative process is becoming more evident. Consequently, their role in the 

political system will undoubtedly continue to evolve in the fiiture. 

In addition to groups and culture, some political scientists emphasize the role that 

individuals play in the political life of the state. Proponents of  rational choice theory, for 

instance. stress the influence that rational, self-interested individuals exen over the 

political system. At present, Russia seems to be inundated with such individuals; many 

of them seeking to consolidate and expand their power bases amidst the political and 

economic confusion that characterizes the transition period. Scholars such as Peter 

Kirkow and Daniel Kempton have noted this aspect of political life in pst-Soviet Russia. 

In his insightful study of regional "warlordism", Kirkow argues that as a result of the 

weaknesses displayed by national political parties and institutions, politics in Russia 

tends to be dominated by individual personalities who are able to negotiate deals and 

reach political and economic compromises." 

Like many of their counterpPrts nom the rational choice xhool, contemporary 

dite theurists have developed a broad concepion of power that recognizes the 



importance of economic as well as political elites. This is a particularly relevant idea for 

Russia area specialists because rapid marketization has created an emerging group of 

entrepreneurial elites that play an increasingly significant role in regional and national 

politics. These elites fom the backbone of the industnal complexes that operate at both 

the federal and regional levels.*' Any study that underestirnates the significance of these 

economic or private sector elites and the secton of the economy they represent risks 

presenting a skewed picture of the pst-Soviet reality. 

Whereas al1 these approaches or modeis ofleet a number of interesting insights 

into Russian politics, they have been criticized for ignoring or undervaluing the 

importance of institutions as detenninants of change in a given political system. In 

recent years, the cause of institutions has been reMved and championed by the "neo- 

institutionalists", a loose cohort of scholan who argue that individual behaviour, group 

dynarnics, political culture and other aspects of political life are al1 influenced by the 

particular institutional sening in which they existS3 

Contrary to some interpretations of this "new-institutionalism", ne* 

institutionalist thought should not be considered a rejection of other theories of politics 

but a blending of elements of the old institutionalism into the non-institutionalist styles of 

more recent theories of plitics." Generally speaking, institutions are seen as the 

"strategic contea" in *ch politics and policy making takes place. In the words of 

" Peta Kukow. "Rcgiod WadordWm in Russia: The Case of Rimorsloi hW, E u r o p h u  Studk, 47:6 
( 1995) 
52 
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Accordhg to lame Mar& and John Olscn, two pivotai fi- in comcmponry politicai science, 

"insiitutiod thinkiq clllphasks the put phyd by i n s t h t i d  stn~ctures in irnposing elmmas of orda on a 
potcntiaîiy uichoate worid." Set: James G. Match and J o b  P. Olien, "The New lnstitutiodsm: 
û q p h i o d  Factors in Politid L i ,  The Ancrkrm ?dificJ S c h  Revkw, 78:3 (Septank 1984), 
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Kenneth Shepsle, a student of the rational-choice institutionalist school, bbrationalt hoice 

theonsts have tumed to institutions. Like relationships. institutions may be thought of as 

part of what embeds people in social situations. They are the social glue missing from 

the behaviouralist9s more atomistic account."jj 

ln addition to carefully avoiding the type of theoretical rejection that has 

accompanied previous shitts in political theory and their wamings about the dangers of 

"grand system theories". institutionalists and their sdpporten also emphasize the 

interactive nature of institutions with other elements in the polity. Even at the height of 

the "behaviouralist revolution", M.J .C. Vile had the foresight to argue that: 

[tlhe study o f  politics must, therefore, very largely consist o f  the ways in which 
constitut ional and political institutions. and the social forces and movements in a 
particulas sociecy, interact with each other; of the limits upon the extent to which 
stable constitutional modes of behaviour can be developed and maintainai; and t fie 
diàts that t h y  can have in rnoulding behaviour." 

Recently federal scholan have related this theme of interaction to the study of 

intergovermental relations and federal km. ln 7'he bkderul C'onditwn ln C 'unudu, 

Donald V. Srniley cntiqued mciety-centered accounts of federalism by applying an 

institutionalist approach to the study of policy making and emphasizing the interactive 

nature of variables in a federal contea.j7 Smiley's views are echoed by othen such as 

Alan Cairns and Richard Simeon who believe that the state is more than just a hollow 

'' iôid.. 738. 
55 K m ~ i h  A. Shepsle, "Studying Institutions. Some Lessons fiom the Rational Choice Approach", Jaurnd 
otTôamti td  Pditm, 1 (2), 1989, 134. 
" M.J.C. Vile, Constitutioulism and the Scp.ntioa of Powm (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1%9), 3 14. 
'7 D.V. Srniley, The Fcdml Condition in Canada (Toronto: Mcûraw-HiU Rynson, 1987). cbapter one. 
Esrtia fedcraî scholars such as W h  Rikcr portrayed f d d  stnictum as dependent variables that arc 
shapeû by other factors. 



shell for the political games of groups and individ~als.~~ "Institutions are not sirnply the 

outgrowth or products of the environment ... and they are not just dependent variables in 

the pol itical system." argues Sirneon. "They can also be seen as independent forces, 

which have some effects of their own; once established, they themselves corne to shape 

and influence the en~ironment."~' More importantly, institutions are a h  considered 

piayers in a iarger interactive @me rather than singuiar deteminants of political 

This emphasis on interactivity lends a crucial element of flexibility to 

institutionalist theory, making it more adaptable and applicable to a variety of cases. 

While the interplay between institutions as both independent and dependent 

variables is evident in al1 polities, ii is a particularly relevant feature of politics in 

transitional regimes such as the Russian Federation. Over the past decade, Russia's 

federal institutional structure has undergone an almost constant process of adaptation and 

development. in many respects, institutions have become objects of contention, the focus 

of deliberate strategies by competing political acton to encourage a favourable 

transformation of the structural patametea that comprise the political system. At the 

same tirne, it seems that some institutional structures and processes have started to 

" Richard Simeon, FcdmCPmviacirl ûipkucy. Tk u l r i i g  of r ro i t  poiicy in Caodi  (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1972). 8. Also set: Aian C. Cairns. "The Govtniments and Socides of Canadian 
Fcdenlis&' C d & o  J o a d  d Pditiul Sciemce, 10 (December 1977) 

Richard S i n c q  ''RegiolUlun ud C a d * n  Politid Institutions," in J. Pcter Meckiron, ed., Candian 
Fedenlima: Mytb or RciUiy (Toronto: Methuen, 1977). 292-304. 
' Richtd Simeon ~cknowkdga t h t  '[ilt ricanr clau that nitha SQCjoIogical nor institutionai hcton donc 
cui rccount for the rcnirl p d h m c c  of politid systems or fer their policy-mak.ing pn~cszres. Mort likeiy 
t b  is a subtle Uitcrplay bctween thnt sets of hctors: (a) brord 4 and cultural chrnaeristics, (b) 
institutional uid constitutionrl flctors, anâ (c) the prrtiwlrr mrms, attitudes, g d s  ud pcrspcctives of 
d e c i s i o n - ~  8nd th girticulrr dmunds uid probicms ficine the Wem 8t a given t h .  k h  ievd is 
logicrtly indepe6dein, ka & int- with tk othar." Op. Ch., Shmn (1972). 8. This opinion is rlso 
Md by R o d d  Watts who said that "[iJt is in the interplay ud the interactions of  the social fwndrtions, the 
w r i t t ~ ~ ~ C O l W t j M i O ~ u d t b e r t u i i p n c t i m u d t h c ~ o f p v c r n m c n t t h i t u i ~ o f t h c  
nature and & è c t i v ~  of the mant fkid expcrimciio is to bt found." Sa: Rodd Watt& Ncrr 
Fedmtiou: Espi- m tk Corinarredtb @ondon: 1966). I 5. 



influence politics in ways that may or may not have been originally envisioned by their 

"creators". One of the main purposes of the present study will be to explore these 

aspects of the transition within the context of a wider study of the policy making process 

in pst-Soviet Russia. Such a study will require a balanced analytical approach that is 

capable oftreating institutions as objects as well as instigators of political change. 

One of the consequences of this p e n d  of intense institutional construction is  the 

proliferation of competing and contradictory laws. Throughout much of the pst-Soviet 

period, a " w u  of laws" has raged between the federal government in Moscow and some 

of the more assertive regional govemments.61 In a recent interview, the former Justice 

Minister and Prime Minister Sergei Stepashin revealed that one-third of approximatel y 

16,000 regional laws examined by the Justice Ministry contradicted federal legislation.62 

The diiemma posed by dus problematic feature of the Russian federal system has been 

exacerbated by the emergence of other competing institutions; the most notable being the 

federal constitution and the bilateral tnaties that have been signed between the fedenil 

govemment and various regions. 

How does the institutional confusion present in the Russian federal structure 

affect the policy making process? What are the implications of institutional confusion 

for the reform pmcess? How have the federal and regional govemments attempted to 

cope with the problem of institutional confusion? In order to answer these questions, it i s  

necessary to examine the interaction between political actors and institutions at the 

federal and regional levels of govemment. 



Oil Polities and tbe Production Sbaring Debate 

This study will view the development of federalism, intergovernmental relations 

and the policy making process in Russia through the lens provided by the oil sector and, 

in particular, the debate taking place over the issue of production sharing agreements. 

There are a number of reasons for choosing this particular case study as a context for 

éxamining Cederaikm and intergovemrnentai reiations in the Russirn Federation. The 

most obvious is that energy and natural resources policy is a matter of concurrent 

jurisdiction between the federal and regional govemments. Since the mechanics of 

concurrent jurisdiction are unclear at this point in time, one would expect conflicts to 

anse between the federal govenunent and the regions conceming questions of authority, 

cooperation, jurisdiction and conflict resolution and mediation. Preliminary research haî 

indicated that such conflicts have occwed in the oil sector. This situation, however 

unfortunate for the parties involved, makes this case study an even more appropriate 

candidate for the study of the problems of Russian federahsm. 

The oil sector is a vast and complex network of different areas that touches on 

many aspects of federalism and the policy making process. As such, it can not only be 

employed as a means of analyzing how this policy process unfolds and how it affects and 

is affected by federal structures and processes. It can also serve as a "springboard for 

exarnining the more general features of the feâeral system in pst-Soviet ~ u s s i a . ~ ~  Many 

6 1 Op. Cit., Stomr-Weiss (in W t c  a al, 1997), 234. " RFE/RL RT- 20/01/1998. 
" Op. Ci., S i n o n  (1972). 1 1. S m O n  wgm tbm '?be au study n#hod WU an intensive d w i o n  
of the a c t d  opention of the decision-mikuig proceu. But it also has its dui8ers. Too ofta adysis is 
subordinitcd to exhaustive description; the unique taka ptscedencc ovcr the g d .  In this study, the MPE( 
uit Muable not in rhansdvcs but ody as thq m e  w 1 Iprin%boud for anrlyzing the mort gcmral proccss 
of fa-provllicirt negotirtionn 



analysts regard the oil industry as a key element in the overall strategy for econornic 

recovery and refom in pst-Soviet Russia. Oil is Russia's most important source of 

export revenue and a vital resource for domestic industrial production. The strategic 

importance of the oil industry and the value of natural resources involved make the oil 

sector a highly contentious and highly coveted policy area. There are many piayers in the 

high-stakes game of oii poiitics. Alliances are fonned and broken, disputes anse and are 

mediated, ministries, regions, political factions and private acton cooperate and fight 

with one another for a share in this lucrative and politically powerful sector of the 

economy. Al1 this activity suggests that a study of the oil sector and the legislation that 

affects this sector will reveal a great deal about federalism, intergovemmental relations 

and the changing political topography of pst-Soviet Russia 

In spite of its wealth and position within the Russian econorny, the oil sector has 

not k e n  immune to the diamatic changes that have occurred since the collapse of Soviet 

Union. Like many other sectors of the economy, it faces econornic stagnation brought 

about, in large part by an acute invernent crisis. As a result of political and legal 

instability and confusion, an arbitrary and punitive tax system and widespread corruption, 

both foreign and domestic investors have been relucîant to commit the large amounts of 

capital necessary to resurrect the oil sector's fading fortunes. Indeed, until the rights of 

investors are protected in a stable kgal h e w o r k ,  it seems that the oil sector will 

continue to be starved of the financial nsources it needs to act as an engine for the 

recovery of the Russian economy. 

One of the most important developments in ment yean has been the attempt to 

mate a rational and efficient system of management for this key sector of the economy. 



This ptocess of rationalization has taken place on a number of different levels. The 

development and adoption of legislation such as the Law on Underground Resources and 

Law on Production Sharing Agreements have transformed the institutionai structure at 

the federal level of govenment. institutionid reform has also occurred at the regional 

level where several oil-producing sub 'ekty have ken  actively developing their own 

legidative frameworks for managing the oil industry on their respective temtones? 

Together, these laws represent an important pan of the institutional construction process 

in the Russian Federation. As draft legislation they are objects of change. Once they are 

adopted, however, the laws become pari of the stnictural hrnework that influences the 

political process. 

The primary focus of this study is Russia's most recent attempt to establish an 

investor-friendly regdatory tiamework for the oil sector based on the concept of 

production sharing agreements. Production sharing seeks to encourage a greater degree 

of investrnent in the resources sector by replacing the cunent system of licensing with a 

system of production sharing agreements (PSAs) between the oit companies and the 

state. A PSA is a: 

cornmerciai contract betwctn the governmerit and those investors (fomgn, Russian 
or both) who wish to devcîop an oil or mineral dcposit. It  binds thc govenumnt most 
importantly with respect to appticable taxes, for the tenn set out in the ogtecment and 
derermiaabowtbcproducÉiongcmntdwillbcshrdbythcgovcrnmcntudihe 
investors and how the investon ml1 m v e r  t k  investmmt ancl c o ~ t s . ~ ~  

64 Tht tam sub 2.V dm to tk ngions tha! Mong to the Russian Fuimation. Thcrr an 89 in total: 21 
npublics, 49 obluu, 6 laais, 10 autonorous okrugs, 2 fdd citics (MOSCOW ad St. Petersbug) and 1 
unobomous obhst'. 
" "Court Direct Inva<onn Morow T i  1411 01 1998. 



Under the production sharing system, the state receives revenue from set taxes 

levied on land-use and profits and a pre-determined share of the oïl produced. Since the 

state, as represented by the federal and regional govemments, and the investor negotiate 

the ternis of production and profit sharing in advance, the oil companies avoid many of 

the arbitrary taxes and legal problems that have rendered their operations unprofitabie in 

the pst. Production sharing is not a new idea. It is a poiicy approach that has been 

employed in a nurnber of other oil-producing countries. It is, however, a groundbreaking 

concept in Russia where the relationship between private investors and the state has 

always been a tenuous one at best. 

ln spite of the benefits attributed to production sharing, federal legislation on 

production shmhg agreements has met with considerable opposition and delays in the 

federal parliament. It has eltcited cnticism fiom members of Communist and nationalist 

factions who are wary of any attempts to encourage private and foreign activity in such 

an important sector of the economy. The legislative process has also been delayed by 

interregional and intragovernmental conflicts in the State Duma and the Federation 

Council. Furthemore, the developrnent of a national remlatory h e w o r k  based on the 

concept of production sharing has been harnpered by jurisdictional disputes between the 

feded and regional govemments as well as contradictions between federal and regional 

legislationa 

This probkm of IegirLtive comradiction ad ovaLp hm baa auonbitai by the connlsion sunoundhg the 
idea of conarmrrcy and the la& of effective CO&-rcsolution machuiisms. Indeai. the mechnics of 
c o n c ~ m m m u i i g m u m r e m i i n ~ o f u i c n i g m r , m n t o t h e m o ~ r ~ n c d p o l i b c i u i s i n d ~ s i s .  
Cmpention ad dct-r#okuion do trlrc plioc, but oftQI on an rd hoc, unargullred biisu anâ bttwecn 
h igh - id  offids fiom the nteartive bnnches of the f M  ud regionil pvcrnments. This approlch oAen 
a w e ~  contlids to uix by segnv8ting othcr cltlwges within the politicJ sysia .  



The most active regions in tenns of developing natural resource legislation have 

been the Republic of Tatarstan and the Khanty Mansiisk autonomous okrug, two of the 

largest oil-producing regions in the Russian Federation. Located about 800 kilometres 

east of Moscow in the Middle Volga region, Tatarstan has been an oil-producing region 

for over forty years. In the 1950s and 1960s' the republic was the Soviet Union's largest 

producer of crude oil. Even though its oil fields have ken surpassed by new discoveries 

in other, more remote parts of the country, oil still plays an impurtant politicai and 

economic role in the republic. Since the demise of the Soviet Union, revenues from oil 

production have fw led the political aspi rations of the Tatarstsni government, al lowing it 

to rein force and expand the economic and political autonomy of the republic within the 

federat ion. 

The Khanty Mansiisk autonomous o h g  in Western Siben'a, is the home of some 

of Russia's richest oil deposits. The o h g  has bem a major oil producer since the 1960s 

and, like Tatarstan, still makes a significant contribution to Russia's oil sector. During 

the poasoviet period, the okmg govenunent has been anxious to retain a greater share 

of the revenues accrued fiom the sale of oii For the purpose of social and economic 

development in Khanty Mansiisk, as well as more control over the operation of  the oil 

sector in the oicrug. These goals, however, have been complicated by the okrug's 

ambiguous nlationship with its "host region", Tiwnen' ob~ast'.~' Duhg  the Soviet 

period, the okmg was subidinate to Timen' oblast'. Although Khanty Mansiisk has 

since becorne an qua1 subject of the federation, autonomous from yet still located witbin 

67 The unusurl situation of ngioos within 0 t h  mgions is laiown as "maîreshka fedcnlid. The rtlrbonship 
ûetwcm the autonomous oknigs ud their "h m@onsn tcScmMcs t h  betwem the d a  and kger dolls in 
a Russian aesting or mrtnshlu doU. 



the larger poli tico-territorial entity known as Tiumen' oblast, the oblast ' govemment 

bascd in Tiumen proper or South Tiumen would like to maintain its traditional role as the 

centre of the regon's oil industry. This is an aspiration that has met with considerable 

resistance tkom the okmg govemment. 

Recently. Khanty Mansiisk and Tatarstan each adopted comprehensive laws on 

natural resource use and production shanng. In 1996, Khanty Mansiisk passed its Law on 

Natural Resource Use, a piece of legislation that hanonizes well with the federal Law 

on Production Sharing Agreements and other federal legislation on natural resources, but 

does noi specib a role for the Tiumen' govemment in the okntg's oil sector. In contrast. 

Tatarstan's 1997 Law on Oil and Gas challenges federal laws and the principle of 

concunency by underlining the dominance of the republican organs of state power over 

areas such as production sharing. How can we explain the differences between the tenor 

and direction of these two pieces of legislation? In addition to examining the 

pographical and histoncal factors that have affected the development of these regional 

legislative initiatives, this study will explore the institutional detenninants behind the 

respective positions of Tatarsuini and Khanty Mansiisk govemments and the manner in 

which the structural features of Russian federalism have influenced the policy makinç 

process at the regional level. 

Research Metbods 

1 have based this study on a variety of empirical sources. The moa important 

sources were tnuiscripts from State Dma and the Federation Council sessions, federal 

cornmittee heanngs and regional govemment debates. As well as providing val uable 



insights regarding the attitudes of politicians, individuals and the groups and political 

factions they represent toward the legislation in queaion, these proceedings also 

illuminated the actual dynamics of the legislative process. 

A second crucial source was interviews. This method of inquiry was used to 

clarify and expand upon the data obtahed fkom other sources. Interviews were 

conducted with as wide a circle of individuals as possible, including oficials and 

legislaton, at the regional and national levels, academics and oit sector analysts. While 

there was no uniform questionnaire or systematic, quantitative compiling of responses, 

every effort was made to gather insights on a similar range of issues and questions from 

officiais and observers at both the federal and regional levels of government.a 

Prirnary sources such as parliarnentary proceedings and interviews were used in 

conjunction with a nurnber of secondary sources of information. For several yean, I have 

followed the production sharing debate in the regional, national and international press. 

Although the Russian press cannot be classified as full y independent and impartial, it is 

still an important source on the attitudes and ideas that have surf'aced on the production 

shsnng issue. The press served as a pariicularly useful tool for gaugng the opinions of a 

wide variety of national and regional actors toward the legislation on production sharing. 

Given the topical nature of the production sharing debate and oil politics, one 

would expect to find a great deal written about these subjects in academic joumals and 

other publications. Duxing the past couple of years, several energy and natuni1 resource 

indwtry publications have followed the production shsnng debate. Some of these 

publications serve primarily as resources for wmpanies doing business in Russia and, 



therefore, are quite technical in nature. Mers focus more on the political debates and 

issues that have arisen during the legislative process. 

1 have also made three research trips to the Russian Federation. In the spnng of 

1997,I spent three months in Moxow intewiewing oficials and studying legislation 

relating to the federal Law on Production Sharing Agreements. M y  second trip, in the 

fall of 1997, was spent in Kazan', the capital of Tatarstan, interviewinp republican 

offkials and examining the iegislative history of the Law on Oil and Gas. In the spnng 

of 1998,I traveled to the Khanty Mansiisk autonomous okmg to conduct research on that 

region's oil sector and the Law on Naturial Resource Use. 

Plan of Study 

Charting the development and impact of federalism in the Russian Federation 

requires an analysis of the political process at both the federal and regional levels of 

govemment. This is especially true in the study of policy areas that fall under the 

concurrent jurisdiction of the federal and regional governments. The tirst part of this 

study will examine the legislative odyssey of the federal Law on Production Sharing 

Agreements. A particular focus will be the role and influence of the regions and their 

representatives in this process. Following an overview of the development of oil politics 

in the late Soviet and post-Soviet periods, chapter thtee vuil1 explore the passage of the 

Law on Production Sharing Agrextments through the federiil parliament in 1995. Chapter 

four will place the fedenil production sharing debate within a broader analytical context 



by relating the empin'cal evidence presented in chapter three to the structural and 

ideological cleavages that have dominated Russian politics in the pst-Soviet period. 

No study of federalism and the principle of concurrent management would be 

cornplete without considering the role that the regions have played in the process of 

federal construction. Part two of this study, therefore, will explore some of the regional 

initiatives on natural resource use and production shannp and the consequences of these 

laws for the stability of the federatkn and the future of reform in the oil sector. Chapten 

tive and six will focus on the case of Tatarstan; in particular, the republic's evolving 

relationship with the federal goverment and its controvenial stance on the issue of 

production sharing. Chapters seven and eight will examine the unique case of the Khanty 

Mansiisk autonomous oknig and its responses to the questions of oil sector reforrn and 

proâuction sharing. 

The last part of this study will position the Russian case within a broader 

comparative context, as well as attempt to distill some general conclusions about the 

interaction of oil politics and intergovemmental relations in the Russian Federation. 

Chapter nine will explore the impact of federalism and intergovernmental relations on 

the political process in Cansdo. Like Russia, Canada has had to corne to tems with the 

problems of intergovernmental and intemgional conflict over natural resources. Its 

experiences will hopefully illuminate the Russian case and provide some insights into 

Russia's resource future. Lastly, chapter ten will draw together the various conclusions 

reached in this study and provide some nflective insights into the hiture of federalism 

and intergovemmental relations in the Russian Federation. 



Chapter Two 

The Soviet and Ruuian Oil Sectors: Crisis and Reorganization 

It couid be said that the Fate and the Fortunes of  the Soviet oil industry rnirrored 

t hose of the empire i t once served. Oil was initially discovered in Baku and throughout ine 

Caucasus region in the early part of  this century. Like the Soviet Union, however, oil 

production and the industry it spwned really only reached "superpower" status afier the 

Second World War with the discovery of giant oil fields in the Volga region in the 1950s 

and in Western Siberia in the 1960s. The oil extracted from these regions was one of the 

factors that prolonged the Soviet Union's global dominance throughout the economic and 

political stagnation of the Brezhnev era. 

By the 1980s, it was apparent that the Soviet oil industry was undergoing a series of 

crises that threatened the Future viability of the sector and of the Soviet economy as a 

whole. As early as 1977, a Central Intelligence Agency report estimated that oil 

production in the Soviet Union would peak at the end of that decade. ' While the "peak" 

actually occurred in 1987, both western and Soviet analysts noted that the industry had 

already k e n  in a state of decline for some tirne.' 

1 Prospects for Soviet Oil Production, Centml Intdligeaee A p c y ,  ER 77- 10270, April 1977; and The 
International Energy Situation: Outlook to 19û5, Cemtn) Intdligmce Ageecy, ER 77-10240 U, April 1977. 
' Robm Ebd, Energ, CLoka in Rassi (Washington D.C. : The Cmta for Strategk and Intemationai 
Studies, I 994), 8-9. For an exdent accourn of the energy crisis in the Soviet Union see: Thant Gustafson, 
Crisir Amid Pknty: The Paliticr of Soviet En- Undn Bmbnev and Gorbicbcv ( k a o n :  W o n  
University Press, 1989) 



Although the volatility of international energy markets during the 1970s and 1980s 

had a significant impact on the health and stability of the oil industry in the Soviet Union, 

the production cnsis was largely brought about by the dysfunctional behaviour of the 

central planning model. Ironically, the defining feature of an industry that had constituted 

the financial backbone of the Soviet empire dunng the pst-war period was enormous 

levels of =te, caused in large part by methods of centralized planning that stressed :dover- 

production and inadzquate and wasteful methods of exploration and recovery ' The failure 

to find new deposits to replace exhausted sources of oil in the Volga-Urals region and 

Western Siberia in tum exacerbated the dimcult situation faced by the Soviet authorities. 

Conseqwntly, like most other parts of the Soviet economy, the demise of the Soviet 

economic and political structure in the early 1990s rnerely accelerated the decline of the 

oil sector. Mi le  efforts at reorganizing this once highly centralized industry will have 

some positive long-term effects, production in the oil sector will probably continue to 

decline in the short-terrn. The road to recoveiy will be a long and arduous one. In the 

opinion of one industry analyst: 

[n]o other producer in the history of the world oil industry has undergone such a 
transformation under circwnstanccs dictatcd not by war or by the workings of the 
marketplacc, but, tather, by the mismanagcmmt of a superior naturd resoutcc base- 
now d e  more dramrtic by the politid changes surrounding rhis trnafomution' 

In addition to the deficiencies of the previous system and the turmoil caused by the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, the decline in oil sector activity has also been the result of an 

' Acconling to Ebd, d o d c  oil production in Rush has dedined from a high of 1 1.4 miilion barrcis/&y in 
1988 to 7.1 miElion burrlolday in 1993 (12.48 b/d to 8.1 Wd in the former Soviet Union as a whole during thc 
aame pcrid). ibid., 13. 
' Md., 14- 



investment crisis. At the present time, billions of dollars of investment in exploration and 

recovery technology and other aspects of oil production are needed to guarantee the future 

health and stability of the industry. A major source of such investment is the private sector 

and, in particular, foreign and multinational corporations. The problem is that pneral 

uncertainty about the political and economic future of the country coupled with the legal 

and financial inscxurity that currentiy exists in the oii sector has made Russia a risky 

venture for foreign investors. Whereas some foreign oil companies have f'omied joint- 

ventures with Russian partners, many are reluctant to make a long-term financial 

cornmitment because of plitical. economic and, most imporîantly, legal instability. The 

pradox here, of coune, is that "Russia desperately needs, and claims it wants, foreign 

investment capital. At the sarne tirne, however, it is aftaid of losing control of this 

important sector and the income upon which Russia has long depended. As a result, it has 

been slow in bringing about reforms to its tempestuous legai c~irnate."~ 

This chapter will provide an overview of the developments that have influenced the 

oil sector during the past decade. Part one will look at the Soviet oil sector and the impact 

that the pst-Soviet transition has had on the structural organization of the oil industry. 

nie second part will examine the role of the m e n t  private sector and foreign 

corporations in this unfolding h a  with a prticular focus on regionally-based oil 

companies. Part three will outline the oil sector's emerging legislative structure and the 

response of the regions to the changes that have transpired. 

' Igor Khan,  "Fweign Invutmcnt in the Russian Oü Sector the Elusive Distinction &Ncn Law and 
Politics," Parker S c b d  Jauriul of Eut Europeu Law, 2 (1995), 77. Somc of the main detetrents to 
fore@ investment are the absence of an appropriate ud stable lepi f î o r l r ,  a punitive tax structure and 
the diftidties amchted with rcp~rioting profits. These problenis arc outlined in grerter detail in: James 



The Structural Transformation of tbe Soviet Oil Sector 

In order to understand and appreciate the magnitude of the transformation that has 

occuned over the past decade, it is necessary to stress the level of centralization that 

existed in the Russian oil sector prior to the Soviet collapse. Throughout most of the 

Soviet pend, the oil sector was a centnilized, state-controlled monopoly. The industq 

was organized according to a vertical chain of command and its functions and 

respomibilities were divided among a nurnber of different central rninistries.' Despite the 

apparent unity of this system, the horizontal links between different ministries, were non- 

existent or, at best. ~nderdevelo~ed.' This often led to organkational problems and 

bottlenecks that limited the industry's capacity to operate in an effective and efficient 

manner. 

Under this centralized systern of administration, the regions had very little authority 

or control over the resources located in their temtories. For the most part, their role was to 

implement decisions made by the Party structures and the govemrnent at the all-Union 

leveL8 The extremely elaborate method of economic planning used by the Soviets 

enhanced the centralized nature of the system. As such, "[tlhe branch basis for economic 

planning and management reiegated the great majority of programs and plans for regional 

Watson, "Foreign investmcnt in Russia: The Case of the Oil Indusay," Europe-Asia Studics, 48:3 ( 1 9%). 
429-455. 

These iirlukd: tbc hiinhy of the ûü Industry-, the Ministry of (ieology. the Ministry of Pctroleum 
Refining; the Ministry of Construction for the Oil and Gas Industry; and the State Conunittee for the Supply of 
Pcnokum noduas. 
7 Arild Moe Md V a l 4  Kryukov, "Observations on the Reorganization of the Russian Oil Indwtry," P a -  
SmW Gcagiphy, 352 (lm), 89. 
' Arild Moe d Valeriy A Kryukov, "Joint Management of ûil ad Gas Resources in RusBa," Port-Soviet 
Cm@npLy ud Ecoioiks, 3917 (1 998), 590. 



development to sub-sections of industrial sector pians, and resources for such purposes 

were largely cha~eied through the [central] sectord rnini~tries."~ 

Although many reform-minded officiais in the late Soviet pend perceived the 

deficiencies of the central planning model, the Soviet authorities rejected wholesale 

decentralization needed to render the system more effective." In the words of Arild Moe 

and Valeriy Kryukov, two veteran observers of the Soviet and Russian 011 scene: 

transfierring the main levers of management of a temtorial mtity to the temtory 
itself wouid email the right to  make decisions rqyud'ig land-use and mineral 
development, and consequently the share of the economic rent generated by the 
oil and gas sectot. Thus, any rd solution to the many regional problems and 
questions that existed would inevitably mcan bdamental change in the economic 
as wcU as the politid systcm. Not evm a libcral Sovia regime - such as Gorbachev's 
during the paiod of pemtroyka - was in any poshion to support such masures.'' 

Whereas the central authorities essentially spumed the idea of dnstic 

decentralization as a cure for the iils of the Soviet oil industry, a number of changes did 

take place in the organization of the resource sector as the Soviet period drew to a close. 

In late 199 1, for example, the USSR Ministry of Oil and Gad2 was transfonned into the 

Rosnefiegaz (Russian Oii and Gas) conglomerate. This entity subsequently claimed to be 

a central coordinating body for the oil and gas sector as a whole. 

By 1993, however, the Russian oil seçtor was undergoing an even greater 

transformation. In an attempt to prepare the industry for privatization, the Russian 

iôid., 590. 
'O The probkns of the catnl planning mode1 have ôecn diSCUS3Cd extemivdy by western scholars. Sec: 
J a m  Koniri, Tk Ssctliit S m  Tbe hiitid h o m y  d Coiamunira (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1992); Ed A. Hewin, Woraiag tbe Sovie8 Ecoaomy (Washington, DC: The Brookings 
instinition, 1988); ud Paul R Gregory and Robert C. Stuut, Soviet EcuaomK SIrrctrrt and t d o r œ u c e  
(New York; Hivpcr ud Row, 1Wû) 
'l Op. Cit.. M a  ud Kyulrov (1998). 591. 



govemment created a number of vertically integrated oil companies (VICs). The most 

familiar of these were LUKoil, YUKOS and Surgutnefiegaz. Furthemore, Rometlegaz 

was abolished, its place being taken by Rosneft' (Russian Oil), an entity designed to 

function as a holding company for the state's shares of the oil enterprises not connolled by 

the WCs. l 3  The VlCs currently control the bulk of Russia's oil production outside of 

Rosnefi's sphere of influence. By as early as 1993, for example, LUKoil, WKOS and 

Surgutneftegaz alone were responsible for approximately one-third of the country's total 

oil production. '' 
A vertically integrated oil company, as the name suggests, is involved in the 

production, refining and distribution of petroleum resources. It is organized in much the 

same way as western multinational oil corporations like Royal Dutch Shell and British 

~etrolewn. l 5  In spite of the fact that the federal govemment has retained a controlling 

share in most of these companies, the creation of WCs is supposed to be the fint step on 

the way to a pn'vatized oil industry . This end result, however, is by no means certain. 

Although the federal govemment was suppseâ to relinquish control over its shares in 

these companies, press reports and comments fiom people such as former prime minister 

Viktor Chemomyrdin suggest that the federal govemment is endeavouring to extend the 

state's tenue and m p e  of control over Rosnefi'. l6 Consequentiy, this goal has been aided 

by the economic uncertainty created by the financial collapse in August 1998. 

" The USSR Minisüy of (W and Gu was aatd in 1989 when the then separate MUUIlrim of Oü and of Ou 
were mcrged. 
'' Op. Cit.. Moe ad Kryukov (1 994). 90. 
'' Op. Cit.. Ebd (1994). 24. 
" Internatiod Emgy Agawq (IEA), "turlly Policies of the Ru& Fcdaition," (MI: m t i o n  for 
Economic Coopcration ud Dcnlopment (OEW), 1995). 95. 
I6 For ucample see: Duth H o v  "Minqmqp oc LbDchet t a '  koarol' Nd preprirtiomi omrli* (The 
Minisüy of Fuel and Encrgy Docs Not Wint to Lose Control ûver Deveioped Companies), F l rawvye 



The Emerging Fuel and Energy Complex 

At the outset of the transitional p e n d  in pst-Soviet Russia, there were sorne doubts 

about the political strength of the fuel and energy complex (FEC) in relation to other 

secton of the Russian economy (narnely the agrarian and rnilitary-industrial complexes). 

As V.V. Razuvaev, a keen observer of the Soviet energy scene, explained: 

[cjontrary to the myths of our own and foreign political science and joudisrn the 
political weight of the oil indwtry in no way matc les its economic mi@. This has 
actually becn true for sevcfal decades "Developed socialism" was built at the cost of 
exporthg crude oil to the West and sehg it within the USSR et a fabulowly chcap 
domestic price. ïhe  industry and the persons working in it did not receive due 
compensation in return. Moreover, the statc pmdently placd s e v m  iimitations on 
the indunry's representation in the state and political organs of power. " 

Whether the independent and quasi-independent energy conglomorates that have 

cmerged since the collapse of the Soviet Union have managed to shed (or are in the 

process of shedding) the cloak of political emasculation described by Razuvaev is one of 

the key questions facing students of Russian energy sector. Razuvaev himself has 

suggested that "the importance of the major oil companies for the functioning of Russian 

politics must be given much higher consideration by political scientists than the actions of 

specific politicians, on whom the attention of Kremlinologists is presently focused."'" 

Razuvaev is conect to point out the need to focus on the increasingly influential role that 

oil producing companies such as the VICs and the regional oil producers are playing in the 

political life of the feâeration. As this study will demonstrate, though, it is also vitally 

- - - - 

I tvdt ,  06/06/%,2; and Dcnis Kirillov, "LUKoil opmmsia mtionalitltsiirn (ISJKoil A M d  of 
Nuionolikation), Finraloyye Izvuîiir, 1 8fO4196, 1. 
17 V.V. Razuvaev, ''Nefüurye konipuiü v rossüskoi poütike (Oil Compuiie9 in R u s h  Poiitics)," Keotin. 
#2/1995,43. 
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important to pay close attention to the actions of individual politicians, the activities of the 

lobby groups to which they belong and their relationship to the oil industry. 

Arnong the acknowledged major playen in conternporary Russian politics are a few 

strong corporate interest groups (in particular exporters led by the oil and gas industry), the 

major banks and a number of key political playen. The privatization of the oil sector 

through the creation of VlCs and other oil- producers. has cnabled coprate interests, 

including the banking establishment, to strengthen their overall position within the 

national economy. In 1995, for example, 29 oil companies prticipated in the 

goverment's "shares for loans" scheme, in which blocks of govemment shares in the oil 

companies were auctioned off in retum for loans. The auctions apparently touched off a 

stonn of controversy because they were dominated by insider dealing. l9 Nevertheless, 

banks such as ONEKSIMbank, which won a 5 1% share in Sidanco and Menatep bank, 

which won a 78% share in YLKOS, acquired vast new holdings, not to mention 

considerably more influence in Russian political circles." 

Politicians, for their part, have also succeeded in carving out a niche for themselves 

in this new quasi-state, quasi-corporate world. Their skill in navigating through the 

legislative and institutiod quagrnire that often passes for a legal framewoik in pst-Soviet 

Russia has made many state officiais, at both the fedenil and regional levels, indispensable 

figures in the realm of political and e m m i c  management. For the most piin, key 

economic controls are usuaily managed by ad hoc negotiation mechanisrns between state 

officiais at the national and regional levels and p o w e a  private players.'' 

l9 D&i T m  "Russ*'s Encrgy Empire Unda Stmh," Tniiiti... 0310511996.7. 
'O iùid.. 7. 
*' "Former Soviet Union Watch," C a i W g e  E m w  Raarcb ~ i a l u .  Autumn 1996.7 



While the major oil companies and their banking partners have steadily strengthened 

their relationships with Rwia's politicai elites, the cause of the FEC has also ken openly 

championed by lobby groups and factions in the more established institutions of Russian 

govemment: the State Duma and the Federation Council. Groups such as the Union of 

Russian Oil Producen (UROP) and the Association for Mutual Economic Action (AMEA) 

rire comprised of loose c o h o ~  of deputies (in the case of the State Duma) and 

representatives (in the case of the Federation Council), usually fiom resource-producing 

regions. In many instances, these gtoups have close links to the more established factions 

in the lower and upper chambers. Such is the case with the UROP, a group headed by 

Vladimir Medvedev, a deputy fiom the oil-rich Khanty Mansi isk autonomous okrug in 

Western Siberia. For a period of  time. Medvedev also headed the Russian Regions faction 

in the Duma, a group that represents rnany of Russia's disparate regions, but one that is 

mainly comprised of deputies from outlying resource producing regions? 

It will become clear in later chapten that such representation is not limited to the 

FEC. Members of the Duma and the Federation Council also represent the interests of 

other "complexes", an example king the machine-building cornplex. Some observen 

have suggested that the efforts of the FEC lobby (in relation to other lobbies) have been 

hampered by a number of factors. Arnong these are: a lack of political experience (what 

b v a e v  would nfer to as a legacy of the political emasculation of the Soviet pend), the 

inability of the oil indwtry to forge strong alliances with radical reformes and the 

problems that some VICs have experienced with regional authorities. 



In many respects, the oil companies are in a strange position. As privatized 

compnies (or at least quasi-privatized companies), they are treated with caution by 

Communist and nationalist politicians who feel that the oil sector should be state- 

controlled and owned. On the other hanci, oil producers have not always been supportive 

of the economic plans of the refomen in the Russian govemment; an attitude that brands 

them as conservatives in the eyes of those who support market reforms." To add to this, 

"aithough vertically integrated companies are oriented in principle toward cooperation 

with regional authorities, it is instructive that in some instances open conflict has 

en~ued."~~ Therefore, in spite of the progress the FEC and, in particular, the WCs have 

made in tenns of strengthening their political influence, their position within the political 

system is by no means immune to the changing circwnstances and confusion that 

charactenze feded and regional politics in pst-Soviet Russia. 

When discussing the FEC in Russia, it is important not to overiwk the role played by 

the regional authorities. As one recent sîudy has observed: "In the new Russia.. . control 

over energy resources is playing an important role in the realignment of power taking place 

within the emerging fideral structure of the country."2s In the dnve for regional 

autonomy, a number of resource producing regions have "created* their own regional oit 

companies. Examples range nom the wellestablished Tatneft' company in Tatarstan, the 

4th largest oil producer and the largest non-vertically integmted oil company in Russia, to 

the relatively new Tiumen' Oil Company based in Tiumen' and Khanty-Mansiisk. The 

regional govemrnents formed these companies with the intention of providing their regions 

23 Op. Cit., Razllvacv ( ms), 47. 
'' ibid., 48. 
2s Op. Cit., Moe and Kryulrov (1998). 590. 



with more autonomy in the forrn of a secure supply of oil and extra tax revenue for the 

regional budget? It should be note& however, that the ability of the regional companies 

to accomplish these goals is ofien limited by the fact that they lack vertical integration (1.e: 

they are comprised of a refinery without a production association or vice versa). 

Moreover, many of these cornpanies face the same type of financial crisis as other 

.-nationai" companies (as a result of non-payments and indebtedne~s).'~ 

In addition to domestic concems, foreign compenies have also taken an interest in 

the Russian oil sector in recent yean. Indeed, foreign corporations are recognized as one 

of the keys to the successN recovery of the Russian oil ~ector.~' As many analysts have 

pointed out, only foreign companies have the financial muscle to provide the level and 

type of investment and expertise needed at this crucial point in the refonn period. Until 

recently, though, foreign corporations have been reluctant to make significant long-tem 

investments because of Russia's poor investment climate. This situation began to change 

in 1995 when legislation on production sharing agreements was introâuced in the federal 

parliament. As a method of or@zing and managing the oil sector, production shanng 

has the potential to provide the type of legal and financial stability that is necessary if 

Russia is going to encourage significant, long-tem, foreign investment. 

John WCbb. *Pmgm& R c t e m  Wm Most R e g i d  Russian Elections, Po* New Chllmge for 
Ydtsh," Camûdge Emrgy R u a ~ b  A#octrta: Dsciiior &id, Much 1997, 10. Politicians in Western 
S~'baunresrwceproduane~wenuigryrboutthedsasionofmuiyRussiuiVIcstol~~thcir 
hcadquarters in Moscow. This mcant a loss of impiunt tur revenue for thcm, sincc the VfCs wwld have to 

tkirux# to  the Moscow muimpJ govc~ullcnt instd. YL'i. I I. 
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Tbe Lttk for Lcgislative and Political Supremacy in the Oil Sectoi 

The struggle for legislative supremacy in the Russian oil sector has taken place on a 

number of different levels and settings. In general ternis, this battle can be divided into 

two parts, neither of which is mutually or temporally exclusive. The fint involves a set of 

conflicts surounding the Law on Underground Resources before, during and after the 

introduction of legislation on production sharing agreements. The second deais with the 

role and position of the regions (including resource and non-resource regions) within the 

legislative politics of the oil sector. The purpose of this section is to provide an 

introduction to the issues that underlie these confiicts in order that they can be explored in 

greater detail in subsequent chapten. 

Licensing and Prduction Shuring: An Uneusy Cuexistence. An anal ysis of the pol icy 

making and legislative processes in the oil sector will shed some light on the alliances and 

divisions that have emerged between government bodies, private and quasi-pnvate actors 

and the regions. Although this study focws pnmarily on the issue of production sharing 

and the Law on Roduction S M n g  Agreements (Law on PSAs), the legislative framework 

governing the natural resources sector is a far more complicated collection of laws and 

replations. One of the poblems that has emerged as a result of new legislation on natural 

resources is that of different (and, in many respects, contradictoiy) legal regimes 

coexisting, of'ten uneasily, in the same jurisdictional space. Such is the case with the two 

competing legal regimes outlined by the Law on PSAs and the Law on Underground 

~ e s o u r c e s ~ ~  Aside nom creaîing an environment of legai wnf'usiion and financial doubt 



among investors, the conflicting provisions and goals of these two pieces of legislation 

have exacerbated divisions between politicians, govenunent officiais and the private 

sector. 

Pnor to the adoption of the Law on PSAs, the Law on Underground Resources, a 

lepl fmework ihat was first passed in 1992 but amended as recently as 1995, was the 

main legislative foundation of the oil scntor. Originally intended as a general h e w o r k  

for more specific legislation, the Law oc Underground Resources retained its central 

position as a piece of regulating legislation for the oil industry until the passage of 

production sharing legislation in December 1995 challenged its supremacy. 

The Law on Underground Resources sets out the conditions for natual resource 

production and ownership rights, pnmarily through a system of licensing and joint- 

ventures." Under a licensing system, areas or deposits suitable for licensing are selected 

and an auction or cornpetition is chosen as the basis for determining the reci pient of the 

license. In theory, this licensing system was supposed to faIl under the concurrent 

jurisdiction of the federal and regional govemments.3' The nebulous character of the 

concept of concurrent jurisdiction, both as a general principle and as a piuticular feature of 

ths law, however, has harnpred the process of licensing, thus rendering the law 

ineffective and conrradictory. On the one hand, the law reinforces the joint control of the 

federal and regional pvemments over mources and the licensing of projects. On the 

30 The iaw docs rrfa to production sbuin8 as a rnethoû of produchg rcsources, but concentrates mainly on 
iaying the legis&tive ûamewodc f9r a ticashg regime. 
" Jawr Witron. uFOram lnvcamea in Runii: The Case of the ûii huhry,'' EumpeAsm Shdia,  4W3 
(1996), 434-5. in his article on Russian oil legislrtion, Kj Hokr mations t h t  licniscs werc supposed to bc 
i d  jointly by RosLormYdn ud the k@Ww uithontics of tbt t d o r y  in which tbc pcaoiaun opmtions 
ue to bc conductd. Sac: Kj Hokr, "Rusriui CM r n :  h Ovcrview," ScLooi J011nil oC 
Eirt Errapérii Lm-, 2:45 (1995). 452. 



other hana it also includes a c l a m  that gives the law precedence over any contmdictory 

law of the constituent temt~ries.~' In any event, "although the law seems to 

unarnbiguously grant supremacy to federal authority when it conflicts with regional laws, 

in reality the balance of power is quite indeteminate. For example, neither the law nor 

any of the supplemental regdations give a clear statement of the input that regional 

authorities are supposed to have in the licensing procedure.'-'' 

In 1995, the unorthodox passage through the pliament of amendments to the Law 

on Underground Resources questioned its legal stability. AAer the State Dwna adopted 

the amendments on Febniary 8, 1995, the Federation Council missed its two-week 

deadline to consider the bill. The legislation then went straight to President El'tsin, who 

signed it into law on March 3, 1995. The problem was that article 106 of the Constitution 

States that al1 tax legislation must be considered and approved by the Federation Council. 

Since this requirement was not met, the constitutionality of the tax-related amendrnents 

has been cast into doubtS3' 

Aside fiom muddying the jurisdictional waters between the federal and regional 

governrnents and having a somewhat dubious legislative foundation, the Law on 

Underground Resources has also generated a certain arnount of political cunflict between 

rival federal bodies. Following the passage of the law, the Ministiy of Fuel and Energy 

(Mintopenergo) and the Cornmittee for Underground Resources (Roskomnedra), and their 

respective political allies engaged in a kated jurisdictional dispute over control of the 

licensing systern outlined in the Law on Underground Resources. The State Duma in turn 

32 Op. Cit., Kirinan (1995), 92. '' ibid.. 92-3. 
Y Op. Ci., HObCr (1995)- 454. 



fuelled this conflict when it defied the wishes of Mintopenergo and put Roslcommdra in 

charge of the federal licensing ~cherne.~' This controversial decision may have been the 

legislatue's way of showing its disapproval of Mintopenetgo's relationship to the 

executive branch of goverment. Given Roskomnedra's close relationship to the regions, 

it also could have served as a means for strengthening regional authority and nghts in the 

natural resources sector. 

The conflict between Roskomnedra and Mintopenergo becarne even more acute aAer 

the introduction of draft legislation on production sharing. The production sharing system 

is in direct cornpetition with the Iicensing system outlined by the Law on Underground 

Resources and, as such, Roskomnedra saw the Law on PSAs as a threat to its position and 

authority within the oil sector. Consequently, during the course of the production sharing 

debate, Roskomnedra officiais criticized the production shanng legislation and its 

supporters in an attempt to defend their legislative temtory fiom a rival systern of resource 

management. 

The main difference between the Law on Underground Resources and the Law on 

PSAs is that former is an administrative law (based on public law) while the latter is hsed 

on civil law. As an administrative law, the Law on Underground Resources entrenches the 

legal superiority of the state in relation to the investor. This featwe rnakes the law 

particularly appealing to conservatives who, genemlly speaking, oppose the idea of 

contractual relations between the state and the private sector and are wary of private sector 

involvement in the economy. 

" Op. Ci., Kirmin (1995). 93-4. 



The Law on PSAs, on the other han& treats the state and investon as equals and, as 

such, has more appeal to reformist elements in the parliament, certain paris of the 

domestic fuel and energy complex and foreign companies wanting to invest in the Russian 

oil sector? Another important difference between the two laws is their respective tax 

provisions. The system outlined in the Law on Underground Resources is based on set 

taxes and negotiated taxes. Many industry analysts have cnticized this particular feature of 

the law because it provides a disincentive to investors. Tax levels and rates, as well as the 

actual number of taxes levied on producing firms are subject to arbitrary change by the 

state.j7 Opponents of the law argw that even the state loses out because the unstable 

nature of the law's tax system oflen encourages wide fluctuations in the level of taxation. 

In some instances this leads to undertaxation, in others, overtaxation. 

Proponents of production sharing argue that the Law on PSAs offen a better 

alternative; fewer and more stable taxes for the investor and increased, stable revenue for 

the stateSs8 According to a 1997 survey of the Russian oil and gas industry, there were still 

more than 30 separate taxes and fees levied on oil and gas cornpanies under the system 

outlined in the Law on Underground Resourca. While some of these taxes had ken  

reduced as a result of political pressure fiom oil companies, othea were raised to 

compensate. The fact that bath the federal and regional govements have k e n  active in 

t m n s  of creating new taxes has complicated this taxation dilemma even f ~ t h e r . ' ~  

For many, however, production sharing represents a radical departue from existing 

resource management and taxation practices. In addition to paving the way for greater 

Interview, Moscbw, Apd 1997. 
'' Ibid. 
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foreip investment in the Russian oil sector, which in itself is a source of wnflict, the PSA 

legislation courted controversy by advocating a strearnlined system of taxation. Whereas 

this ne w system would bene fit the resource-producing regions through increased 

investment, many resource-consurning regions were concemed about how the taxation 

changes proposed by the PSA law would affect federal revenues and systems of 

intergovemmental subsidization and equalization. Since the majonty of Russia's regions 

at this tirne bpended on federal subsidies, many were a h i d  to support changes in the 

existing, albeit disfunctional, system, for fear that they would actually find themselves in a 

worse position. 

The Law on PSAs' basis in the civil law tradition makes it attractive to oil 

companies, investors and the resource producing regions that need investment. There are, 

however, some legal problems comected with civil-based legislation that may deter 

regional support for production sharing. nie most important legal problem fiom the 

standpoint of the regions is that according to the federal constitution, civil and civil- 

procedural legislation falls within the sole jurisdiction of the federal governmen~40 This 

small but significant point counteracts the idea that the resource producing regions should 

have the nght to enact their omi laws on production sharing under the principle of 

concurrent management. As one industry analyst has noted: 

[ t ] h  are no doubts about the cxpediency and uscfiilness of legislaiive m o n  by 
the sdqacts of the Rusgin Falmtion of questions rcgding th& puticipaîion in 
PSAs. Howcver, whaî is extraordinarily important is that such replation of quesiions 
of participation mwt k put into &ci within the limits of authority set up by the 
consthution of the R u s h  Fedmiion and by fedenf laws (point 4, artide 2 of the law 
on PsAS)" 



Since the adoption of the Law on PSAs in December 1995, the two regimes have 

nervously CO-cxisted. The confusion over which law takes precedence is evident in the 

first two articles in the Law on PSAs. Article 1.4 declares that the rules of the law will 

prevail if there are other laws with conflicting des .  Article 2.2, however, states that 

production sharing agreements must not conflict with the Law on Underground 

~esources." This is an example of the type of confusion that prompted one observer of 

the Russian oil sector to comment: 

[o]n the whole, it would seem difficuh to rcconcile a system o f  ticenses with production sharing 
agreements. The two concepts are rcaiiy incompatible. To usc thmi together wiii, 
in dl likelihood, cmte conftsion and m e  as a ground for potcntial conûicts.. .production 
shanng a p e a m t s  crcue clcarly recognbble rights of a contmctd nature which are not 
subject to unilaterai change. The system of liccnses, on the other hand, ptesupposes the 
existence of statc authority in the ganthg of ticaua." 

The response of supporters of production sharing to this problem of jurisdictional 

confusion has been mixed Whereas organizations such as the Petroleum Advisoiy Fonun 

have Iobbied for the abolition of the licensing system outlined in the Law on Underground 

Resources, people such as Andrei Konoplianik, the head of the team that authored the 

production sharing legisiation have adopteci a gmdualist approach. Since oil companies 

tend to favour the concept of production sharing over licensing, Konoplianik believes that 

the licensing system and the authority of the Law on Underground Resources will 

gradually wither away over tirne? 

'' '~crwr ~vü," ~ u i v  ~ r m * i m  hvmor, Fcbniuy 19%. 21. 
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Regional Legislution and the Production S h i n g  Debote. The problems of legislative 

conflict in the Russian oil sector are not confined to the battle between the Law on 

Underground Resources and the Law on PSAs and their respective supporters. A number 

of issues relating to the regional question also influence the debate over who conaols the 

country's oil resources. Two issues that have probably done the most to shape the debate 

are the plethora of regional legislation on natural resource management and the differences 

between resource producing regions and non-resource regions.'" 

Shortly after the collapse of the Soviet Union, several resource producing regions in 

the Russian Federation sought to strengthen their control over the natuni1 resources located 

on their respective temtories by adopting legislation on resource management and use. 

Some of these laws actually predated the federal Law on Underground Resources which 

was fint adopted on Febniary 2 1, 1992." As well as k i n g  important syrnbolic value. a 

nurnber of these regional laws also challenge the superiority of fedeml resource legislation, 

thereby causing conflicts to arise between the federal and regional govemments. The fact 

that natural resources such as oil fall under the concurrent jurisdiction of the federal and 

regional govemments in the Russian constitution has not helped this situation. Given the 

importance of natual resources to the regions that produce them and the national economy 

as a whole, this woulâ, in theory, seem to be a very fair way of allocating responsibility. In 



reality, though, the illdefined principle of concurrency has caused a nurnber of conflicts to 

arise between the federal government and the regions in the resource xctor.'" 

In some respects, this situation may be changing. Federal politicians who insist (as 

does the federal constitution) that federal laws should prevail over regional legislation also 

realize that "the locally based power of the constituent parts [the regions] is such that the 

federal govemment would have difficulty imposing its will without the cooperation of the 

ngional and local auth~rities.'"~ Over the p s t  few ;cars, an increasing number of 

intergovermental agreements concerning natml resource use have been signed between 

federal and regional authorities. The question of natural resource use bas oAen been one 

of the main foci of the negotiation process for bilateral treaties that have been signed 

between the federal government and some of the more assertive regions. Nevertheless, as 

the second pan of this study will demonstrate, there are wide discrepancies between 

regions on this matter. Some regions. such as Khanty Mansiisk, have adopted natural 

resource legislation that seeks to comply with existing fedenil law. m e r  regions, 

however, have pas& lam that challenge federal legislation, thus contributhg to the sense 

of jurisdictional and legal confusion that exists in the Russian oil sector. 

OAen, there is a tendency to forget that the politics of oil or natural resowces 

involves more interests than j ust the federal govemment and the resource producing 

regions. A k r  all, there is the very plausible a r p e n t  that natural resources belong to the 

whole nation and not just the federal authorities or the regions in which the resources are 



located. This is essentially the position of the non-resource or resourceîonsurning 

regions. And, since these regions constitute a majority of the 89 subjects of the federation, 

it is an argument that carries a lot of weight in the debate over oil. 

The strained relationship between the resource-consuming regions and the resource- 

producing regions has its basis in the Soviet period. Dwing Soviet times, natural resources 

in sparsely populated areas were routimly piundrred to fuel industrialization in the more 

developed parts of the country. For the most part this process followed an est-west mis. 

Minerals, oil, gas, timber and other natural resources were taken fiorn outlying regions in 

the East and shipped to the industrial heartlands of Western and Central Russia Not only 

were many of the resource regions forcibly "plundered for the greater gooù of the Soviet 

state. They were oAen left with the h o r m d o u s  environmental consequences of rapid and 

indiscriminate resource removal. 

In the pst-Soviet period, the resource regions have begun to assert their rights over 

what they argue are "their" natural resources in an effort to reâress pst economic and 

environmental sins. As donors to the federal budget and suppliers of low-priced fuel, 

regions such as Khanty Mansiisk are angry that they are continuing to subsidize other 

regions; in particular the depmsed industrial regions that benefited at their expense in the 

pastd9 They argue that more of the wealth generated €rom natural resource exports and 

domestic sales should stay in the regions where the resowes are produced in order to fûnd 

infiastructure development, environmental renewal and clean-up, and sociocconomic 

refonmM 

- -- 

'' in 1996. rcMnl rrraim regions w a c  amoq the 14 domr regions (wons tht ua more ux menue to 
the fdd governmait drin t h y  receivad in teaini). Op. Ch., Webb (CERA 1997), 10. 
' ~ h c o m c ~ 1 w s u o r h ~ a d r m c b e 1 9 7 0 r o d ~ ~ b e n i n i a i a l h g r r u a d a r ü m ~ b i p t a ~ .  



For the inhabitants of the resource-consuming regions, who were brought up on the 

notion that Russia's natural resource wealth belongs to the whole nation, the demands of 

the resource regions seem sel fis h. The resource-consurning regions are wo rried that an y 

changes to the present system of subsidization or resowce allocation will have disastrous 

effects on their already crippled economies. For example, in 1995, many resource- 

consuming regions and their representatives in the federal parliament opposed the drafi 

Law on PSAs because they feared the production sharing system would reduce the arnount 

of revenue fiowing into the federal budget and allow resource-producing regions and oil 

companies to keep more of the revenues fiom the sale of resources. They were also 

concemed that the domestic machine building industry would suffer in the face of foreign 

competition. These and other issues raised by the non-resource regions wil l be examined 

in greater detail in following two chapten. What is important to note at this stage is that 

the regions are by no means united on the question of how to manage the resource sector. 

As the next chapter will dernonstrate, these divisions would have an enonnous impact on 

the progress of natural mource legislation such as the draft Law on PSAs. 



PART W O :  THE FEDERAL PRODUCTION SHAZUNG DEBATE 

Cbapter Three 

The Legislative Evolitio~i of the Law on Production Sharing ~~reements' 

Choosing a Draft 

The present Law on Production S haring Agreements (Law on PSAs) began its 

legislaiive joumey as a presidential decree issued in December 1993 by President 

~l'tsin.' Supporters of production shanng maintain that the decree *-On Matters 

Pertaining to Production Sharing Agreements in the Use of Underground Resources" 

constituted an irnpoitant first step on the road to a working production sharing reg-irne in 

the Russian Federation. The decree mt only placed the issue of production sharing 

firmly on the legislative agenda of the federal and regional govemments. It also provided 

the basic legai framework for later drafts of a federal production sharing law. 

As is the case with most legislative initiatives in the Russian Federation, the 

decree did not pass through the corridors of power unchallenged and bereft of 

controversy. First, the constitutional status of the decm was uncertain. Parliament did 

' Feâemi'nyi &onn "O roglrshcniydch O nzdde produlrisu" (On Roduaion Shnng Agrccmcnts). 
Sobrrnie ulroaodrtd'stvr Rossiislroi Fedentrii, # 1, st. 18.01/0 1/96. 1 54-167. 
' ükaz Rczidcnta Rossiidcoi Fedmtrü No. 2285 "O voprosy sogiushaiii O ratdele produhsii p i  
pol'mvanii nuhÜ" (OR Production StiMng Agrrcmcnts for the Use of the Subsoil), 24/ 12f1993, 
Rortitrluu g8ze8& 10/01/19!M. 



not approve the decree and at the time, Russian law required such approval.' Second, 

the decree conflicted with several existing federal laws, including the Law on 

Underground Resources and various pieces of tax legislation. The Russian constitution 

states that the President cannot issue decrees that violate or contradict existing 

~e~islation.' 

The most obvious source of contmveny was the decree's provisions on executive 

control over the productiun sharing process. Article two of the decree stated that al1 

agreements shal l be signed by : 

The state - the Russian Federation in the fonn o f  t he Goverment o f  t he Russian 
Federation and the organs of cxecutive power of the subject of the Russian Federation 
in which the resources are located, or the rqresentatives of these organs.' 

Article six reinforced the idea of executive control by stipulating that: 

The allocation o f  the shares o f  the mineral resources (or their value equivaient) 
receivcd by the state as a result of production sharing, is ftlfilled on the basis of 
a special treaty, not included in the agreement, between the organs of executive 
power o f  the Russian Federation and the organs of executive power of  the subjects 
of  the Russian ~ederatiod 

Together, these two articles provided a legislative basis for executive federalism 

in the negotiation and regulation of production sharing agreements. Needless to say, this 

arrangement provoked a critical response from supporten of the legislative branch. The 

articles also entrenched the position of the resource producing regions in the production 

sharing process. As this chapter will demonstrate, both of these controvenial issues - 

' K8j Hoba, *Russian Oil Lqklation: An OvCNItw," hiLer Sckd Jaurul oî Eut Erropai  Law, 
Y4-5 (1995). 456. 

ibid., 456. 



executive federalism and the role of the resource producing regions - would be revisited 

on numerous occasions as the later versions of the production sharing Icgislation passed 

through the parliarnentary apparatus. 

From a Decree to a Law 

One of the realities of Russian legisiative practice is that decrees cany less legal 

weight than laws. The Presidential decree was an important step, but it did ncr provide 

the necessary legal framework or political consensus required for a worksng production 

shanng regime. Both domestic and foreign supporters of production sharing in Russia 

agreed that in order to make production sharing a reality, a comprehensive piece of 

legislation would have to be drawn up and appcoved by both the legislative and executive 

branches of the federal govemment. Shonly after Decree #2285 was issued, therefore, 

the difticult task of developing a draft prduction sharing law began. 

By early 1995, two venions of a draft law were ready to be presented to the State 

Durna. The first version (henceforth the Presidential version) had been prepared by an 

intergovemmental commission under the direction of R.G. Orekhov, the official 

reptesentative of the President of the Russian Federation and the head of the State Leal 

Commission. In his opening speech to the Duma, Orekhov emphasized the importance 

of this legislation for the Russian economy, foeusing specifically on the problems of 

attracting investment under the present system. The Presidential &A, which 

incidentally had the same title as the earlier Presidential Dmee, outlined a system 

whereby the state would establish a list of deposits that could be produced under 

' Op. Cit., Uku No. 2285. 



conditions of production shanng. Once the list had been ratifie4 the investors would bid 

on the deposits and the winnen of this cornpetitive bidding process would conclude a 

production s M n g  agreement with the govemment.7 

An alternative project to the Presidential draft was prepared by the Duma 

Cornmittee for Economic Policy (henceforth the "Duma version"). Simply entitled "On 

production sharing agreements", this drafi had been produced by an interdepartmental 

working gioup that included oflkials from the Ministry of Fuel and Energy and the 

Duma Cornmittee for Economic Policy. Two of the most prominent and influential 

members of the latter body were Aleksei Mel'nikov, a Duma deputy fiom the IaBLoko 

faction and Andrei Konoplianik, an advisor to Mintopmergo and a former Deputy 

Minister of Fuel and Energy. 

In his speech to the Duma, Mel'nikov tried to convince the more skeptical 

members of the chamber of the merits of the Duma version by outlining how it would 

benefit many different sectoa of the national economy. He appealed specifically to the 

opponents of production sharing (Le. Communists, nationaiists, deputies from resource- 

consuming regions), arguing that this version of the draft law would benefit the domestic 

economy in a number of different ways. In addition to increasing govemment revenue 

and reducing Russia's dependence on international creditors, the mesures outlined in the 

Duma draA would pull the countq out of its economic crisis and attract much neeâed 

technology to the oil and gas industries and related sectors of the economy." 

ibid. 
7 Stcnograrnma zasedanii, Bidet en' No. 89 (24fOU 1995), Feded'me Sobranie - Parlament RF, 
Gosu- 
8 

Dunu (Moskvi: Izduue Gosudrntvc~oi Dwny), 42. 
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In the second part of his presentation, Mel'nikov tumed his attention to what he 

felt were the shortcomings of the Presidential version. According to Mel'nikov, the main 

problem with the existing system of resource management was that hi&, arbitniry and 

constantly changing levets of taxation had dissuaded much needed investment. The 

Duma version intended to solve this problem by replacing the present system with a 

royaity tax or tax on the right to use naturai resources and a tax on profits. In other 

words, the Company or companies that signed the PSA would pioduce the resources, pay 

for the right to use the resources, share profit production with the state and from their 

share of the profits, pay a tax on profits. Moreover, al1 of this work would be camed out 

by the companies involved, at their risk and at their expense.' In retum, the state would 

ensure that the conditions of the agreement remained fixed for the whole tenn of the 

agreement. In Mel'nikov's opinion, the Presidential venion of the draR mereiy rnodified 

the existing taxation system. "And with such a tax approach," he argwd, ' Tm SOT, but 

no investrnent, in my view, could possibly be e~~ec ted . " '~  

Mel'nikov continued his attack by playing on the fears of nationalist and 

regionalist deputies. He asserted that while the Duma version was designed to encourap 

both foreign a d  domestic investment, the Presidential ciraft was unclear on this matter. 

This is significant because the mere suggestion that the Presidemial drafi may favour 

foreign over domestic investon could have been enough to sway the opinion of even the 

most liberal natiorialist in favour of the Duma variant. 

Vldiniir San'ko. "Borbr n cshck nedobytuio ncft' (The Baîtic for Stiü More Unproducai edQilX" 
Narviriniaia gazeta. 03/10/1996,4. 
1 O Op. Cit., Stcnogranuna uscbnü (24/02/1995), 43. 



Another important difference between the two drafts was the level of regional 

control over the negotiation and impiementation of the production sharing agreements. 

The draft prepared by the Mel'nikov team made the regions a party to the agreements, 

thus giving them greater authority. The Presidential draft, on the other hand, centralized 

authority by giving the regions a mainly ceremonial role. ' ' Mel'nikov also explained that 

the Duma project was th<: result of three months of extensive çonsuitations with the 

regions. During this tirne, the committee considered approximately 200 suggestions with 

over 100 of these coming from the regions themselves. Meetings had also taken place 

between the authon of the drafi and the representatives of a number of regional 

govemments, including Sakhalin oblat' where the Sakhalin 1 and 2 production sharing 

projects were already in operation. l 2  The Presidential version, asserted Mel'nikov, did 

not adequately incorporate the remarks of the subjects of the federation or the Duma 

committees. 

Despite criticism that the Duma draA had essentially been written by IaBLoko 

deputies rather than an interdepartmental working group, the Duma voted on the two 

drafis on Febniary 24th and chose the Duma version over its Presidential counterpan. In 

the same session, the deputies overwhelmingly approved the chosen cidl on fim 

reading." It should be emphasized that the first reading of any law in the Duma is a 

relatively straightfomd process. At this stage, the Dwna is only required to approve 

the general intention of a drafi law. Consequently, "it is only at the second reading, afler 

- - . . - - . . - - 

'' Op. Ci., Hokr(lWS), 467. 
I2 Op. Cit.. Staiqpumai,trccdM (24/02/1995), 44. 
'' Dnevnik zrrcbnü G c d m t w m i  Duny (24/02/95), FcdaJ'noe Sabnnie - Puluncnt RF (Moskva: 
Izduiie GosudrrJtvennoi Dumy, 1995). 36. Two hundred and fifty four deputies voted in favour of the draft 
lm on às first rcading in tbe himr. Sixteen votd a@st and 5 abstrined. 



several government cornmittees have added their suggestions for te-worlQng, that the 

process becomes more complicated. The second reading involves a detailed discussion 

of each of the points raised." l4 

The success of the Dwna version could be attributed to a number of factors 

ranging from the content of the law to the fact that it was the result of consultations with 

a wide-rangmg group of officials and politicians at the faderal and regional levels. One 

could also acknowledge Aleksei Mel'nikov's skill f i l  pesentation of the draft to the 

Duma deputies. According to one official. the main concem of the team that prepared 

the Duma c i d l  was to find a balance of interests not only within the state (i.e. between 

federal, regional and local interests) but also between the state and investon (both 

foreign and domestic). In the period leading up to the fint Duma debate, the tearn spent 

a considerable amount of the  preparing diafts, sending them to the regions and other 

parties, receiving suggestions and trying to inwrporate these suggestions into a revised 

drafi.15 Having said al1 this, the fact remains that many Duma deputies probably 

supported this particdu version of the law because it was the alternative to the draft 

complled by members of the Presidcntial apparatus. Swh actions would be consistent 

with the long-nanding codiict between the executive and legislative branches of power 

in Russia. 

" Jrne Uppaion, *RussÙn On Law: Concerus RCIIYj4" I b W a  OPpu N m ,  1 7/06119!M, VoLnae 72, 
#i l7,4. 
lS ïntaviciv, MOSCOW, Apd 1997. 



The Duma Debates 

The draft Law "On Production Sharing Agreements" was brought before the 

Duma for its second reading on June 9th, 1995. In the 3 months since the drafl had been 

chosen by the Durna, the Cornmittee for Economic Policy worked "feverishly" on the 

legislation, considering almoa 200 amendments to the law. Other committees such as 

the Cornmitter For lndustry and the Cornmittee for Naturai Resources also reviewed the 

legislation. In his presentation to the Dwna on June 9th, Aleksei Mel'nikov 

acknowledged the constructive criticism of these committees, adding that "although a 

large number of the amendments put forth by the Cornmittee for Naml  Resources did 

not find support, nevertheless, this criticism was very usef~l."'~ More importantly, 

Mel'nikov also mentioned the input provided by the representatives of the Khanty- 

Mansiisk autonomous okmg and Sakhalin oblast' in the latter stages of the consultation 

process. Later he stressed that because natural resources fall into an area of concurrent 

jurisdiction between the federation and the s d  O& al1 amendments introduced by the 

su& 'ekty were thoroughly studied and a nurnber were introduced into the draft law. 

The demands of the regions, however, were not the only ones to be considered 

during the consultation process. Despite the overwhelming support that the draft law 

received in its fim reading, the authors were aware of the tesmations held by many 

groups in the Duma In an effort to address the concems of the Communia and 

nationalist factions in the Duma, the committee introduced amendments that 

strengthened the role of the state in the production sharing pr~cess.'~ Steps were also 

l6 SI- medan& BNIIe!cn' NO. 109 (û9/06/1995) Fedd'noe Sobranie - Pariamnt RF, 
& d m w m u h D u m ( M o s i ~ :  izduiieGosubntvanw,iDwny), 31. " For orample, rllowing th state to nonitor the acamts of UiVcJtors. iôid., 32. 



taken to protect the interests of Russian oil and gas equipment manufacturers, many of 

which are located in non-natural resource producing regions. One of the primary 

concems of these regions was that the domestic mac hine-bui lding i ndustry would not 

beneft from production sharing becaw foreign investon would be able to import their 

own equipment. '* 
Althouph many of the amendments innoâuced by the Cornmittee for Economic 

Policy were intended to dispel the fcgn of some of the more skeptical memben of the 

Duma, the drafi was defeated in its second reading on June 9th. This defeat forced the 

authon back to the negotiating table with the prospect of having to amend the drafi once 

again. Over the next few days, the cornmittee made more changes to the law; changes 

that, in the opinion of Aleksei Mel'nikov, served to strengthen the interem and influence 

of the state in the production sharing process even funher. Once again Mel'nikov made 

an impassioned plea to the law's skeptics: 

1 would like to say a couple of words about the importance o f  this law. First of dl, it is 
important for the ~tural  tesources regions of Russia; this is first. But, it is no Icss 
important for the industriai regions of Russia. In panicular, 1 gave the Communist Party 
of the Russian Fedcration M i o n  a ColICrCte Iist of enterprises and types of equipmt 
which will be producai for these! [PSA] projects. Any deputy who aches for the sou1 of 
our cconomy rnay look at this list and se the changes that can take place in our machine- 
building industry, whcrc a cofossrl -on and a colossal decreast in the volume of 
production is [cummly] Ukng 

Mel'nikov reminded the deputies that the draft had k e n  thoroughly prepared and 

had the input anci support of the oil and gas regions of Rwia, as well as a series of multi- 

party Duma cornmittees. This latest series of amendments, coupled with the appeals of 



the draft7s supporters seems to have placated some of the traditional opponents of foreign 

investrnent in the natural resource sector. The Duma pssed the law on both second and 

third readings on June 14". thereby sending it to the Federation Council for further 

consideration and ratification." 

Ratification Problems in the Federation Council 

One would think that if a controvenial piece of legislation such as the draA Law 

on PSAs could pass relatively unscathed through such a hostile body as the State Duma, 

its chances of king ratified by the Federation Council should have been fairly good. 

Afler all, the Federation Council is a far more "pragrnatic" institution than the State 

Duma. Because many of its members have no direct Party aftiliations, it is considered to 

be less ideologically fractional or partisan than the ~urna." Memben of the Federation 

Council also spend less time in Moscow than their counterparts in the State Duma and, as 

a consequence, less time on the legislative business of the Council. Indeed, Council 

l9 Stenogramma zasedanii, Biulkien' No. 1 10 ( 14lWI1995) Fedd'noe Sobranie - Parlament RF. 
Gosudastverurria I)uma (Mosh: lzdutic Gosudarstvennoi Durny), 25. 
'O ibid., 25. One Russ*n aewrprpa commcntui th t  muiy Communias and Agnnuis wac  appeased by 
the fact that the law w d d  encourage employmmt as weil as investment in the domestic resource sector. 
intercstiri@y enough, the article du, rcpofled that Egor Gaidar's Russia's Choice Party had opposai the 
d d  law lugcly as a d t  of fiction bcnveen Gaiâar anâ Gn'gorü Iavlinski, the head of IaBLoko, a party 
whose depuries M played such a signiticuit rok in the prcpantion of the d r d  law. Sœ: Natsl'ia Olenici 
"IaBLoko podgotovilo podarok d l i  investorov (IaBLoko Prcpafcs a Present for Investors)," Segdnir, 
1510611995.2. It is also @Mc that the dr& law's supporten wcrc able to pnsuadt opposing deputics 
with promises to support the h a ' s  legislative initutivcs whcn the time corne. This type of "horse-trading" 
would occur later on in the production shuùig Irw's jouniy through the prriiunem. 
" ûespitc the ~ ~ J C ~ I C C  of f o d  pwty rtbüuions, a nvnbcr of "6aionsn are evidcnt in the Fedanion 
C d .  Thc thrœ mW1 k t i o n s  s e m  to be: the pro-El'tsinites, the CommwiistMationaüsts and the "Third 
Force" a group compriseci of "strong muugcr" types herdcd by Moscow mayor, lurü Luziûcov. The 
members of the bncf group in dalka!cd morr to tbcir regkm thui to any puauadar ideologid goal. Sec: 
John Wcbb, " h g m d c  Rcformers Wm Most Regiod Russirn Elections, Posing New Challenge for 
Y-" Cmbridm E q  Re8mrrh Ariociita DeWon W. Much 1997,8. 



representatives have been routinely cnticized for using the time they do spend in Moscow 

securing deals for the regions they represent rather than on legitirnate Council business." 

In spite of its more pragmatic nature. the production sharing legislation 

encountered many more problems in the Council than the Duma. One of the 

consequences of the Federation Council's rejection of the draft Law on PSAs was that it 

was sent to a conciliatory commission and amonded to the point whereby some of the 

original authors of the draft actually voted against it in the final ratification vote.23 

The Iegislative odyssey of the production sharing Iaw in the upper chamber began 

on a rather shaky note when many of the supporters of the draA law failed to attend the 

first session of debate on July 2 1 ", 1995. This "mass" absence was largely the result of 

an ill-timed colloquy scheduled by Pnme Minister Viktor Chemomyrdin. The colloquy, 

held in Tiurnen', Western Siberia on Juiy 20" and 2 1 ", focused on the problems facing 

the fuel and energy complex. The stark reality of this scheduling error was that 'many of 

the lawmaken supporting the PSA law were forced to choose between Moxow and 

Tyumen'. That really nteant that they had no choice at all: If they wanted to take 

advantage of the opportunity to meet with the Rime Minister infonnally in the hope of 

w.nning tax benefits and other preferences for their temtories, Tyumen' was the place to 

be."24 

intmim. Moscow, Much 1997. Virdniv Shumeko. the spcaka of the Fcdcntion Couneil at the tirne, 
opencd the Fall 1995 session with a wMUng to tbe mcrnbers thit the Iegïslativc work of the Council was 
oufferingbacuiscrnciabaswacspcndingmontimeachicMngthtirownpoliticalg~uidlcsstimon 
legitimatt C d  business. Sec: Elena Tngubova, "Sovet Fcdcntsü sdcial pcivyi shrg k sobiraniiu 
sovetskikh rcspublik (Tbc F e d d o n  C o d  T h  a F i  Stcp T o w d  an Asumbly of Soviet 
Repibtics)." mmh, O M O /  t 995, 1. 

Alduci Md'rikov d Aklrrci MilrMov were Dumr nprrremdva on a joint Duma/Fedention C o u d  
Conciliatory Commission thrt wu c o d  in order to iron out the problcrns in the legislation. Tht 
sigiiificuice of this commission will k d a l t  with ktcr in the chrpter. 
'' "Change of Vame," Rrriiu ?etdemi Iivaîor. Scpceakr 1995.17. 



The supporters of the drafl that did attend the Council session were forced ont0 

the defensive by the absence of their colleagues. Outnumbered by the draft's skeptics, 

they atternpted to persuade the other representatives of the need to hear the opinions of 

members fiom regions that would be directly affected by the production sharing 

legislation. Mile the majority of the representatives agreed with this suggestion, there 

were some that feit that the emphasis on the resource regons unfairly marginalized the 

position of the other regions. A number of disgmtled representatives resented the 

"special treatment" being offered to resource regions and used the session as a platfonn 

in which they could air their cornplaints with nlatively little opposition. For instance, in 

response to the pleas for postponement, A. A. Ti tkin, representing Tu1 ' skaia obiast ' , an 

industrial/agriculhiral region near Moscow, retorted: 

You said that the debate cannot take place without the heads ofthe oil regions ... in the first 
place they must, how should I Say, advise us what to do. Unfortunatdy, wc in this room have 
already h d  sirnilar pronounccments wkn we aamimd the C h e c h  question. S e v d  
heads of the Caucasus regions said: it is a Caumsian matter. It has bccn d d t  with, you know. 
One word: we are ail sufficiently infonned and understand very wdl that oii and gas and other 
natural resowccs arc a national source of wcalth that mua be used not only in the interests of 
the oil regions anâ the oil bmch but in the intercsts of the machine building and high 
tcchnobgy branches t o ~ . ~ '  

Such a response revealed a split between the resource and non-resource regions 

on the question of natwaI resouce use and management Even though resource regions 

such as Khanty-Mansiisk, Sakhalin and Tatarstan have for obvious reasons been more 

involved and interested in the problems of resource management than the non-resource 

regions, Titkin reminded those present that natural resources are a part of the national 

wealth. Therefore, any policies that afkct the resource sector should be the 



responsibility of al1 regions, whether they possess resources or not. This type of response 

was a firm indication that the representatives of the non-resource regions were not 

willing to concede authority over the question of production sharing to the resource 

regions. 

In addition to raising the troubling question of whether resources belong to the 

regions where they are iocated or to the country as a whole. the debate over resource 

management alço tapped into a number of other controvenial issues that have dominated 

the political discourse of the post-Soviet penod. One of these was the position and role 

of foreign investment in the economic developrnent of the resource sector. The 

supporters of the draft law argued that foreign investment was a crucial ingredient in the 

oil sector's recipe for econornic recovery. In their opinion, the only way to encourage 

such investment was by offering foreign oïl compaties financial and legal stability 

through a working production s haring regirne. 

ûpponents of the draft law, on the other hanci, were a h i d  that excessive foreign 

"interference" in the domestic oil sector of the type envisaged by the draA Law on PSAs 

would mm Russia into nothing more than a raw materials appendage of the West. It is 

important to note that many of the npresentatives actively expressing such views in the 

Duma and Federation Council debates came fiom non-resource producing regions 

Communia and nationalist deputies and conservative representatives fiom the Red ~ e l t ~ ~  

were especially prominent when the debate turned to the topic of foreign involvement. 

- -- - - -- 

'' Zasedullt 2-0 Sovet Fcdemtsiî, Fedcnl'nogo Sobmh,  Bidacn' No. 2 (77). 21/07/1995 (Mo*vi: 
Itbnie Soveta F d a a t ~ Ü ,  1995), 33. 
~ b e ~ s d ~ d t n f a r t ~ m c ~ ~ n i m i l y ~ ~ ~ i n d u r r r * l ~ ~ t ~ d ~ f ~ ~ r ~ ~ t b a  
taid to be domirirted by Commwiist ami nationrlist parties and fhctions such as the Communist Pnrty of the 
Russian Fedention and the Agnrirn Mon 



Even Communist and nationalist representatives from resource producing regions were 

critical of what they felt were concessions made to Foreibm investon in the drati law. 

Such opposition proved problematic later on when the political and economic realities 

facing thrir constituencies forced thrm to reconcile their ideological beliefs wit h the 

obvious rconomic benefits that production sharing would bring to their regions. 

Othèr issues apprared to cause divisions thai cut across the boundary between rhr 

resource and non-resource regions. For instance, the problem of  excessive executivi: 

control over the nrptiation and conclusion of production sharing agreements, an 

important contributing factor to the Council's later rejection of the original draft, united 

Fedent ion Council representati ves from a diverse group of resource and non-resource 

regions. 

The issue of executive control was t'irst raised in the Federation Council debates 

by A.M. Tuleev, the head of the legislative assembly in Kemerovskaia oblast' in South 

Eastern Russia and L.I. Sablin the head of the regional legislature in the Nenets 

autonomous okrug (AO) in North Western ~ussia." Both of these regions have mineral 

resources and. therefore, would stand to benefit from production shanng Icgislation. 

This is especially mie in the case of the Nenets AO, a region that has some of the largest 

untapped oil deposits in the Russian Federation. Yet, it seems both of these men were 

prepared to delay the passage of the draA in order to support amendments that would 

check the power of the federal and regtonal cxecutives over the production sharing 

process. Tuleev was prticularly harsh in his criticism of the drafl law. In his opinion 

the absence of legislative ovenight would result in corruption and the uncontrolled 



export of Russia's mineral resources. In a telling critique of the system of executive 

federalisrn, he argued: 

there is no control on the part of the representative organs. There should at least be 
wrne systern [of representative control] in the subjects of the federation. Practically 
dl authorization mets with no cornpetition on the basis of a private agreement 
bawccn the highcst bwaiucrats of the govcrnmait of the Russian Faderation or 
the heaâs o f  administration (of the r e g i ~ n s ] . ~  

Leonid Sablin and M i  Boldyrev echoed the sentiments expressed by Tuleev. 

Sablin dded that the law contradicted several positions in the existing legislation on 

natural resources (he is referring here to the Law on Underground Resources) and 

encroached upon the interests of Russia and the regions. in contrast, his col league and 

the governor of the Nenets autonomous o h g ,  Iurii Komarovskii, came out in support of 

the production sharîng law." h i  Boldyrev, a representative fiom the industrial city of 

St. Petersburg? said that although he understood the sipificance of the dran law. in his 

view this version was unacceptable because: 

it creates conditions for unchecked bebviour by the executive branch in an ara  involving 
the fate of our nation's wealth.. .The law makes no provision for a system of ch& and 
bahces, which is a must for the normal Moning of any d m t i c  state. in fact, one 
an interpret rhc proposai d o n  as giving the occcutin bruich permission to dccide the 
fate of Russia's natural resources arbitrarily and without any outside control - even though 
the ~CSOU~CCS in question nuy k worth more than the entire f e d d  b ~ d ~ e t . ' ~  

Boldyrev had held various posts in the Presidential administration fiom 1990 until 

1992, when El'tsin disrnissed him for exceeding his authority Following his dismissal, 

27 Under the principk ofWom loc4 two kcysw, production a g e m m s  would be scnitinized by the 
fderal govenumnt snd the CXCCUtive branches of thc sub 'ely in which the oii was locatd. 
*' Op. Ci.. Praduiie 2-0 S o m  Fcdacrü (2 1/07/1995). 22. 
" "Rurmnnnic nlroar 'O sqidmüJrh O d d e  produktsü' otlodwno do o k t i h  (Examinition of the 
Law on Muction Shrmg A p m m t s  Postponcd Until O~tober)~, !Se@aia, 28/O7/ 1995.4. 



he became actively involved with reformen such as Grigorii Iavlinskii and Vladimir 

Lukin and, in 1993, they formed IaBLoko political bloc.32 Boldyrev, however. lefi 

IaBLoko in 1995 after a disagreement with Iavlinskii caused in part by their difiering 

attitudes on the question of production sharing.-" His political past may have given him a 

sizable axe to @nd. But his argument that the unchecked power of the executive over 

the signiny of production sharing agreements would breed corruption was generally 

accepted by both opponents and proponents of taie law as a legitimate criticism of the 

draft. Even Aleksei Mel'nikov agreed that a well-functioning, legislative ovenight 

mechanisrn would force governent oficials to act more responsibly when negotiating 

agreements. The question, in Mel'nikov's opinion, was whether a mechanism could be 

developed that could supervise the production shanng process without unnecessary 

bureaucratization. 

As well as making a name for himself as a "corruption fighter", Boldyrev 

strengthened his role in the debate by charnpioning the regional cause and, in prticular, 

the cause of the regional legislatures. "On numerous occasions." he said in one 

interview, "1 have made it kwwn to the law's advocates that we cannot afford to pass a 

bill that completely excludes federal and regional legislatures from the decision making 

pmccss involving the allocation of Russia's natural re~ources.'"~ Rather than just 

focusing on the role of the Dwna and the Federation Council in monitoring the 

" -Min of t& Momm," Rmaaiu Petnkrm invator. Novcnikr 1995,lO 
3 1 Ibid., 9. 
'' The h thrrr imcn of <be ~ m c  U L o k o  (appk in Rursan) rrîa to the fcspectiw 6nl initiah of 
I l ~ B o d y n v u i d W .  
" Op. Cit, RPi, Nmairkr 1995.9- 
34 lbid., IO. 



production sharing process, therefore, it seems that Boldyrev's idea of "legislative 

oversight" incl uded the regional legislatures. 

Legislative oversight and the con flict between resource and non-resource regions 

were just two of a number of issues that emerged over the course of the debate in the 

Council. At the end of the first session on July 2 lst, the representatives still faced the 

diKcuit choice of whether to vote on the drafi law in the absence of representatives from 

the resource regions. According to article 64, point 6 of the reglumeni, the procedural 

rules of the Federation Council, "[iln the absence of the quorum necessary for voting [at 

least 90 voting membea present], the head of the Council shall postpone the vote until 

the next session of the Federation ~ouncil."'~ 

Even though quorum was reached on July 2 1 st, in spite of the absence of the 

representatives from the oil producing regions, Vladimir Shurneiko, the Speaker of the 

Council, tirmly believed that it was impossible to dixuss the law without the opinions of 

those absent. In order to postpone discussion, he invoked article 102 of the reghment: 

"In the event of the insufficient preparedness of the questions conceming the 

examination of a federal law, the Federation Council has the right to posrpone (not to 

discontinue but to postpone) until the next session. A legal decision is taken by the 

majority of votes from the number of the existing deputies in the session.''36 In response 

to those who wanted to vote on the law, Shumeiko adopted a cautious approach, arguing 

that "[wle don? neeâ speed. Most important is quality."37 Together with Mintirner 

Shaimiev, the President of Tatarstan and other key supporters of the hfl law, he urged 

'' R e g h a t  Soveî Fcdmtsii 
36 ibid. 
'' Op. Cit.. medanie 240go Sovet F d m n ü  (2 l/O7/199S), 37. 



those present to vote in favour of a postponement The vote passed. Dixussion was 

postponed until the next session on July 27th. 

Tbe Regional Question 

By July 27th, six days after the stonny session on July Zlst, many of the Council 

representatives frorn the oil producing regions had retmed to Moscow to take part in the 

debate. Their presence gave the debate a much more evenly balanced and regional ly- 

oriented flavour. Questions about the roie and position of the regions in the production 

sharing process dominated the session. Representatives from the oil-producing regions 

played a prominent role, thereby justi@ng the earlier decision to postpone debate. 

One of the issues that dominated the lengthy session was the relationship between 

the federal govemment and the regions in negotiating and signing production sharing 

agreements. Although many of the resource producing regions had participated in the 

drafiing of the production sharing law, many regional oficials were skeptical of the 

motives of the federd govermnent. Since it was unclear at this stage how the federal 

government would divide profits fiom production sharing agreements with the resource 

producin regions, some local politicians felt that the law merely provided the federal 

authontks with a way to withhold oil revenues from regional and local govemments. 

Boris Ambamov, the Vice-Govemor of the Nenets autonomous okrug noted: 

"[tlhe benefits and losses as a result of shifbg projects to PSA tenns need to be assessed 

much mon carefblly. Specificaily, the distniution of mources between the local and 

federal budgets neeâs to be specifid ûtherwir it is impossible to tell whether the 



district loses or benefits fiom ~hiflin~."'~ Ambarnov backed up his concems with 

statistics. At the time, the Polar Lights joint venture accounted for almost half of the 

revenues of the okmg budget. The question was what would be the financial 

consequences of switching such an important project fiom the joint-ventureAicensing 

system to production sharing and was the regional govemment willing to take such a 

risk?" 

A number of other factors, such as the complex nature of the Russian federal 

system and the demands of the non-resource regions, further complicated this question. 

As indicated in the introductory chapter, the Russian federal system is compnsed of 

many different types of territorial entities. Although the constitution States that al1 the 

subjects of the federation are equal in their relationships with the fedentl govemment and 

with each other, a much more complicated anangement exists in practice. 

One of the features of Russian federalism that ad& to this complexity is the 

relationship between autonomous okrugs (AO) and the oblasts or h i s  in which they are 

located. Historically speaking, autonomous okrugs such as the Khanty-Mansiisk A 0  in 

Tiumen' oblast' or the Nenets A 0  in Archangelsk oblast' were subordinate to the oblast' 

government. As chapters seven and eight of this study will outline in pater  detail, this 

relationship has changed in the pst-Soviet mod.  On the one han& the okrugs are still 

considered to be parts of the oblasts. At the same time, they are autonomous territorial 

entities with budgets and systems of state administration, just like the other constituent 

members of the federation. In many oblasts, the confusion and plitical tension over the 

division of authority ktween the oblast' and autonomous okmg has encouraged 

'Yhi the List," R r r m  Pe$foîemr Iiivutur, Apil1996.3 1. 



interregional conflict, most notably in the area of natual resuurces. In a number of 

instances, Tiumen' and Archangelsk king prime examples, the autonomous okrugs 

contain the bulk of the particular region's natural resource wealth. This reality has not 

only ernpowered the okrug govemments by giving them an economic lever with which to 

press for greater autonomy. It has also put the oblast authorities on the defensive, thus 

compelling them to fight for a share of the natural resources and a role in the 

management of the iesource sector. 

P.N. Balakshin, the Administrative Head of Archangelsk oblast' expressed the 

concerns of the oblasts at the outset of the Council session on July 27th. On the subject 

of negotiating and signing a production sharing agreement he asked: "if the autonomous 

okrug is located on the temtory of a subject of the federation which is also a subject of 

the federation, is the [host] oblast ' or krai separate from the autonomous ~ k n i ~ ? ' ~ ~  The 

answer to this question, in his opinion, was no. He insisted that if an autonomous okmg 

is located on the territory of an oblast', it is necessary to sign a trilaterai production 

sharing agreement behveen the federal govemment, the autonomous ohg' and the 

oblast' or krai in question.4' 

On what basis, one might ask, do the npresentatives of the oblats such as 

Archangelsk daim the right to regulate natural resource use in another subject of the 

federation? According to Balakshin: 

[ulntii the formation of the prcsmt subjects of the fedmiion. ttum was a single tenitory 
h w n  as Archangeisk o b h ' .  For 50 yars we invcstd our capid into the exploitation 
of the mourccs of the Nems autonomous ohg,  mastering its tcrritory, knowing that 

-- 

" Ibid., 3 1. 
Zasabie 25-0 Sava Fodcnua. F d d ' n o g o  SobmÜq Biulkicn* No. 1 (78). 27/07/1995 (k(&: 
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it was a long-tm plan. Then this obug became an indepcndcnt subject of the federation 
and the population manages everything that the oblast invcsted in over 50 yeon, and we 
have no relation to it. It is unjusta 

In response to Balakshin's lament over the injustice of the present system, the 

representatives of the autonomous o h g s  felt that the question of which govenunents 

should be parties to a production sharing agreement or any intergovermental agreement 

for that matter had already been decided. 1u.V. Komarovskii fiom the Nenets 

autonomous okmg sîated that Archanglsk oblast' and his okmg had already concluded a 

treaty goveming interregional  relation^."^ Alexandr Fi li penko, the Adrninistrati ve Head 

of the Khanty-Mansiisk autonomous okng, added that a separate law was supposed to 

regulate the relations between the sub 'ekty in question and, therefore this issue could not 

and should not be a theme for discussion at this particular session of the Council. 

Of the 89 territorial units that comprise the Russian Federation, oniy a minority 

( 12- i 5) can tnily be considered "resource regions". Nahvally, these regions had the 

strongest interest in the successful passage of the production sharing legislation; 

although, as noted above, the political elites in these regions did not always see eye to 

eye on many issues in the production sharing debate. A number of other regions 

(between 20-30) were interested in the drafi law, but only if they thought they could 

benefit fiom the equiprnent ordea related to production sharing projects.u Many of 

these equipment-producing regions had misgivings about the drafl law in late July 1995. 

Lastly, '?he remaining regions, and thus the majority of the Council, are at best 

12 ibid., 27. 
M., 31. 
"Dawa to the Wm" R.riii temkum I ivatar t  No& 1995. S. 



indifferent to production sharing legislation. At worst, they envy regions that stand to 

receive substantial inflows of foreign capital from production sharing projects.'TIs As one 

member fiom a Northern Caucasus republic commented: "[p]roceeds from PSAs will go 

to the raw materials producing regions and the federal budget. So why should we vote 

for the law?* 

A ynat majority of industrial regions depend on federai subsidies and thus are 

wary about any reforms that may alter the system of collecting taxes and making 

payments to the federal budget. Such opposition to change puts these regions in direct 

conflict with leading remurce regions that are net donors to the federal budget. The 

latter are angered by the fact that their resources are king used to subsidize other regions 

when they could be used to redress the problems that years of economic mismanagement 

and indiscriminate resource plunder have caused to their own econ~mies.~' 

The concems of the subsidy dependent industrial regions were reflected both in 

the national press and in the Federation Council session on July 27th. The most 

important matter, in the opinion of representatives fiom industrial regions such as Riazan 

oblast' and St. Petersburg, was the effect that the production sharing legislation would 

have on the budgetary position of the federal govemment and the regions receiving 

subsidies fiom the federal govemment. Representatives also raised other issues, such as 

the plight of domestic equipment manufacturers under the production sharing system. 

- 

4s ibid., S. 
16 ibid., 7. 
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One of the most vocal representatives in the Federation Council debate on July 

27th was V.N. Liubimov from Riazan oblast'. south-east of ~ o s c o w . " ~ ~ ~ :  confronted 

lurii Shafkanik, then the Minister of Fuel and Energy and a supponer of the production 

sharing legislation, asking him to assure his constituents that Riazan oblast' would not 

Iose the payments (subsidies) that corne from the existing tax system when production 

sharing takes èffect. Shafranik résponded that Rinzan would bendit frum the production 

sharing legislation through industrial contracts, the expansicn of the national econorny, 

job creation and an increase in the revenue flowing into the fedenl budget?' 

It is interesthg to note that E.V. Krest'ianinov, the head of the Federation Council 

Commission for Repuiations and Parliamentary Procedures and a representative from 

Nizhnii Novgorod oblast'. a non-resource region in Central Russia. supponed Shafranik's 

position on this issue. In a speech to the Council Krest'ianinov declared: 

i don't agree with my collcagues, in particular with deputy Liubimov. who say that 
this law is only directed at satisfymg the intms  o f  the natural resource producing 
regions. The processing industry [oil refiiiing] is eaended to dl regions ot'the Russian 
Federation, to all subjects of the fedcration. And the Nizhnii Novgorod oil processing 
factory and the Riazan oil processing factory lack oii resources [to process]. Thetefore. 
the passing of the present law and the broadening of deposits is of interest to al1 Russian 
regiom." 

In an effort to change the original drafi, some representatives questioned whether 

production sharing would benefit domestic equipment manufacturers or merel y subject 

them to stiff corn petition from foreign companies. Consewatives in the Federation 

Council and the Dwna, together with a powerful group of members who represented the 

111 Other notable opponents of the draft law at this point in time were Vladimir Susiov fiom Tver Oblast' and 
Vladimir Sergcienkov fiom Kirov ûbiast'. Tvcr and Khv oblasts are both industrial regions near Moscow. 
19 Op. Cit., Zadanic 25-ogo Soveta Fedcratsii (27/07/1995), 23. 
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interests of the heavy equi pment manu facninng complexes in their respective regions, 

demanded guarantees that domestic enterprises would receive up to 70% of the 

equipment orâers required under thc production sharing agreements5' The 

representatives of  this group were concerned that the current draft not only failed to 

properly address the issue of domestic equipment quotas but that it alw favoured the 

interests of foreign equipment manufacturea. Once again, luni Boldyrev frorn St. 

Petersburg, one of Russia's major manufacturing centen, was in the thick of the 

discussion. He argued: 

if investors and their operators. under production s h n g  agreements. are entitled 
to import equipmmt into Russia the of aistoms' tarifEs, value-addcd taxes 
and excise taxes [as the draft law stipulates], domestic producers w i l  bc p l a d  at a 
disadvantagc in reltion to their western comptiton. This maiu los of orden. job 
cuts. and tivther economic decline. Our job as lawrnakers is to protect the national 
economy and not to provide foreig firms with advamages over Russian companies. 
Thus, instead of @vin8 tax breaks to Western investors, we wifl require that the PSA 
law inchde more provisions aimcd at promoting the developrncnt of domestic 
m a n ~ f ~ ~ g . ' ~  

Even though evidence of a divide between resource and non-resource regions on a 

number of issues was clearly apparent, the Council debates and press reports suggest that 

this divide was by no means cast in m e .  Some representatives fiom noniesource 

regions such as Nizhnii Novgorod and later Chel'iabinsk oblast' supportcd production 

sharing. At the same tirne, some resource regions or at least elernents within the oil 

secton of these regions s h d  the concem of the equiprnent manufacturing countetparts 

" Op. Cit., "Change of Venue". DI, 17. 
" ibid.. 18. 



over the costs of neglecting the dornestic industrial complex in the face of foreign 

c ~ r n ~ e t i t i o n . ~ ~  

Although dornestic companies have the capacity to produce many of the 

equipment items required by the oil industry, Russia still imports an enonnous amount of 

oil and gas e ~ u i ~ r n e n t . ~ ~  With Russian factories standing idfe and the cos& of purchasing 

expensive imported equipment reducing the profit margins of domestic companies, one 

analyst noted that the groundwork was laid '%or a potentially powerful protectionist 

alliance between energy exporten [in the resource regions] and domestic engineering 

plants [in both the resource and non-resource regions], which need shielding fiom foreign 

imports."55 

The session on July 27th ended without a vote. All sides expressed concem over 

the delays. Interestingly, Iurii Boldyrev asked that a postponernent of debate until 

October not be ganted %ecause it would mean losing too much time, something the oil 

regions do not need if they want to attract inve~trnent."~ Later on in the debate, 

however, it emerged that Boldyrev supported a delay in the vote so that a commission 

could be created to work on amendments to the present draft during the summer recess. 

The heads of several leading Russian oil companies and their supporters in the Council 

" in 19%. the Petrolcum Mvisory Forum (PAF). a western bucd consutting 6rm for cornpmia doing 
business in the Russian oil sector. in conjunction with the Committce for Productive Forces and Natud 
Resourccs of the Russian Acdcmy of Sciaces, produccd an i n t e  study on thc bencfits of production 
sharing for the dodc cconomy. The study conduded that ptoduction sharing wouid ben& both the 
rcsoura a d  non-re#rurce regions by ptovidiig i d  revenue for local, regionai and fcdenl budgets, 
employmmt and contracts for dornestic equipmmt menufacturers ourd a muhiplier effect that would bc fclt 
througtrout the Russirn cconomy. Sa: Chwulu vd t i a tv i i a  u ~ s u l ' ~ m # k r ~  rmitit 
RoiHi Irnip.orrrilitrbrylrL imvestitnii v idkqazwye p e h y  v nrkakh r M i  qîmbeaii  O r d &  
pmârltCiii ( M o s i ~ :  KomissÜa po iaichngni proizùcuütd'qkh 91 i prirodnykh mursov rossiiskoi rkrdcmü 
nuik i mftianoi soveshchatel'nyi fonun, 1996) 
" Rwsia bporied a p p o d d y  $5.3 Won Mnb of oil nd gas equipment in 1994. 
" Pcta  Ruth& bbRuds  Encrgy Empire Unda S a "  Tmmition. 03/05/1996.7. 



said they were disappointed with the delays, arguing that they were holding up a number 

of important projects.57 As it tumed out, such appeals €el1 on deaf ears and the Council 

postponed further discussion until the fall session. 

Normally, the Federation Council would have been required to hold a vote. 

Article 105 of the constitution States that the Council must consider laws submitted by 

the Duma within 14 days. If this is not done, the dratl law is considered approved and is 

sent directly to the President for approval, the final stage in the legislative process. But 

article 106 of the constitution requires the Council to approve all federal laws conceming 

taxes and duties. Furthemore, while the Council is obligated to begin its consideration 

of laws containing tax provisions within 14 days of the Duma submission, the debate may 

1st  indefinitely. Since the draA law in question would inaoduce a special tax provision, 

the Council was able to ponpone the vote until a latei session, a move that angered many 

of the law's proponents. 

Another interesting institutional feature that could have affected the legislative 

process was the proposed use of absentee ballots as a voting mechanism. As previously 

noted, absenteeism has plagued the Council throughout its brief history. Even prior to 

the refomis of 1996, many Council members were also heads of the legislative and 

executive branches in the regions. The demands of k ing a high-level regional officia1 

meant that many repesentatives haâ very little time to poperly carry out their duties in 

the upper house. Either they were unable to be physicaily present at Council sessions or, 

when they were in Moscow, the needs of their regions were ofien given priority over 

Council business. 

56 Op. Cit., h a h i e  25-ogo Sovet Fedcntsü (27/07/1995), 16. 



As the production sharing legislation passed through the federal parliament in 

1995, the debate raged over reforms to the Federation Council. The main factions in the 

battle for Council reform were the progressiskuia, whose members favoured an elected 

Council and the kome~ativnaia, who supported the idea of Council members king 

delegated by the regional authoritie~.~~ While the debate conceming the benefits and 

shortcoming of elected and delegated senates was extremely interesting, it did not have 

a direct impact on the legislative course of the ciraft law on production s h ~ n g  

agreements. However, given the fact that the production sharing law encountered a 

number of delays in the Federation Council, it would be misleading to argue that the d d l  

law haâ been removeâ from the effects of the reform debate in the upper chamber of the 

parliament. 

For example, the absence of representatives ftom the resource regions in July 

triggered a debate on the problems of aôsenteeism and workld in the Council. A 

nwnber of ideas had already been proposed to combat the effects of absenteeism. One 

poposal suggested that regional heads should relinquish k i r  posts if they wanted to 

work permanently on the ~ouncil . '~ Another idea was to institute a system of depidies 

for Council members, who wuid be responsible for executing the responsibilities of 

members who were unable to attend the sessions as a resdt of sickness or =me other 

valid muon. The deputy wouid pwsess the same nghts, including the right to vote, that 

belong to the members of the upper chmber.* 



Following the disruptions on July 2 Is1, the Council decided, on July 27&, to allow 

absentee ballots for the vote on the draR law. Supporters of the production sharing 

legislation felt that this system would permit the law to receive the necessary amount of 

votes to pass at the next session on October 3d without requiring al1 of the law's 

proponents to be present. Institutional delays, however, meant that the ballots were not 

distnbuted until September 25". almost three months atter the decision to allow absentee 

balloting was taken and just over a week before the crucial session of the Federation 

Council. Since mail nomally takes up to 2 weeks to deliver by pariiarnentary pst ,  only 

61 ballots had been received by October 3*; not enough to guarantee the drafi law's 

passage.6' 

Whether the delay in mailing the ballots was intentional or not is unclear. We can 

only speculate that those opposed to the law's passage may have played a role in causing 

a deiay. Some speculated that the mailing error was orchestrated by the Speaker of the 

Federation Council Vladimir Shumeiko. One insider biamed the setback on Shurneiko's 

private connections and political leanings6* Iurii Algunov, Shumeiko's spokesperson, 

said that the Speaker wanted more say for the regions in the approval pro ces^.^^ Whethet 

Algunov was refemng to the resource or non-resource regions (or perhaps Wh), 

however, is not clear. Lady, Mikhail Subbotin, one of the authon of the drafl suggested 

that Shumeiko engineerrd the defeat as a display of his political muscle. Apparently, 



Shumeiko, who had been irnplicated by the Russian press in a nurnkr of unproven 

financial scandais, was trymg to secure his position as the head of the ~ o u n c i l . ~  

Despite Shumeiko's unilateral decisions to reject the absentee ballots and cal1 an 

impromptu vote on the cirafi law that almost certainly assured its defeat, not al1 the 

evidence suggests that he was an uncompromising opponent of the drafl law. For 

instance, he argued in favour of a postponement of discussion on July 21 st, when the 

representatives h m  the resource regions were absent from the Council session.65 

Moreover, it could be argued that Shumeiko's decision to cancel absentee balloting was 

not founded on his petsonal opposition to production sharing or on an attempt to secure 

more authority for the regions but rather on his desire to reform the Federation Council. 

After all, he opened the fall session of the chamber with a plea to the representatives to 

spend more time on Council business and less time on using the charnber for their own 

political 

Not al1 the explanations for the delays, though, centered on Vladimir Shumeiko. 

Iurii Boldyrev dismissed theories about high political intrigues. In an interview, he gave 

the following expianation: 

[i]f you look at the composition of the Council of the Federation, you will set 
that 57,h of its memûers rrc the heads of locril and mgional adrnuiilffniio 

. .  . 
ru. 

Moscow havis, infhiern;es than and often un *persuaden them by offering f i d a l  
usisruicc, niore fivonMc expart quotas and 0 t h  UIcentivcs. It wrs CI- that if 
absente Wots wcre included in the voting, the Russian govament -which has activeiy 
bacn lobbying for the PSA Iaw- would strongly prerauc thest dcputies to support 
produaion shring Iegislrtion. Those deputics w b  did not back the law did not want 
it fofcsd on them uid cmdudad tht an ordiaiiy vote wrs more logicsl. Thu vote 
would allow those who objcct to the Iaw not to bc pment during the vote. Absentee 

-- 

lad., 87. 
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bailots would not have permitted such a smteg~.~' 

Other explanations conceming the problems befalling the drafi law at this stage 

in its legislative joumey have decidedly more ominous and conspiratorial overtones. One 

joumalist suggested that certain parts of the banking and financial establishment opposed 

production sharing because they were set to gain h m  an earlier presidential decree 

gwranteeing them privileged access to state shares in the oil and gas inJustry that were 

due to be privatized. Presumably, such access would not be available under the 

production shanng regime outlined in the h A  law? 

The draft law mis rejected by the Council on October 3" and sent back to the 

Duma for further reconsideration. In a last ditch attempt to avoid changes that would be 

made by the Duma and a proposed conciliatory commission made up of representatives 

from the Duma and the Federation Council, the ciraft's supporters tried once again to 

include it in the Council agenda on October 24'. As expecteâ, the opponents of the ciraft 

spoke against the inclusion, arguing that such a move would simply prolong the question 

of production sharing. Of course, what they failed to mention was that their option of 

retuming the cirafi to the Duma and then subjecting it to the intense study of a special 

commission would probably mean an even longer delay. The draft's supporters, in 

particular Iurii Shafrpnik, the Minister of Fuel and Energy and a Federation Council 

representative fiom the oil producing region of Tiurnen', felt that another vote should be 

allowed in order to include absentee bailots in the final total. Apparently, there were 95 

" Op. CS., of lhc M o ~ c ~ " .  RI1 9-10. 
"Op. Cn.. Segodaim, 1011011995. 1. 



such ballots in existence (over half of the representatives in the Council) and, according 

to S hafranik, the vast majority of these ballots favoured the d r a ~ . ~ ~  

In spite of the apparent support that the drafi enjoyed in the Council, Vladimir 

Shumeiko and the majority of those present at the session believed that another vote with 

the inclusion of the absentee ballots should not be allowed for two reasons. First. the 

drdt was not on the agenda for the day. Second, the Council had already decided to send 

it b a ~ k  to the Duma for further consideration. Again, the use of absentee balloting was 

called into question and the absence of the key supporters of the draft fiom the session 

sealed its fate. 

Before the drafi was send back to the Duma, the Federation Council made a 

number of suggested amendments and cons ide ration^.'^ One of the most important of 

these, from the perspective of this pper, concemed article 19, that which entrenched the 

contml of the federal and regional executive branches over the regulation of production 

sharing agreements. In its recommendations, the Council stressed the need for: 

1. control, independent of the executive branch, over the conditions for concluding 
agreements 

ii. control on the part of the representative (legislative) orgaans of the subjects of the 
federation and the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation 

Through this particular suggestion, therefore, the Council not only attempted to 

strengthen the role of the regions in the production sharing process. It also charnpioned 

the cause of the regional legislative branches and federal legislative bodies such as the 

69 &!ahnie 28-080 Sovet FdcntSü, Fdd'nogo Sobnnul, BiuUcten' No. 1 (84). 24/ 1 01 1995 (Moskva: 
izdanie Soveta Fedmîsk 1995), 14. 



Audit Chamber. As it tumed out, the Council's calls for legislative ovenight and other 

changes in the legislation would be echoed loudly during the deliberations of the 

conciliatory commission, the final and perhaps most important stage in the draA law's 

meandering journey through the corndors of power. 

The Oil Companies' Raponse 

At this point in the law's protracted joumey, there were clears signs of strain and 

disunity in the ranks of the draft's suppsed supporten outside the parliamentary 

apparatus. This was especiaily true of the oil companies. The delays in the passage of 

the drafi law fnistrated the Petroleum Advisory Forum (PAF) and the foreign oil 

producers it represented. In October 1995, a letter signed by the PM and 32 large 

international oil and gas companies communicated this fiutration to President ~l'tsin." 

In domestic oil producing circles. however, support for the draf't law began to wane. 

Executives fiom companies such as YUKOS, LWoil and Sidanco admitted that they had 

done very little to support the production sharing legislation. Some executives, such as 

Vladimir Bogdanov, the head of Surgutneftegaz and an opponent of foreign investment, 

even lobbied against the onginal drafi." 

As one cm well imagine, such differences did little to strengthen the already 

Fragile alliance between domestic and foreign companies on the question of production 

sharing agreements. Under a production sharing systern, three foms of cooperation 

m Zuncctranii Sovcta Faîmtsii po Fedenl'nomu vlconu "O soglashcniirkh O d e l e  produtksii.", 
O3/lO/l99S. 
" "Ncftirnoi sovcshchaîei'nyi f o m  obeJOdrocn sinuisici vokrug nkonopmkta 'O sogbkmhkh O 

razdele produktsü (The Petroleum Mivsoiy Fonm Unasy About the Situation Surrounding the Dratt Law 
on Wuction Shariqg Agrrcninits)," Segoâiir, 27/10/1995,4. 



involving foreign companies were possible. Western investon could tdce equity 

positions in or extend credits to Russian compnies, they could enter a joint agreement 

with their Russian partnea, or they could bypass Russian companies altogether by 

concluding a PSA directly with the Russian govemrnent. As it happens, most foreign 

companies seemed to prefer the last choice, becaw the differences in business 

approaches benveen foreign and Russian companies often I d  to contlicts and an inability 

to get thing d ~ n e . ' ~  Since foreign companies are required to have a Russian partner 

under the joint ventweAicensing system, this particular feature of the Law on PSAs in 

part explains the guarded response of the domestic oil community to the idea of 

production sharing. 

Roskomnd r d s  Rcsponse 

Since production sharing is supposed to replace the existing system of licensing 

with a system of agreements between the investor and the state, it is quite natural that 

Roskomnedra would feel threatened by the Law on PSAs. AAer all, Roskomnedra was in 

charge of the licensing regime set out in the Law on Underground Resources; any move 

to replace this system would constitute a direct threat to its authority over the resources 

sector. In 1995, when the Duma and the Federation Council were debating the drafi 

production sharing law, some of the fiercest cntics of the legislation were Roskomnedra 

ofticials. Alexander Smigov, the head of Roskomneâra's licensing and legal department 

staunchly defended the cornmittee's position. "The adoption of PSA legislation," he 

maintained, "does not npeal the Law on Underground Resources and docs not relieve 

Op. Cit.. "Down to the Wuev" 8. 



Roskomnedra of its duty to pedect the lea1 background for subsoil licensing. So we 

won? stay idle."" 

On May t 8, 1 995, Vladislav Shcherbakov, Roskomnedra's first deputy chairman. 

backed up these defiant words when he signed Order #65. This order provided a 

mechanism by which the Russian partners in joint ventures with foreign companies could 

transfer their expiotation and production i icenses to their joint-venture ope ration^.'^ For 

Russian compnies, there are cemin advaniages associated with the joint-venture model, 

such as the opportunity to deposit part of the company's eamings in an offshore bank 

account. The production sharing model, which allows foreip fims to sign agreements 

directly with the state, eff'ively bypeuing Russian cornpanies if the foreign Company 

so chooses, posed a threat to the joint-venturellicensing system that was the comerstone 

of Roskomnedra's authority in the resources sector. 

Despite the fact that production shanng would setiously threaten the licensing 

system, Roskomnedra still found itself in a position to influence the process of signing 

production sharing agreements in early 1996. On January Wth, 1996, shortly aller the 

fonnal adoption of the Law on Production Sharing Agreements, Prime Minister Viktor 

Chemomyrdin issued an executive order that put Roskomnedra in charge of dram'ng up 

the Iist of deposits that could ùe exploited under conditions of production  har ring'^ 

Roskomnedrds close ties with the regions may have provided the rationale for such a 



move. "It is physically impossible for Moscow-based officiais to analyze al1 possible 

applications for PSAs that may corne fiom Russian sub-soi1 users", argued ~ t r u ~ o v . ~ ~  

Another reason rnay have been the federal govemment's desire to maintain tight 

control over the negotiation and signing of production sharing agreements. If production 

sharing became too common, some oficials felt that it would have a detrimental effect 

on the federal tax base. Shcherbakov, for example, argued: "I have the impression that 

Russian sub-soi1 users regard PSAs as a way to avoid paying taxes. But they will be 

disappointed. The list of fields for which PSAs are eligible, in our opinion, should 

include only projects whose implementation is otherwise impossible [under existing 

conditions] ."" 

Sack to the Duma 

Once the ciraft law had been rejected by the Federation Council and sent back to 

the Durna, its supporters felt that the easiest way to get it approved without altenng its 

substance would k to bypass the upper chamber a~to~ether.'~ Such a move is  possible, 

but only if two-thirds or more of the 450 Duma deputies support a piece of legislation. 

The task of getting 300 deputies (a number that would have to include a sizable chunk of 

the Communist/nationalist bloc) to support even the most unconmvenial pieces of 

legislation has proved difficult in the pst .  Organizing this level of support for a bill as 

controversial as the draA Law on PSAs, therefore, would require some deft political 

n ibid., 27. 
' ibid.. 25. 
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manoeuvering. In June, the dmft had been passed only by the narrowest of rnajorities. In 

this second vote, a large portion of the memben of the Communist and nationalist 

factions had to be persuaded to vote for a law they had consistently opposed in the pst. 

In the p e n d  leading up to the cruciai votes on October 27th. the head of the 

refonnist laBLoko faction and a supporter of production sharing, Grigorii Iavlinskii, 

organized "one of the biggest vote-swapping campigns Russia has ever seen" in an 

effort to obtain the required two-thirds r n a j ~ r i t ~ . ~  In exchange for supporting ciraft laws 

sponsored by the Communist and nationalist factions, lavinskii managed to convince 

many members of the main opposition factions (the Communists, the Agrarians, the 

Liberal-Democratic Party and National Salvation Front) not to vote against the 

production sharing legislation. Some rnembers of these factions were even penuaded to 

support the law.'' 

In the en4 however, their efforts were not enough. The charnber held three 

separate votes in an effort to ovemim the Council's decision. The closest the drafl law 

came to gaining a two-thirds majority was 28 1 votes, 1 9 fewer t han needed to bypass the 

Federation concil." As a result of the failure to ovemini the Council's decision and the 

obvious stalemate that would ensw if the unaltered drafl was sent back to the upper 

c harnber, a conciliatory commission was convened. The commission was charged wi t h 

the task of arnending the law so that it would be acceptable to a majority in the Council. 

80 Ibid., 5. 
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Tbe Conciliatory Commission 

The commission was comprised of representatives fiom both chambers of 

parliament and jointly headed by lurii Boldyrev and Sergei Glaz'ev, a deputy fiom the 

Staie ~urna.*~ Among the commission's other memben were a diverse group of people 

including: Aleksei Mel'nikov, Aleksei Mikhailov, Leonid Sablin, Iurii S h a h i k  and 

Vladimir Surenkov. Even before the commission began its deliberations, it was apparent 

that the opposing political affiliations of its members would lead to conflict rather tban 

conciliation. Over the couse of the next month or so, the battle over the text of the drafi 

law would take place for the most part between two opposing camps: on the one side, 

luni Boldyrev, Sergei Glaz'ev and their supporiers; on the other, Aleksei Mel'nikov, 

Aleksei Mikhailov and their supporten." 

As mentioned earlier, Iurii Boldyrev had been a critic of the draft law since its 

inception. His colleagw on îhe commission, Sergei Glaz'ev, was one of the leaders of 

the conservative Duma faction, the Congres of Russian Communities (KRO). He s h e d  

many of Boldyrev's concern~.~~ Both men welcomed this opportunîty to rnake changes 

" hieMi* nscdrim Gosudarstvc~loi huy (27/10/1995), Fedd'noc Sobnnic - Pariament Rostiskoi 
Fedcratsii (Moskva: rzduiic G o d c i i n o i  Dumy), 32-33. 
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to the law and Boldyrev, in particular, seemed to relish battling against his former 

IaBLoko colleagues Mel'nikov and Mikhailov. It was even said that he "demonstrated 

miracles of scientific assiduity, conscientiously and thoroughly investigating the meaning 

of each proposal of the ~aw."'~ In other words. Boldyrev meticulously scoured the drafi, 

looking for weaknesses and shortcomings. In response to such pressure, Mel'nikov and 

Mikhailov and their allies spoke adarnantly against any arnendments that would change 

what one press r q m t  lovingly described as "their baby"." 

Although the commission held a record number of hearings throughout November 

1995, a compromise version of the draft law was only achieved in its final meeting. Even 

then Mel'nikov and Mikhailov protested that a nurnber of the changes introduced to the 

text had not been adopted by an agreed decision.= Furthermore, Mel'nikov argued that 

the amended version was not the one that the oil producing regions had been expecting. 

He added it was also doubtful that oil companies would want to invest the $7-8 billion 

needed to revitalize the Russian oil sector under the conditions irnposed by such a ~aw.~'  

Evaluating the work of the commission, Mel'nikov remarked that its suggestions for the 

law were "enomously ignorant and unprofessional". The lobbying a m  of Roskomnedm, 

he quipped, was clearly visible in the amendrnents suggested during the debate? 

Afta the Russian Elections." Cambridge €0- Ruearcb Auociries: Former SovM Union Watcb 
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The commission made several controvenial changes to the drafl law. The most 

significant fiom the perspective of this pper involved the introduction of legislative 

ovenight clauses in articles 2 and 19, and the insertion of a stronger domestic equipment 

clause in article 7. The commission's addition of article 2 (3) to the existing drafl 

followed the legislative lead taken earlier by the Federation Council. It stated that: 

D r a s  of the stated fcderai laws [the law on the list of  deposits that can bc exploited under 
conditions of production sharing] and also draft hws on the introduction of changes and 
additions to these laws are to be introduced to the State Duma o f  the Federal AssembIy of 
the Russian Fedmtion johtly by the Govtrnmcnt of the Russian Faleration and the legislative 
organs o f  state power of the subjects of the Russian Federation in which the rtsources art 
located throu& a legidative ir~itiative.~' 

As a result of this clause, the legislative branch at both the federal and regional levels of 

governrnent would have considerably more control over the pmduction sharing process. 

The State Duma would have to approve any new legislation on production sharing, 

including the lists of deposits eligible for exploitation under conditions of production 

sharing and any amendments to the existing law. 

Changes in article 19 of the cîraft firrther reinforceâ the role of the legislative 

branch. For example, according to article 19 (1) of the drafl passed by the Duma in June 

State control over the exccution of agreements [is to te carriai out by] the f e d d  organs of 
meariw p w r  in ~ ~ ~ ~ r d u i c e  wit h t heir compaencies jointly with the orguis of yxecyfiw 
p w r  of the amespondhg subject of the fdention, ud rlso controllhg organs cmted by the 
Govcrnmcnt of the Rus* Fsdartim in agmnmt wirh the o r p s  of execytive pow41 of the 
camrponding suôjcct of the fcdauion? 



Here the reins of power are clearly in the hands of the executive branch or bodies created 

by the executive branch. The revised venion of this particular clause, on the other hand, 

States that "[sltate control over the execution of agreements [is to be camed out by] the 

federal organs of srale power in accordance with their cornpetencies jointly with the 

organs of stute power of the conesponding subject of the federatioa'"' The use of the 

terni "state power" challenges the exclusivity of executive power and provides a basis for 

legislative ovenight in the administration of production sharing agreements. 

The changes made in article 19 (1) impact greatly on other parts of article 19. For 

example, the original venion of article 19 (3) declares: 

Representatives of the controllhg organs [the executive organs of state power] reaiiang 
control over the utocution of agreements have the right to h p e d c d  access to the objects 
o f  instdation in the agreement and also to documentation regsrding the construction of 
stated work, exclusively with the goai of ruüzing the ttnction of control over the execution of 
agreement S. 

The revised clause does not differ substantially from the earlier venion, except that the 

representatives mentioned are not restricted to the executive branch. By virtue of article 

19 (1), the repmentatives are memben of the organs of state power, which could include 

members of the legislative as well as the executive branches of governrnent. 

Another interesting change made by the concil iatory commission was the addition 

of article 7 (2). This clause stated that "[tlhe parties to an agreement must, in the agreed 

conditions, stipulate that not less than a ceriain part of the technical equipment for the 

mining of deposits and their piocessing . . . bought by the investor.. . must be produced on 



the temitory of the Russian ~ederation."~' The parties to an agreement, therefore. must 

agree beforehand exactly how much domesticall-produced equipment must be used. 

This was clearly a response to criticism that production sharing would benefit foreign 

producers and equipment manufacturers at the expense of their Russian countrrparts. 

Among the other changes that the commission introduced to the original 

drafi were: 

-restrictions on the p t i n g  of oil fields (as PSAs) without cornpetition 

-limitations on the arbitraiy transferral of rights received fiorn the state (in the form of 
PSAs) for one deposit to another deposit 

-the possibiiiry of amendments in the condirions of the agreement at the request of one 
side in the event of unforeseen, important, changes in circumstances (in accordance 
with recopized intemationai practices and the Civil Code of the Russian Federation) 

-the need to obtain the agreement of ail parties in order to discontinue or arnend the 
conditions of an agreement 

-the necessity of payments by the producers of pensions and other social hnds 

-the exclusion of articles in the law that dlow for the avoidance of customs tariffs and 
quanti. Iimitations (on the part of the producers) 

-the approval, by law (and by the legislarive branch) of large scale projects. including 
those on the Continental Shelf and in speciid economic zones and also of ail 
agreements concluded without cornpetit i~n~~ 

Following the decision to adopt these amendments, Sergei Glaz'rv said that the 

conciliatory commission had achieved a compromise on the draA law that was based on 

the remarks made earlier in the year in the Federation Council. The result, Glaz'ev 

argued, was a better law that would allow for the signing of production sharing 

Y3 Op. Cit., Itogovyi protokol zasedanii sogiasitel'noi komissii, 051 12 1995 [author's itaîics]. 
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agreements in Russia's favour. In response to the continued criticism of the original 

ciraft's supporten, Glaz'ev retoned: "if the writen of the original law had taken a more 

flexible approach, the law would have been adopteâ long aga."% 

As the main representatives of the pro-production sharing lobby on the 

commission, Mel'nikov and Mikhailov were quick to criticize a nurnber of the 

amcndments. In Mei'nikov's opinion, the two most damaging changes were those that 

affected Article 6, Paragraph 1 and Article 17, Panigraph 1 of the cirafi. The first States 

that any production sharing agreement concluded by means other than cornpetition is 

subject to ratification by the Durna and shall be endorsed by a special federal law. As 

such, the transformation of a joint venture into a production sharing agreement must 

receive the approval of parliament and be endorsed by a special law because it is not 

king put out for cornpetitive bidding9' Mei'nikov argued that this laborious procedure 

would dissuade or even prevent many participants in joint-ventures, until then the most 

common fom of foreign participation in the Russian oil sector, from tnuisferring to a 

production sharing sy stem." 

The refonnen considered article 17, paragaph 1 just as damaging. One of the 

reasons why production shanng agreements are so ppular with oil companies and 

investors is that they provide a stable legal environment in which to operate. "The 

essence of  a production sharing agreement," argued Mel 'nikov, "is in the inviolability of 

95 lurü Boldym, "Ne d o  pu@ Uw,stnnts~v i zaputyvu' woikh (No Need ta S m  Fonigncrs and 
Confime Our Own)," N-bimaia peta.  2%/ I2/lWS, 4. 
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its ternis."* Article 17 breached this inviolability by allowing one or more of the parties 

to the agreement to cal1 the terms of the agreement into question in the event of changing 

circumstances (for example, a substantial change in the world price of oil). In 

Mel'nikov's view, "unless this clause is deleted or its application expressly limited, 

production sharing agreements could become subject to constant inquiries and never- 

ending demands fiom govemment oftïcials wanting to force investors to substantiate and 

prove that there has been no sipifkant chdnge in cir~umstances."'~ 

Criticism of the commission's work, however, was not limited to its substance. 

Mel'nikov, Mikhailov and the other supporters of the original draft on the commission 

accused the other members of the commission (in particular, Boldyrev, Glaz'ev and 

Adrian Puzanovskii, a member of the Dwna Committee for Econornic Policy) of 

clandestinely introducing changes to the draft law on the night before it was supposed to 

go before the Duma for a vote. According to Mel'nikov and Mikhailov, such changes 

were made without the consent or knowledge of the other members of the conciliatory 

commission. The Durna members only received the revis4 document 20 minutes pnor 

to the vote anâ, thus, did not have time to check if it had been altered.'O1 

Glaz'ev responded to such daims with a counter-charge that Aleksei Mikhailov 

haâ wrongly used his officia1 position as the deputy head of the Committee for Economic 

Policy to lobby for support for the law amoag Duma deputies.'02 Whether Glaz'ev andor 

- 

r> Op. Cit.. "Critics C o d .  RP& 28. 
'Oa iùid. 28. 
'O' Svetluu Lolien 'Sozdrteii lrlrona O d d e  pmduhài obvinüi Scrgcia Glu'm i Iunir Bddyreva v 
podloge (Cmton of the Law on Production Sharing Accuse Sergei GWev anci Iwii Boldyrcv of 
Foqpry)," !!kgdih, 15/1U1995,2. 
lm S v a k a i  Ldm 'Sagci Ghr'ev obvhü oânogo iz w t m v  d o n a  O ntdek pmduhsii v podoge 
(Sergei GWev One oftk Iiridhors of î k  Lrw on noductioon Shuuig of Fosgrry)," !hgdit,  
16/12/1995,2. 



Mikhailov were guilty of such illegal and unscrupuious activities will probably remain a 

mystery. But what of Mel'nikov's original charge that some of the changes had been 

made without the agreement of the other members of the commission? Iurii Boldyrev 

attempted to clear up any confusion regarding the commission's decision making process 

in an article in Ne:avis<nuriu guzem: 

[tlhe only problcm in the work of the commission was getting quorum in the 
middle of an electoral mpaign  [eîectjons for the State Dwna].. . The mcmbers 
of the Conciliatory Commission.. .numbcred 12 people. According 
to protocol, amdmcnts had to have 7 or more votes in order to k adopted. 
But one of  the members of the commission fiom the Duma did not attend any 
of the hearuigs. His faction suggestcd that he step aside. He himseifagreed that 
his vote should not be takm into account. ln this event, amendments were passed 
by the hnn side with a majority of  only 6 [6 out of the 1 I renuiniiig rnanbm]lm 

This. incidentally, was the reason why the commission was abie to adopt the changes to 

articles 7 (2) and 19. In both cases, only 6 of the Duma representatives voted in favour of 

the changes. Nomally, this would not have been enough to pass the changes. But under 

the circwnstances outlined by Boldyrev, the changes were adopted and incorporated into 

the revised version of the draft law. 

The Duma Revhited 

On Decernber 6th, the Durna once again discussed and voted on the drafi Law on 

PSAs. But now it was a much different Law fiom the one the deputies had voted on in 

June and again in October. The tables had been turne& so to speak, as the opponents of 

the previous dmft wcn now the strongest supporters of the amended law and the authors 

of the original draft law spoke freely against the amnided version and the conciliatory 



commission that had presided over the changes. Some deputies tried unsuccessfully to 

tind support for another variant, one that would effectively negate the work of the 

commission. Others warned of the dire political and economic consequences of passing 

the amended version of the draft law. "As an author of the draft law", said Aleksei 

Mel'nikov, "1 responsibly declare that we will receive no investment under this law. We 

are simply misleading Sakhaiin, Komi, Khanty-Mansiisk AO, which have the most 

advanced projects and are waiting [for this law]. "'04 

But not al1 the deputies from the mource producing regions opposed the new 

cirafi. For example, V.A. Ozerov, the head of the Association of the Legislative Orguis 

of the Far East and Baikal stated that at the last assembly of the Association in luzhno- 

Sakalinsk (in Sakhalin oblast'), the rnembers supported revisions in the ciraft. The draft 

was also examined at the assembly of the Association of Econornic Cooperation of the 

Far East and Baikal. Then, Igor Pavlovich Farukhdinov, the Govemor of Sakhalin 

oblast', a major oil producing region and the location of the first two (and only, at this 

point) operating production sharing projects, came forward in support of the 

legislation. 'O5 

Further discussion in the Duma was short-lived as deputies in favour of the law 

were anxious to get the vote underway and deputies opposing the draft seemed resigned 

to the fact that their opposition to the new draft would fall on deaf ears. When the Durna 

eventuaily voteci, a rnajority of 242 passed the revised draft; slightly more than the initial 



vote on the original draft in June but less than October's attempt to overtum the decision 

of the Federation Council. 

Retura to the Federation Council 

In the aftennath of the Duma's decision to approve the amended draft, some 

degree of confusion reigned amongst the original supporters of production shanng (i.e. 

those that had supponed the initial Duma draft) in the Federation Council. Desplte their 

opposition to the changes, there was great pressure for them to ratify the law and send it 

to the President for his approval before the run-up to the Presidential elections in the 

summer of 1996. The political rhetoric surrounding the parliamentary election campaign 

of 1995 had already had a certain degree of influence over the course of the legislation. 

Indeed, the issue of Russia's national interest in the face of foreign concessions was 

evident in both the Council debates held in ûctober and the electoral carnpaign that 

fol lowed. 

Although some of the law's more adarnant supporters simply r e f w d  to accept the 

changestM, othen adopted a somewhat more pragrnatic approach. In some cases: 

the senator-heads of the rcsource producing regions, expcriencing strong pressure b r n  
oil produchq maprises, wcrc pnpued to vote in favout of the taw, not splitting hain 
bccaw of the chuiges introduced into the tcxt. This attitude was very much demonstrated 
in the speech of Mintimer Shiimiev, the M d e n t  of Taurstur, who crlkd upon his 
coUcagucs to support the Irw, in so far as without investment, there was no possibility of  
wlving the poMem of supporthg rcsou~cc pmduchg c o m p u ~ s . ' ~ ~  

- 

' 0 6 ~ ~ t h e c u c w i t b ~ ~ d ' n i l r o v u d ~ o v h t b t ~  
lm ~ v a û u m  LoIaeva, *senatory oâobrili d o n  'O sogiwhcnil~i O razâeie pmdukuü* ( ~ h e  Senaton 
Approve thc Law 'On Production S u  Agnancrns')," Sgod~U, 20/12/1995,2. 



As the president of one of Russia's strongest and most autonomous republics, 

Mintimer Shaimiev is probably the most powerful regional leader in Russia. His opinion, 

therefore, carries a lot of weight with his Council colleague~.'~~ in many respects, 

Tatarstan represents a bridge between the resource and non-resource regions. While the 

republic has been a centre for oil production since the 19SOs, it is also highly 

industnalized. One of the reasons why Shaimiev may have supported the revised law 

was that he wzis able to understand the plight of the non-resource regions and the 

amendments they had introâuced regarding the domestic machine building industry. In a 

more pragmatic sense, Shaimiev probably realized that Tatarstan could benefit fiom such 

changes. 

Another deciding factor in the min& of many representatives (especially those 

from resource-producing repons) rnay have been the fact that under the revised version, 

each subject of the federation could regulate production sharing agreements conceming 

deposits located in their particular region. lurii Boldyrev made a point of emphasizing 

this fact during the final debate. 'O9 

Thus, the choice was clear. The repesentatives could either vote in favour of a 

flawed law with the possibility of amending it in the futwe. Or, they could delay 

production sharing indefinitely by defeaîing the law, effectively sending it back to the 

Duma and another conciliatory commission with no guarantee that favourable changes 

would be made. The consensus in the Federation Council on December 19th was bat a 

Minium Shuniiev, iaadcntrlfy, is an oppontnt ofabsaitec brlloting. He f k i s  that Council 
repmmtrtives shwld makt more of an effort to attend the Fedcntion Councii bons in person (this is in 
#e of the t k t  that the use of Ib3entdt ballots dcb.tes pmbrMy wouid have allowed the draft Irw to pus 
through the Fedemtion C o u d  un& and that Shimiev was a supporter of the original draft) 
109 Op. Cit., !Qpâiii (20/12/1995), 2. 



flawed law was better than no law at al]. The representatives of many Russian and 

foreign oil companies reluctantly shared this view. The cornments of one Moscow based 

representative of a western oil Company summed up their restrained optimism: "[iln 

Russia, one has to regard even a small step away fiom legislative chaos as substantial 

progress."' l0 As such, the Federation Council approved the draft law "'On Production 

Sharing Agreements", with 1 13 representatives voting in tàvour and only 3 voting against 

(with 2 abstentions). ' ' ' 
The drafl was then submitted to President El'tsin for final approval. According to 

Russian legislative practice, the President has two weeks to decide whether he wants to 

veto the law and send it back to the Duma for further consideration. While El'tsin 

supported the concept of production sharing, some observers believed that he would veto 

the law. There was some concern that his advison, especially those in the State Legal 

Commission, would urge him io do so. If the reader will remember, officiais in the State 

Legal Commission had authored t k  drafi that the Duma had rejected in Febmary 1995. 

Since that initial vote, the Commission had kept an extremely low profile in the 

production s M n g  debate, thus contributing to the uncertainty regarding its position on 

the legislation. 

These nunom, however, proved unfounded. Commission otiicials may have 

disagreed with the Duma's initial choice of drafts, but, like the President, they supported 

the concept of produaion sharing and were not willing to jeopardize the passage of the 

law. As Anatoly Kirin, the deputy head of the Commission's analytical division 

' 'O ' L w  Ed," Rumb. ran*.m Iivator, Fdmmy 1996.20. 
" ' Z a d a n k  32-ogo Som FedmtJU, Fchnl'nogo Sobnniia, Biullctin' # 1 (90). 19/12/1995 (MorLvi: 
Izduiic Soveta Falemisi, 1995), 35. 



cornmented: " [a] presidential veto could relegate the PSA iaw to the parliamentary 

dustbin, leaving Russia with no legislation goveming foreign investment in the energy 

industry ." ' l2 
Another possible reason why El'tsin rnight have vetoed the law stems for his 

opposition to the amendments made by the conciliatory commission; in particuiar those 

which limi ted the exrcutivc's controi over the approvai of production sharing 

agreements. Although never one to shy away fiom a confrontation with the legislahire, 

the Communist "victory" in the December 1995 prliamentary elections and the 

realization that the cirafi would die if sent back to the legislatwe persuaded El'tsin not to 

challenge the Duma on this issue. With the reassurance that a flawed law is better than 

no law and that the law could be amended at a later, more politically conducive date, 

President El'tsin signed the draf? into law on December 30th, 1995. I l3  This act 

effectively ended the first and perhaps most significant chapter in the ongoing production 

sharing debate. 



Cbapter Four 

Explaiiing the Tbeoretical and Prietical Implications of tbe 
Feûenl Production Sbaring Debate 

Looking back on the iegislative odyssey of the drafl Law on Production Sharing 

Agreements, one is çtnrck by two simple yet significant facts. The first is that politics 

and policy making was shaped by the wider context in which it took place.' Second, this 

context influenced and, to a certain extent, was influenced by both the ideological 

positions and political biases of the political and societal acton involved in the policy 

process and by the content of the policy in question. The policy making process, 

therefore, involved a complex and multidirectional series of interactions among ideas, 

individuals and institutions.' In ordet to undentand how this activity led to policy 

decisions, it is necessary to examine this context and detennine the relationship of these 

features to the individuals and groups that came into contact with the policy as it passed 

through the political system. 

The political context in contemporary Russia is based on a number of structural 

and iâeological cleavages. Some of these cleavages are institutionally based. In other 

words, they mise as a result o f  wnfiict between competing institutional m a u r e s  and 

-- - -- - - 

' Kecnah S h c p k  obravcs: "Politics &es p l i a  in contact, ottai fainil anâ ofsc*l (as in a kgdative, 
juâkîal or burcwcntic proccahg)  but o ! h  hfbrmrl as well (as in a club or Êi#iity mech@." Sec: 
K e m t h  A. Shcpslt. "Studyingj lnstituaons: Some Lowons h m  the Rationai Cboii  Appnuch," Jaiiarl d 

Pditia, 1/2 (1989). 134-5. 



societally defined rules. Examples include the struggle for legislative supremacy 

between the executive and legislative branches of govemment and the territorial 

divisions that c haracterize the Russian federal rnodel. ûther cleavages are more mie- 

ideologically oriented. An example is the ongoing conflict between the respective 

supporters of state control and rnarketization over the future of economic refonn. 

Together these cleavages influence the policy making process by providing the structural 

basis and impetus for the development of a complex and crosscutting web of policy 

coalitions involving individuals, groups, organizations and state bodies from all parts of 

the political system. 

Whereas context and institutions play a significant role "in the definition and 

articulation of interests, the dissemination of ideas, the construction of market behaviour, 

and the determination of policy"3, it is also important to remember that this context is not 

static. Nor is the line of causaiity between the context and the individuals responsible for 

deveioping and adopting policy unidirectional. This is particularly mie in transitional 

states such as the Russian Federation. Over the pst several yean, Russia's institutional 

structure has undergone an almost continual process of modification and adaptation. 

And, more onen than no& the policy makers are the primary instigaton of such changes. 

In many instances, these institutional or contextuai modifications, a process which the 

literaîure refers to as institutional dynamism, have been so controversial that they have 

aggravated rather than mediated the divisions that exist within the plity.' The point is 

' Puer W. Covcc.iq tbe b m œ y :  Tk Wlcia of State Iitavatiom in BriUL a d  F m m  (New 
York: Oxford University Plcss, 1986), 5. 
3 Iôid., 5. 
' Sven Steinno. Kaîhiœn TheIcn and Frank Lon- (eds), Stmtrw Pditia: Historic8i 
I.rtitrr;Miiirn im Coipantne AlrfYrir (Cambdge: Cunbridgc Univmity Press, 1992). 2 1. 



that students of politics and, above all, students of transitional polities should be prepared 

to Reat the institutional and societal features that embed the contextual cleavages within 

the poli tical system as both inde pendent and dependent variables. 

This chapter will relate the factual evidence provided in the previous chapter to 

the theoretical positions discussed in chapter one in order to demonstrate how the 

cleavages that charactenze contemporary Russian politics influenced and. in hm, were 

influenced by the production sharing dedate. Of particular interest will be the manner in 

which the context structured the various intergovemmental relationships that had such an 

important effect on the policy process during the production sharing debate. Part one 

will focus on the conflict baween the legislative and executive branches of government 

and how this conflict fomied the basis for the alliances that would feature prominently in 

the legislative debate. The second pan will examine the intergovemmental cleavage and 

the ways in which the structural composition of the Russian federal system influenced the 

policy making process. Part three will look at the question of economic reform and the 

effixt that the ideological and pragmatic positions of the main participants in the debate 

had on the drafi as it passed through the legislature. 

Interbraacb Conflict in the Rumian Federation 

The troubled relationship between the legislature and the executive has been an 

enduring and, in many respects, damaging feature of the nasccnt Russian m e .  The 

conflict between the two branches of govenunent has its origins in the immediate 

aAermath of the Soviet wllapse and the struggle over the direction of political and 

economic reform. Although far from cordid and cooperative during the initial stages of 



refonn, relations between the legislature and the executive reached a new low in 

September and October of 1993. At that tirne, President El'tsin, having grown mistrated 

with the political machinations of his legislative counterpacts in the Council of Deputies, 

unilaterally dissolved the legslature. When the deputies resisted, El'tsin resorted to 

violence and. with the help of the anned forces, forcibly ejected them from their offices 

in centrai Moscow. 

Following the dissolution of the federal legislature and the emasculation of the 

regional  soviet.^ or legislative councils (many of which had supported their colleagues in 

the federal legislature), the President was in a position to force through a new 

constitution that entrenched the political authority of the executive branch. Under this 

new constitution, "not only does the President exercise considerable cabinet authority, he 

ais0 has what are probably the strongest legislative powers of any president in the 

world."' On many occasions since the adoption of the new constitution, President El'tsin 

has contributed to the disunity between the two branches by using his immense 

constitutional power to bypass the legislative branch and his own Prime Minister, and to 

divide and nile his rivak6 

The wider conflict between the two main branches of govemmern and the events 

of 1993, demonstrated the importance of institutions and institutional development in 

contemporary Russia. "Political actors," argue Kathleen Thelen and Sven Steinrno, 

"...are not unaware of the deep and fundamenul impact of institutions, which is why 

Robert ûmung rd Scott Pui* "Fmm Coafionuton to Coopntion in Rush," Tnaitioa, 
13/12/1996, 17 
6 ~ l ' ~ ~ o ( t a i s h o w n o n t b c ~ n ~ ~ ~ t h e ~ ~ ~ u d b i s c b a t d ~ ~ n u  
the Kremün. The meetings were obviously stigcd for the tdeviion c m  and fcrtud a dominant El'tsin 
h t ing  i dent V i o r  Chcrnomyrdin (in much the  nie wry as s puent would scold i chiid). 



battles over institutions are so hard fought.**' President El'tsin's &ive to curb the power 

of the legislature and install a constitution that significantly increased the power of the 

executive branch is a perfect example of the type of institutional dynamism that exists in 

States undergoing a significant and wholesait political minsition. This institutional 

dynamism, which "results from deliberate political strategies to transfomi structural 

parameters in order to win long-terni political advantage", demonstrates quite clearly 

how rationally motiv~ted political acton attempt to mould the institutional setting in 

which they operate.' 

During the course of the prduction sharing debate, the legislative-executive 

struggle alluded to above had a notable influence on the drafl law's passage through the 

legislature. Most significantly, at least fiom the point of view of this study, the 

disagreements between supporters of the legislative and the executive branches over the 

content and tenor of the ciraft Law on PSAs actually caused the emergence of cleavages 

at both the federal and regional levels. These intragovenunental divisions, in turn, led to 

alliances between elements at the centre and elements at the periphery.9 The emergence 

of crosscutîing alliances between elements of the fedetal and regional govemments on 

issues stemming fiom the production sharing debate builds upon traditional notions of 

centre-periphery relations by adding a new dimension to our undentanding of federal 

politics. Indeed, the presence of federal-regional alliances enhances our understanding of 

' Op. Cit., Stcimno et ai, 9. The use of thc wordr Ybrttle" rad 'hard fought" is pirticularîy devant in the 
Russian case. 
8 Ibid., 21. 
' ~aîcmi SCMW prcfèr the temu V M ~ I ~  anci umgionil" i ~ a d  oft6centrc1' mû 'peripb~ry*. 



Russian federal politics by dispelling ideas of regional "unity" in the face of federal 

pressure. 

The Presidential Decree #3285, "On rnatten pettaining to production sharing 

agreements in the use of underground resources", was a decision of the executive. The 

fact that the Resident is able to issue decrees of this nature is an indication of the power 

of the executive. Under the ternis of the decree, production sharing agreements wen to 

be entered into by the federal govemment and the executive of the relevana local 

authorities. This early attempt to institutionalize what amounted to executive federalism 

over the production sharing process would not oniy set the tone for future interbranch 

clashes at the feded level. It would also have a marked effect on relations between the 

executive and legislative branches at the regional level. 

The power of the executive, while considerable, is not absolute. Since decrees 

cany less legal weight and are less detailed than laws, it was clear that more extensive 

production sharing legislation wodd be neededl' One of the most important structural 

features of the Russian political system is that laws, unlike decrees, must be adopted by 

the legislative branch before they are submined to the President for final consent. This 

set the institutional stage for conflict between the executive and legislative branches over 

the terms and conditions of the draft law. 

The conflict between the legislative and executive branches was evident at the 

very beginning of the production sharing debate. According to article 104 of the Russian 

constitution, the State Duma is responsible for choosing the particular version of a drafi 

Iaw to be tabled for debate in the legislature. In the case of the Law on Muction 



Sharing Agreements, the Duma rejected the draA compiled by an intergovemmental 

commission under the auspices of R.G. Orekhov, the official representative of the 

President and the head of the State Legal Commission, in favour of a draft that had ken 

wninen by memben of its own Cornmittee for Economic Policy. The important question 

is: did the Durna, an institution that has been traditionaliy hostile to the President and the 

executive branch. reject the "Presidential" drafi as a result of its hostility to the President 

or beci~se it disagreed with the substance of the dnitt? First and foremost, the deputies 

opposed the centralist, executive dominated nature of the Presidential cirafi. But the fact 

that the Commwiist and nationalist-dominated Duma supported the alternative version 

that had been written by IaBLoko deputies and other reforrn-minded individuals, suggests 

that the hostility of some consewative deputies to the President and the executive branch 

was greater than their distaste for the supporten of rnarketization and economic refom. 

How can we interpet such manouvenng from a theoretical standpoint? Pethaps 

the best cxplanation cornes fiom the traditional rational choice school and its newer 

institutionalist variant. The former would argue that President El'tsin made a rational 

decision to put production sharing on the agenda by issuing a decree and, then. by 

supporting one of the versions of the drafl iaw presented to the Duma. The Duma 

âeputies, on the other hand, followed their rational motivations, which were to oppuse 

the exemtive branch, by ~jecting the Presidential version of the draA. 

Rational choice institutionalists would perhaps modim this argument by adding 

that although both the Presidcnt and the members of the Duma acted in a rational and 

strategic manner, the institutionai context in which they were opedng played a hand in 



shaping their rational motivations. In the Russian c~nstitutional system, the President 

wields considerably more authority than the Iegislature. On many occasions. he has used 

this authority to achieve certain goals at the expense of the legislature. The fact that the 

President possesses so much authority has in turn provided the legislature with the 

resolve, if not the means, to oppose the President and the executive. As such, one could 

argue that the institutional framework that perpetuates the stniggie between the 

legislature and the executive plays a key role in stnicturing tie rational, self-interested 

motivations of politicians in both branches of government. 

One of the ironies of the draft's passage through the legîsianire, as seen in the 

context of the interbranch conflict, was that opposition to the drafl's "executive bias" 

was strongest in the Federation Council. At the time, the Council was not only supposed 

to be more loyal to the President and less politically divided than the Duma, but its 

memben wen also supposed to be more individdistic. That is to Say, they were said to 

be motivated more by the pragmatic concems o f  the regions they represented than by the 

ideological concems of a particular party or faction. Although the method of appointing 

the Council has now been changed. in 1995 the representatives of the executive and 

legislative branches of the regions still dominated the upper chamber. This provided a 

stnicturel-institutional context for conflict and regional infighting over the questions of 

executive dominance and executive federalism. ' ' 

" The present Fedmtion Couneil is compriscd of two represenmthm tiom erh region: the h a d  of the 
rcgionrl lcgisisture and the htd of tbc r e g i d  txccutivt. tii 1995, erch &MI also h d  two rncmbcrs, but 
t h w r s n o l ~ o r c o n s t i ~ d ~ u i r a n e n t t h i t ~ ~ M t o b c t k k & o f t h t ~ ~ ~ a 1 t i ~ a n d  
the Iegislrnirc. NcvcrtheI~9~, Article 95 of the f d d  Constitution did stipuirte bt, "[tlhe Fcdcration 
Councii shrll bc comporsd of two rcpmcnîrtivu h m  uch anmtnr of the h s s h  Faderation - one ffom 
iu r e p t d v e  and OIK hm its cnecutive body of strte authomy ." b: Artick 95, Konsti~sia 
RomÜriroi FsdartJü (Masltvr: INFRA, 1997) 



The presence of representatives from both the legislative and executive branches 

in the Federation Councii, coupled with the provisions outlined in the drafi regarding 

executive control over the process of production sharing and the tumultuous history of 

lr$islative-executive relations in Russia, rncounged vanous types of coalitions and 

con fl icts to emerge. These included: interregional alliances between representatives 

from oppusing sides in the production shanng debate: inua-regional contlicts between 

representatives from single regions; and federal-regional alliances or. as Sidney Tarrow 

would sry, alliances between elements at the centre and elements at the periphey. 

For instance, representatives from the legslative branches of resource produc ing 

regions such as Aman Tuleev (Kernerovskaia oblast') and Leonid Sablin (Nenets 

autonomous okrug) joined with luni Bold-, a representative from the legislature in 

industrial St. Petersburg, in opposition to the provision that gave control over the 

nrgotiation of PSAs to the federal and regional executives. In doinç so, they voiced their 

disapproval over the lack of legislative oversight in the proccss of negotiating and 

adopting PSAs. In Sablin's case, a clear split between him and lurii Komarovskii, the 

head of the executive branch in the Nenets autonomous okrug, was evident. Boldyrev, in 

tum, was allied with Duma deputies such as Sergei Glaz'ev and federal bodies such as 

Roskomneâra on this and other issues i nvolving production s haring. 

The fact that representatives from the legislative branches of supposedly disparate 

regions joined forces to oppose the drafi's "executive bias" dispels the idea that the non- 

resource and resource regions were always on opposite sides in the debate. The presence 

of informai "anti-executive" coalitions between representatives from the resource and 

nonïesowce regions suggests that the interhanch cleavage contnbuted to the 



development of such alliances. Furthemore, the evidence also reveals the effect of 

institutionalized interbranch conflict on the development of the other inter- and 

intragovernmental relationships rnentioned above. 

While it would be dificult to portray such a tangled network of relationships 

using traditional models of centre-pwiphery politics and intergovemmental relations, 

there are intergovemmental models that accommodate such crosscutting conflicts and 

alliances. Daniel Elazar's matrix is an exampk of such a model. One of the notable 

features of Elazar's matrix, at least fiom the Russian perspective, is that the main 

branches of government and the links between these branches and the regional 

govemments are actually incorporated into the model. " This feature makes the matrix 

model particularly relevant to the audy of Russian federalism. 

Of course, Elauifs matrix is an ideal type, designed to show how a presidential 

federal system should work in theory (see figure one). Several modifications are needed 

in order to adapt this model to the Russian reality (see figure NO). Fint, the mavix 

model preswnes that the different branches of govenunent are separated. This is only 

partially true in the Russian case since the federal cabinet must be approved by the 

legislature and the heads of the regional executives are automatically memben of the 

upper chamber of the federal legislature. 

Seconci, El- presents the vanous branches as equals, digned along the four 

sides of a square. In the Russian case, a trapezoid might be a more appropriate model 

since the executive is clearly the most powefil bmch and the other branches 

(admin t strative, legislative and judicial) have diffenng degrees of authority. The four 



unequal sides of this quaddateral, t here fore, represent the unequal strengths of the 

branches of govemrnent in Russia. This irnbalance also affects the strenkqh of the 

interbranch and intergovemmental relations. The predorninance of executive federalism, 

for example, mrans that the relationship benueen the regions and the fedeml execurivr is 

considerably stronger than say the relationship between the reyions and the federal 

judiciary. i symboiize this unevanness by using different sizrd arrows to iink the regions 

with the various federal branches. 

Although the institutional context appeared to have an effect on the coalitional 

struggles that charactenzed the legislative process, some attention should also be focused 

on the role that individuais piayed in this process. While many individuals influenced the 

draft's passage through the legislature (Aleksei Mel'nikov, Vladimir Shumeiko. Sergei 

Glaz'ev. ro mention a few), luni Boldyrev was the focal point of opposition to the 

original version of the law. He, arnong others, championed the legislative cause by 

insisting on the principle of lcgslative oversight. 

The question is what were the motivations for his actions? It could be argued that 

he had his own rational, wlf-interested motivations for pursuing this l ine of argument. In 

other words, he had his own axes to grind with IaBLoko and the Presidential 

Administration. It is also possible that as a key member of the Audit chamber", an 

institution that is accountable to the legislature, he was simply caught up in a larger 

stniggle between rival institutions from the legislative and executive branches. The bais  

for such conflict was clearly evident. AAer al!, it was no secret that the President's 

'' Elazar's r n d  is boscd on the Amencan fderal systan of governrnent. Russia's federal system closely 
rmembies this rnodel of govcnunem. 



conboi over federal expendituies thmugh the Finance Ministry had brought him into 

conflict with bodies such as the Audit Chamber on numerous occasions in the past." 

The controversy sunounding questions of executive dominance, executive 

federalism and legislative oveaight was revisited at the conciliatory commission nage of 

the legislative process. Like the Audit Charnber, the conciliatory commission was set 

firmly within the legslative branch's sphrre of infiuence. According to Article 105 (4 j 

of the federal constitution, 

(a] federal Iaw s h l l  be considcrcd adopted by the Fedcration Council if more than haif 
of t he gmeral numbcr of its deputics have voted for it or if it hos not ban considercd by 
the Fedcration Council within fourteen chys of its submission. if the Fedcration Council 
rcjccts a k d d  iaw, the two houses may ret up a raconciiiatory commission to scttle 
the dispute. " 

It was during the conciliatory commission deliberations that the provisions 

dealing with legislative oversight over the production sharing proces  were added to the 

draft. Two of the most influential memben of the commission wen the Chairman Sergei 

Glaz'ev ( a h  the Chairman of the Audit Charnber) and the Deputy Chaiman Iurii 

Boldyrev. As memben of the Audit Chamber. and thus fimly allied to the legislative 

cause, it is easy to see why these two individuals in particular would have insisted on a 

legislative check on the control of the executive branch over the production shanng 

process. In many respects, their decision can be cxplained by the particular structural 

features of the Russian political system. The institutional dominance of the executive 

branch led to an interbranch stmggle &ch, in tum, prompted the legislaturc and the 

'' Amow its O- udq the Audit Chmkr is rrrpoaribk for monitoring the prcprntion, adoption ud 
of the f idd bdgd cm bdulfof the lcgishrt. 

-ngadhridt, 19. 



bodies and individuals under iis control to attempt to curb the executive's power by 

insisting on legislative oversight in important policy areas such as production sharing. 

Given the evidence presented here, it would be rnisleading to present the 

legislature as total1 y berefl of political influence. In spite of the fact that the executive 

has played a dominant role in the pst-Soviet period, the production sharing debate 

damonstrated the puwer of the ieyislature to influence the policy making process. The 

successful introduction of amendments designed to expand the role of the federal and 

regional irgislatures ovcr the production shanhg process was a clear rxampie of the 

legislature's ability to hold its own apinst the executive. 

It is important to bear in mind that broader political realities heipd the Iegislature 

to assume a dominant position in relation to the executive dunng the production sharing 

debate. Overall, the executive played a mutrd role in the legislative process. Althouph 

the President and his closest advisors supported the draft law, they seemed reluctant to 

becomc involved in the debates raging in the Duma. the Federation Council and. most 

importantly, the conci l iatory commission hearings. 

The main reason for this was the upcoming pariiarnentary elections in Decernber 

1995 and, to a lesser extent, the presidential elections the following June. Neither the 

President nor his advisors and ministers were going to risk king d m  into a political 

battle that could jeopardize their electoral campaign. As one observer commented, -a 

fight against the law wouid perfectly suit the election campaign punued by the pro- 

Communist deputies under the "Russia-is-king-pi Ilaged banner. " '" The govemment 

and its closest political allies did not want to advertise the fact that they supported 

Is Op. Cik Konaitutsiia Rossürkoi Fedentsii, Article 105 (4). 



foreign involvement in the Russian resource sector through the production shanhg 

legislation. This. coupled with the already low personal popularity of El'tsin and anyone 

associated with the President, convinced El'tsin and h is  staff to allow the drafi to pass 

through the legislature without a fight. 

ïatergovernmental Cleavages Ovcr Production Sbaring 

As one dehes deeper into the issues and problems that confionted the production 

sharing draft. it becomes apparent that the intergovemental cleavage was an equally 

prominent feature in the debate. This cleavage acted as both a stnictural or contextual 

influence over the legislative process and, as we saw in the previous section on 

legislative/executive relations, as a focal point of influence. The t e m  intergovernrnental 

cleavage not only refers to the relationship between the federiil governrnent and the 

regions, but also to the relationships that exist within and between these entities. Of 

particular interest in this study are interregional relationships (conflicts and alliances 

between regions), intra-regional relationships (conflicts and alliances within a particular 

region) and the marner in which diese nlationships encourage alliances between 

elements at the centre and elements at the periphery. This section will explore these 

rrlationships in greater deîail as a means of understanding how the Russian federal mode1 

iduenced and was infiuenced by the production sharing debate. 

Aithough Russia is a young federation, it has a W y  encountered many of the 

problems and dilemmas evident in mature federations. These problems have been 



compounded by the fact that the country is undergoing a dramatic political, econornic 

and social transformation. In this context, ksues such as the division of power and 

regional dispanties become even more divisive. The simple mith is that in a period of 

political and economic turmoil, those who have political authority and economic wealth 

are often reluctant to share it with those who do not. 

Some o f  the prublems facing the nasceni Russian Féderatiun art: hr result oC 

legacies from the Soviet period. For example, the structural foundations of the country's 

asymmetrical federal system and the problems that have arisen as a result of this system 

are a legacy of the Soviet mode1 of temtorial administration. During the Soviet period 

the highly centralized nature of  the authoritarian system contained the threat posed by 

temtorial asymrnetries. The disintegration of central control prior to and imrnediately 

following the Soviet collapse has strengthened the disruptive potential of these fedrnl 

features by allowing the constituent members of the Russian Federation to press for more 

autonomy from the federal govemrnent. Thus far, the tederal govemment has responded 

to the demands of the regons in a variety of ways, rangng from compromise and 

bilateral negotiations to violence and m e d  conflict. None of these responses, however, 

has provided a long tem, munially acceptable solution to the problems of federalism and 

intergovemmental relations. 

As noted in the introductory chapter, asymrnetries exist on many ditferent leveis. 

There are disparities in ternis of the regions* level of economic development and their 

potential for future developrnent. There are also dimerences in the amount of forma1 and 

infonnal autonomy possessed by the regions. Again, this is in part a legacy of the Soviet 

penoâ, when regions were placed in an asymmetrical territorial hierarchy based on ethnic 



criteria. The persistence of this hierarchy into the pst-Soviet period has caused a 

number of interregionel disputes, al1 of which have had an impact on intergovemmental 

relations and the political process. 

A second structural feature of the Russian federal model that has caused conflict, 

especial ly between the federal government and the regions, is the principle of concurrent 

jurisdiction. Whib concurrency is a common way of dividing authority in federal States, 

such 2. system requires cooperation, a c h  iegisiative basis and a mutuaily acceptable 

system for resolving disputes if it is to hction properly. Although steps have been taken 

in Russia to create a legislative framework to manage concunency, this framework, like 

most parts of the political system, is still in its formative stages. The mechanisms for 

rewlving disputes also face a sirnilar dilemme. In the Russian case, the Constitutional 

Court, the traditional arbiter of federal-regional disputes in federal systems, is weak. The 

onus for resolving disputes, therefore, has fallen on the executive at the federal and 

regional levels, a development that has in tum stoked the fires of executive-legislative 

confîict. l7 

At present, the regions are able to influence the policy-making process in areas of 

concumnt management on two levels. At the fderal level, they are represented in both 

chambers of the parliament and are fkquently called upon by federal cornmittees to help 

fornulate policies. At the regional level, they oAen take it upon themselves to enact their 

own legisiation in a psmcular policy field. The legislative process surrounding the drafi 

" Acmdhg to Ytjck 85 (1) of the R u s h  constjtutim: - T k  Raidan of the Rufan Fakation my use 
rcconcitiatory p d w t s  in orda to settle diffacwJ bnwccn the M i e s  of state authority of the R u s h  
Fedcntion and the bodies of ruse uiîhnty of the mcmkn of tbe b s h n  F e d d o a  as wdl as bttwccn 
the badics of sute autho&y of the Russiui Fuidm manbar- if no agmmat is rctiimû, hc may send 
tbe cue to the ipproprllte mn 



Law on PSAs is an example of the former. nie latter process will be dealt with in the 

second part of this study when the legislative efforts of Tatarstan and Khanty Mansiisk 

will be examined in greater detail. 

In addition to the structural-territorial composition of the federation and the 

widespread use of concunency as a pnnciple of legislative management, the institutional 

smKnure of the federal legislahue enhances the effect of the intergovernmental cleavage 

over the policy making ptocess. The Federation Council, whose mernbenhip represents 

al1 of the 89 regions in the Russian Federation, is the most obvious forum for regional 

interaction at the federal level. The regions, however, are also represented in the State 

Duma. Half of the 450 deputies elected to the Duma represent regional constituencies 

and atthough this institution tends to be dominated by factions and blocs based on 

ideology rather than geography, a nurnber of regionally based factions have emerged in 

recent years. The most prominent of these is the "Regions of Russia" faction, one of the 

main political blocs in the Duma. As a result of this institutional structure and the 

individuals and groups that work within the structure, regional concerns have played a 

dominant role in shaping the policy process ai the federal level. 

But how did intergovernmental cleavages influence the legisiative progress of the 

drafl law on production sharing? In the initial stages of the debate, when the different 

versions of the draf? Iaw were presented to the Duma for consideration, the Presidential 

drafk was cnticized for king too centrally oriented and lacking in input h m  the regions. 

Aieksei Mel'Mkov, one of the authoa of the rival && aîtempted to gain the support of 

regionalty-minded deputies by emphesizing tbe fact that the regional govemments had 

played an impottant role in dnffing bis version of the law. Although regional concems 



were not the oniy reason why the Presidential draft was eventuaily rejected, they were 

voiced on many occasions throughout the debate and most certainly influenced the 

outcome of the vote. 

As the debate progressed in the Dma, the concems of the regions resurfaced on a 

number of occasions. The early sessions revealed the tint signs of a split between the 

resource and non-resource producing regions on the question of production sharing. 

üespite assurances that production sharing would also produce economic benefits for 

non-resource/industriai regions, the investment flowing into the oil sector under a 

production sharing system would benefit the resource regions above al1 others. Many of 

the non-resource regions, therefore. viewed the law as a mechanism for perpetuating 

economic disparities between them and theit resource producing counterpms. These 

concems forced the authon of the draft to make changes to the law, in part~cular changes 

that favoured the domestic machine building complex. 

Naturally, the regional voices becarne stronger and louder once the legislation 

entered the Federation Council. The composition of the Council. with a large proportion 

of its membenhip made up of high-level officiais such as the regional govemors, almost 

had a disastrous effcct on the drafi during the opening stages of the debate. The ill-timed 

coiloquy on the oil and gas industry organized by Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin in 

Tiumen' meant that many of the resource region tepresentatives on the Council were 

absent. 

The absence of so many key playen from the Council session had a nurnber of 

wnsequences. First, it jeopardized the cirafi's passage through the Council and gave the 

opponertts of the law (especially those from the non-nsource regions) the opportunity to 



voice their concems virtually unopposed. It was ody the intewention of the draft's 

supporters who actual l y attended the session that saved it from king sent back to the 

Durna. Second, the absence of so rnany memben renewed calls for structural change to 

make the Council more effective. While the first of these consequences demonstrates the 

structural influence that institutions have over the policy process, the second shows how 

institutions undergo change as a resuit of this process. thus lending support to the idea 

that institutions should be treated as both independent and dependent variables. 

It was in the Federation Council debates, however, that the divisions first seen in 

the Duma between the resource and non-resource regions and the more pneral problems 

of asymmetncal federalism and concurrency became more profound. The argument that 

the Council should have waited for the representatives from the resource producing 

regions before conducting a serious discussion on the cirafi legislation provoked anger on 

the part of the representatives of the non-resource regions. Although such a move 

seemed logical given that the resource producing regions would be most affected by the 

legislation, the non-resource regions felt meiginalized by this request. 

Their responses revealed a much deeper division over the broader and politically 

wntroversial issue of tesouce ownership; the question of whether Russia's resource 

wealth belongs to the country as a whole or the temtories in which it is located. The 

realities of wncunency maâe answering such a question even more difficult. in effect, 

the absence of an adequate legal (institutional) framework for managing areas of 

concumnt j~sdiction and the conhision t b t  reigned as a result of the numerous 

conflicting fedeml and regional l aw  on mwe management and ownenhip was having 

a damaging effect on the legislative pocess. 



The question of ownership was only one of a number of issues in the production 

sharing debate that divided the non-resource and resource producing regions. At times. it 

seemed that some of the non-resource regions envied the benefits that production sharing 

would bring to their resource producing counterparts. Even though the supporten of the 

h A  insisted that production sharing would benefit the country as a whole and not just 

the resource producing regions. the industrial regions were worried that any changes in 

the existing system of resource management and taxation would jeopardize their 

economic positions. 

Rational choice theorists would argue that this was simply a self-interested 

response on the part of the non-resource regions. It is also possible to detect two other 

possible motives for such behaviour. First, the non-resource regions could have been 

reacting against the economic disparities present in the system. Second, their anger 

could have been directed at the pssing of the old system. In al1 of these cases, however, 

the response was a reaction to structural changes taking place within the resources sector. 

The conflict between the resource and non-resource regions was not the only 

interregional division to affect the progress of the production sharing legislation. Since 

the collapse of the Soviet Union, then has been some conhision regarding the position of 

the regions in relation to each other and to the federal government The concepts of 

asyrnmetry and symrnetry have existed side by side and have been used f k l y  by both the 

regions and the f-l government in order to legitimate their competing demands for 

authotity and autonomy. For example, in their attempts to counter the power of the 

npublics, many oblasts nisist that Russia is a symmetncal federatior On the other hanci, 

many of these same oblasts SM adhere to the idea of asymmetry in regard to their 



relationships with other territorial entities such as autonomous oknigs. During the Soviet 

period, the okrug govements were subordinate to the authority of the oblast' 

govemments. In the pst-Soviet period, however, the okrugs, many of which are rich in 

natural resources, have been pnted de jure equality with other subjects of the 

federation. This enhanced status has prompted them to push for greater defucto 

autonomy from their "host" regons. 

This oblast '-oknig division was clearly apparent during the production sharing 

debate. The representatives of the oblasts were clearly womed that they would be 

excluded h m  production shkng agreements involving tesources located on the temtory 

of '9heir" autonomous oknigs. Some oblast' representatives even decried the fact that 

after yean of working together and pouring countless resources into the development of 

the okrugs, the oblasts were to be excluded from the enormous windfall of investment 

and profit that production sharing would bring. The autonomous obugs, on the other 

hanci, seemed less concerned about the repercussions of production sharing. In some 

cases they even attempted to reassure the representatives Rom the obiasts that their 

position would still be taken into account. 

The ob1ast'-ohg conflict is interesting fiom a number of perspectives. In 

addition to king an institutional legacy of the Soviet p e n d  and yet another example of 

regional division, it is also chatacteristic of the confusion that characterizes 

conternporary Russian fedemlism. Moreover, it is an example of how policy and policy 

content can influence the broder political context. Although the division existed prior to 

the production sharing debate, the poiicy debate clearly exacerbated relations between 

the two types of tcmtorial entity. 



The Federation Council debates highlighted many of the interregional divisions 

that existed over the question of production sharing; the most obvious king the conflict 

between the resource and nonïesource producing regions. Even though the idea of 

production sharing was able to command sipificant support at both the federal and 

regional levels of government, this did not mean that those supprting the idea had 

achieved consensus on all matten reiating to the debate. The difficulty of dividing 

authority between the federal govemment and the ngions, for exarnple, was one of a 

number of problems that revealed cracks in the pro-production sharing coalition. As 

such, whiie many regions supported the legislation in principle and the coalition 

remained relatively united throughout the debate, it should be noted that many regions 

were also somewhat skeptical of the federal govemment 's role in policing and 

control l ing the production sharing process. 

Despite the problems between the federal govemment and the regions over the 

issue of concunency, evidence of informai alliances between the centre and the periphery 

became more apparent as the debate shifkd to the conciliatory wmmission stage. 

Refonnen who did not represent any particular region (for instance' Aleksei Mel'nikov 

and Aleksei Mikhailov) defended the interem of the tesource producing regions by 

opposing changes that would, in their opinion, act as a barrier to fonign investment. 

Their views in t m  were shiued by people such as Iurii Shafianik, the Minister of Fuel 

and Energy. 

The efforts of Mel'nikov and the other supporters of the cirafi were countered by 

the likes of Boldyrev and Glaz'ev, who championed the cause of the non-resource 

regions and, in perticuiar, the machine building cornplex in the industrial ngions. The 



lobbying efforts of Boldyrev and Glaz'ev were supported by a number of organizations 

and individuals. The most significant of these were Roskomnedra and the Deputy 

Minister of Fuel and Energy, Vadim Dvurechenskii. The division between Roskomnedra 

and the Ministry of Fuel and Energy had been evident throughout much of the pst-Soviet 

pend, so it is really no surprise that the two bodies would be on opposing sides in the 

production sharing debate. The apparent split between luni Shafranik and h s  deputy. 

Vadim h e c h ~ n s k i i ,  however, is mon interesting because it reveals a conflict of 

opinion with~n a govemment agency that was supposed to be a supporter of production 

sharing. Like Boldyrev and the other opponents of the original drafi law, DMitechenskii 

was a proponent of increased dornestic involvement in production sharing projects. 

Although he supported foreign investment, he adopted a "Russia First" stance that 

distanced him fiom the some of the law's more reform-minded proponents.'8 

The final Dwna and Federation Council debates revealed yet more divisions 

between the regions; this time regarding the arnendments introduced by the conciliatory 

commission. By this time, however, the positions of the resource regions and many 

federal supporters of production sharing were no longer uniform. Some jua wanted the 

draît to becorne law. They had waiteâ too long for the legislation to be adopted and were 

not prepared to fight for new changes when such changes could be made. incrernentally, 

afier the law's adornon. The repfesentatives of large and powerfùl oil prducing 

republics such as Tatarstan and Sakhalin thought that a flawed law was better than no 

law at ail. Some refonners, on the other hanâ, continued their opposition to the changes 

and even voted against the new draft. They vowed to fight the changes through 



legislative means and oppose any other "changes" that might jeopardize the law's ability 

to attract investment. 

The Dtbate Over Econonic Reform 

Contemporary Russian politics is ofien pomayed as a smiggle between the 

supporters of market refom and those who oppose sweeping changes to the economic 

system inherited from the Soviet Union. In reality, however, the situaion is much more 

complex. Although most individuals and groups can be roughly divided based on their 

views on privatization and the role of the m e  in the economy, it is possible to identify a 

large number of diffenng positions on the question of economic reform. in fact, in 

addition to various shades of dirigistes and market refomers, even the curent "status 

quo" has its supporters in thox who have profited from the ewnomic and political chaos 

that has descended over Russia dunng the 1st decade. 

In cornparison to the interbranch and intergovemmental cleavages discussed in 

the preceding sections, the struggle over economic reform is more ideological. It also 

tends to involve outside actors to a Iuger extent; although, the links between them and 

their allies in the state sector were also evident in the previous sections. Throughout the 

production sharing debate, the various complexes that dominate the Russian economy 

were able to use their influence and contacts in the legislahvc and the govemment in 

order to lobby for changes that would knefit them. 

One of the clearest exunples of the power of an industrial lobby to a f k t  change 

was the cw of the machine-building lobby. Its success in pressing for changes in the 

draft Iegislation was due in large put to its contacts at both federal and regional levels of 



govemment. The ability of the machine-building industry to influence the legislative 

coune in the face of opposition from the supporters of the original drafi suggests that it 

still occupies a position of considerable strength in Russian political circles. As V.V. 

Razuvaev has argued, the strength of the machine-building sector and the corresponding 

weakness of the fuel and energy sector can be explained by the positions of the two 

complexes during the Soviet period. Judging by their influence in the production shanng 

debate, it appears that the machine-building complex has retained its political hegemony 

in the pst Soviet period. 

The private sector in the Russian oil industry can be divided into three basic 

categones: foreign investon and oil companies; domestic oil companies; and the 

domestic industrial (machine-building) complex. The last category is comprised of 

companies that produce machinery and equiprnent for the resource sector. Foreign oil 

companies were generally united in their support for production sharing One of the 

leading proponents was the Peîroleum Advisory Forum (PAF), an intemationnl agency 

that represents the interests of a number of leading foreip oil and gas corporations. The 

PAF atgued that the licensing system should be abolished and replaced with a new 

regime based on production sharing. Not even the authors of the original drafi, it seerns, 

were prepared to support such a cirastic and radical transfomation. 

On the whole, domestic resource companies showed qua1 i fied support for 

production sharing. At times, they appeated unsure about the question of foreign 

involvement in the Russian otl sector. Some even opposed the idea of foreign investment 

in the domestic ecommy altogether. Many of these companies hnd profited from the 

economic and legal chaos surrounding the broeder transition. It is possible, therefore, 



that they were in favour of maintaining the stahis quo rather than supporting a new 

regirne that, if properly implemented, would dramatically change the existing system. 

Lastly, there is the domestic machine building xctor. It was only prepared to support the 

production sharing initiative if it felt that it could benefit and not be hun by foreign 

competition. This was ceminly the bais on which it supported amendments to the 

original draf? law. 

In order to understand the position of the private mtor in relation to the other 

participants and the manner in which it was able to influence the legislative debate, it is 

necessary to explore its relationship to the factions that dominated the federal parliament. 

The Duma's rejection of the original draft on second reading was largely the result of 

opposition fiom the Communist/nationalist bloc, the factions that championed the cause 

of the domestic machine building industry. It was in response to such pressure that the 

authors of the draft were forced to modify the law to include clauses to protect domestic 

interests from foreip competition. When the drift finally passed and was sent to the 

Federation Council, an informa1 coalition between the dirigiste factions, the 

representatives from the non-tesource, industrial regions and the machine building 

complex was clearly apparent. Al! of these groups criticized the drafl for providing what 

they perceived as concessions to foreign companies. 

This coalition, however, was by no means solid. In the Duma debate following 

the Council's rejection of the law, it appears that ideology was sacrificeci in favour of 

pragmatic political goals. It was at this crucial phase in the legislative process that one of 

the clearest exemples of crosscutting alliances b*mm disparate groups surfàced. 

Although Gngori Iavlinskii's attemp to amass the two-thirds majonty needed to bypass 



the Council ultimately faileâ, the alliance he fashioned included representatives from a 

wide variety of factions and was a prime exarnple of pragrnatic vote-swapping between 

rational l y-rnotivated elites. 

It could also be argued that the prospect of obtaining future support from the 

reformist ranks for Communist and nationalist sponsored legislation was not the only 

reason why so many "ideological opponents" of production sharing threw their weight 

behind the legislation at this critical stage in its legislative journey. Many Communists 

and nationalists recognized the bemfits of production shanng for their constituencies and 

foi the economy as a whole. Although these deputies had problems reconciling this fact 

with their ideological skepticism of foreign investment and privatization, it is  possible 

that their desire to bring economic development to their beieaguered regions inflwnced 

their decision to support the legislation in its original fonn. l9 

The alliance between the opposing factions, though, was short-lived as the 

struggle over the âraft continued into the conciliatory commission phase. As well as 

defending the interests of the resource regions, refonnea on the commission represented 

the oil companies, while their opponents claimed to speak on behalf of the machine 

building sector (among other interests). The commission proceedings and the whole 

debate about investment and the d e  of foreign companies were also profoundl y 

infiuenced by the upcoming parliamentnry elections (scheduled for Decem ber 1 995). 

The political tension surrounding the run-up to the election campaign made refonnen 



more cautious of their ties with foreign companies. In the heat of the electoral campaign. 

a very fine line existed between protecting Russia's national interests (by supporting 

legislation that encouraged investment and economic development) and what nationalists 

called "selling out the counay to foreignen." The critics of the draft on the commission, 

therefore, were able to use the plitical climate to their advanîage, becoming more 

vitriolic, cntical and hard-line in the process. They realized that they could use the 

nationalist/ protectionist angle to push thruugh changes in the law. Moreover, they were 

aware of the political capital that could be made for their parties and factions from 

appearing to defend Russia' s national i nterests. 

Many of the amendments made by the conciliatory commission had their mots in 

the smiggle behueen the supporten of market refom and state control. Among these 

were provisions that protected domestic producers of technical equipment nom foreign 

corn petition, prevented corn panies from avoiding customs tari ffs and obligated investing 

companies to make peyments to social sec- and pension funds. Pehaps the most 

signiticant and controversial amendment was the one that allowed the state (or any of the 

parties to a production sharing agreement) to review the terms of an agreement in the 

event of changes in circumstances. Such a change cast into doubt the inviolability of an 

agreement and was vehemently opposed by the supporters of production sharing. 

Conclusions 

The production sharing debate reveals a myriad of interconnecteâ relationships, 

conflicts and crosscutting alliances. This lends support to the thmv that the b i s  of the 

policy making process is the interaction between institutions, individuals and ideas. In 



keeping with this theme, the preceding two chaptea have exarnined the relationships 

between the federal and reponal govemments and the ways in which the main 

institutional cleavages of the Rwsian political system have stnictured and have been 

structured by these relationships. 

This analysis of the production sharing issue has also provided an insight into an 

irnporîant feature of the federal state: the influence that the regions have over the federal 

policy making process. From the evidence at hand, it seems that the regions made a 

significant contribution to the legislative process; although the effectiveness of this 

contribution was reduced by the interregional and intra-regional conflicts that divided the 

periphery. Still, such divisions are to be expected in federal States. The issue is whether 

the federation in question possesses the institutional hmework needed to resolve these 

differences. Established federations such as Canada, the United States and Gemany 

have functioning institutional mechanisms For mediating intergovernmental conflict. In 

the case o f  Russia, i argue thst institutional confusion, coupled with the various other 

cleavages underlying the political system, are having a disruptive effect on Russia's 

ability to reconcik intergovermentai differences. 

So far, this study has lmked pnmarily at policy-making at the federal level and 

the influence that the regions and their representatives are aMe to exen over this part of 

the legislative prwess. There is, however, another equally important side to the policy 

equation in the ~ t u r a l  resowces sector. Since natural resources fail under the concurrent 

juridiction of the fedeml and regional authorities, no study of murce policy would be 

complete without an exmination of legislative initiatives at the regional level. Of the 

nurnerous resowce regions that participateci in the fcdcral production sharing debate, two 



in prâicular, Tatarstan and Khanty Mansiisk, have used the powen granted to them 

under the system of concurrency to develop comprehensive legislation on natural 

resource use and production sharing agreements. These cases are the focus of the second 

half of this study. 



PART THREE: REGIONAL CASE STUDlES 

Chapter Five 

Tatarstan's Rise to Prominence in the Post-Soviet Period 

Given the complexities of the policy making process in the Russian Federation, it 

is important that scholars view this process from a number of different perspectives. The 

first part of this study examined the plicy making process in the oil sector at the federal 

level. A detailed analysis of the production sharing debate and the passage of the Law on 

Production Sharing Agreements demonstrated how the structural and procedural features 

of the Russian federal rnodel aggravated and were aggravated by the main political. 

economic and social cleavages that divide the Russian polity. 

While this case study has enhanced our understanding of how policy is 

formulated, developed and adopted in Russia, it provides only partial insight into the 

policy rnaking process in this transitional federal state. In order to fully understand the 

policy process in conternporary Russia, it is also necessary to look at how the regional 

govemments have reacted to the political choices made at the federal level. This is 

especially me in areas of concurrent jurisdiction where the regional governments are 

able to develop their own policy frameworks, either in response to or independently of 

those adopted by the federal govemment. More ofien than not, this regional legislation 



conflicts with or even blatantly contradicts federal law. This has led to what has b e n  

dubbed "a war of laws" between the federal and regional govemrnents, a situation that 

has complicated the policy making process even further. 

In an effort to present a more complete picture of the policy rnaking process in 

the Russian Federation, the second part of this study will explore the policy initiatives of  

two separate regions, the Repubiic of Tatarstan and the Khanty Mansiisk autonomous 

okrug, to the Law on Production Sharing Agreements. As the first two constituent 

memben of the federation to adopt comprehensive legislation on natural resources, 

Tatarstan and Khanty Mansiisk serve as exarnples of how the regions have managed the 

challenges posed by the system of concurrent management in this sector of the economy. 

No doubt, other regions will follow their lead. In fact, recent reports indicate that regions 

such as the Republic of Sakha, Sakhalin oblast' and the Nenets autonomous oknig are 

busily preparing their own legislation on natural resources and production sharing. But 

for the tirne king, the laws adopted in Tatarstan and Khanty Mansiisk represent the 

clearest illustrations of ngional legislative initiatives in the natural resources sector. 

The next two chapters will focus in prticular on the case of Tatarstan. Chapter 

five will discuss Tatarstan's position within the federation by exploring its political and 

econornic evolution during the late Soviet and pst-Soviet periods. Specifically, the 

chaper ~ i l l  concentrate on the relationship between the republican and federal 

govemments prior to, during and afier the signing of the February 1994 bilateral treaty on 

the delimitation of juridictional subjects and the mutual delegation of authority . 

Chapter six will provide a more detailed examination of the republic's response to the 

challenges of refonn and policy coordination in the oil xctor. Of particular interest will 



be the question of whether the 1997 Law on Oil and Gas, Tatarstan's iegislative response 

to the federal Law on Production Shanng Agreements and other developments in the oil 

sector, actuall y entrenches republican sovereignty in this area. 

Tatarstan: The Long and Winding Road to Greater Autonomy 

The Republic of Tatarstan. located about 800 km east of Moscow in the Middle 

Volga regon, has been described as both the "locomotive of federil relations"' and the 

"do8 that didn't bite".' While these labels may seem contradictory, both aptly surn up 

the republic's struggle to find its place in the political confusion that exists in pon-Soviet 

Russia. As the ethnic and historical homeland of the Volga Tatan, the republic has 

always harboured aspirations of sovereignty. The existence of an independent Tatar 

"state" in the Middle Volga region, however, was thwarted on severai occasions in the 

past. The most notable of these followed the conquest of the Kazan' Khanate by Ivan 

Grozny (the Terrible) and its incorporation into the expanding Russian empire in 1552, 

and the dissolution of the briefly independent ldel-Ural state by the Soviet pvemment in 

1920. 

The most recrnt attempt to expnd the autonomy of the region began in the 

political confusion at the end of the Soviet period. The govenment of the then Tatar 

Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (ASSR) appealed to the Sovid government for a 

change in the republic's status fiom an ASSR to a Union Republic. The Tatarstani 

' T~msn Zamiatina, "Federalizm ili duintegrstùia-tretego ne dano (Feddism or disintegration-thm ir no 
t hird way)," Segodmia, 25/O2/ 1994, 2 1 . 
' Edward W. Walker. ''The Dog that Didn't Bite: Tatantan a d  Asymmetncai Feddism in Russia," 
Haniman Review (1997). As cited in: John W. Slocum, "Homeopathic Natiodism: the Case of 



govemment argued that a number of factors, ranging from the size of the republic and its 

ethnic importance to its economic weight within the wider Soviet economy, justified the 

change. In the opinion of many Tatantani elites, smailer, less economically powemil 

regions such as Estonia and Moldavia had union republic status, so why should Tatarstan 

be denied this privilege? 

The answer to this question is based iargeiy on geography. Whereas the existing 

union republics, such as those in Central Asia and the Baltic region, were al1 located on 

the borders of the Soviet Union, Tatarstan was situated in the heart of Russia. Accordinp 

to the Soviet constitution. union republics had a de jure right to xparate fiom the Soviet 

Union. Since separation was possible in both a de ~ u r e  and as future events would 

indicate de facto sense, extending the title of "union republic" to the Tatar ASSR could 

have seriousiy jeopardized the territorial integrity of the largest union republic, the 

Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR). 

It was partly in response to the impasse over the granting of union republic status, 

thot the govemment of the Tatar ASSR became the fint of a series of autonomous 

republics to issue a fornuil declaration of sovereignty in August 1990. This declaration 

had wide support among the population of Tatarstan and in other regions, many of which 

were preparing and adopting dedarations of their own. It is also interesting to note that 

the President of  the RSFSR, Boris El'tsin, supponed the republican govemment's 

political aspirations. In a speech in K m '  shortly afler the declaration of sovereignty, 

El'tsin encouraged die people of Tatarstan to "take al1 the independence they could 

Taunrui." Pipcr prrpucd for prescnution at the 2nd Annurl Conwmion of the Association for the Smdy 
o f  NationditicS. New York City, 24-27 April 1997.3. 



swallow." Although in the months and years that followed federal officiais grimaced 

when reminded of El'uin's remark3, his "generosity" at this time was indicative of the 

type of strategic favouritism show by both Russian and Soviet officiais in their attempts 

to build alliances of support in the regions. 

The declaration of sovereignty and a subsequent 199 1 declaration assening the 

supremacy of repubiican lqislation over federai legislation were given popular 

confirmation in a referendum held on March 2 1, 1992. Throughout 1992, the Tatarstani 

govemrnent refused to pay taxes to the newly created Russian Federation because its 

leaders believed that the republic was not receiving a fair share of the wealth generated in 

Tatarstan. Relations between Moscow and b n '  reached a low point in the p e r d  

leading up to and immediately following the referendud 

The Tatarstani govenunent's sovereignty campaip of 199 1 and 1 992 should not 

be understood as an attempt to achieve full independence from the Russian Federation. 

Rather, it represented a bid to extract the maximum amount of autonomy from the 

federal government and entrench this autonomy in a bilateral treaty. Granteci, the 

republican govemment did push for sovereignty or full jurisdiction in a number of key 

policy areas, including natural resources. At the same time, it was also content to place 

limits on its sovereignty by maintaining political and economic ties with the Russian 

Federation and allowing the faderal govemrnent to assume connol over specifieâ policy 

areas. 

' 'Repm on the Tatarstan Rdaendurn on Sovercigry: Much 2 1,1992." U.S. Commiribo 00 Sairity 
r d  Cœpemtiua U Europe, 14/04/1992,3. 
' Accotdiqg to one report, Durain ni*ury fôras were rssemblsd on tht Taantani ôorâer on the evc of the 
derendm in a classic Soviet-style attempt to "persuade" the rcpublic not to cury out the vote (OMRI 
Rru& Reporî, 25/09/1996) 



Consequently, the popular affirmation of the Tatarstani govemment's declaration 

of sovereignty strengthened its resolve to expand the republic's autonomy by concluding 

a bilateral treaty with the Russian Federation. Unfortunately, this was not the type of 

relationship that Moscow had hoped to build with the memben of the federation. 

Instead, the federal government's answer to regional demands for increased autonomy 

came in the fom of the Federation Treaty, a senes of rnulti-lateral intergovernmental 

agreements with the republics and the other sub 'ekty. Ali but two of the constituent 

memben of the federation eventually signed the Federation Treaty. Only Tatarstan and 

Chechnya refused to commit themselves to this agreement.' 

AIthough relations between ~ a z a n ' ~  and Moscow wonened in 1992 and 1993, the 

federal and republican govemments still attempted to reach a compromise on the issue of 

Tatarstan's position with the federation. Shortly after Kazan's rejection of the Federation 

Treaty, the two govemments began to discuss the possibility of negotiating a bilateral 

agreement on the delegation of political and economic power.' Over the coune of the 

next two years, high-Ievel negotiations between the two governments ebbed and flowed 

with the political tide. Some anaiysts argue that Moscow was forced to compromise with 

the Tatsrstani govemment, whereas others are careful to add that the bilateral agreement 

evennially signed by the two govemments in Febniary 1994 (hereinafter referred to as the 

Febniary Agreement) contains concessions by both sides. As such, the Febwry 

Agreement was a document that was influenced as much by the realities of fedenil 

' Vai Tek "Regiodsm in in", urrir", RFElRLRaarrL Report, 2/9 (261 OU 1993), 4. 
Kazan' is Che q i t d  of Tmrsüm. 
"Faîentivnü dogovor bude< podpivn segodM ÇFhc F a i d o n  T ~ u y  wül k signai todry)," Aùmiidut 
gazet., 31/03/1992, 1. 



politics in Russia as by Kazan's clear refusai to accept nothing less than a bilateral 

agreement. 

Even though it is pnerally believed that political concems were the driving force 

behind the February Agreement, it is also important to consider the role that economic 

factors played in convincing Moscow and Kazan' to corne to some kind of agreement on 

the division of power. Like its Soviet predecessor, the Russian economy is characterized 

by a high degree of structural integratioi. Both Russia and Tatarstan rely on each other 

for different foms of economic support. Russia needs Tatarstan's oil and contributions 

to the federal tax system (Tatantan is a donor or "have" region), while many industrial 

enterprises in Tatarstan still require financial assistance fiom the federal govemment and 

supplies from other regions in the Rwian ~ederation.' 

In addition to the importance of Tatarstan to the Russian Federation in tems of 

rnilitary-industrial and natural resource production, one must also remember that 

Tatarstan straddles (and depends on) major energy pipelines and communication routes 

benveen European Russia and Sibena and the Far ~ a s t ~  The unilateral closure of these 

communication and distribution networks by the fademl govemment could effectively 

cut Tatarstan off From the outside world. Thus, it appeared that neither side could afford 

to maintain the deadloek indefinitely because of the long-term damage it might have 

inflicted on the economic stability of the republic and of the country as a whole. 

As the tint cornprehensive bilateral treaty between the fedeml government and a 

constituent member of the federation, the February Agreement ushered in a new phase in 

' Aldro Mindai, "Coadcmabd to r Pumcnhip,'' piuaiikïe 16/02/1994. 1 
9 Op. Ch., U.S. Coairirrioa on Scciirity r d  Cwpention in E u r o ~  3. 



the construction of the pst-Soviet federal state in Russia. The agreement represented a 

shif? away from the symmetrical federaiism outlined in the constitution to a looser, more 

flexible and, in rnany respects, more complicated asymmetrical model. Since the 

conclusion of the February Agreement, the federal government has negotiated biiaterai 

agreements with more than thirty republics and regions. Some politicians and observen 

aque that this trend towards "treaty federaiism" or "biiateraiism" has weakened the 

federation by reinforcing divisions between the regions and adding yet another layer of 

laws to an already confusing and contradictory administrative system (chapter six will 

examine this issue in greater detail). Othen, however, point out that these treaties have 

achieved the important goal of peacefully prese~ng the territorial integnty of the 

federation by committing the largest and most assert ive regions to membenhi p wi thin the 

Russian Federation. 

Treaty Fedenlbm: Reinforcing Asyametry? 

Mile treaty federaiism has provided a temporaiy solution to the problem of 

acwmmodoting demands for greater autonomy fiom the regions, there is some doubt as 

to whether the bilateral treaties will stabilize and impove intergovemmental relations in 

the long term. Critics of treaty federalism argue that this process contributes to 

asymmetrification of the Rwian Federation not only by reinforcing the basic division 

between treaty and non-trcaty tegions but also by differentiating treaty regions. 

In the initial stages of treaty federaiism era (1994-1995), the federal government 

only signed treaties wïth republics, thereby encouraging the asymmetn.fication of the 

federation along politico-temtorial lines. In 19%, however, the federal government 



broke with this pattern by including other constituent members of the federation in the 

bilateral process. There are iwo generally accepted reasons why the El'tsin govemment 

altered its strategy. Fim, some of the leaders of more assenive regions such as 

Sverdlovsk oblast' began to put pressure on the federal govemrnent, demanding similar 

rights and authority as the republics. This done probably would not have k e n  enough to 

convince the federal government to expand the treaty signing process. The federal 

govemment 's desire to ret uild its relations with the regional govements in the run-up 

to the December 1 995 par1 iamentary elections, however, provided an additional 

motivating factor. Consequently, the poor showing of the pro-govemment forces in the 

parliamentary elections and the threat of a El'tsin defeat in the 19% presidential 

elections strengthened the federal govemment's desire to curry favour with certain 

regional govements. 'O 

One of the main flaws of treaty federalism is that the process of treaty negotiation 

has little or no smctuntl or legislative basis. Treaties are simply negotiated by high-level 

offcials from the feâeral and regional govements in what amounts to a classic case of 

executive fedemlism. The diff~ences ktween the various treaties suggest that a model 

or pattern does noi exist, beyond the general distinctions that distinguish tepublican 

treaties from those of the oblasts, krak and autonomous oknigs. Clear differences 

between and within these groups of regions are apparent. Factors such as timing, the 

'O In J m w y  1996, the fcdsJ govenunent signai aL td  tmtia and side agramans with Sverdlovsk 
oblast', Kaliningrad obb' ,  Onnbwg oMwi' and Knsnodrr bri. Sa: Sbomik dogovorov i soglashenii 
nitddu orguUnii gosudustvciinoi vtrsti RossÜskoi Fcdentsii i o r p u n i  gOSUdQIStvennoi vlish sub'ektov 
W s k o i  FakntsÜ O n t g n n i M  ptsdroetov wdenür i poinomochü (A Collenion of the Tmties and 
Agrsancnts Be$weu~ tbe Orgms of S u t e  Pomr of the Rursun Fsdanion ud the &gam of S m  Po- 
of the Subjects of the Fcdmtion on the DemucrOon of Objeets of Jurisdiction and Authofity) (Moskva: 
MC GQ1iiAi+avennoi Dumy, 1997) 



economic prowess or importance of the region in question and the leadership and 

bargaining skills of the regonal authorities in relation to their federal counterpans play a 

signifiant pan in ensuring that each treaty will be different. 

In theory, the treaties are supposed to clariS, the relationship between the federal 

and regional governments. In practice, however, this goal is oflen frustrated by the fact 

that the legai aarus of the treaties is unciear and that they ofien conflict with the federal 

constitution and other federal legislation. The federal govenunent argues that tre federal 

constitution takes precedence over any treaty. Treaty regons such as Tatarstan, on the 

other hand, assert the paramountcy of their bilateral maty. 

Another important feature of treaty federalism is the Iack of transparency inherent 

in the process. In addition to negotiating and signing the treaties behind ciosed doon, the 

governrnents invoived ofien do not publish al1 of the side agreements. In this way, the 

federal and regional governments are able to hide politically unpopular compromises. 

Moreover, as one observer has comrnented, this lack of transparency "is an intrinsic part 

of the federal govemrnent's bilateralism strategy.. . because it gives flexibility to negotiate 

on a case-by-case basis. " ' ' 
The fact that each treaty is tailored to meet the needs and circurnstances of the 

particular region may indeed add a certain arnount of flexibility to the fedemtion. 

Cri tics, however, charge that this ad hoc method of federal constnict ion creates new 

cleavages between the treaty regions by giving some regions more authority and 

sovereignty than others. As noted above, the pattern of asymmetry is complicated. 

Although it is no longer possible to categorize treaty and non-treaty regions based on 



their poiitico-territorial characteristics, certain distinguishing characteristics do separate 

the regions that have signed treaties. Chapter six will provide a more detailed 

cornparison of several treaties in the area of natural resources. The following section will 

examine some of  the geneml differences between the treaties signed by the regions. 

One senior official in the Tatarstani govemment maintained that Tatarstan's 

treaty is different (speciai) because it is a treaty on the mutuai deiegation ivxirnnue 

delegwovunrz) of authority . This essentiall y means that the federal govemment and the 

govemment of Tatarstan have decided to "voluntarily" limit their sovereignty in certain 

jurisdictions. " In theory, this assumes that both States entered the treaty negotiations 

with full sovereignty and decided to delegate certain areas of jurisdiction to the other 

prty. Of al1 the treaty regions, only Tatarstan, Bashkortostan and Kabardino-Balkar (al1 

republics) have signed bilateral treaties that are based on this concept of mutuai 

delegat ion. 

Some general differences exist between the treaties signed by the republics. For 

example, the preamble to the Tatarstani treaty describes Tatarstan as "a state joined with 

the Russian Federation." The treaties of other republics offer less sovereignty. 

Bashkortostan is descnbed as "a sovereign state within the Rwian Federation", while 

the Kabardino-Balkar republic is simply "a state within the Russian Federation." 

Aîthough these differences are syrnbolic, they nevertheless reinforce the highly 

asymmetrical character of the federation. On the one hand, they distinguish republics 

from each d e r ,  efkctively iaying the basis for asymmetry within asymmetry. On the 

" IUM HU- " M o ~ w ' s  Bümml Tda M d  to Confusion," Tnuitioi. 20/09/1996.42. 
I2 Interview, Kazan'. Novanber 1997. 



other hand, they diffmntiate the republics h m  other regions. None of the oblasts or 

autonomous oknigs that have signed bilateral treaties is described as a "state". 

It goes without saying that the larger republics support the idea of Russia as an 

asymmetncal federation along politico-territorial lines. In 1995, the leaders of  Tatarstan, 

Bashkoirostan and Sakha issued a joint declaration to the federal govemment demanding 

that each bilateral treaty shuuld take into acçowit the Jifferences between the federation 

subjects.13 President El'tsin has supported this position, saying thit the treaty between 

the federal government and Tatarstan is not a mode1 for the other regions. Vasilii 

Likhachev, the Speaker of the Tatarstani State Council and the Deputy Speaker of the 

Federation Council recently echoed the opinions contained in this declaration. 'The 

example of Tatantan," Likhachev argwd, "says that today, you can have different levels 

of constitutional-legal construction. Tatarstan has given itsel f a very high level.. .But can 

the other regions of Russia move up to this level? Today, unfortunately, with my deep 

respect towards my colleagws in the Federation Council, I can certiQ that not al1 can 

move to this le~el."'~ 

The February Agreement 

In the bilateral treaty between Russia and Tatarstan, it is apparent that it had both 

a symbolic and a practical significance for both governments. Symbolicall y, the treaty 

represented a compromise between the demands of the two sides. Tatarstan 

achowledged its inclusion in rather than just iu association with the Russian Federation 

- - - - - - - 

" Op. Ch.. Hug&r (19%). 4 1. 
14 Luisa U s m u w , ~ ,  "Konstitutsiir Taîmiam - eto.. . (The constiiution of Tatustan is.. .)," Kr#nsk 
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and Moscow recopized Tatarstan's demands for a comprehensive bilaterai agreement 

that distinguished the republic from the other members of the federation. l 5  The February 

Agreement actually consists of a main treaty and 13 side agreements which outline the 

relationships between and the jurisdictions of the two govemments in a variety of matten 

ranging fiom the sale and triimportation of oil and oil products to cooperation in the 

battie against criminal activities. The main treaty provides a general framework for the 

delimitation of juridictional subjects (areas) and the mutual delegation of authority, 

while the side-agreements "flesh out" the responsibilities and powers of the two 

govemments in greater detail. 

The agreement went beyond the boundaries established in the 1992 Federation 

Treaty by giving Tatarstan more control (at least in a legal sense) over a number of key 

areas of political and economic power. As such, powers that were outlined in the 

Federation Treaty as areas of concurrent j urisdiction between the federal governrnent and 

the govemments of the constituent memben of the federation were placed under the sole 

jurisdiction of Tatarstan. l6 The most notable aras are: 

-the orniership. use and management of the land, minerais, watcr and fores and 
other n d  rrsources and dso mite enterprises, oqymidons and other movable 
and non-movabk m e  propcrty located on thc temitory of the Rcpublic of Tltsntan. 

-pdcipahon in intemaiional rclationships, regulating relations with forcip states 
and ancluding agreanents with thcm that do no< contradict the constitutions of the 
Russim FcdCtatjon and the Rcpublic of Tatantan and this agraenrcnt. 

" Liubov Tsuiunova &A F d  of Coopaition is F d "  Rorrürkie vcrti, 16/OY1994.1. 
l6 Ludmiita DrnitrievfkUP i Rashid TNIYN, "Chto budct s regionolnoi ekonornicheskoi d o m i ?  (Wht 
will happcn with regiod economic dm?)" Nuavbirr ir  gazeu, l6/O3/ 1994, 1. 



carryuig out extemiil ecunomic aetivitied7 

In addition to transferring a considerable amount of de jure authority to Tatarstan, the 

main agreement and the side agreements seek to reconcile the incornpatibilities of the 

federal and republican constitutions by acting as a bridge between them. 

The February Agreement was the pmduct of a long and, at times, arduous process 

of negotiation and compromise. Each round of negc tiations, begiming in August 1991 

prior to the collapse of the Soviet Union and ending in Febniary 1994 with the signing of 

the treaty, was affected by the broader political events taking place in the republic and 

the federation as a whole. Round one (August 199 1 -March 1 W2), for example, began in 

the wake of the August coup that precipitated the Soviet collapse and ended with the 

controvenial Tatantani referendum on sovereignty and the republic's rejection of the 

Federation Treaty. Round two took place during the tense pend following the 

referendum on republican sovereignty when relations between Tatarstan and the federal 

govemment were at their lowest ebb. The final and most important round weathered the 

political tumoil surrounding El'tsin's violent battle with the Durna and the shelling of 

the White House. '' At times. therefore, the negotiations seemed to be infiuenced as 

much by outside events as by the substantive issues king discussed by the two sides.'' 



One of the most interesting aspects of the bargaining process was the giadual 

consolidation of the negotiating tearns. In the earlier rounds, the negotiations were fairly 

open and included representatives from various parts of the two governments.20 During 

the later rounds of negotiations, however, a nurnber of the original negotiaton were 

jettisoned and the talks were conducted at the highest levels of government. The decisive 

round took place in January 1994 and consisted of high-level meetings between 

delegations headed by the Russian Deputy Prime Minister Iurii Iarov and Tatantani Vice 

President Vasilii Likhachev. It was also reported that a series of meetings occurred 

between the two Presidents, Bons El'tsin and Mintimer Shaimiev. The February 

Agreement, therefore, was a product of an extended and complicated process of 

executive federalism with the nurnber and level of the participants in this process becarne 

gradually more limited as the talks entered the criticai stages. The most important 

participants in January 1994 were high-level delegations from the federal and repubtican 

govemments, headed of course by El'tsin and Shaimiev 

Shaimiev and Executive Rule in Tatarstan 

Internai Poiitics in Tatarstan. Russian political scient ist Vladirni r Gelman has descri bed 

regional ngimes in Russia since the dissolution of the Duma in October 1993 as being 

'c haracterized by a strong executive branc h whose leaders act in an arbitrrry fashion, 

Zhvski i 's  L i M  Danoentic Puty of Russir in the 1993 puiiuncmuy tlections t h  he decidcd à was 
nccwsiry to support El'tsin by signing the 
' D D u r i m g * c ~ ~ f o r a i n p * .  the~u~siuitamiadudrdpoplenrhu~lcg~umiunscv, 
Gmnidy Burboiis, Niikohi W m v ,  sagci Shilari ud Ptcsidmt El'tsîn. The Tatustuii team indudcd: 
RapW Khlrimov, Vasiüi LiWtchtv, Fuid MuWumcd Slbirov and Pmidcnt Shimiev- 



limited only by existing power relations and a set tenn of Gelman's 

interpretation of political life in the Russian Federation is based in p n  on Guillemo 

O'Donnell's work on "delegative democracies". According to O'Donnell, "delegative 

democracies are regimes that have ail the forma1 attributes of a democracy but do not 

nflect the characteristics of representative democracy or show signs of devolving into 

authoritarianism."" In Gelman's opinion* some of the prime examples of regional 

leaders who operate in this manner art Kalmykia's Kirsan Ilyumhinov, Moscow's Iurii 

Luzhkov and Tatarstan's Mintimer shaimiev.13 

Individuals and groups at the local level in Tatarstan seem to share Gelman's 

genetal views on regional politics in Russia. Observen of Tatarstani politics c haracterize 

Shaimiev as an all-powerful politician who controis most aspects of political life in the 

republic. Some even accuse him of using eIectora1 h u d  and other underhanded and 

illegal methods to limit opposition activities and maintain power. Shaimiev won the first 

republican presidential election in 199 1 and was reelected in 1996, wiming 97.5% of the 

popular vote in an unchallenged election campaign. Despite accusations and some 

evidence that he has misused his power, Shaimiev has remained a popular leader among 

both Tatars and Russians in Tatarstan. Indeeâ, his ability to steer a moderate path 

between Tatar and Russian nationalists, use his authonty and penuasiveness to conclude 

agreements with the federal govenunent and maintain a level of relative economic 



stability during the harsh transition to a market economy have made up for his political 

shortcomings in the eyes of many citizens in the republic.2" 

Shaimiev's power is based on his control over a vanety of key structures and 

processes in the republican govemment; institutions such as the broadcast media and the 

Central Electoral Commission, and "the entire rural sector of the republic."25 Among his 

many powers, the republican president can appoint and dismiss local heads of 

administration (mayon and district heads), providing he has the approval of the city or 

district council in question.26 Many of the deputies in the State Council have direct ties 

to the executive branch or are members of the economic-financial elite of the republic, 

the latter being closely tied to the political elite." As one western observer has asserteà, 

it is "no exaggeration to say that Iegislative, executive and judicial powen in Tatarstan 

are in the han& of a small and tightly-bit group, the clientele of fiesident ~haimiev."" 

Whereas some of the main motivations and acton behind the Febniary Agreement 

have already ken  outlined, more needs to be said about the role of the Tatantani 

govemment and, in psrticular, Mintimer Shaimiev, in the negotiating ptocess. Many 

Tatar nationalisa viewed the February Agreement as a "sell-out". The treaty, however, 

" The popuiarity of the Shumicv govain#it m y  k chnguig as a mult of the C C O C I O ~ ~ C  crisis that has 
grippeci Russia during the past few rnonths. According to one source, "Tatorstan's population, largely 
abdoncd by the gov«nment, is coping [with the economic crisis] in a vuicty of diffcr~m wciys. It secms 
that the dite oniy neads its people during dection campaigns, but no dcctions arc in sight, so thc 
govemmcnt qparendy d a  to la the peopie sufFer alone for now. No wonda thit Ptesident Mintunef 
Shilimkv has bœn on vacation for thet wecks in Turlcey and his prime rninistcr. along with the president's 
son, is ncing crn in Kunlr." Sœ: EutWeat haritute (EWI): Rwshn -rai Report. 3/39 
(01/10/1998). 
Tnuaui: Tbe B.luia of PoLitid Powa." Cn(licc Mamgœemt Grnup. Bulletin #3, ûctokr 1994. 

As cited in Slocum (1997). 1 S. It is also interesthg to note that in lune 1996, Sheimiev passed a dccree 
imposing fùm of up to 30 million m k  (SUS 5,900) on thoJc wbo insuit him (OMRI, 25/06/1996) 
' Job Lowahdî ,  "The 1996 nesidentid Election in Trtantrn,- J o u u l  ot Coaiianist Studkr ud 
Trriritk. Wb, 1311 (Much 1997)- 133 
17 Op. Cit., Slocum (1997). 23. 
" ûp. Cit., Lowcnùd (l99fX 133. 



was as much a product of Shaimiev's deft political manouevering - his ability to 

consoliâate power and rein in opposition at the republican level and his relationship with 

the federal executive - as it was a result of the political and economic reaiities facing 

Tatarstan. 

In the tense pend following the coilapse o f  the Soviet Union, Shaimiev 

consolidated his poii ticai ps i  tion in the repubiic by promoting a fom of Tatar 

nationalism that not only appealed to moderate nationalists (many of whom Shaimiev has 

coopted into his govemment), but one that also did not threaten the large ethnic Russian 

community in ~atarstan.'~ John Slocum has aptly described this as "homeopathic 

nationalism". In other words, "the implementation of a diluted program of Tatar 

nationalism designed to prevent a snonger, more virulent strain from taking hold with 

potentiaily disastrous affects for the stability of both the intenal politics of Tatarstan and 

its fragile accommodation with the Russian fedenrl government."30 By diffusing the 

political influence of more radical Tatar nationalists and allaying the fears of the Russian 

population, this course of homeopathic nationalism has strengthened Shaimiev's hoid 

over the intemal politics of the republic. At the sarne time, it has allowed him to present 

a credible and non-threatening case for greater Tatantani autonomy to the federal 

government. 

Ertemai Relations. Although Tatarstan's relationship with the federal govemment has 

been far fiom consistent, in recent years it has become cordial and cmperative. This is 

EJ According to the mon ment census, 43% of the rcpuôüc's population of 3.5 miliion popk is comprivd 
of ethiiic Russians. Ethnic Tarn constiMe 48%. 
30 Op. Cit., Sloaim. 1. 



due in large part to the links between the federal and republican executive branches. 

According io one source, "[i]tls al1 based on persona1 relations between Shaimiev and 

Moscow. In practice, the local elite is almost completely independent. But Shaimiev 

understands that Tauustan is a subject of the Russian Federation. He doesn't Say it but he 

realizes it.'"' A more critical observer has remarked that El'tsin and Shaimiev have "an 

agreement about the <lelimi;aiion oj'rrrbiircrrinr~s.~ 

For al1 their differences, Shaimiev and El'tsin have pursued very simiiar political 

paths. Both spent their formative yean as Communist Party (CPSU) oficials, eventually 

becoming high-ranking regional leaders." Moreover, they are both moderate reformen 

who seek to provide a balance between ne~onservative shock therapy and a retum to a 

state dominated economy. In many respects, therefore, intergovemmental relations 

between Tatarstan and the Russian Fderation are as much a product of the shared 

experiences and philosophies of their respective leaders as they are the result of political. 

ecommic and geographical factors. 

During the pst-Soviet period, the republican govenunent has cultivated close 

relations with the federal govemrnent, other regions and, in some cases other States. 

Shaimiev, for example, has tried to reinforce Tatarstan's regional economic ties by 

signing economic cooperation agreements and creating joint ventures with other 

regions.3" Republican officiais also play an active role in several regional associations, 

" G o o ~  York "Taurstui Forger Modd of lndependace," G k k  and Mai& 1 1998.9. 
" Op. Cit.. Lowaihirdt (1997). 139. 
33 Prior to Iw mty h o  naîiond @tics, El'tsin w u  the hcd of the CPSU in Sverdlovsk o b h ' .  Shaimiev 
wrs Minister for irrigation in tk Tatar ASSR and rose to the hud  of the npublican CPSU in 1989. 
Y In June 1996. S h m K v  signed an econoniic eoopartion tnsty with Moscow Mayor Iwü Luzhkov 
(OMRI, 12/06/1996) - j u î  one of many tmties signed with regiod govcnun«its across the Russian 
Fedmtion. 



the most important king the "Great Volga Association." On a political level, Shaimiev 

has been a close supporter of Viktor Chernomyrdin and the centrist "Our Home is 

Russia" (OHR) bloc.'' 

As alluded to above, many of these elite relationships are legacies of the Soviet 

period. The ties between the cunent crop of leaders and policy maken at both the 

federal and regional lrvrls can ofkn b<: traced back to their days as Cummunist Party 

officiais d~nng  Soviet times. One senior officiai in the current Tatarstani govemment 

commented that the republican leadership worked very closely with the federal 

government and particularly the Prime Minister, Viktor Chemomyrdin, during the 

negotiations surrounding the February Agreement and the vanous side treaties. Many of 

the key participants were good fiiends with Chemomyrdin and had known him since his 

days as the head of the Soviet gas indu*. Without such support and networks, the 

official remarked, it would have been very difficult to reach the level of consensus 

needed to concl ude suc h an important agreement. '' 
The joint commission that is supposed to regulate the Febniary Agreement meets 

infieqwntly (approximately once a year). As such, moa of the regulation of the treaty 

and the day to day problems of interpreting and monitoring the treaty takes place in 

meetings between El'tsin and Shaimiev and other high-level oficials in the federal and 

republican govenunents. The fact that the heads of the regional executive and legislative 

branches are also representatives in the Federation Council faci litates these meetings. As 

the respective heads of the executive and legislative branches in the republic, Mintimer 

" In the 1995 pulimamry dcctions, ûur Home is kuU received the hi- prcentrgc of votes in 
Tllurtui (ZW): Naivmmia 2W iZ1995, 1-2. 

IntCMcw. Ilrmi'. No- 1997. 



Shaimiev and Vasilii Likhachev spend a considerable arnount of tirne in Moscow and 

corne into contact with federal and regonal leaders on a regular basis. Likhachev even 

serves as the Deputy Speaker of the Federation Council. There are nurnerous reported 

exarnples of this ongoing process of executive federalism, as well as evidence of other 

meetings between high-level officiais fiom the republican and federal govemments. 

-on April 12, 1995, the Tatarsttani Prime Ministcr Farid Mukhamedshin, who was in 
iUoscow on Federaâion Councii business m a  with Prime Minister Victor 
Chemomyrdin to discuss the probias of csrrying out the intergovmunental 
agreements aimed ai dizing the bilaterai treaty between Tatarstan and ~ u s s i a "  

-in January. 1996. President Shaimiev met with Viktor Chemomyrâin, Russian Vice 
Rcsident Oleg Soskovets, the Minirter of  Fuel and En- Iurii SbPfranik and the 
President of lnicomôank Vladimir Vinogradov in Moscow to discuss a wide vatiety of 
issues m g h g  from economic refonn to the devdopmcnt of medium and d l  
busineses and indu~try.'~ 

-on January 23. 1 997. the Speaker o f  the Tatarstani State Council and Deputy Speaker 
of the F e d d o n  Cowicü, Vasilii Likhachcv met wUh Vladimir Potanin, the newly 
appointed (by El'tsin) cochair of the Tatars~in-Russia bilateral treaty commission to 
discw a variety of mattas uicludiag: Russian and T d  ecanomic and financiai 
cooperatioa, the miiiîary-industriai complex, and a decision to hold a meethg of the 
b i l a t d  commission in March. Potanin, hcidentally, is the hcad of ONEKSlMbank 
and one of  the richest entrepreneurs in ~ussia." 

-in Februay 1997, a m&g was held bctwem the bead of the Presidentiai 
Admhsttaîion m o l y  Chubais and Vasilii Likhachev concemirtg the 
implementation of the b i l d  tmty and relations ôetwcen Moscow and Kazan'." 

-in August 1997, Shairniev spent the day at El'tsin's Moscow residence to discuss the 
accesoity of continuing work on the trcaty." 

" 'Vstrccha F. Mukhunal- s V. Chaminyrdaiym (Meeting of F. Mukhunedshin with V. 
Chanornyrdin)," Respwblilrr Tiitrntan, 13/04/1995, t . 
'~V'vnrrcbr v Moskvc (Meeting in Moscow)," RcqiLUka T8-z 27101119%. 2. 
39 "Tatarstan hdct kWiravat' Potanin. V ramkikh ïhgovon (Ta- wiil smdre PotUrin. W i i  the 
f h w o r k  of the truty)," Vmœh i dm'& 25101/1997,2. 

!Sqodnia, 14/02/1997. 1. 
" h v d a ,  19/08/1997. 1. 



As noted above, the most important product of the executive dominated 

negotiating process was the Febniary Agreement. During these negotiations, 

controversial topics and ternis such as "independence" were purposely avoided. The two 

sides resorted to using much more ambiguous ternis like "sovereignty" and "the mutual 

delimitation of powers" and focusing instead on issues where agreement could be 

reached. Furthemore, the republican government "prefened to negotiate with executive 

structures rather than have the bilateral treaties subject to parliamentary debate.'" 

The Prime Ministers of Tatarstan and the Russian Federation even decided that 

for a certain period of the ,  the tea of some of the side agreements to the treaty would 

not be made public. According to one source, "[d]eputies to the Tatarstan Supreme 

Soviet [memben of the legislative branch and therefore, not part of the regional 

executive] wanting to familiarize themselves with the texts were toid to read them in a 

special room in the presence of nn ofker of the Cabinet of Ministers, and were not 

ailowed to copy the texts or to read them into a dictaphone.'*" This example merely 

reinforces the idea that republican politics, like federal politics throughout most of the 

post-Soviet period, has been dominated by the executive branc h. 

Op. Ch, OMUî, (25l09119%). Althou& t h  seuns to have been linle "i.ntanJW opposition âom 
within the reputlian govemmmt, in a newsprpcr interview, Vasilii Likhachcv, the Chairman of the 
Tatmani Strte Councit (iegislrture) did atprcss somt concm thaî the drift hm, agrœmnts and tfcaties 
diVidin8 authority W e c n  the fcdcnl ad regional gove- encn>.ched upan the powm of the 
îegislrtive btanch. Likhchev ddeô, these docwncnts were often not v d  on or ratifid by the Icgislrtive 
bruich. 

Op. Cït. Lowaihrdt (1997). 143. 



The Taîantani Transition: YSlower Rrforms - Higher Stability" 

Another one of the distinguishing features of Tatarstan's post-Soviet evolution 

has ken  the republic's transition to democracy and the market economy. Indeed, many 

have hailed "Tatarstani model" as an example of successful reform. Some of the most 

important elements of this mode1 have already been discussed (mild authoritarianism and 

moderate nationalism being the Tatantani govemment ' s answen to the problems of 

political instability and inter-ethnic disputes). Another significant foundation of the 

model, however, is the idea of economic nationalism. By emphasizing the temtonal and 

economic objectives of the republic rather than nanow ethnicaily-based interests, 

economic nationalism is a concept that appeals to many groups in Tatarstan. regardless of 

their ethnic origin. Economic nationalism, therefore, ties in with the larger goal of 

creating a non-ethnic Tatarstani citizen who supports a temtorially rather than ethnically- 

based vision of an autonomous Tatarstan. 

An important indicator of the repubiic's autonorny within the federation is its 

ability to control the process of economic reform. According to one govemment official, 

when Russia ernbraced "shock therapy" in 1992, the Tatarstani goverrunent responded by 

rejecting such a cirastic reform program." insteaâ, policy maken in Tatarstan haâ their 

own conception of economic refonn, the essential thnist of which was contained in the 

slogan rnedlennee refornry - vyshe stubil 'nost ' (slower reforms - higher stabil ity ). 

Officiais in Tatarstan argue that a more gradua1 psce of reform coupled with the 

implementation of measures aimed at protecting the citizens of the republic fiom the 

hanh realities of the transition have fostered a higher level of stability in Tatarstan than 



in other regions? The Tatarstani govemment claims that it has even forged ahead of the 

federal govemment in a number of areas, including privatization, land refom and tax 

policies aimed at attracting foreign investment. As a result, the republic has become a 

Favoured destination for foreign inve~tment.~~ 

Not everyone. however, is convinced of the virtues of the Tatarstani economic 

model. Critics have labeied it the --Pnissian version" transition: one where the ruling 

elite and the bureaucrats acquire al1 the wealth! Othen have questioned the republican 

govemment's claims of progress towards a market economy. They argue that while 

Tatarstan did opt out of the federal privatization program (1992-1994) and instituted its 

own system of privatization, this system has allowed the republican govemment to retain 

a majority share in many of the newly-created joint-stock c~mpanies.~' There is also 

some evidence that the social welfare elements of the model have not succeeded in 

providing even the minimum of protection Rom the harsh conditions of the economic 

transition. The electoral gains posted by Communia Party leader Gennady Ziuganov in 

the 1996 federal presidential elections were particularly evident in rural areas of 

Tatarstan - traditionally areas of support for Shaimiev. One observer noted that this 

increase in support for the Communists "should be blamed not only on the fact that so 

many people had not received wages or pensions for a long tirne, but particularly on the 

- -- - -  - - 

Interview, KM&, Novcmk 1W7. " A tdiaic minimum imm. pice contds on essentiai item during the initial stages of reform and o h r  
f o m  of socul d t y .  
Y A number of rnultiriptiod corporations. includlig Oaml Moton ud the Fmnh oii company Totale. 
hive mide sismficun invlc~tmcms in TItUstM (Ckk d Md, 13/04/1998). in 1995, Tatarstan p W  
third out of aU89 mcmbcn of the f d d o n  (bdWld Moscow city ud Tiumai obiast') in tenns of ittncbng 
foreign invcstmc~lf (O= 06/02/1996). 
47 L.M. Droôizheva, AR Akirev, V.V. Kotonc~, and G.U. Soldatova, üemdurtiutaiù i obnzy 
nrtsioldhmr v Rouürlr# kdenbii 9 6 s  gdw (Nhcow: My&, 1996), 236 (w cited in Siocwn 
( 1997)) 



shameless conduct of the heads of administration who have tumed into  ais.^' 

Consequently, a combination of the harsh economic conditions faced by most of the 

population in Tatarstan and a reaction against the favourable position of Tatarstani elite 

led to an electoral backlash against Shaimiev and the candidate he actively supported in 

the election, Boris ~l'tsin."~ 

Another controvenial aspect of the Tatarstani mode1 has been the use of revenues 

obtained from the sale of oil and oii products to subsidize the republican economy. The 

manner in which the republican oil industry has supported other, Iess efficient sectoa of 

the republican economy such as agriculture and, in a broader sense, contributed to the 

autonomy of the republic within the federation will be addressed in the nea chapter. 

Conclufiioas 

The signing of the bilateral treaty between Tatarstan and the federal govemment 

in February 1994 signified a tuniing point in the political evolution of both Tatarstan and 

the Russian Federation. As the fint such treaty between a constituent member of the 

federation and the federal governmcnt, it distinguished Tatarstan, at least in a de jure 

sense, fiom the other regions and provided the catalyst for a new era of treaty-based 

vymmetrical federalism. Ftom an analytical perspective, the lengthy negotiations 

surroundhg the treaty also yielded a number of valuable insights into both the internai 

u Op. Ch.. Luwen4dt (1997), 140. A is r tcnn thrt rdén to a local leider or SVongman. Shwmicv 
lus ban dubbcd "Ba-Bu" - the Gruidfirther of the b. 
* Ibid.. 140-1. As indiatod in fmtmte 21. the 6ct tb* Tatantan's popilaion has brrially beai Id CO 

f d  for i t d f  in the cumnt crisis whüe the mpbîicui dite trkc #pensive and fnvolous vacations has 
causai a conidarbk unoum of populu disamtent. 



and extemal politics of the republic and the importance of executive federalism as a tool 

of intergovemrnental relations. 

On a republican level, the treaty could be considered as a political victory for 

Mintimer Shaimiev and his particular vision of Tatarstan. By acting as both a symbolic 

and a legal entrenchment of Tatarstan's autonomy, the treaty has served to elevate 

Shaimiev's social standing as a defender of repubiican autonomy? As a result, this has 

reinforced his control over the political life of the republic. 

In pnnciple, the main text of the February Agreement appears to provide 

Tatarstan with sole juridiction in rnatten ranging fiom extemal economic relations to 

the management of oil and other natml resources. A more in-depth analysis of the 

various side agreements that flesh out the provisions contained in the main treaty, 

however, reveals several important constraints on the republic's ability to act without the 

prior negotiated approval of the federal govenunent. In spite of these restrictions, the 

Tatarstani govemment has continueâ to argue the republic's case for sovereignty in its oil 

sector. The recently passed Law on Oil and Gas is an excellent example of this type of 

"strategy of defiance". One of the most important aspects of the law is its provisions in 

the area of production sharing. Rather than trying to encourage coordination and 

hmonization with the federal Law on Pmduction Sharing Agreements, the Law on Oil 

and Gas attempts to entrench the republic's control over the production sharing process, 

thereby exacerbating the legd and jwisdictional confusion that already exists in this 

poiicy area. 

No mana how contts@ this may secm giwn the coiiflicts ind mtndictions bctwan the tmty, the 
fadenl and rcpibüan constitutions and ail the otha iaws ami rgremwnts thrt arc supposed to divide 
urrhority betweai T I ~ U ~ ~ M  d the fsdcration. 



With these issues in mind, the next chaptet wil l examine and evaluate the 

Tatarstani govemment's attempts to use resources and resource policy to strengthen the 

republic's autonomy within the federation. Pan one will look at the main structural 

constraints facing the Tatamani oil sector, the importance o f  natural resources to the 

Tatantani economy and the role that oil revenues have played in the republic's economic 

transformation during the pst-Soviet priod. The second part wiil expiore the confusing 

legal and jurisdictional framework ihat govems the Tatarstan; oil sector and the question 

of whether Tatarstan's formal sovereignty over areas such as the oil sector and 

production sharing actually exists in practice. 



Chapter Six 

The Tatantani Oil Industry: a Citalyst for Economic and Political Autonomy? 

At one point in the not so distant past, Tatarstan was the jewel in the Soviet oil 

industry's crown. In the 1950s and early 1960s, the republic was the country's largest 

producrr of crude oil and thus an important engine for the pst-war economic expansion 

of the Soviet state. Even though the oil fields of Tatarstan have now k e n  surpassed by 

rven larger discoveries in Western Siberia, the Far East and the Caspian Sea, oil still 

plays an important economic and political role in the republic. During the pst-Soviet 

period, revenues from oil production have fueled the political aspirations of the Tatarstani 

govemment by allowing it to reinforce the economic and political autonomy of the 

republic within the Russian Federation. As one republican newspaper put it: "Oil is 

power. The degree of influence of the head of a republic or temtory ... is, for the most 

part, detemined by his ability to control the allocation of oil."' 

Although oil is recognized as an important ingredient in Tatarstan's recipe for 

greater autonomy, the republican oil sector faces a nurnber of structural problems that 

limit its overall effectiveness and thus its ability to act as a foundation for the republican 

govemment's autonomy project. The main problem confionting the Tatarstani oil sector 

over the past two decades has been the hmatic âecline in oil production. htween 1975 



and 1992, oil production has plwnmeted fkorn 103 million tons pet year (t/y) to 30 

million v ~ . '  

The decline in production is not necessarily a result of the lack of oil. Tatarstan 

still has significant deposits of oil and bitumen. These deposits. however, cannot be 

effectively exploited without access to modem technology. both at the wellhead and at 

the refinery stages of the production process. The technology in question is  expensive 

and, more often than not, can only be purchased for hard currency from westem dnlling 

and equipment companies. Securing access to the necessary technology through westem 

investment, therefore, is one of the reauins why Tatarstan's representatives at the federal 

level have supported the federal Law on Production Sharing Agreements and other 

govemment initiatives that seek to encourage westem investment in Russia's oil sector. 

In addition to the problems of declining production and access to westem 

investrnent and technology, a number of other factors have hampered the deveiopment of 

Tatarstan's oil sector. The first concems the republic's limited local refining capacity. 

The Soviet system of industrial organization lefl Tatarstan with a legacy of dependence 

on refineries outside the republic. The republic is connected to these refineries by 

pipelines controlled by the fedenil govenunent. This low refining capacity not only 

restricts the republic's ability to decide where and when its oil will be refined. (t also 

places limitations on the republic's capacity to produce and seIl refined petroleum 

products. These products are much easier to expOR and are more profhble than crude 

oil. 

' This deçline notwitbrundink Tatustani oil niIl accountd for 7.4 % of a11 the oil produad in the Russian 
Federat ion 



A second stnictural impediment to greater autonomy in the oil sector is 

Tatarstan's dependence on oil pipelines to markets in Westem Russia the Near Abroad 

and Westem Europe. As indicated above, the pipeline network is a legacy of the Soviet 

period and is controlled by the federal government through a monopoly tim called 

Tnnsneft'. Geographically encloseci, oil-producing regions such as Tatantan must 

negotiate usage quotas with the feden! govemment on a regular basis. As one observer 

has concluded the resulting pradox of al1 these constraints i! that "just as oil provides 

incentive for Tatarstan to punue a course of maximum political and economic autonomy, 

the structure of the oil industry places firm limits on Tatarstan's capacity to 

independentl y exploit its oi l resources. "3 

Despite these probiems and structural impediments, the oil industry remains 

Tatarstan's main source of hard currency earnings and the revenues from the sale of oil 

and oil related products represent a sizable arnount of the republican budget. Oil 

revenues have allowed the republic to assist other, less productive areas of the economy 

such as agriculture and improve social security progiams, thereby lesxninp the impact 

that the economic transition has had on the population.4 Without such assistance, 

Tatarstani of'fïcials argue that the republican economy might have collapsed, a situation 

that would have resulted in serious political disturbances.' 

There are numemus examples of the republ ican govemment ' s econornic largesse. 

In 19%. for exarnple, the govemment prevented the banbuptcy of local petrochemical 

companies that owed considemble back taxes to the republican budget by abolishing 

3 John W. Sloçum, E o m ~ t b i c  Natioi.i;ia: tâe Case of T a ~ t . i .  Papa pteprred for pmentation at 
the 2* Annual Convention of the Association for tbe Study of Nationaiities, New York City, 24-27 Apnl 
1997, 19. 



excise duties on oil and p. This move not only allowed the companies to increase their 

output and resume paying taxes, but. more irnportantly, it saved the govemment corn 

having to deal with the negative social consequences of closing down these f i n n ~ . ~  In a 

speech to the State Council in January 1997, President Shaimiev announced the 

launching of several measures designed to help republican industries, such as the granting 

of tau credits for seasonal purchases of resources by enterprises in the light and textile 

industries and the dismissal of fines for debts.' As one observer has noted, the 

government's progiarn of economic assistance is most evident in the agricuitural sector, 

one of the least efficient and underproductive areas of the republican e c o n ~ r n ~ . ~  

While some would argue that providing economic assistance to struggiing fimis 

and sectors of the economy is a necessary measure in the short tenn, many are concemed 

about the negative impact this type of subsidization wiil have on the repubiican economy. 

Many economists argue that subsidization retards the process of reform in unproductive 

areas of the economy.' There is also some skepticism regarding the political motives 

behind such a policy of subsidization. Much of Shaimiev's grassroots support cornes 

from rural areas. If he does not to diven revenues from the sale of oil to the agncuitural 

sector, he will nsk losing the support of the consemative nomenklatura in these rural 

areas who have grown used to the uncontrolled distri bution of oil revenues and are 

* V h r  Mini& Wpyt' ekowmicherhkikh reform ta tus ta^ (T~uau i ' s  cxpcrimrnt of ecanomic 
reform)," Komsomd'rkau pnvda, 301031 1995. 
' iôid. 
-0ii Inhiary Expenment in TatuSan," OMRI RrrtUn I€e#iood Report, I(8). 1 61 1 O/ 1 W6. 

7 "Ot d i l i u t s i i  k ekoaomichcskomu rostu ( h m  subiliution to  ecommic growth)," V m i i  i den'gi. 
2310 1/1997. 

Op. Ci.. Komm110('sluia pmda, 3O/O3/ 1995. 
Tary Lynn Kart Tk Paradas of Hrty. OY Barr and Petmm (Berkeley: University of 

C a l i f h a  PRSS, 1997) 



reluctant to part with this privilege.'U In addition to using oil revenues to secure the 

support of ml elites, some cntics have accused the republican government of outright 

deception in an effort to win popular support. In the opinion of John Lowenhardt, 

"[ilhanks to the income from oil exports (in 1995 Tatarstan produced 25 million tons), 

Shaimiev has managed to have the population believe that the economy is working, by 

subsidizing agriculture on a grand scale."' ' 
The problems associated with using oil aevenues as a basis for economic 

development have been outlined by Terry Karl in her recent book The Puradox oj'Pkny: 

Oil Boom und feiro- lat tes. " One of h l ' s  main arguments is that states benefiting 

from oil revenues oflen use this income to punue development paths that are harmful to 

other sectors of the economy. "Easy access to the high rents generated by petroleum," 

states Karl, "creates a structural bias against agricultural and industrial activity and the 

proâuctive activity that does occur is highly ~ubsidized."'~ The econornic and political 

circwnstances of Karl's case studies (Venezuela, Nigeria, Algena and other petro-states 

during the 1970s oil boom) may be different than those facing presentday Tatarstan. 

The continuing problems of the Tatarstani agncultural sector, however, support the 

validity of her assertions ngarding the negative effects of oil revenue subsidization. In 

the case of Tatarstan, such subsidies may appear to provide a short-term respite fiom the 

problems of the transition. But when oil revenues start to decrease and eventually dry up, 

Tatarstan may be left with an inefficient emnomy in need of drastic reform. 

10 Op. Cit., K o i u o d ' r l u L  pnvdir, 30/03/1995. 
" John Lowenhrdt, The 1996 Raidentid Elcction in Tatustan," Jarnd  oîCocimaniat Studk r d  
Truritior P d b ,  1311 (Much 1997). 133-1 34. 
l2 Op. Cit Ku1 (1991) 
13 Ibid., 53. 



In addition to using oil sector revenues to cushion the republic's economic 

transition. the Shaimiev govemment has pursued a number of other policies that are 

designed to bolster the republican economy and strengthen Tatarstan's autonomy in the 

oil sector. Some of these policies have had a direct impct on the organization of the 

republican oil industry while others involve changes to the iegaf environment in which 

the industry operates. On an organizational level, the republican govemment has becurne 

very active in the oil sector by taking a particular interest in Tatneft', Tatarstan's biggest 

oil producing firm and the founh largest oil producer in Russia. The government, which 

owns approximately 30% of Tatneft', has decreased local and excise taxes in order to 

ailow the firm to flourish despite the pressures of the broader economic transition taking 

place in the Russian oil industry. '' 
The Tatarstani govemment has also sought to protect the company frorn federal 

incursions and threats. For example. Shaimiev recently pressured the federal govemment 

to reverse its decision to restrict Tatneft's access to expon pipelines because the finn had 

not p i d  its taxes. In 1996, Shaimiev publicly defended the company from federal threats 

of bankruptcy in a meeting with Viktor ~hemomyrdin. " Tamefi' has also benefited fiom 

Tatarstan's active policy of encouraging bilateral relations with other regions and foreign 

States. The republican govemment has signed a nurnber of cooperation agreements with 

other regions (Moscow, Samara) and coutries (Ukraine, Belanis) in an effort to gain 

favourable access to refincries and other types of oi l proc«sing plants. l6 It is in this 

" Sr Petmkrg  Tirnu* 26/01/1998. 
" OMRi, 29/10/1996. h h l d  bc e r n p b i n d  hohva. th t  this patronage pmbably does no< c o n  
withaut a p h .  Sboimicv ad bis fmily hrvc kcn sccuscd of siphonhg comprny profits away fiom 
Taud'.  
16 For example. in July 1995, ükraine and Tatarstan signai an agreement on establishing the Ukrtatncfi' 
financid industriai corpOnti011, Sec: OMRI, 12/07/1995. 



regard that Tatnefi' enjoys the advantages of Tatarstan's heightened status within the 

federation. l7 

The republican govemment, in conjunction with Tatneft', has also taken steps to 

improve Tatarstan's refining capabilities by building a new, state-of-the-art oil processing 

plant in Nizhnekamsk, a city in North Eastern Tatarstan. The new processing plant, 

which is the result of five yean of intense discussions within the republic, will allow 

Tatarstan to process a large portion of the oil it produces. As such, the new refinery wiil 

bolster the republic's autonomy in the oil sector by reducing its dependency on outside 

refineries and the federal l y controlled pipeline system that connects Tatarstan to these 

refinenes. Ironically, an oil refinery has actually k e n  in operation at Nizhnekamsk for 

some time. This refinery, however, was neither large enough to handle the volume of oil 

produced by the republic's oil producen, nor was it capable of refining the heavy, highly 

sul furous oil produced in Tatarstan. The position of the existing refinery was further 

marginalized by the fact that its relationship with Tamefi' became strained following the 

collapse of the Soviet Union. According to one source, this sepration was welcome 

news to the federal govemment, which was struggling with sepanitist-minded republican 

governrnents throughout the Volga region at the time. l8 

The Confusing Legal Environunent of Tatarstini Oil Politics 

Given the regional and national importance of the Tatarstani oil industry, it seems 

that this area of the economy would constitute a good yardstick for measuring the 

If One of the k y  provisions in the Febnirry Agrccman gives Tatarstan a considerable amount of autommy 
in terms of ~otiating ud signing agmmats with otha strtes. 
l8 Aidu Wimgrnev and Shmil' Idiaillin, "T8îushn ruchinet IUMtdTstvo NP2 mirnogo mMua 
(Tatarstan starts construction on a wodd-clrss oïl processing plant)," Vremia i dm'gi, 07/08/lW7, 1. 



autonomy of the republic in relation to the Russian Federation. In addition to 

strengthening its autonomy in the oil sector through organizational measures such as 

taking an active interest in Tatneft' and building a new oil procffsing refinery in 

Nizhnekamsk, the Tatarstani govemment has also anempted to provide a legal foundation 

for republican sovereignty over the republic's natuni1 resource wealth. This legal 

foundation is based on a variety of different documents and agreements ranging from 

republican laws and decrees to the bilateral tmty and other intergovemmental 

agreements between the federal and republican govemments. Some of these documents 

make general references to natural resources, while othen deal with specific issues such 

as production sharing and expon quotas. Although their aim is to clarify the legal 

environment of the natural resources sector, more often than not this overlapping and 

oAen contradictory legal fmework merely adds to the juisdictional confusion that 

plagues this particular area of the economy. 

It is probably best to begin with a summary of the general laws and agreements 

that govem natural resources and how they deal with the issue of jurisdiction. As noted 

in previous chapten, article 72 (c) of the federal constitution places natural resources 

such as oil in the list of concumnt powets shared by the fedeml and regional 

govemments. l9 Article 9 of the Tatarstani constitution, however, states that "[tlhe land 

iîs resources, water, forests and 0 t h  natural resources.. . guaranteeing the economic 

inde pendence of the repubtic.. .are national [republican] property.'"o The Febrwy 

Agreement, a document that was supposed to act as a bridge between the federal and 

republican constitutions, is ambiguous about the status of n a m 1  resources. Article 2 (6) 



of the main agreement prociaims: "[tjhe State Bodies of the Republic of Tatarstan shall 

execute the authority of state power and shall ... decide issues of the possession, use and 

disposal of land, mineral wealth, water, timber and other resources ... located on the 

temtory of the Republic of Tatarstan". The side agreement on "The Sale and 

Transporiation of  Oil and Oil Products" (Appendix 3), on the other hanci, outlines a 

nurnber of areas where the sovereignty of Tatarstan in this area ofjurisdiction is restricted 

by the federal gover ment." 

According to Appendix 3, federal bodies such as the Ministry of Fuel and Energy 

(Mintopenergo) must approve a number of vital operations in the Tatantani oil sector. 

For example, article I States: 

[t ] he transprtation of oil and oil proâucts h u g h  the main oil pipeline and oil 
product pipeline will be c h e d  out on the basis of an agreement, of annual and 
quarterly calculations of outputs and deliveries of oil, approved by the Ministry of 
Fuel and Encrgy (Mintopenergo) of Russia in agreement with the Governmem of 
the Republic of ~atarstan. .." 

The Reaty goes on to stipulate that Tatarstan must obtain the agreement of Mintopenergo 

and other federal organs of state administration or operate in accordance with federal 

laws and regdations in no fewer than 6 different areas. These inch&: detennining the 

annual output volume and deliveries of oil and oil products beyond the boundaries of the 

Republic of Tatarstan (article 2), the transportation of oil and oil products (article 3), 

customs restrictions (article 6), the îranspoctation of oil beyond the bounâaries of the 

Russian FeQration (article 7), enterprise operations (article 8), and negotiating the terni 

of the agreement (article 9). By requiring the republic to consult with Moscow, al1 of 

Signal in J w  1993, this road is one of the thirtdcn @ices to thc Fébnury Agreement. 



these clauses effectively restrict Tatarstan's ability to exercise sovereignty over its oil 

i ndustry . 

Other intergovemmentai agreements further obfuscate the conflicting provisions 

outlined in the fderal and republican constitutions and the February Agreement. In the 

agreement "On economic cooperation" (signed in January 1992)' one of the fint treaties 

tu be siged between the federal and Tatarstani govemments, Russia conceded that the 

then Tatar SSR independently controlled the exploitation and development of naturai 

resources (in particular, oil and oil products) on its territ~ry'~ It is important to note, 

however, that this control was to some extent compromised by a sub-clause stipulating 

that Russia was to receive a share of the oil through mutually beneticial annual 

agreements.'" 

The issue of mutual agreements and negotiated quotas was raised again in the 

treaty "'On extemal economic relations" and, of course, in the maty on the production 

and transportation of oil and petrochemicals that has already been mentioned. According 

to article 2 of the fonner treaty, questions of extemal economic relations lying within the 

sphere of the concurrent jurisdidion of the Russian Federation and the Republic of 

Tatarstan include, among other areas, "the establishment of quantitative restrictions on 

the export of products subject to quota restrictions, produced in the Repubtic of Tatarstan, 

including oil and petrochemical products.. . 9,25 

22 Soglashtnie mctfdu Rrvitel'stvom Rossiirkoi FcdentsÜ i Pravitel'stvom RtsQubiiki Tatarstan O 

r d h s i i  i -vkt n&i i pdukov neftekhimpcrtraboth, Mo- 05/06/1993. 
So&shmie RMiel ' r iM Rwriiskoi Federatsii s Rvitel'siwm Raplbliki T a v n a  ob 

ekonomicheskom soaudnichestve. Strt'ir 6. 
" Ibid. 

Sogbshtiiie maMu PmMtel'stvorn Rossiiskoi Fcdauii  i Pfavitel'stvom Rcspibliki Tatarstan o 
nzgnnichcnii polnomochii v o b k i  vneshnedronomichcslOkh sviazei. 



Amongst the confusion of this legal labyrinth, one point is clear. Tatarstan is not 

free to decide on its own how to conduct its energy production or foreign trade, despite 

king allotted these areas in the main t r e a ~ . ~ ~  One observer has suggested that Moscow 

has "little choice but to cede de jure authority over natural resources to Tatarstan. thereby 

ratifying the power that Katan had already sei~ed."~' The republic may indeed exen de 

@ro control over some of the &y-to &y opentions of its oil sector through its 

invoh :ment with Tatneft' and other prts of the republican oil industry. Nevertheless, as 

the ptevious section on the side agreements to the bilateral treaty suggests, a number of 

important areas still exist in which the Tatarstani govemment must cooperate with the 

federal authorities. 

The fact that the Tatarstani govemment prticipates in such negotiations suggests 

that it accepts the duality between the symbolic sovereignty granted to the republic in the 

main text of the bilateral treaty and the realities of concurrent management in the 

resource sector. Publicly, the Shaimiev govenunent proctaims the republic's sovereignty 

over its natural resources, a position that is enshnned in the February Agreement. The 

agreement in tum acts as an important symbol of Tatarstan's new relationship with the 

Russian Federation. It is, in itself', a reflection of the changes that have taken place in 

federal-regional relations since the end of the Soviet period. At the same time, however, 

the Tatarstani govemment realizes, at least privately, that its sovereignty is limited by the 

rneasures built into the treaty (the side agreements) and by the geographical and 

economic realities that confiont the republic in the pst-Soviet perd. 

" Elizabeth Tcaguc, "Russia ud Tatmtan Sign Powa-Shnng Treny." RFEIRL Racirch Rcprt, 3/14 
(April8, 1994). 27. 



If Tatarstan is supposed to be at the forefiont of the movement for greater regional 

autonomy in the Russian Federation, how does the republic compare to other sub 'e&? 

Chapter five outlined some of the general difierences between the treaty regions, 

revealing how and why treaty federalism has created asymmetnes between both the 

republics and other regions and between specific regions in these sub-groups. To what 

extent do these diffennces exist in the mtunl resource agreements signed by the various 

republics and regons? 

According to article 3, section 5 of the bilateral treaty between Bashkortostan and 

the Russian Federation (signed in August 1994). Bashkortostan has legislative 

jurisdiction over questions and decisions regarding its natural resource wealth. as long as 

such decisions have the agreement of the feded organs of state power." The Tatantani 

treaty does not include this latter stipulation and thus we cm conclude that Tatarstan, at 

least in a de jure sense has more autonomy over its natural mource wealth than its 

neighbour, Bashkortostan. Bashkortostan's side agreement on the protection and use of 

natural resources funher reinforces the republic's co~ection to the federal a~thorities.~~ 

Article 2 States that while Bashkortostan exerts independent control over the protection 

and use of its natwal resource wealth, ths exclusive control does not extend to the 

concurrent and federal areas of jurisdtction outlined in articles 1, 2 and 3 of the 

*' Lwrence S. Huuucr, * T m ' s  Bid for Autonomy: Tatantan as a Mdd for the Devolution of Powcr 
in the Russian Federation," Jourrild Coamuiiii SIudkr aiid Tniaitioa Pditia, 1 2/l (March 19%). 
72. 

Dopvor  Rossiiskoi Fedctlitsii i Rnpibliki Buhkortostan uO razgranicbmii p d m a o v  vcdeniia i 
niimnom dclcgirovuiii polmmochii mezlidu orguiimi gosudrnsvcnnoi vlasti Rossiiskoi Fedcntsii i 
ofgurami gosudarstvniioi v lmi  Rcspubliki Bashkorto~lran, MoJkvr, O3/O8/ 19%. " Soglashcnie rnclhdu bvitcl'stvom Rossüskoi Fcdartsü i Pnvitel'stvom Rcspubliki Buhkortost~ O 

razgmnichenîi pralemctov vsdcniia i h m m m  delcgirovanii polnornochii v oblrsti oiûuany 
ohuzhiushchei s d y  i ispt'zovuiiir ptirodnykh msursov, 25/05/1994. 



Federation ~ r e a t y . ~ '  Therefore, like Tatarstan, the provisions contained in the more 

detaiied side agreement place limits on Bashkortostan's autonomy in the resource sector. 

In cornparison, the bilateral treaties and agreements of other republics outline an 

even greater role for the federal govemment. For exampie, sections 2 and 3 of the main 

treaty between the federal government and the Republic of Komi, an oil-producing region 

in Central Russia, describe natuml resources as a matter of concurrent jurisdiction 

between the republic and the feded go1 ernrnen~~' The side agreement on natural 

resources outlines the actual demarcation of authority over na-1 resources. Articles 1 

and 2 delineate the responsibilities and authority of the federal and republican 

governrnents respective1 y, while article 3 outlines a number of areas where the two sides 

are expected to m~perate.'~ In the case of Sakha, a republic in Eastern Siberia, the main 

treaty also rests largely on the principie of concurrency between the fedenil and 

repubiican govemments. Article 1 outlines some of the areas in which the republican 

govemment has exclusive control but article 2, section 2 (c) places natural resources 

fiml y under the concurrent jurisdiction of Moscow and lakutsk (the capital of ~akha).'~ 

This bnef oveMew of some of the other republican treaties and agreements 

suggests that differences do exist between the republics. Possible explanations for these 

differences range fiorn the political and economic weight of the republic, the histoncal 

cimumstances unded ying the republic's nlationshi p to the federal govemmem, the 

leadership skills of the republican elites and their panicular relationship to the federal 

- -  

'O Ifthe d a  will rrmnnber, Bohkortortlii signed the 1992 Faimtion Trsrty. TOPIU~ did nor 
31 Dogovor "O mqmnicbmii praîmetov vcûeniia i polnomochii muhdu orgMami gosudarshrcnnoi vlasti 
Rossüskoi Faûmsii i orpuni gosudrrstvauioi v t d  RcspiMiki Kami," Moskva, 20/03/1996. 
" Soghknie muhdu Pnvitel*avom Rogiiskoi Faderrisii i Pnvitel'avom RapiMiki KoM O 

qpnichcnii  polnomochii v &hi daurhriushcki d y  i ispol'zovanii ptirodnykh resursov, 
Moshrlr îO/O3/1996. 



elite. As chapter five explained, Tatarstan enjoys a position of first among equals in the 

Russian Federation. It is a net donor to the federal budget and therefore an important cog 

in the Russian economy . Bashkortostan is the on1 y other donor-republ ic. Furthemore, 

for over a decade, Tatarstan has been at the forefiont of the movement for autonorny and 

devol ution in the Russian Federation. The other republics, including Bashkortostan, have 

k e n  supportive of and involved in bis process, but not to the sime extent as Tatarstan. 

Given the "exclusive" nature of the negotiations behind the bilaterai treaties, one 

would expect the personal relations between federal and republican elites to play a key 

role in the negotiating process. In spite of the conflicts that occurred prior to the signing 

of the bilateral treaty between Tatarstan and the Russian Federation, a great deal of 

respect still exists between the members of the El'tsin and Shaimiev govemments. While 

a similar relationship exists between the federal leadership and republican leaders such as 

Bashkortostan's Muriaza Rakhimov, the leaden of other republics do iiot exert the same 

levei of influence. 

The question that naturally follows a discussion of the differences between the 

various republics is do the bilaterai treaties of the regional govemments reinforce the 

politico-temtorial asymmetries created by treaty federalism? If we consider the tratties 

sigmd by the feded goverment and resuwce-producing regions such as Irkutsk oblast' 

and the Ust' ûrdinskii-Buiatskii autonomous okrug, Perm oblast' and the Komi-Perm 

autonomous o h g  and SaWialin oblast' , it is apparent that some differenca do exist. Al1 

tiuee treaties consider naturai resources to be a matter of concurrent jurisdiction, in 

accordance with the noms exptessed in article 72 of the Russian consritution. Perkps 



the most interesting aspect about the h t s k  and Perm treaties is that they include the 

autonomous oknigs located within tach respective region. Chapters seven and eight will 

provide a more detailcd exmination of the issues that mise nom this problematic 

relationstup and the steps taken by the oblasts, b i s  and autonomous obugs to clarify 

their relations within the constitutional-lepl order. 

Tbe Law on Oil and Gis rad tbe Question of Prduetioi Sbariag 

Tatarstan's quest for greater autommy or even sovereignty in the oil sector did 

not end with the Febniary Agreement. Since 1994, the republican goverment has taken 

a series of bold legislative steps toward the g d s  of M e r  revitalking its oil sector and 

entrenching its control over its natural resource wealth. The most important of these 

maures are contained in the 1997 republican law "On oil and gas". 

The Law on Oil and Gas serves a nurnber of different purposes. As a legislative 

document, the law regulates the developnent of the republic's oil and gas fields, 

guerantees the protection of the environment thiough the rational exploitation of 

resources and the s e c e  of working conditions, and defends the interests of the people 

of Tatarstan by securing their nght to own pmperty and use re~ources.'~ In an economic 

sense, the law has been designed to help the Tatamani oil sector cope with the problems 

of natuml resource exploitation and produaion. It is in a political sense, however, that 

the law has created the most wntroversy. Adopted in June 1997, this piece of legidation 

proclaims Tatarstan's sovereignty over the republic's oil and gis tesources and thmfore 

reconfirms, at least in a le@ sense, the general provisions contained in the main body of 

"~ukn ih  O Rlkk PQdllJLPi: Tataman v y ~ i 3 i a  v liâuy (Rodumaa rhring agmincnts: ta vu^ 
brerlrs fme iino the M)," I m ~ ~  AiF, 30/0606/O7/ 1997, C 10. 



the February Agreement. By ignoring the principle of concurrency in this area of 

govemment, the Law on Oil and Gas challenges the validity and authority of federal laws 

such as the Law on Production Sharing Agreements on matters relating to natural 

resources. 

At the time of its adoption, some observers suggested that the Law on Oil and Gas 

would "provoke a wave of revolt both in the Duma and in the regions [who werej 

dissatisfied with the privileged position of Tatarstan afier the conclusion of the s pecial 

agreement [the February Agreement] with ~ussia."~' Mi le  it is largely unclear how the 

other regions responded to the law (it is possible that some. especially other resource- 

producing regions, may have even supporteci the law), it seerns that the reaction of  the 

State Dwna to the Law on Oil and Gas was not favourable. Furthemore, according to 

one senior official in the republican government, the individuals and groups that opposed 

the Law on Oil and Gas were the same people that resisted and criticized the 1994 

February Agreement. 

The question that still remains, however, is does the Law on Oil and Gas provide 

a basis for Tatarstani conaol of its natural resources? Upon closer examinaiion, the law's 

lofty proclamations of republican sovereignty in the oil sector, like those of the February 

Agreement, are restricted by cornpanion agreements and enabling legislation that outline 

the need for cooperation and negotiation between the federal and republican govemments 

in this area. The gap between the statutory declarations of the Law on Oil and Gas and 

the redity of the enabling legislation and other resoiutions that operationalize the 

provisions of the law is clearly apparent in the uea of production shating. 

- - -  

3s Cirlinr Pechilina, "Tatuskie ntfiiuiiki poluchiii pochti vst, chto khoîeli (Tataniani oil producers fl 
drnost dl ihey wmtd)," Koaœemrt' daüy, 07/05/1997, 5. 



One of the most important aspects of the Law on 011 and Gas is its provisions on 

production sharing agreements. As explained in chapter three, the federal Law on 

Production Sharing Agreements encountered nurnerous problems and delays as it passed 

through the federal parliament. In addition to delaying the passage of the Law on 

Production Sharing Agreements, ctitics of production sharing in the Suite Duma and the 

Fedemtion Councii have a h  stalled vital enabling legislation such as the law on the lis1 

of resource dcposits that can be produced under conditions of production sharing. This 

legislation must be adopted before a working production sharing regime can be 

In light of these developments (or lack thereof as the case may be), the Law on 

Oil and Gas could be viewed as a reaction to political impasse at the federal level. 

Production sharing is very important to Tatarstan and Tatneft' because under the present 

licensing system, the majority of Tatarstan's oïl fields cannot be profitably exploited. A 

working production sharing regirne would pave the way for greater foreign investrnent 

and access to the type of technology that cornparties working on the highly viscous, 

dificult deposits located in Tatarstan mil need if they are to be developed in a profitable 

Ln the view of Rinat Galeev, the General Director of Tatneft', 

[t]he adoption of the law "On oil and gasw with the adoped amendmcnts can have 
a positive effect on the sihution in which Tatar oil ptoducen bave found thcmselvts 
in conncction with the emergmce in 1995 of the f c d d  law on production sharing 
agreements. Toâay this iaw docs not work in a practid sense in the absence of a iaw 
defining the Iist of oil fields which can ôe exploitcd undet conditions of production 
sharing." 

how to share)," RespuMiûm Tatantan, 06/02/1997,6. 
" "O nrAc O QIgakh i rpmivnoi slave (ûn oiL on dui»r anci sporting fme)." Vmmt i deagi, 
04/03/1997. 2. 



The Law on Oil and Gas, however, represents much more than just a regional 

response to federal "footdragging" in the area of production sharing. The law, argues 

one senior official in the rcpublican goverment, has a political as well as an economic 

si gni ficance. It is a legal document that furthcr de fines or clarifies issues of j urisdiction 

and the position of the oil and gas sector in the republic.38 This particulor official shares 

the opinion of rnany repubiican poiicy makers when he says thst the Febniary Agreement 

declared Tatarstan's control over its natuni1 resouces and the Law on Oil and Gas 

realized this conbd by resolving the question of the political statu of resources in the 

republic. '' 
Even though many republican politicians state publicly that the law has, once and 

for all, clarified the legislative situation in the republican oil -or, the reality is  not as 

clear. If anything, the law seems to have rnuddied the legislative waters even f.urther by 

aàding a new and conflicting set of laws to an alreaây confushg system of 

administration. According to the Law on 011 and Gas, the republican Cabinet of 

~ in i s t e r s~  is responsible for negotiating, gtanting and fulfilling production shPnng 

agreements in Tatarstan. Mile there are fleeting refermas to the fedcml Law on 

Production Shariag Agreements anâ other f d r a l  rcsource kgislation, the repiblican IPw 

firmly States that federal legislation is only valid if it Qes not contraâict the constitution 

of Tatarstan and the bilatenl tmty between Tatarstan anâ the Russian ~ederation." This 

ciuùlenges the ida  of the superionty of f W  legislation in cases of conflict between 

fedcral and regional Iaws. 

inttwicw, Kuia'. Nonmkr 1997. 
39 ibid. 
Tb Cabineî of Miaisîem is tbc put of t h  aeai(ivc k r i r h  of govcmmcnt in Trtrrstui- 

" Wron Rupubliki T*urua "O di i gaze,'' &va 2, ar'h S. 



The law also states that the Cabinet of Ministers, in accordance with legislation 

put in place by State ~owicil~', is responsible for compiling the list of oil fields in 

Tataman that can be developed under conditions of production sharing. The republican 

list legislation, which was passed at around the same time as the Law on Oil and Gas, 

declared that Tatarstan, as a sovereign state, does not have to obtain permission from the 

Sbte Duma of the Russian Fedention for the right to exploit its resource deposits under 

conditions of production  har ring'^ In a rather contradictory rnanner, however, the 

resolution goes on to "instruct" the federal and republican govemments to carry out 

"negotiations" conceming the division of authority on questions of the exploitation of oil 

deposits in Tatarstan under conditions of production sharingu 

Yet another piece of this conhising legisiative p u d e  is the resolution "On the 

approval of the list of mource deposits and hydro-carbon fields on the territory of the 

Republic of Tatarstan, the nght to the use of which may be granted under conditions of 

production shanng". This resolution was adopted by the Tatarstan1 State Council on 

April 14th, 1997.'" First, it is intemting to note that in a subsequent amendment to this 

legislation. adopted on May 22nd. 1997. the State Council decided to exclude the words 

"in accordance with the fe&ral laws 'On underground mources' and 'On production 

sharing agreements"' fiom the prearnble of the original resolution. This was a clear 

attemp by the republican government to distance Tatarstan fiom federal legislation on 

naturai ~iesources.~ 

" lk Suie Cauril is the legisluive branch o f  g o v m r n  in T.urnui. 
Op. Cn.. Komiemant' &W. 0710511997, S. 

41 ibid. 
" PostMovknie G o s u d u s t v ~  SonU Respibliki Trunuli "Ob utverzhâmii pcrechn* uchastkov 
neâr i rnestorozhâenii uglevodorodnogn syr'ir lu tenitorii Rcspibliki Tatarstan, pmvo pol'zovaniia 
kaîorymi predostavliaetsir na usloviiakh ntdela pmbktsii* 22/05/1997. 
a Ibid. 



This resolution also includes a list of 8 oil deposits in Tatarstan that the republican 

government has deemed eligible to be developed under conditions of production 

sharingJ7 Given the fact that the list is headed with the title "The list of deposits. subject 

to exploitation under the conditions of the law of the Russian Federation "On production 

sharing agreements". it appears that the Tatantani govemment recogniw the legitimacy 

of the federal Law on PSAs on republican temtory. This, in efYect, conmdicts carlier 

declarations of republican sovereignty in this policy uea. 

In spite of the Io@ proclamations of the Law on Oil and Gas, enabling legislation 

such as the various list resolutions reveals that Tatarstan does not exercise total 

sovereignty in tems of controlling the production sharing process. Oficials at Tatneft'. 

in contrast to many of their counterparts in the republican govemment, seern to share this 

view and, as a result. tend to be much more pragmatic about Tatarstan's prospects in the 

area of production sharing. In a recent interview. Renat Muslimov, the Head Geologist 

of Tatneft' commented: "perhaps, in the conditions of production sharing the Russian 

govemment agmd to delegate its authonty to the subjects of the federation. And 

perhaps not. This question must be Qcided in Moscow. It needs to go before the federal 

govemment and the State  utn na.'^^ 

The probable couse for resolving the legal contradictions contained in the various 

pieces of kgislation that lay the administrative foundaron for production sharing will be 

negotiation ôetween the fedeml and republican governments. These negotiations. in 

Muslimov's opinion, will be very difficult. Although he believes that "the indisputable 

" Ody one ( R o d n s k o t )  of tbc eigbi dcposits on tliio lirt wrr inchukd on the fint fdd lis! prrsed in 
1997. A fùrther two (B.vlinskot and Novo-EUdKlvskoc) wcrc includai on the wcond list approvcd in 
1999. 

"Won do- rabaa' (The Iaw mst wd), ' '  Rciprbb 'hîant80,28/08/1997.3. 



ment of the new law [Law on Oil and Gas] is the introduction of the practice of 

deveioping oil fields under conditions of production shanng," he also admits that: 

. ..there is not a step fiom the dalaration o f  the new approaches to their rdization 
in practice. 1 think that the ml work under conditions o f  production sharing at the 
Romashkino field will not start before two years. For this to happe* it is necessary to 
do the following. F i a  the Central Commission for Development at the Mininry of 
Fuel and Energy (Mintopenergo) - RF must approve the work (hopefùlly they will be 
prepared beforehand and then we 611 not lose time on this). Second. the govemments 
of  Russia and Tatarstan must a g e e  on a number of principal questions. For example. 
what will be the composition of the commission which must bc created for overseeing 
the work dom unda conditions o f  PSAs. In accordance with the Russian legislation 
on this question, represcntatives of the federal and republican govemments and the 
investor must be included in such a commission. Has the Russian side decided to 
delegate its authority to Tatarstan or keep this authority for itsclF In what way will 
the profits o f  roduction be divided between the Russian Federation and the Republic 
o f  Tatarstan? 8 

A bilateral commission, comprised of memben appointed by both govemments, 

has already been proposed to oversce work camed out under production sharing 

agreements. It appeaa, however, that many of the questions regarding the actual 

mechanics of the production sharing process and the roles and responsibilities of the 

federal and republican govemments in this process have yet to be resolved. Given the 

importance of these issues to both the federal and republican govemments and previous 

experience in matten of this nature, it is likely that the resolution of codicts will occur 

at the highest levels of govenunent either through the commission or through existing 

intergovermental channels. 

49 Rmu Mwlimov, "My boimsia td'ko nkulisnoi in ,  no ne ckstnoi konkupentsii (WC am only afnid 
of  undcrhuided gamcs, but not homa cornpetition)," Hoabid' wohly,  #2 1 (Augwt 1997). 4. 



Conclusions 

Throughout the pst-Soviet period, the govemment of Tatarstan has attemped to 

use its oil resources as a catalyst for greater republican autonomy. Oil revenues have 

provided the financial capital for the subsidization of other, less affluent, sectors of the 

republican economy and the republic's distinctive program of economic and social 

refom. The Tatantmi govemment has also taken an active interest in expanding and 

strengthening the republican oil industy by concluding numerous bilateral agreements 

with other regons and States and spearheading the development of Tatnefi*. Perhaps the 

most signiticant example of Tatantan's drive for forma1 sovereignty in this policy area 

was the adoption of the Law on Oil and Gas. In addition to asserting the republic's 

sovereignty over its oil and gas resources, the Law on Oil and Gas demonstrates the 

Tatarstani leadenhi p's cornmitment to production sharing, a process it hopes will further 

strengthen the republican oil industry in yean to corne. 

Despite these measures, it is apparent that Tatarstan faces a number of major 

bamen in its quest to exercise sovereignty over its oil resowces. Structural problems 

such as declining levels of oil production, limited local refining capacity and the 

republic's dependency on federally-controlled pipeline systems and other distribution 

mtworks have hampeted Tatarstan's ability to act inde pendent1 y of the federal 

government. These structurai barrien are compowided by the legal restrictions that bind 

the republican govemment into a series of dificult and cornplicated bilateral negotiating 

processes with the fedcral govemment. 

These "restrictionsn are clearly evident if one considers the issue of production 

sharing. The Tatantani govemment daims sovcreip control over this ana of 



jurisdiction through the Law on O11 and Gas. But in actual facf the republican 

govemment finds that its ability to control the production sharing process is limited by 

the need to negotiate with the federal govenunent through the bilateral commission or in 

meetings between hi@-level officiais from both govemments. This reality not only 

undermines the lofty ideals of republican sovereignty contained in the Febniary 

Agreement and the Law on Oil and Gas. It also establishes what amounts to a sysiem of 

de facto concurrency for managing intergovemmental relations between Tatarstan and the 

Russian Federation in the oil sector; a system that the republican government seems to 

accept. if not in their public pronouncements, then in their private negotiations with 

Moscow. 



Chapter Seven 

"Matreshka Federalismw: 
The Case of the Khanty Mansiisk Autonomous Okrug 

The Russian Federation is comprised of an extremely diverse set of regons. each 

displaying its own individual characteristics as well as shared features that are common 

to a11 the constituent members of the federation. The previous two chapters focused on 

Tatarstan and its unique reiationship both with the federal govemment and within the 

Russian Federation. Throughout the pst-Soviet period, Tatarstan's relations wi t h the 

federal govemment have dominated the politics of the republic. The driving force behind 

the Tatarstani govemment's political and economic program bas been to secure greater 

autonorny from Moscow. Consequently, Tatarstan's partial success in terms of bolstering 

its autonomy has in part fomed the basis for asymmem'cal federalism. a federal 

arrangement that Tatarstan and a number of other regions in the Russian Federation seem 

content to support and perpetuate. 

Although a number of other regions share Tatarstan's political and economic 

soals, the task of maximizing regional autonomy within an asyrnmehical federal 

structure is not an ovemding policy objective of al1 the members of the Russian 

Federation. In fact, many regions oppose the principle of asymmetry, arying instead 

that al1 the s d  'ekty should be aeated as equals. While it is  probably m e  that most 

regions would like to gain some rneasure of autonomy in relation to the federal 



govemment, many simply do not have the political and economic resources to sustain 

such autonomy and are content to rely on Moscow for assistance and support. Other 

regions face threats to their position within the federation fiom other sub 'dry and thus 

stress the need for equality and cooperation with Moscow in order to preserve and 

rein force t heir autonom y. 

One of the unique features of contemporary Russian federalism is the autonomous 

okmg or district. An autonomous okmg is a region that is located within another region. 

Students of Russian federal ism have labeled this unprecedented interregional relationship 

"matreshka federalism", in reference to the matreshka or nesting dolls in which smaller 

dolls are contained within larger ones. The relationship between an autonomous okrug 

and its "host" region (a krai or an oblast') is mired in legal ambiguity and institutional 

confusion. In a constitutional or legal sense. both the autonomous okrug and the "host" 

region are equal and autonomous subjects of the federation. At the same time, however. 

each autonomous oknig is considered to be a pan of its host region. Furthemore. the 

two regions in question have closer political and economic ties with each other than they 

do with other regions. 

Matreshka federalism is a legacy of the Soviet period. Oficially, the Soviet 

govemment under Josef Stalin created the autonomous okrugs in the 1930s as national 

homelands for some of the Soviet Union's smaller ethnic groups. in reality, however, the 

cteation of a whole new level of temtories within the Soviet federal structure was a part 

of the central goverment's stnitegy to divide and rule the farther reaches of the Soviet 

Union. Under the tems of the 1936 Soviet constitution and the 1 937 RSFSR constitution, 

the legal and political statu of autonomous o h g s  was lower than that of oblasts and 



krais. An okrug's organs of state power, therefore, were subordinate to the organs of 

state power of the krai or oblast in which it was located. 

This relationship persisted until the constitutional changes of the 1970s modified 

the status of the autonomous oknigs. The revised 1977 Soviet and 1978 RSFSR 

constitutions provided the autonomous okrugs with a greater degree of autonomy by 

strengthening their links with national institutions. Okmgs were given representation in 

the highest organs of USSR state power and the right to legislative initiative. Moreover, 

they were regulated on the basis of an all-Russian law on autonomous okrugs. In spite of 

these changes, the okmgs were still considered parts of their "host" krais or oblasts: as 

such. their budgets were still a part of the larger regional budget and the oblast or krai 

authorities still had the power to change decisions made by the oknig administration. ' 
The gradua1 but limited development of okmg autonomy in the late Soviet p e n d  

has intensified dunng the pst-Soviet period. The 1992 Federation Treaty enhanced the 

political status of the oknigs within the federation by giving them direct relations with 

and guaranteed representation in federal organs of state power. The 1993 federal 

constitution strengthened this autonomy by providing a legal basis for the equality of the 

o h g s  with other memben of the federation. The Russian constitution recognizes the 

autonomous okrugs as equal subjects of the federation in terms of their relations with 

fednal organs of state power and the other memben of the federation. The constitution 

a h  outlines the otcrugs' Rght to a charter, to fom regional organs of state power and 

local self-govement, to have property and a budget. In terms of jurisdiction and 

I Vladimir KrWkov, "Statu avtonomnykh ohgov: tvolutsiia i proMemi (The status of autonomous 
oknigs: evoiution and pfobians)," basbû8ia kîmbiii, U1996,SO. 



authority, the constitution also states that autonomous o h g s  have areas of concurrent 

jurisdiction with the fideral govemment, the ability to pass laws, guaranteed and equai 

representation in the Federation Council and the right to submit legislative initiatives to 

i 

the State Durna.' 

In keeping with the general lack of clanty and transparency inherent in the 

contemporary Russian federal structure, confusion and ambiguity are the dominant 

features of the relationship between the autonomous okrugs and their host regions. Like 

the issue of concurrent junsdiction, the federal govemment initially avoided the difficdt 

task of defining the legal parameters ofoblast'~okrug and krailokrug relations. Sincr 

1 995. Moscow has made some attempts to dari- this relationship, but has yet to compl y 

with the 1993 constitution and pass a law on relations beween autonomous okruys and 

their host regions. 

P i n  of the reason for this delay may sirnply be that there is no rasy solution. At 

the time of the Soviet collapse. it was convenient and politically expedient to retain the 

territorial divisions that had existed in the Soviet federal model. While the centralized 

Soviet system precluded interregonal conflicf decentralization, democratization and 

destabilization in the late Soviet and post-Soviet periods have encouraged such divisions 

to arise. Over the past decade, the politics underlying the relationship between the 

autonomous okmgs and the their host regions has changed in response to the broader 

transformation taking place in the Russian Federation. The institutional relationships, 

' ïbid.. 50. Accodng to article 104 of the Rrurian constitution, the legisiative organs and the head of the 
regiod exccutive and Icgislativc branches of government (as m«nbcrs of the Fedcration Councïi) have the 
right to subrnit legislative initiatives to the State Duma for consideration. 



however, have remained static or, at bat, have only been altered in a superficial manner. 

thus providing the basis for interregional conflict. 

Another problematic feature of contemporary Russian federalism is Moscow' s 

attempt to appeal to a wide variety of regions with different opinions on the question of 

spmetry and asymmetry. The federal govemment's ambivalent stance on this issue has 

given nse to a contlicting set of rules about the nature of the federation. The ambiguous 

relationship between the autonomous oknigs and their host regions encapsulates this 

conflict. On the one hand, the constitution considen the o h g s  to be equal subjects of 

the federation. At the same time, it asserts that the oknigs are parts of the oblasts or krais 

in which they are located.' The result is legal confusion and, in the case of some regions, 

conflicts that have the potential to threaten the political and economic stability of the 

okrug, the host region and the country as a whole. 

In an effort to understand the cornplex set of relations underlying matreshka 

federalism and assess their impact on the policy making process in the oil sector. the next 

two chapters will focus on the Khanty Mansiisk autonomous okmg Khanty Mansiisk is 

one of two autonomous okrugs located within a larger temtorial entity known as Tiumen' 

oblast'.' Throughout much of its history, the okmg mis politically subordinate to 

Tiumen' oblast'. During the pst-Soviet perd, however, the relationship between 

Khanty Mansiisk and Tiumen' bas undergone a considerable evolution. In addition to 

3 Even the Cowtitutiod Cowt hm dcmonstrated r certain amount of ambivdmcc toward this question. in 
its most roccnt ruîing on this muter, the Court decidcd tht it was the mponsibity of the regions in 
question to rcguia!e tbcir dations. 'Po ddu O toILoMnÜ sodCTZhlidK:hcgosia v chasti 4 stat'i 66 
Konlrtitutsiia Rossüskoi Fedcrrtsii polozhtnür O vWozMmii avtonomnogo dnugs v sostav kraia, oblasti," 
!bbmiK ~lraaad.tcl'rtui Rmiirlroi Fdembÿ î9/ 1997,3 58 1. 
' Tiumm' obbn is diviâed h o  thrœ ~MS: Saca ïiumm' (dm idsrrd to u Tiumcn' proper); the Khury 
Muisüsk autonomous okrug ud the Yunrlo NUJUS autommous okmg 



achieving constitutional equality with the other members of the federation, the okrug 

administration has asserted its autonomy from Tiumen' oblast' and, in panicular, has 

sought to gain more control over the region's bountiful ~itural resources and the 

revenues that flow from the sale of these resources. ïhe Tiumen' oblast' government, on 

the other han4 has tried to preserve the unity of the oblast', a course of action that has 

beon rnutivated, to a large :ratent, by the rconomic dependence of Tiumen' proper (the 

southem part of the oblast') on natural resource rcvenues from the oknigs.' 

This chapter will examine the problems and challenges facing Khanty Mansiisk 

as it atternpts to carve out its own regional identity, yet at the sarne time remain a 

committed member of the Russian Federation. In doing so, this case study will 

demonstrate that the centre-periphery axis is only one way of conceptualizing federalism 

and intergovemmental relations in the Russian Federation. Indeed, the example of 

Khanty Mansiisk and Tiumen' suggests that fedenil scholan should recognize the 

important role that interregional relationships (both conflictual and cooperative) play in 

ternis of shaping the federal polity. Part one will summarize the histoncal evolution of 

the o h g  since the early Soviet period and the okmg administration's response to the 

complex set of problems that have confronted the region in the pst-Soviet period. The 

second part will explore Khanty Mansi isk' s evolving relationship with Tiumen' oblast' , 

with a particular focus on the legal and political conflicts that have resulted from their 

differing attinides toward federalism and intergovernmental relations. Part three will 

examine Khanty Mansiisk's relationshi p with the federal govenunent and other regions. 

5 ~ l t h o u ~ ~ n i n l r r s o u r a r i r r l o c l f d i n ~ t b r r e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s k u d ~ m i i b ~ m c i s ~  
particularly weikdoweû, w h i  the economy of T i '  proper is o h t d  more around agriculture. 



This chapter's analysis of the historical, political, economic and institutional context that 

forms the basis for Khanty Mansiisk's position within the federation and shapes its 

relations with other federal rnembers will serve as a useful foundation for a more in- 

depth study of the politics of oil in the region. 

Historiai Evoirtioa and Contemponry Cbalienges 

The Khanty Mansiisk autonomous okmg is located in Western Siberia, 

approximately 2800 km east of Moscow. It fonns the central portion of Tiumen' oblast '. 
a vast region that stretches Rom the Kara Sea in the High Arctic to the borden of 

Kazakstan in Central Asia. In tenns of size, the okrug covers a temtory of 534.8 

thousand square kilometres, making it slightly smaller than ükraine and slightly larger 

than Spain. Most of this territory is made up of swampland and manh (44.3%), and 

forest (44%). The remainder is comprised of arable land (3%) and riverdlakes (6.6%). 

With a population o f  only 1.3 million people, the okrug is home to less than 1 % of 

Russia's total population. It is interesting to note, however, that the o h g  population has 

grown by 1 million during the pst 30 yean. This is a testament to the importance and 

rapid development of the oil industry in the region. Most of the region's inhabitants, 

therefore, are newcomers from other parts of what are now the Russian Federation and 

the independent States of the Former Soviet Union. 

Khanty Mansiisk (or the Ostiako-Vogul'skii autonomous okrug as it was 

orîginally known) was created on December 10th 1930, as a national homeland for the 

Khnty MinsüJk h OnC of Russii's (Ud tht ~0dd's) 0a producin8 WO~S Md Y d 0  N~llcts 
contains somc of the world's Irrgest dcposits of uniral gas. 



Khants and Mansii, the indigenous aboriginal tribes in the region. At this time, the okmg 

was spanely populated and underdeveloped. Although the region had long ken a place 

of exile for prisoners of the Tsarist and, later, Soviet regimes, it had no rail connections 

with European Russia and vev linle industry. The economic and industrial development 

of the okrug began in the 1960s when large deposits of oil were discovered in its vast 

expanses of forest and swampiand. The region's iarpst cities of Surgut, Nizhnevartovsk 

and Nefteiugansk are al1 products oi this rapid development and as such are intimately 

connected with the oil industry. Nizhnevartovsk in the eastem part of the o h g ,  for 

example, is basically a service centre for the giant Samotlor oil field.6 

Khanty Mansiisk produces approximately 70% of Russia's total oil output. It has 

more than 500 oil and gas deposits whh established reserves of 20 billion tons and 

projected reserves of 35 billion tons. In addition to king Russia's largest oil producer, 

second largest electro-energy producer and third largest gas producer, the o h g  also 

contains many other resources and minerais including gold quartz, iron-ore, bauxite and 

mal.' As a result of this enormous natural resource wealth, Khanty Mansiisk is a net 

donor to the federal budget. In 1996, the okrug transferred more than 60% of the axes 

collected in the okrug (23 trillion roubles - more than 20 medium sized oblasts with a 

6 Like m ~ y  new (pst-rcvolutionuy) cities in Russia, thcsc citics have a vay  Soviet f d  about them: widc 
boulevards; trccless, windswept squares; grandiose cuitwal and administrative buildings; and row upon row 
of high-rise a m  blocks. in contrast, the t o m  of Khuity Muisiisk, which is  the capital of the oknig is 
rather more sedate and provinciai. It stiil has a numbcr of wooden buildings (men in the downtown corc - 
the municipal libnry is situated m a very quUm woodni blockhousc, neu the mrin adminisimiive building), 
lots of forestai areas and parks ond vcry fw high-risc complaccs. Tûc t o m  is nestleû in a vaily at the 
cunûumce of two of Russia's grruest rivers, the Ob' ami the IrtyJh. These fwturcs prompteci one msïdent 
to label the town "the Russian Switl#rlondm. 
7 Scrgei Sobianin, "ûblut' - nc nachrl'nitsn. h g  - ne podchincnnyi (The oblast' is not the boss, the daug 
is not the subordinate)," Roesialrrir fbakatrii, 1911 9%,30. 



combined population of 40-45 million) to the federal govemrnent.' Every tenth rouble in 

the fedeml budget and 30% of Russia's hard currency eamings corne from the okrug. 

Moreover, Khanty Mansiisk is consistently in the top 10 Russian regions in ternis of 

economic potential and, as a result. is one of the main destinations for foreign 

investment." 

In spite of rhis enornous resourcc wealth and future economic potenrial. Khanty 

Mansiisk, like many other northem regions, has its fair share of problems. In many 

respects, their sources can be traced to the Soviet period. Successive Soviet overnments 

saw the Nonh as simply a supplier of raw materials to fuel economic expansion in the 

more industrialized parts of the country. Throughout the past 30 years, the okrug has 

endured what the present governor of Khanty Mansiisk. Alexandr Filipenko. refened to 

as "the merciless exploitation of the oil branch" with very little compensation from the 

central govemment. l u  One source estimated that 6 million tons of oil worth the colossal 

sum of $0.5 trillion was taken from the okmg during the Soviet period." 

While this type of development strategy and the revenue it brought to the central 

budget may have eased the problems of the country as a whoie, it lefi its mark on the 

okmg in ternis of infrastnictural backwardness, a legacy of environmental degradation 

and a lack of economic diversification. In fact, 80% of settlements in the okrug are not 

electrified, 90% are without gas and more than 80% of the roads do not have hard 

8 Maria Volgina, "Nefiianiki poka ne bastuiut (For the time being oil workers are noi on strike)." Novosti 
lu@, û6/02/97,2. 
9 Vladimir Gurzhii, "Sergci Sobianin: Severianam dostaiutsia h k h i  ot nefiianykh bogatstv (Sergci Sobianin: 
The cnimbs of oil w d t h  are inherited by Northmicn)," !kgodmia. 20/10/1995, 5 .  
IO Madimir Efimov. "Provermnaia Ihini'iu praktika - osnova dlia dvuheniia vpered (Examining life in 
practice - a basis for movemcnt forward)," Rariulrrii gazeta, 27/08/1 W6, 6. 
" Ibid. 



surfaces. Practically al1 goods have to be imported into the region, resulting in higher 

pices. Moreover, many towns and cornmunities depend on the resource industn, for 

their economic well-being. When world resource prices fa11 or when plitical and 

rconomic uncertainty dissuades investment and deveiopment in the resource sector ( as is 

the case at present in Russia), these towns face unemployment and a considerable drop in 

k i r  standard of living. In the words ofonr iocai observer. '-[alias, unempiovmrni has 

become a senous and dctual problem for the whole okrug. The reduction of industrial 

production ...g eological prospecting work [and] oil and gas output brings with it a 

considerable fall in the demand for work."" 

In the pst-Soviet period. regional politicians aque that more emphasis should be 

placed on using the remaining resource weaith to benefit the okmg. Although thev stop 

h r  shon of declanng economic or poiitical independence from the Russian Frderation, 

these politicians advocate greater economic and financial autonorny for okrug in relation 

to Moscow and, more importantly, Tiurnen' oblast'. Some strps have been taken in this 

direction. However, much work needs to be done if the okrug is going to overcome the 

heavy legacies of the past and meet the challenges of economic diversification in the 

future. 

One of the moa prominent political figures in the okmg is Alexandr Filipenko, 

the Govemor of Khanty Mansiisk since 1991. Like many other rnemben of the regional 

political elite, Filipenko worked in the oknig during the development boom of the 1960s 

and held posts in various parts of the Communist Party apparatus. Durinp the 1970s. he 

12 "Bezrabotitsa - problema ser'emaia (Unemployment - a serious problem)," Tiumenskru pravda, 
W O S /  1 996. 1 . 



worked for the okrug ispolkom and eventually rose to the position of First Secretary of 

the Berezovskii ruïkom in 1983. Boris El 'tsin originally appointed Fil ipenko govemor in 

199 1 .  In 19% he won the first okrug gubematorial election and thus has maintained a 

strong and consistent presence in the region throughout the pst-Soviet period. 

Essentially consemative in political orientation but well aware of the need for economic 

reform, Fil ipenko is extremely I nterested in the intemal economic development of t he 

okmg and of the North in general.'3 He is also considered a strong figure  ho is capable 

of neg0t:otiating with the numerous 'oil generals', the men who lead Russia's petroleurn 

cornpanies and play such an important role in the oknig's economy. '' 
Unlike many other regions. relations between the Govemor and the other parts of 

the okrug administration are cordial and cooperative. Filipenko has a very good working 

relationship with his deputy, Vladimir Karasev and enjoys good relations with the 

rnemben of the Duma, the legislative branch of the okrug govemment. The fact that 

Sergei Sobianin, the current head of the okmg Durna, was Filipenko's deputy for several 

years strengthens the close relationship between the executive and legislative branches. 

There is linle doubt, however, about who is in charge. In the words of one okrug officiai. 

'Wie Duma speaks about what should be, but Filipenko speaks about what is!"I5 

While cordial relations between the various branches of govemment seem to have 

provided Khanty Mansiisk with a certain amowit of political stability, the oknig is not 

totally fkee from the types of political disputes that exist in other regions. One of the 

challenges facing the o h g  govermnent in the pst-Soviet period concems the fate of the 

" *press kodcrtntfür - u giavü adminimW (Pms c ~ n f ' é r ~  with the had of the administration)," 
Novorti Irgri, O%/02/l9%,4. 
" OMRI RUOiU R e g h m r l  RcpM 1110 (30/10/19%). 



small but significant aboriginal community and its place within the okrug. As many 

observen have correctly pointed out, Khanty Mansiisk's status as an autonomous okrug 

(and as an equal subject of the federation) is a direct consequence of its aboriginal 

population. The reality is that without this population, the region would probably still be 

a ruron or district of Tiumen' oblast' with very little political or economic autonomy. let 

alone equai status within the federation. 

Cut of the 1.3 million people who live in the okrug, only about 60,000 are 

officially designated as mu[ve nurody severu (Small Peoples of the Nonh), the collective 

Russian term for the aboriginal peoples.I6 The problems confronting the mdye nuroày in 

Khanty Mansiisk and throughout Russia are very similar to those facing aboriginal 

communities in North Amenca and other paris of the world. In Russia, however, the 

uncertainties of the politicai and economic transition have compounded problems such as 

domestic violence, unemployment, alwholism and the disappearance of the traditional 

lifestyle. Although the Soviet regime destroyed many aspects of traditional native 

culture, there is a certain amount of nostalgia arnong the aboriginal population for the 

stabiiity that existed during Soviet times. Now that this stability has disappeared, the 

aboriginal population has become extremely wary of market reforms. 

Since the majority of the aboriginal population lives in non-urban, resource 

pmducing areas, much of  its anger is directed at oil producen and other compnies 

involved in oil sector development. Native leaders such us Tat'iana Gogoleva, the 

President of the obug aboriginal association "Iugra Salvation7' and a deputy in the 

'' Inicrview. Khny MuisiiJir, May 1998. 
l6 lurü S o s i ~  " m u e  Imi - obshii dom mumen' won - a cornmon home)." Svoôodnab myl'. 
1 l/l9%, 95-104. 



Khanty Mansiisk Duma, have confionted the o h g  govemment and oil companies in 

three separate areas. These incl ude: ecologcal concems suc h as the impact of oi l sector 

development on native lands and the o h g ' s  ecosystem; economic relations with oil 

producers and the issue of monetary and matenal compensation for aboriginal 

communities and individuals in oil producing areas; and political representation and 

consultation on oi l sector legislation. 

In response to these concems, the o h g  govemment h u  tried to act as a mediator 

between the abonginal community and the oil producers. In 1998, for example, an 

international conference was held in Khanty Mansiisk, the okmg capital, on the 

indigenous peoples, oil and the law. This conference brought together academics, native 

leaders and representatives fiorn other regions and countries to discuss, among other 

issues, the question of improving relations between the aboriginal community and the oil 

companies. " 

The okrug Duma Cornmittee for the Small Peoples of the North has also worked 

closely with the Assembly for the Small Peoples of the North on finding solutions to the 

concems of the aboriginal community and its leaders. It is through this committee that 

the o h g  operates many of the progruns designed to help the aboriginal population deal 

with the problems of  the transition. The okmg govemment has also attempted to involve 

aboriginal leaders in the legislative prucess, both infomally by seeking their advice at the 

committee stages and, in a more formal manner, by providing the abonginal population 

with guaranteed repnsentation in the obug Dwna Whereas these measures do provide 

" Procccdings of the IntaMionai Conimna on uIndigauw Peopies, ûü and the Law". K h t y  Mansüsk, 
Russiui Fadcratio* Miireh 23-25, 1998. 



the abonginal community with a voice in okmg affain, many aboriginal leaden argue 

that this voice is still not as swong as it should be. For example. six seats in the okrug 

Durna are supposed to be reserved for aboriginal representatives. At present, however. 

rnemben of the aboriginal community hold only two of these seats. I R  

Some observea. especially those who support the unity of Tiurnen' oblast'. have 

accused the iargely Slavic (ethnic Russian and Ukrainian) indusmal-economic, financial 

and political elites in the okmg of supponing aboriginal rights as a means of bolstering 

the autonomy of the okrug and protecting their own political and economic interests. '' 
Given the econornic support that Tiurnen' propet receives fiom the oknig, it is equally 

plausible that elites in Tiumen' support the unity of the oblast' simply as a means of 

prese~ng their own economic position. Mile there is only lirnited evidence to suggest 

that officiais in the oblast' and o h g  governments support such views, these types of 

accusations have soured relations between the oblast' and okrug govemments in recent 

years. 

Kbanty Maasiisk's Relationship with Tiumen' Oblast' 

Many studies of Russian federalism focus on the stniggle between the federal and 

regional govemments over questions such as regional autonomy, taxation and subsidies. 

The case of Khanty Mansiisk highlights a different yet equally important feature of the 

complex and constantly evolving system of intergovemmental relations in the Russian 

Federation: interregional conflict. Unlike regions such as Tauustan, the main challenge 

lu Spudr Ubtannykh dcpiuiov Dumy Khuity-MMJUsûwo avtonomogo oknrga 
19 Op. Cit.. Sosin (1996). 



to the autonomy of the okmg does not come from the fedenil goverment, but rather 

from Khanty Mansiisk's "host region", Tiumen' oblast'. 

Khanty Mansiisk's legal position in relation to Tiumen' is confusing, to say the 

least. The fedenil constitution and the Federation Treaty provide the legal basis for the 

equality of al1 89 subjects of the federation, a figure ihat includes the 10 autonomous 

ukrugs. At the same time. these documents ais0 reinforce the inequality of some suh 'rkty 

in relation to others by stating that autonomous oknigs are located within their respective 

host regions. In the case of Khanty Mansiisk, this essentially means that the o h g  

occupies the ambiguous position of king both an autonomous, equal subject of the 

federation and a part of a larger territorial entityZ0 As one observer has noieâ, the result 

is *[i]ncredible confusion. Where the boundary of authority 1 ies, neither the constitution 

nor the Federation Treaty can give an honest answer."" Leal  experts in Moscow have 

even coined a new term for such regïons. They refer to Tiumen' oblast' as a slo=hno- 

.sostuvIennyt su& 'ekt fi Jerumi. Loose l y trans lated, this means "a corn plexl y structured 

subject of the federation."" 

The sheer number of conflicting documents that attempt to codi fy  the okrug 's 

le@ status nflects the complicated nature of Khanty Mansiisk's relations with Tiumen'. 

As noted above, neither the Russian constitution nor the Federation Treaty has 

sufficiently resolved the issue of the okrug's status. In many respects, these documents 

20 It wwld be comparable to N o r t h  Omrrio b c i q  considerd r scpantc province anâ, at the some tirne, a 
of Ontario. 

?um - d i~ tny i  CM aroiy (hgn - Ihc ~ d ~ m r y * ~  hrd ~ h q u ~ r  R r i i h ,  9110.19%. 4û-41. 
%id, 41. ~ancoffieiilrin~binty~uu~sk, ontheotherhanâ, hrvedoptd alas  fond approach to 
churctertong the oblut's politid sûttus. For awnple, on the dds of one Surgut oiEcial, an obsenm 
found a huge toy dragon with t h  hcads. "This is a mode! of Tiwnen' oblrst'," aplained the owmr. "one 
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have merely added to the legal confusion. The constitution States that as subjects of the 

federation, the oknigs are allowed to have their own charter, budget and system of 

executive, legislative and state power. This document, however, is very vague regarding 

relations between autonomous okrugs and their "host" regions. For the most pari, it 

avoids the controversy of defining this relationship. Article 66 (4) declares that "the 

relations of auionornous areas that form part of a tenitory or regiun may be govemed by 

federai law and a treaty between the bodies of state authority of the autonomous area and, 

respectively, the bodies of  state authority of the territory or region."T'3 The Federation 

Treaty, on the other hand, actually consists of three separate documents that create legl 

and political distinctions between the various sub 'ekrv, but Say little about relations 

between them." 

At the piesent time. the federai law referred to in the constitution on relations 

between autonomous okrugs and their host regions does not exist. There have been some 

attempts to pass such a law, but the process has been mired in controversy and conflict. 

One version of the draft law passed first reading in the State Duma on November 17, 

1995, after almost 1 I rnonths of discussion involving the Cornmittee for Federal Affaiîain 

and Regional Policy, various subjects of the federation and other State Duma 

cornmittees. This draft had ken  submitted by the Tiumen' oblast' Duma, a body that 

incldes a majority of representatives fiom the region's two oknigs. Suggested 

amendrnents to this drafl law numbered almost 150, of which the cornmittee approved 

over 100. Needless to say, the organs of state power of the Khanty Mansiisk and Yarnalo 

K o ~ i h O ~  Roriklui Fdaihii stat'ia 66 (4). 
24 Sepurate tmtics were signcd with the republics, the oôluts and krais, and the autonornous o h g s  and 
other territorid entities. 



Nenets autonornous okrugs recornmended many of these arnendments, especially those in 

the area of natural resources.'* 

Even afier undergoing considerable moditication, many oknigs. including Khanty 

Mansiisk. were still not happy with the draft. According to the Association for the 

Autonomous Oknigs of the Russian Federation (AAORF): "The rnembers of the 

[AAORF] are practically unanimous: they believe that this drafl law not only does not 

solve the existinp problems, but that it masks them in even tighter knots. We think that 

this Iaw is needed by those who want to exacerbate the situation and not stabilize it? 

Although the o h g s  genuinely opposed many of the provisions in this drafl law, it 

is likely that their opposition also stemmed fiom the fact that a govemmental body 

representing Tiumen' obiast' had proposed the draft. There have also k e n  suggestions 

that the drafi became caught up in the wider stniggle between the executive and 

legislature at the federal level. The Duma apparently passed the cîrafl becaw it 

contradicted the executive dominated constitution. Conversely, the okrug's rejection of 

the drafi was supported by President El'tsin and several other federal ministries." After 

finally king passed by the State Duma, the draft was sent to the Federation Council for 

further consideration. The Federation Council, however, was mble  to agree on the draA 

and in tum submitted it to a conciliatcwy commission for further modification. It ail1 

languishes, unpassed, in the federal parliament and the convoluted process of defining 

oblast'fokrug relations continues. 

* Fedednyi &on "Ob osaonltb ot1109hCnïl kmia iii oblasti s vldiodimkhimi v ikh v n ~ v  avtonomnymi 
okn~épmi. Rinirt G o m e n n o i  Dwnoi 13/06/1997. Also sec: V. Ul'iuwiv, "Eshcho odh shag na puti k 
mghsüu (Stiil one more 3tep on the to rgrecmcnt )," Tirrculrrir pnvdi, l6/lO/ 1996, 1 . 
16 *- avtonolllRykh h g o v  - pLt' let (The Associrtion of Autonomous O h g s  - 5 yars)," 
Nworti Imgri, 20/02/1997,2. 



In January 1997, the Govemors of Khanty Mansiisk, Yamalo Nenets and Tiumen' 

signed a treaty on economic, legal and socio-cultural c o ~ ~ e r a t i o n . ~ ~  In part, this 

agreement meets the objectives outlined in the federal constitution regarding 

okrug/oblast9 relations; it is important to remember, though, that it is only an agreement 

on cooperation and, as such, it has Iimited legal force. As we will see in the following 

chapter, its provisions on natural resources offer no firm guarantees that Tiumen' proper 

will continue to benefit fiom or have any conaol over resource production in the okrugii. 

Under populist govemor, Alexandr Filipenko, there has been a concerted attempt 

to increase Khanty Mansiisk's autonomy fiom Tiumen' proper. Filipenko does not 

object to Khanty Mansiisk king considered a part of Tiumen oblast', but he does oppose 

the idea of the oblast' king a single, unified entity with, for example, a single oblast' 

budget." At the same time, Filipenko is cautious about using the term -'autonomyW to 

refer to the oknig's attmpt to distance itself from Tiumen'. In the contentious world of 

Russian regional politics, autonorny has many different meanings. To okmg politicians, 

it signifies equality and an end to Tiumen' oblast's interference in okrug afiairs. In 

contnist, to politicians in Tiurnen' proper, autonomy means separation and the 

disintegration of the oblast'. Speaking on behalf of the okxug's political elite, Filipenko 

diplomatically States that "we aspire to conduct ourselves with suficient restraint 

- - 

27 "Budni ponnb<n (Evcrydry ocainarc)," Novosri Iigri, 2O/O4/19%, 3. 
*' Dogovor mczhûy gosuâarstvennoi vl.pli ïîuunairloi oôîasîi Khinty-Uwsiirkogo 
avtonomaogo okruga, Y&o-Nenetslcogo avtonomnogo drniga (Treaîy beiwecn the organs of state 
power of Tiumen' oblast ', Khanty Mansiisk autonomous okni& Yamaio N m s  autonomous oknig), 
W O  1 / 1 997. 

Evgmiia Niki* UEsh chasto ogîirdyvit'sh n a d ,  momodno i spothnit'h (if wc look back oflcn. we 
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because the word "autonomy" - today, it is, as has h o m e  clear, something that has 

negative co~otations."'~ 

Whereas Khanty Mansiisk's political elites have expressed their suppon for the 

autonomy of the oknig, opinion polls suggest tbat the general population may still have 

some reservations about it. Many of Khanty Mansiisk's inhabitants came to the o h g  

during the Soviet period and as such stiil comider themselves citizens of Tiumen' oblast' 

rather than citizens cf the okrug. Moreover, they feel that the autonomy issue distracts 

the govemment's attention from other, more important concems such as unemployment, 

living conditions, the wage payments cnsis and narcotics." Politicians in Tiumen' 

proper have used these concems to bolster their own claims for the unity of the oblast'. 

Officiais such as Tiurnen' Govemor Leonid Roketskii argue that okrug autonomy is 

something that "is needed only by arnbitious politicians who dream that the 

disintegration [of the oblast '1 will satisfy their private or corporate inter est^."^' 

In response to these accusations, many observers say that the Tiumen' 

administration's rationale for supporting the unity of the oblast' is to protect the 

economic interests of Tiumen' proper and the oblast' elites. Such an explanation is 

entirely plausible. Compared to Khanty Mansiisk and Yarnalo Nenets, Tiumen' proper 

has a greater per capita percentage of pensionen and unemployed pemns. FuRhermore, 

the large agricultural and industrial sectors of Tiumen' proper have suffered as a result of 

the b r d e r  economic crisis. Between 1993 and 1996, okrug officiais estimate that the 

JO Op. Ch., Rorriiiluir gama, 27/08/1996,6. 
3 1 Interview, Khanty Mansüsk May 1998. Khamy Mansüsk is apparently located on a maj~r Asia-Europe 
dnig W c l à n g  route. 
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Khanty Mansiisk contributed more than 2 trillion roubles to the oblast' economy. Oblast' 

politicians undentand that without this tinancial support. Tiumen' pmper would face 

considerable economic and financial hardship, a situation that could undermine their 

political positions. 

Even though the federal govemment has supported Roketskii and his attempts to 

preserve the unity of the oblast' in the pst. sorne observen have suggested that the 

federal commitment to the unity of the oblast' may eventually give way :O financial 

considerations. According to one source, it is possible that the federal govemment would 

gain more in the fom of revenues h m  two totally autonomous okrugs (Khanty Mansiisk 

and Yamaio Nenets) than it would lose in additional subsidies to a separate Tiumen' 

proper." If this is true, then Moscow's lack of direction on the question of the legal 

statu of autonomous oknigs could be a calcuiated effort to cause interregional conflict 

and the eventual dissolution of Tiumen' oblast' . 

Financial and politicai considerations, it seems, have influenced al1 sides in this 

debate. The oveniding importance of natural resources to the economies of both Khanty 

Mansiisk ami Tiumen' proper has aggravateci intemgional relations. The Tiumen' 

govemment argues that between the 1960s and 199 1, almost ail invernent in the oblast ' 

was directed at the development of the oil and gas cornplex, much of which is located in 

the oknigs. They contend that the oil sector and the citia that grew up around it were al1 

built with national and all-oblast' interests in mina not the nanow interests of the 

oknigs. Given the "sacrifices" that the oblast ' has made for the development of the 

'' John Wcbb. ''hgnak Râoemcfs Wm Moa Reghd  RussÜn EICiCtions, Poiiqg New Ch8ihge for 
Ydtsin," Caaibridp E q  Rcwrrcb Auociila: tkcbioa Brîef" March 1997.6. 



oknigs, many political elites in Tiumen' proper feel it is time for the okmgs to support 

the development of the southem part of the oblast' . As the debate over the 1995 Law on 

Production Sharing Agreements in chapter three revealed, this is a common attitude 

among oblasts and krais that now feel %ut off' fiom their wealthier o k r ~ ~ s . ~ ~  

Politicians in Khanty Mansiisk downplay accusations that they are intent on 

dismantling the oblast'. They rnerely want to secure the type of political and economic 

autonomy that will allow for the future developmeni of their okrug. Although Khanty 

Mansiisk has a great deal of econornic potential, as mentioned earlier, the okrug faces 

enonnous developmental challenges. Moreover. okmg elites are highly critical of the 

way in which "so-called development occurred in the past. Cornmenting on previous 

development strategies, Alexandr Filipenko paints a very different picture of the okrug's 

economic evolution during the Soviet pend: "from our land, 6 million tons of oil for the 

surn of 0.5 trillion dollars was literally taken. We were absolutely destitute. From our 

wealth, the local inhabitants received negative consequences in the form of al1 sorts of 

ecological calamities."" 

One of the ironies of this poiitical infighting between elites in the okmg and 

oblast' govemments is that many of these oficials worked together in Khanty Mansiisk 

during the Sonet period. In public, they often maintain that their relations throughout 

the pst-Soviet period have remained cordial and cooperative. It is apparent, though, that 

the continuhg problems swounding the legal position of the oknig in relation to the 

" SUlllir d m a u  werc apresseâ by r e p ~ t n f e s  h m  Archuigdsk oMia' in dation to the Naru 
autonomous okru~. 
" Op. Cit., &rd& 41. 



oblast' and the division of revenues fiom resource wealth have strained these relations 

and contributed to the political rhetoric between oknig and oblast' oficiais. 

Dunng the past several years. two issues in particular have dogged relations 

between the oblast- and the two okrugs: the adoption of the Tiumen' oblast ' charter in 

June 1995: and the elections for the govemor of Tiumen' oblast' in Decemkr 1996. The 

contlict between the oblast' and the okrugs initialliy flared up as a result of a nurnber of 

highly controversial provisions outlined in the Tiwnen' charter, the oblast 's version of a 

constitution. In a very clearly worded challenge to the legitimacy of this charter, E. 

Kerpel'man, the Deputy Speaker of the Khanty Mansiisk Duma stated: "the oknig dumas 

do not agee with many of the articles in this charter, in so far as they perceivc them as an 

encroachment on the rights and interests of the population of the autonomous okrugs and 

their organs of state po~er."'~ Cntics argue that the charter considers the okmg to be a 

part of the oblast' and thus challenges the okrugs legal status as an autonomous and 

equal subject of the federation." Particular opposition has been directed at articles that 

challenge the budgetary independence of the okmgs. As the next chapter will 

demonstrate, the charter has also created controversy by out1 ining a role for the oblasto 

govemment in the regulation of the resource sector in the o k r ~ ~ s . ~ '  

in addition to the furor over the oblast' charter, the question of okmg 

participation in the oblast7s gubernatorial elections has also strained oblastT-okmg 

36 "Ne ispol'zuite liudei kak material dlia politiki (Don't use people as fodder for politics)," Novosti tugri, 
13/03 1997, 2. 
37 Konstantin Katanian, "Ravnopravy li sub'ekty fedetatsii (Do the subjects o f  the federation have equal 
status)," Nezavisimrir gazeta, l9/O6/ 19%. 2- 
38 In its examination of the Tiumcri' oblast' charter. the Russian constitutional court decided that al1 the 
subjccts of the federation arc eqiul, evcn ifone is iocatcd within another. The court ~ l e d  that the Tiumen' 
charter violateci this principle and, therefore, should be changeci. Ibid., 2. 



relations. One press report even compared the impact that this issue had in tenns of 

"reshaping the administrative and political map of Russia" to that of the Chechen War or 

Tatarstani dernands for autonomy." The problem initial ly arose when the two okrugs 

refused to participate in the 1996 elections for the Govemor of Tiumen' oblast'. At the 

iime, many regions were holding their first pst-Soviet, democratic, gubematorial 

elections. Previousiy, Presibnt El'tsin had appoinied the govemors of many Russian 

- - regions including Tiumen', Khanty Mansiisk and Yamalo Nenets. 

The administrations of both Khanty Mansiisk and Yamalo Nenets felt thot the 

involvement of the okrug populations in the elections could serve to legitimize and 

extend the authority of the oblast' govemor over the oknigs. In the opinion of Alexandr 

Filipenko: "the election of the govemor of the oblast' on the temhory of the okrug could 

either be the basis for political blackmail or for closer, mutually beneficiai 

~ooperation.'~ Either way, the governrnents of both okrugs felt that their participation 

in the election would jeopardire the status of the okrugs as equal and autonomous 

subjects of the federation. In a terse waming to the Tiurnen' oblast' administration, 

Filipenko added that even if the elections did involve the okrug, the newly elected 

Tiumen' govemor may find that his position in the okmg is a post without any rights." 

Originally, al1 three regions were supposed to hold their elections on different 

&YS. Ln an attempt to ensure equal levels of voter participation throughout the whole 

oblast', President El'tsin issued a decree stating that the elections mut be held on the 

39 Ru~tam Ariâlhuiov and !kgci Chugrcv, "Tiumcnslai pcradtl (Tiumen' rcmodci'mg)," Izvestiir. 
08/10/1996, 2. 
'O Leonid Kostykv, "A Füipnko ddit' Rouiai ne nmcrrn (A Ftüpcnko d o a  not U r d  to rhrr wiîb 
Russia)," Tiumemsluia prrvdri, W 1 O/ 1 996, 1 . 
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sarne day." In response to the decree, the Tiurnen' oblast' Duma switched the date of 

the oblast' election from December 22nd to October 27th' the same day as the Khanty 

Mansiisk gubematorial election.') Tiumen' and Moscow hoped that this would also 

convince Yamalo Nenets to change its election date from October 13th to ûctober 27th. 

This did not happen. In fact, the newly elected Govemor of Yamalo Nenets, luni 

Neelov, argued that since there is no provision in Russian iaw for electing the govemor 

of one region in the temitory of another, the T.umen' gubematorial elections would not 

take place in his oknig until a power shanng agreement had been signed between the 

oblast' and the o h g .  Khanty Mansiisk made similar demands. When President 

El'tsin's First Deputy Chief of Staff, Aiexsandr Kazakov failed to resolve the situation, 

El'tsin was forced to postpone the Tiurnen' election until ~ecember." 

As scheduled, Khanty Mansiisk held its election on October 27th and for a time, it 

looked as if neither okrug would participate in the rescheduled Tiumen' election. Only 

considerable federal pressure and the continued diplomacy of Alexandr Kazakov and 

Rem Viakhirev, the head of the massive Russian resource conglomerate Gazprom. 

eventually convinced both oknigs to cornp~~.''~ This episode demonstrates the compiex 

and politically charged nature of the relationship between Khanty Mansiisk and Tiumen' 

proper. Moreover, it provides a good indication of the political aspirations of the oknigs 

and the lengths they will go to preserve their autonomy. 

Despite Khanty Mansiisk's aspirations for autonomy over political processes such 

as the gubernatorial elections, both Khanty Mansiisk and Yarnalo Mets d l  send 



deputies to the Tiumen' oblast' Duma. In fiict, deputies from the okrugs actually 

command a majority in the oblast' Duma. This effectively places considerable control 

over the legslative politics of Tiumen' proper in the han& of the okmgs (or their 

representatives). Strangely enough, the okrug oficials to whom 1 spoke did not seem to 

think that this situation in any way jeopardized the autonomy of  Tiumen' oblast' or the 

ukruys. This feature of  the political system in Tiumen' oblast' actualiy receivrd very 

little attention, prior to, during and after the electoral conflict. 

Future Directions in 0blast'N)krug Relations 

The experiences of other regions in the area of oblast'/oknig relations provide 

some useful lessons for Khanty Mansiisk and Tiumen'. Thus far a number s1ozhnc~- 

.~ostuvlennyi suh 'ekty federatssii, including Irkutsk oblast' and the Usf-ûrdynskii 

Buriatskii autonomous okrug, and Perm oblast' and the Komi-Penn autonomous oknig, 

have signed trilateral treaties with the federal govemment." Supporters have hailed 

these agreements as an important step in the evolution of okrug-oblast'/krai relations. 

While this may be ûue, a brief swey  of the agreements reveals that they focus pnmarily 

on centre-periphery relations and in doiiig so avoid some of difficult decisions regarding 

the relationship between autonomous okmgs and their host regions. 

In the main treaty between Irkutsk oblast', the Ust'Odynskii Buriatskii 

autonomous okrug and the Russian Federation, the representatives of all three 



governments are signatories." The signatories of the side agreements, however, include 

only the representatives of the federal govemment and the oblast' ; this despite the fact 

that the agreements clearly make refennce to the o h g  and its inclusion in the temtory 

of the oblast '. Given the level of autonomy demanded by Khanty Mansiisk. it 1s unlikely 

that such a treaty could provide a mode1 for Tiumen oblast'. 

'The treaty between Perm oblast' and the Komi-Penn autonomous okmg follows a 

similar pattern as the Irkutsk t~laty, with the representatives of al1 three govemments 

included in the list of signatories. But unlike the Irkutsk treaty, it contains no side 

agreements. With regard to clarifjing the relationship between the oblast' and o h g ,  

article 15 of the treaty States: 

Reiations of the obtast' and the autonomous o h g  are determinecl by the existing treaty, 
in addition to [otherj agreements and also a traty and agrumcnts on mutuai relations bctwecn 
the organs of state power of Perm oblast' and the organs of state power of t he Komi- Perm 
autonomow okrug in accordance with part 4, article 66 of the constitution of the Russian 
~ederation.'~ 

The treaty itsel f provides little guidance on the matter of oblast'-okrug relations, focusing 

mainly on the division of powea and responsibilities between the federai govemment 

and the region as a whole rather than a specific division of powers between the oblast' 

and the okmg. It is doubtful, therefore, whether such a treaty would help to clarify the 

interregional relationship between Khanty Mansiisk and Tiumen'. 

47 Dogovor "O -CM pruîmetov vsdeniu i pohmochu muMu orgar~Û gosudustv~~~)i v lu t i  
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Ordynsko80 Bwirtslrogo avtonomnogo chu-" M e  27/O5/ 19%. 
II Dogovor 'O -chenu pedmetov vedenüa i poinomochii mahdu orguumi gosudustvmi vlasti 
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Kbanty Mansiisk's Relationship with the Federal Covernment 

Given the enormous resource wealth in Khanty Mansiisk, the history of resource 

exploitation in the region and the fact that the okmg i s  a net contributor to the federal 

budget, it is unusual that the okrug govemment is content to maintain its cunent political 

status within the federation. Afler all, other regions, with far Iess wealth, have demanded 

changes in both their relationships with the federal govemment and their status in 

relation to other regions. Perhaps the most prominent examples are Tatarstan's 

successful attempt to redefine its relations with Moscow on the basis of a bilateral treaty 

and Sverdlovsk oblast's unsuccessful attempt to have its status upgraded to that of a 

republic."9 Demands such as these have placed a considerable amount of pressure on the 

fhgi le bonds t hat hold t hi s asymmetrical fedenition toget her. 

In addition to demanding changes in political status, many regions have 

challenged the federal govenunent's role as principal lawrnaker by adopting laws that 

contradict federal legislati~n.~~ Even in areas of concurrent jurisdiction, such as natural 

resources, the Russian constitution clearly Nites that regional laws are not supposed to 

conuadict federal leg~slation.~' Article 26 of the Law on Production Sharing Agreements 

says that the regional legislative and executive organs of state power have a three month 

pend in which to adapt their normative, legal acts in accordance to its provisions. 

Nevertheless, this has not stopped regions such as Tatarstan fiom adoping legislation on 

49 luaa H* uMorow's B ü u d  TBiUa Md to the Conftsion." T n d t h ,  20/09/1996.39-43. 
Also sec: Gerald M. Easter, "Redefmhg Centn-Regional Relations in the Russian Fcdcration: Sverdlovsk 
Oblut '," Errophim Stmlki, 4914, Junc 1997,6 1 7-63s. 
so One ment report ùdKucd Iht the fCdaJ Wsüy of Justice esnmitcd t h  ôetween one-third and one- 
hlfof ril m@od h m  wem uncanstianid. &: Niun Shklyu, "Russiui Regions 1998: Ycar in Renew. 
Economic Crisis Stren@hciw Govenw,~~," IEWS RU#Ui kghmrl Report. 04/01/1999 
" Kmtitrbih Rudiikai Fedtnb& sut'h 76 (5). 



production shanng that conflicts with the federal Law on PSAs. One of the main 

challenges facing Russia at this point in its pst-Soviet transition, therefore, is the task of 

hannonizing federal and regional legislation. 

It has been argued that resource wealthy regions have the greatest interest in 

declaring economic sovereignty from the federal govemment, ptimarily by asserting 

convoi over their natural resource wealth." While some regtons have issued such 

declarations in an atternpt to wrestle control over their natural resource wealth away from 

the federal govemment, it seems that different concems motivate the political aspirations 

of other regions in this policy area. Despite the fact that Khanty Mansiisk is one of the 

richest resource regions in the Russian Federation, the okrug's fight for greater autonomy 

has been directed more at Tiumen' oblast' than at Moscow. As Serge; Sobianin, the head 

of the o h g  Duma, indicated: "[we] never said that we wish to declare ounelves a 

republic, to separate, to receive more than other subjects of the federation. On the 

conmiry, we always confirmed that we unquestioningly subordinate ourselves to the 

constitution of the Rwian Federation and her la~s." '~ As the next chapter will 

demonstrate, the Khanty Mansiisk government, unlike many other resource producing 

regions in the Russian Federation, has piaced added emphasis on cwperation with the 

federal govemment in areas such as the hannonization of resource legislation and the 

practical management of the resource sector. 

Khanty Mansiisk's problematic relationship with Tiumen' proper and the whole 

question of the ohg ' s  political position in relation to Tiumen' oblast' are the main 

" G d  W. Lapidus anâ E d d  W. Waikcr. "Npionrlism, Regiodim, and Faknliai: Ccnter-Paiphsy 
Rc&uioiis in Post-Corrrm~lnist Rush"  in Giil W. Lapidus (al), Tôe New Russir= TrorMcd 
Trusforutba (Boulder W d e w  ncsS, 1999, 105. 



reasons why the o h g  is anxious to maintain good political, economic and constitutional 

relations with the federal govemment. The Russian constitution &uarantees the okrug's 

constitutional status. As such, the govemment of Khanty Mansiisk adheres faithfully to 

its provisions. In the pst, okrug-Moscow relations were always a part of the larger 

Moscow-Tiumen' oblast' relationship. Since the Soviet collapse, however, Filipenko has 

med to distance the oknig from Tiumen' oblast' by conducting direct relations with 

Moscow. His position as a member of the Federation Council, for exaniple, has helped 

to strengthen the okrug's direct ties with the federal govemment. 

Another way in which many regions interact with the federal government has 

been through the presidential representatives - the appointed representatives of the 

federal govemment in the regions." Presidential representatives are often characterized 

in a negative light as "agents of the centre". In some respects, such a charactenzation is 

correct. The representatives are supposed to act as the "eyes and ears" of the President in 

the regions. And while it has been argued that they have linle actual power (ofien as a 

result of the actions of wary regional govemments), they are responsibie for keeping the 

President infomed about the political situation in the regions. In addition to monitoring 

legislative activity and Qing to ensure that regional laws compiy with their federal 

counterparts, presidential representatives act as federai ombudsmen or the "public face" 

of the federal govemment in the regions. 

In contrast to many other regions, the current presidential representative in 

Khanty Mansiisk, Vladimir Kurikov, has actually helped the development of relations 

s3 Op. Cit.. Sqdii. 20/10/1995. 5. 
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between the oknig and the federal govemment. As a former deputy head of the okrug 

administration, Kurikov enjoys g d  relations with Filipenko, other memben of the 

okrug executive and the legislative branch. Kurikov's office is in the main 

administration building in Khanty Mansiisk, just d o m  the hall from the offices of 

Filipenko and other key memben of the oknig administration. He is well suited, both 

politically and in tems of location, to his role as mediator or rniddleman between the 

regmal and federal govemments; a fact that is reflected in the cordial and cooperative 

relations that cunently exist between the okrug and the federal government. 

Kbanty Maasiisk's Relations with Other Regiow 

Khanty Mansiisk interacts with other regions in the federation through a variety of 

institutions and associations. Like all the subjects of the federation, the o h g  has two 

representatives in the Federation Council. At present, these are Alexandr Filipenko and 

Sergei Sobianin. Their presence in Moscow on a regular basis does much to enhance the 

profile of the oknig and promote interregional cooperation and interaction between 

Khanty Mansiisk and the other members of the federation. Generally speaking, both 

Filipenko and Sobia~n play an active part in the Council sessions and committee 

meetings. 

The o h g  is also a mem ber of several interiegional associations. Mem bership in 

some of these associations is politicaliy based. That is to say, the association in question 

is comprised of regions with similar political status. Membenhip in other associations is 

baseâ more on aonomic or geographical criteria An example of the first type of 

regional association is the Association of Automous Ohgs of the Russian Fedemtion 



(AAORF). Khanty Mansiisk and Yarnalo Nenets played a leading role an the creation of 

the AAORF. In fact, Sergei Sobianin was the head of this association for a period dunng 

the mid- IWOs. 

Some of the AAORF's primary goals are the coordination of okrug activities in 

areas such as socio-economic programs, the defence of native interests and the promotion 

and support of legislaiive initiatives conceming issues affecting the okrugs at the federal 

level. Although each okrug will usually respond to a panicular initiative or drafi law 

individually rather than collectively through the AAORF, they will also be discussed 

during the meetings of the association. 

In the words of Sobianin, the AAORF is "sufficiently Iegitimized by a presidential 

decree and a federal resoluti~n."~~ Sobianin commented in one interview that he knew of 

no other interregional association that has such a collection of "legitimizing 

documents".56 The association has 10 memben (al1 the autonomous okrugs in the 

federation) and it seems that most, if not dl, have experienced problems and conflicts 

with their host regions. The association, in conjunction with the federal govemment and 

the krais and oblasts in question, have ammpted to addreu these problems in a variety of 

ways and with varyng degrees of success. For example, the AAORF was instrumental in 

the creation of a roundtable on okrug/oblast'/krai relations in the Federation Council. 

The association members have also pushed for clearer legal recognition of their 

-tus both within the federation and in relation to the oblasts and krais in which they are 

located. As noted above, a number of legislative initiatives have attempteà to codify 

" Op. ci W m t  (2011 O/ 1995). S. 
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tbese relationships. These include the draA federal law on relations between autonornous 

okrugs and the krak and oblasts in which they are located and the various agreements 

that have been signed between individual okrugs and krais/oblasts. The Khanty 

Mansiisk-Yamalo Nenets-Tiumen' treaty on cooperation outlined in greater detail in the 

following chapter is an exarnpie of such an interregional agreement. 

Khanty Mansiisk's mrmkrship in othrr regional associations is based more on 

the okrug's geographical and economic links with neighbouring Siberian regions. The 

primary objective of interregionai associations such as "Arctic Cooperation", a group of 

northem resource regions, and the more powerful ''Sibenan Agreement" is to promote 

the wider interests of Siberia in relations with the federal goverment. The Siberian 

Agreement was established in November 1990 in response to the economic failure and 

political instability caused by Gorbachev's refonn program. Under these conditions, the 

founding members felt: 

that the best way to secure Sibman intetests was to create an inter-regional 
organisationai iûucture which could &ect politicai kbbying of the centre in 
a coordinatcd and p o d l  fashion and thmby ewc the painfiil rcgionalisation 
of reforrn and the transition to the market. In partidur, the Sibcrian Iders 
h e d  to win a much h i p  s b  of the walth gencrated h Sikrian naturai 
resourccs for local use. 

Khanty Mansiisk, dong with Timen' oblast' and a number of other prominent regions 

from Eastern and Western Siberia, the Altai and the Urals regions belong to this 

association. It therefore acts as an important mechanism for cooperation between the 

oknig and the oblast' in their relations with Moscow. 



Conclusions 

This chapter has provided the general institutional context underlying matreshka 

federalism and the problematic relationship between the Khanty Mansiisk autonomous 

okmg and Tiumen' oblast' in the post-Soviet period. Matreshka federalism, a term that 

refers to the unique federal phenornenon of regions within regions, is yet another 

rxample of how institutional confusion has had an impact on the polit~cs of post-Soviet 

Russia. As the case of Khanty Mansiisk ani Tiumen' clearly demonstrates, the legal 

am biguities that underlie the relationship between autonomous okrugs and their host 

regions have provided the bais for interregional conflicts that could threaten the 

political and economic stability of the federation. Until the institutional hmework 

underpinning this relationship is clarified and solidified it is likely that the two regions 

will continue to battle for political authority; a disconccrting thought gven the economic 

importance of the region to the Russian Federation. 

The next chapter will explore many of these issues in greater detail by examining 

the politics of intergovernmental and interregional relations in Khanty Mansiisk's oil 

sector. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, oil politics in the okmg have followed 

many of the trends dixussed in this chapter. On the one hand, there has been a concerted 

attempt by the Khanty Mansiisk administration to enhance the o h g ' s  control over the 

lucrative oil resources located in the region. Part of this strategy involves minimizing 

Tiumen' oblast's control over and involvement in the oknig's oil sector. On the other 

h â ,  the o h g ' s  reaction to the issue of production sharing and its own legislative 

-- -- 
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initiatives on natural resource use suggest that the KIianty Mansiisk administration, 

unlike many other regional govemments, supports the idea of federal-regional iegislative 

hannonization and cooperation in the management of natural resources. 



Chapter Eight 

Oil Politics and the Production Sharing Deôate in Khanty Mansiisk 

Many accounts of the econornic and political transition in post-Soviet Russia have 

focused on the negative impact that the reform process has had on the health of the 

national economy. But it is also important to remember that the problems associated 

with the economic refonn process have placed tremendous pressure on governments at 

the regional and locai levels. In fact. one could argue that the success of the country's 

reform program depends on the ability of the regional govemments to cope with the 

harsh economic realities of the transition period. 

Past experience has demonstrated that economic and financial instability at the 

regional level oflen triggen intergovermental conflicts that threaten the political uni- 

and stability of the federation. The federal govemment's inability to cushion the impact 

of the economic transition at the regional level has prompted sorne regions to declare 

economic sovereignty and even withhold tax payments to the federal budget. Economic 

disprities between regons have contributed to interregional tensions and increased 

pressure on the federal govemment from poorer regions to strengthen efforts at 

equalization and redistribution. These types of issues have in tum ignited an intense 

debte over the fûture of the federation. Periodically, certain politicians renew their cails 

for the replacement of the present mode!, which is asymmetrical and includes both 



ethnically based and non-ethnically based subjects of the federation, with a system of 

equal, non-ethnically based regions. Although such a plan has been dismissed as 

impractical and impossible, the fact that it continues reach the political agenda is proof 

that the structure of the federation is by no means cast in stone. 

The preceding chapter discussed some of the general political and economic 

circumstances that underpi n interregional disputes between autonomous oknigs and the 

oblasts and krais in which they are located. The Soviet collapse had a dramatic ef!èct on 

the relationship between okrugs and their "host" regions. In many cases, the economic 

wealth and potential of the okrugs far surpasses that of the host regions. During the 

Soviet period, this situation did not pose a huge problem because the economic wealth 

from the oknigs was redirected through the central govemment back to the host region or 

directly from the okrug to the host region in question. The govemments of the host 

regions also had significant political and legal authority over the oknigs that allowed 

them to benefit from such economic activities as the exploitation of natural resources in 

the okrug. 

In the pst-Soviet period, however, financial subsidies from the federal 

govemment have decreased considerably. Richet oknigs still make significant 

contributions to the federal budget, but the federal govemment redirects less money back 

to the host regions. Moreover, increases in o h g  autonomy (especially political and 

budgetary autonomy) have transformed the relationship between the o h g s  and their host 

regions. With their newly established statu as equal subjects of the federation, oknigs 

have become more politically and economically (financially) introveiied. In other words, 



they are more likely to be concemed with their own economic developrnent than the 

economic problems of the oblast ' or krai in which they are locared. 

One of the main causes of interregonal conflict within Tiumen' oblast' is the 

dispute between the Tiumen' oblast' administration and the govemmrnts of Khan-, 

Mansiisk and Yamalo Nenets over the resource wealth in the oknigs. Officiais in 

I'iurnrn ' believe that thcse resources belong to the whole oblast ' rather than just the 

okrug where th;y are produced. They argue that during the Soviet period. people from 

al1 over the oblast' contnbuted to the development of the oil industry in Khanty 

Mansiisk. The okrug, therefore, should continue to divide the fiuits of this industry 

equally among the various pans of the oblast'. Although Tiumen' proper does receive 

some of the revenues from the sale of o h g  oil, the oblast' government is afraid that 

these may decrease over time as the okmg seeks to rxpnd  its political and economic 

autonomy . 

With these issues and problems in mind, pan one of this chapter will explore the 

development of the Western Siberian oil sector in the Soviet and pst-Soviet periods and 

the ways in which oii politics has contributed to interregional tensions between Tiumen' 

and Khanty Mansiisk. Part two will examine the issue of production sharing. This 

section will focus in panicular on the reasons behind the oknig administration's attempts 

to hannonize its legislation on production sharing with the federal production sharing 

system and its continuing efforts to prevent Tiumen' oblast' from interfering in the 

management of the oknig's oil sector. 



Tbe Western Siberian Oil Sector During tbe Soviet Period 

Oil production in Western Siberia, a region commonly referred to as the Soviet 

oil sector's "third generation", began in the mid to late 1960s and was based primarily on 

the development of the Samotlor oil field in Khanty Mansiisk.' The field was discovered 

in 1965 and commercial development of its estimated 3 billion tons (2 1.9 billion banels) 

of cnide oil reserves began in 1969. At the tirne, it was Russia's largesi known oii fieid 

and one of the 10 largest oil fields in the world. Since 1969, Samotl~r has yielded over 2 

biilion tons of oil. The vast majority of this oil was exported and sold for approxirnately 

USâ2ûû billion; money that was used by the Soviet authorities to purchase the food and 

consumer goods that helped to shore up the Soviet regime until its collapse in 199 1. 

In spite of the massive size of the reserves at Samotlor and other fields in this 

region, oil production in Western Siberia started to decline more rapidly than expected in 

the fint half of the 1970s. Technically speaking, this decline was largely the result of the 

particular methods of oil extraction used by the Soviets. In order to maximize output, 

Soviet oilrnen flooded wells with water at a very early stage in a field's development. a 

recovery methoâ often frowned upon in the West because of the damage it causes to 

wells. While there are measures that can be taken to minimize the damage fiom 

flooding, it seems that the Soviets were more concemed with reaching output targets set 

by the central planners than preserving the geological structure of the oi 1 reservoin in 

question. In most cases, Soviet oilmen simply abandoned individual wells when the 

water content exceeded the content of oil. This practice had both short-terni and long- 

' Thc 6m ud second genmtions of Soviet oii production wmc loa<ed in BWAzcrbaidzhan ud the 
Volga-Urals region, rcspectively. 



term consequences for the Westem Siberian oil industry. In the short term, production 

fell as the nurnber of viable oil wells decreased. In the longer tem, the damage caused 

by water flooding and well abandonment has complicated the redevelopment of Westem 

Siberian oil fields in the pst-Soviet period. 

In response to this decline, Leonid Brezhnev, the Soviet leader at the time, 

instituted a cnsis program designed to bolster output. The importance of the Western 

Siterian oil industry to the Soviet govemment was reflected in the fact that by the 

beginning of the 1980s this program had become an enormous Siberian energy offensive 

that "'threatened to monoplize most of the growth in Soviet industrial investment."' In 

fact, energy spending, including funds allocated for the Siberian oil sector, absorbed 

nearly 90% of the 44 billion roubles that had been set aside for industrial development. 

As a result, other industrial sectors in the Soviet economy were lefl with stagnant 

investment budgets3 In the latter part of the Brezhnev era, therefore, Soviet economic 

policy was dominated by two secton: fuel and energy, and the military-industnal 

c ~ r n ~ l e x . ~  This imbalance not only cnppled the process of economic development in 

other sectors of the economy such as the civilian machinery sector. It also set in motion 

some of the economic abnonnalities that would contribute to the downfall of the Soviet 

Union a decade later. 

Some scholars have argued that the fuel and energy complex had less influence 

than other key sectors of the economy (Le.: the military-industrial and agrarian 

complexes) over the policy making process in the late Soviet pend and the early pst- 

'ïhuw Gwtofson, Crkb A i U  ?leme: Tbe W h  .IS.viet Ewgy Unâer Brtzbicv r d  Grhcbev 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1989). 36. 
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Soviet period.5 This brief overview of Soviet investment policy during the 1970s and 

1980s, however, suggests that the fuel and energy complex was one of the priorities of 

successive Soviet govemments. As one observer suggested in the late 1980s: "Soviet 

industrial policy has been energy policy, and that remains just as mie for Gorbachev, so 

f q  as for his predecessors.'" 

While the prionties and influence or the central govemment were cirar, to what 

extent did the authorities in the Soviet Union's oil prwucing regions have a say over the 

direction and scope of oil sector policies? In examining the case of Khanty Mansiisk. the 

Soviet Union's largest and most profitable oil producing region in the 1970s and 1980s. it 

seems that the regional governments concemed had considerably less input into the 

policy making process than they have in the post-Soviet period. This was especially mie 

of the okrug govemment. Local authority over matten conceming the oil sector was 

generally considered decorative or symbolic in character. "Real power over the flow of 

oil and gas," it has been argwd, "was located in Moscow and, to wme extent, in 

Tiumen'. Nothing fell to the lot of Khanty Mansiisk and ~alekhard."' 

There is evidence to suggest, however, that the Tiumen' oblast' authonties may 

have had some influence over Brezhnev's decision to initiate the oil campaign in the late 

1970s. At this time, the development of Siberia and the North was a very important goal 

of centrai govenunent as well as the powefil  Sibenan academic lobby and, of course, 

the regional authorities. Conseqwntly, al1 three viewed the development of the oil sector 

' Ibid., 41. 
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as a means to "civiiize*' and modernize ~iberia.' In 1977, prior to and during the initial 

phases of the energy campaign, officiais in Tiumen' lobbied the central govemment for 

greater investment in Western Siberian oil. Moreover, once the campaign was fully 

underway, scientists and economists in Tiumen' oblast' and other regions in Siberia 

began campaigning to change Moscow's policies through submissions to Gosplan and a 

series of popuiar books on the subject of oii deveiopment in ~iberia.' The imponant role 

played by the regional govemment and the memben of the academic community based 

in Timen' oblast' panially explains the position of the present oblast' govemment on 

the questions of oblast' unity and oblast' involvement in the control and regdation of the 

oil sector in Khanty Mansiisk. 

The Developmeat of the Western Siberian Oil Sector in the Poat-Soviet Period 

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, the Russian oil sector has undergone some 

radical changes. Privatization, deregdation and decentralization have al1 affected the 

monolithic organizational structure inherited from the Soviet Union. Chapter two 

discussed the ways in which these changes have influenced the general parameters of the 

oil industry. This section will concentnite to a greater extent on the question of how 

structural refonns have affected oil-producing regions such as Khanty Mansiisk. 

Throughout much of the Soviet period, the local administration of the oil industry 

was under the control of the state in the fomi of the central oil and gas minimies. In 

retum for this dominance, the oil sector provided for the social and economic ne& of 

7 SC@ Kokhin, "Sotd'niL ueni h m m k o i  nRi (The socid pnke of Tiuimm' oil)," Nd' i k a p u  
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the population in oil-producing regions. As a result of the quasi-privatization and 

decentralization of Russia's oil industry in the pst-Soviet period, regional 

administrations in oil-producing regions have acquired more autonorny over their 

resources. While many regions recognize this increased autonomy as a positive 

development, there are also some negative consequences associated with the changes. 

The financial predicament of the tederal goverment has severel y curtailed i ts traditional 

role as a supplier of social and economic goods in the regions. Moreover, the quasi- 

privatized fimis that have taken on some of the responsibilities for managing the oil 

sector have found that the need to be profitable limits their ability to provide for the 

social needs of the population, or even for their respective workforces. 

Over the pst few years, domestic oil companies such as LUKoil, YUKOS and 

Gazprom have piayed an increasingly important role in the political life of the oil- 

producing regions. Regions like Khanty Mansiisk, for example, have even k e n  

described as %bal seats" of these large energy conglomerates. Even though many 

regions have acquired a greater degree of autonomy in relation to Moscow. it is important 

to bear in mind that the ernerging fuel and energy complex and the "ail generals" who 

control this complex have placed new lirnits on this autonomy.1° 

The majority of these oil generals support the political status quo that underpins 

unity of Tiumen' oblpst'. At the same time, they also realize that the organizational and 

regdatory structure of the oil sector has changed drarnatically. Most decisions regarding 

the &y-to-day affain and operations of the oil sector are now made in the okrug, not in 

9 Op. Cit., Gusmfbn ( 1989). 49. 
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Tiumen' or in Moscow. ' l  As such, the generals have taken steps to solidi- and enhance 

their position within the politicai structure of the okmg. For instance, both local and 

nationally based oil companies seem to be very well represented in the Khanty Mansiisk 

Duma. Out of a total of 33 deputies. 1 O have direct links to the oil industry. The 

majori ty of these representatives are genenil directon or presidents of local oil 

companies. !' 

Okrug officiais insist that most oil companies workiny in Khanty Mansiisk 

support the okrug guvemment and its attempts to create a legislative framework for the 

oil sector. Nevertheless, relations between the oii companies and the o h g  govemment 

are not without conflict. Some regional politicians are critical of the fact that many of 

the oil companies that used to be registered in the oknig have now become pans of larger 

concems that are registered in Moscow. Since companies pay rnost of their taxes to the 

region in which they are registered, the result is that Khanty Mansiisk receives less tau 

revenue from oil producers in the okrug." 

The recent deciine in production and investment has had a dramatic impact on the 

toms and cities that grew up dunng the oil boom of the late 1960s. This is especially 

true in places such as Nizhnevartovsk, a one-industry city in Khanty Mansiisk that is 

dependent on the redevelopment of the Samotlor oil field for its very survival. '" The 

problems of cities l i  ke Nizhnevartovsk affect not only the economic heal th of the oknig, 

but also the flow of tax revenue to the federal budget. Even in 1994, pnor to the national 

I I  lurii Morozov. "1 chta zhe dal'she? (And what now?)", Tiumensluir pmvdr. 291  0/1996, 1 .  
'' Spisok izbrannykh deputittov Dumy Khanty-Mshaiskogo avtonomnogo okniga, 19%. 
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debate over production sharing, obseivers of the regional oïl sector articulated the need 

for investment: 

It is time for relations between the federal organs of power, the parliament, the governent 
and the Prtsident and the Northcm tmitories to takc shape. What wiii happen with the North, 
its potential and infiastructure? îhe Russian economy. yes and al1 Russia. its happiness is 
hardly worthwhile without the North. Stimulahg an incrcasc in production must becorne an 
dl-national problem. The solution to the problem, it seems to me, is in additional financing 
and attracting invniment. ' 

Okrug Legislatioo on Regulatiog Resource Use 

In order to respond to the challenges of attracting investrnent. regulating the 

exploitation of natural resources and managing the complex set of relationships between 

the federal and regional governments, oil producen, the aboriginal community and the 

local population, the okmg govemment has constructed a regulatory system for natural 

resource use. The centrepiece of the system is the oknig law "On natural resource use": 

however, its legislative base consists of appioximately 70 laws, remlutions and 

agreements, including concurrent resolutions between the okmg and federal ministnes 

and depamnents. This regulatory system was created over a p e r d  of three years ( 1 993- 

1996) and is modeled in part on the Energy Resouices Conservation Board, a system 

used in Alberta, a Canadian oil-producing province, since the 1930s. 

The legacy of previous attempts to exploit and produce the oknig's natural 

resource wealth provided the rationale for a new system of resource regulation. As noted 

14 Olga Mulova, "Prodrkrhin Shering po Wi (Roduction Jhuing in Russian)" Nworti I w g t i ,  
04/02/1997,2; and "RoMcmr Samotlora (The problcm of Sum,tJor)," Nwonti Irsi, 12/04/lW'7. 1 
1 s T. Golubtsova, "Khmty Muisiislr - ne Kuwrit, no zdu' fonniniemsia %Wh valiutnogo rcscm stm 
(Khanty Mansiisic is not Kuwait. but 8ü!! of the country's hard currcncy rtservcs are hem)," Nwosîi Iu@, 
1 O/O5/ 1994.2. 



above. the absence of an effective and efficient system for regulati ng resource production 

during the Soviet period meant that the central authorities exploited the o h g ' s  oil and 

gas deposits in a "barbarian-like" manner. '"he okrug govemment is detemined to 

redress this pattern and provide a sound basis for future resource production and 

conservation. Another reason for introducing the new system is to provide a framework 

for relations bctween the various groups and organizations affected by resource 

production. According to one observer, everyone wants a bigger share of the ecmomic 

pic; hence. a rational and mutually acceptable system for allocating the oknig's resource 

wealth is necessary. l 7  

Adopted in 1996, the Law on Natural Resource Use was the first ever attempt by 

a region in the Russian Federation to provide a legislative base for regu lating the use of 

natural resources. It is a comprehensive document that deals with a variety of activities 

and areas in the sector. These include: access to resources, the formulation of conditions 

of naturai resource use, the exploitation of resources. environmental protection and the 

defence of traditional resource use by the aboriginal population, and the basic conditions 

of licensing agreements and relations with oil companies. l' 

16 Ol'ga Boimatova, "Virtual'naia real'nost' i rnnogoe dmyoe: v K M 0  sozdaetsia pervaia v Rossii 
sistcma upravleniia riecirami (Vinuai reality and much more: the first system for managins resources in 
Russia is created in KhMAO)," Nd' i kapitrl, 1011996. 36. Among the most notabie dysfùnctional 
features of Soviet production pnicticcs wcre: acessivc watcr-tlooding, failure adopt measures needed to 
prevent damage to oil rcscrvoirs, excessive drilling of new wells (and premature abandonment of existing 
wells) and inconsistencies in the construction of field histories (a vital component in the 
reconstruction/redevelopment of oil fields in the post-Soviet period). See: John Webb and Gary N. Wilson, 
"New Production~liharing Agrcemtrirs for OId Oil: The Next Wavc?" Cambridge En- Reeairh 
Auocirtm: Pdvrtt RepoH, April 1999. 
17 tbid., (Bolmatom, I9%), 38. 
1 R Zalron Khanty-Mansiiskogo avtonornnogo oknrga "O mdropol'zovanii" (g. Khanty Mansiisk, 
09lW 1996) 
l9 Oicg Tcplov. "RaMtie neftirnogo 2skonodute~'stva Rouiidcoi Federatsii (The developmmt of t he 
Russian Fedcration's oil Itgislrtion)," Neft' i lupit.l, 1 O/l9%, 16. 



Prior to king adopted by the okrug Dwna, the law encountered little opposition 

fiom intemal or external sources. In order to ease the passage of the law, the okrug 

administration initiated a process of consultation with leading oïl companies in the 

region. No doubt the presence of so many oil Company executives in the okmg Duma 

facilitated this process. According to Viktor Karasev, Khanty Mansiisk's Deputy 

Govemor: "wr work together with [the oil companies] on al1 drafi laws: for example, we 

consulted the compania three times, line by line, about the okmg law "On natural 

resource use" and also about the law "On the participation of [Khanty Mansiisk] in 

production sharing agreements. "20 

While some hailed such cooperation es valuable and necessary, not al1 groups 

were totaliy supportive of the law. For instance. during the legislative debates, Tat'iana 

Gogoleva, the head of the aboriginal group "Iugra Salvation" and a Duma deputy, 

expressed reservations. Gogoleva was concemed that the law did not properly address 

the question of protecting tribal rights, a situation that could result in conflicts between 

the aboriginal population and the oil companies in the fiture. In response to Gogoleva's 

concerns, an additional article was passed to create a special, trilateml commission 

involving repmentatives fiom the o h g  government, the oil corn panies and the 

aboriginal community. The commission would resolve disputes between the aboriginal 

population and the oil-producing companies working in tribal areas.'' In spite of the 

continued skepticism of aboriginal leaders in the o h g ,  it should help to facilitate 

20 Op. Cit.. Bolmatova (19%). 3û-39. 
'' "Snachila zakony. Vybory podozhdut (Fm the hm. The dections wait)." Novosti L@. 16/04/1996. 
2. In addition to tht m - I r t d  commission, then uo a h  regdations in 0 t h  Iqhhtion t h t  thrt scek to 
protect t n i  interests. For aumplo. dl licmscs and contracts for explontion and production projccis nnist 



interaction between the various parties in the future. From the perspective of the oil 

compnies, this is necessary because the local mbes are collective owners of the land 

they inhabit and, therefore, a Company must obtain their permission to conduct 

7 7 

operations on tribal lands.-- 

Okrug-Federnl Relations in the Oil Sector 

Unlike many other resource-producing regions in the Russim Federation, Khanty 

Mansiisk has adopted a pahcularly cooperative approach in relations with the federal 

government. Indeed, legislative hannoninition and intergovemmental consultation seem 

to be the defining principles underlying the relationship between Khanty Mansiisk and 

Moscow. In fact, the Law on Natuml Resource Use is so close to federal legislation that 

it prompted one official to comment: "94% of the t e a  of the proposed draft law 

duplicated federal norms and, therefore, contains practically nothing  ne^."^' 

The okmg authorities view their Law on Natural Resource Use as a means to fiIl 

in gaps and address inconsistencies in federal legislation, rather than as a challenge to the 

authority of the federal govenment. Provisions on issues rangng fiom aboriginal rights 

and environmental protection to production sharing agreements tailor the law to the 

specific conditions present in the okmg without contradicting the norms contained in 

federal legislation. in order to achieve such a consensus, the okmg government worked 

Uicludc a s p d  chue outiinmg the rmwnt of many compMicr will spend on comrmuljty dcvdopment. 
Sec: "Rational Remcdy," Ruuhm Peâmkm inventor, Novemk, 1995.56. 
* &id.. (mi, N o v m k ,  19%). 56/59. " "Rit' k nahm o W P a  koroctit, chem k bidwhchani biudzkemu (The path to ruturd resoufces 
m m  out to bc short= than t h  to a hhtm budget)," N w d  Irpi, 19/09/1995,2. The oflficirl in questioii 
wrs V. N~ZITOV* a membcr of the WC&@ group maushg the dntt ud an aâvisor to Akksmdr Filipenko 
on qucJtions ofn8tud ri#our# m. 



closel y with the federal authorities during the drafting stages.24 In the opinion of Oleg 

Teplov, a member of the Institute of Legislation and Comparative Jurisprudence and a 

participant in this consultation process. it is the intention of the okrug administration that 

this and future okrug legislation on natural resources will fiction side by side with 

federal legislation in regulating al1 aspects of hydrocarbon development and 

production.'5 

In addition to the Law on Natural Resource Use, there are a nurnber of other 

instances of intergovemmental cooperation between the okrug and the federal 

govemment in natural resowce regdation. For instance. the representatives of 

Roskornnedra. the Ministry o f  Fuel and Energy and the o h g  administration have signed 

several joint ordinances dealing with issues such as territorial commissions for 

developing oil and gas fields and reserves. Cooperation has also ken encouraged 

through the establishment of vanous joint commissions and cxecutive bodies. According 

to Vladimir Karasev, "[a] system of cooperation has been established with federal 

ministries and departments, the [okmg] Cornmittee for the Utilimtion of Natural 

Resources. the [fedeml] Ministry of Fuel and Energy and the [fedeml] Economics 

Ministry for making joint decisions, establishing expert commissions on a cornpetitive 

basis and cirafting bills and legis~atiod"'~ Some concrete examples of this system of 

cooperation are the establishment of a joint commission for setting up a budgetary and 

*' Imeryicw, Khnty Mansiislc, May 1998. 
2s Op. Cit., Teplov ( 1 9%). t 7. 
ai ~orasev, *Lnmmun Wiu Be Rccaipcbn Pmport ta t k  New Wonb lu~uacy/Fcbtuary 1995. 
151. 



organizational plan for the okrug's oil sectoj7 and the creation of Khanty- 

Mansiiskgeolkom, a territorial branch of ~oskomnedra.'~ 

Oktug-Oblagt' Relations in t k  Oil Seetor 

Given the enonnous resource wealth in Khanty Mansiisk and the historical 

connection that the okwg bas wi th Tiwnrn' proper, it is not surprising that the oii sector 

and the lucrative revenues that flow fiom this sector have become dominant issues in the 

political discourse between these regions. Over the past few years, changes in the 

allocation of oil resources between Tiumen' proper and Khanty Mansiisk have been the 

source of much interregional conflict. Under the terms of the 1991 Presidentiai Decree 

"On the development of Tiumen oblast'". the region as a whole was allocatd 20% of the 

total volume of oil produced. Half of this quota was given to the oii and gas enterprises 

in the region. The Tiumen' govemrnent, which at the time was the dominant 

administrative body in the region, retained the other half." 

The adoption of the Russian constitution in 1993, however, had a dramatic and 

disruptive effect on this arrangement. Since the new consti~ion elevated the status of 

the autonornous okrugs to equal subjects of the federation, the distribution of the quota 

changeci considerably. In the case of Tiwnen' oblast', the greater part (77%) of the quota 

was given to the okrugs, whereas Tiumen' proper only received 23 per cent.'* This tum 

" The commission Mudes nprcscnuives fiom the fdd Miainries of Ekonomics. Fuel ud Enefgy and 
Nanirai Rtsourcts, and the oltnig admhishation- Interview, Khanty Mansiisk, May 1998. 

ûp. Cit. Kinrcv (1995). 151. 
29 Kathryn Stoncr-Wciss, LAul Bernes 'ik MW Ecosomy af Ruaian Regionaî C o v ~ n c e  
(Princeton: pruiccion University Press, 1997). 1 79. 

Arüd Moc and Vdcriy A Kryukov, "Joint Mamgcm«it of û ü  ad ud Resourccs in Russia," kt-Soviet 
m p b y  and EcoioliÛs, 3917 (1998). 593. 



of events had an important impact on future relations between the oblast' and the okrugs 

as well as their respective positions on the question of the oknig's resource wealth. 

Khanty Mansiisk's "windfall" only strengthened the okrug administration's desire to 

retain a greater share of oil revenues for local development. Tiumen's "loss" on the 

other hand, seems to have intensified the oblast administration's efforts to reestablish its 

position within the okrug's oil sector. 

The realities facing both regions are clear. In the pst-Soviet period, Khanty 

Mansiisk bas acquired greater control over the goveming apparatus at the o h g  level. 

As indicated in the previous chapter, the Russian constitution enshrines Khanty 

Mansiisk's right to administer a number of govemment functions that were previously 

under the control of the oblast' govemment. The corresponding shift in resource wealth 

from the oblast' to the okrug has allowed the okn~g to carry out these newly-acquired 

responsibilities. At the same time, it has jeopardized the economic position of Tiurnen' 

proper and relationship between the oblast' and the okmg. 

Both the Tiurnen and Khanty Mansiisk charters reveal the confrontational 

positions taken by each regional govemment in the wake of the quota decision. In 

recognition of its relationship with Tiumen' oblast', the 1995 Khanty Mansiisk charter 

contains articles which outline the areas of juridiction that the o h g  has transfened to 

the oblast' (article 28) as well as those that the o h g  administers concunently with 

Tiwnen' (article 29). Naniral resources, however, are clearly demarcated as a concurrent 

responsibility of the olaug and the federal government (article 2Q.j ' 

'' Uscav (Oaiovnoi &on) Khnty-Muiswkogo avtonommgo o h g a  (Izdanie Dumy Khh4AO. 1995g) 



In contrast, article 22 (2) of the 1995 Tiumen' oblast' charter daims that the 

Iegislation of the oblast' and the oknig, in accordance with federal legtslation, regulates 

natural resource use in the oblast'. Article 22 (3) asserts that I h e  arrangements on the 

temtory of the oblast', including the temtory of the autonomous oknigs, of resource 

deposits and other natural resource establishments, having an all-oblast' significance, are 

the common property of al1 the inhabitants of the oblast' and are an area of concurrent 

juridiction between the oblast', the okmg and the federal government." This article also 

States that questions regarding the use and management of these resources will be 

decided jointly by the organs of state power of the oblasts7 the okmg and the federal 

govemment, in accordance with federal laws and intergovemmental agreements3' The 

problem is that the agreements currently in existence provide little or no concrete legal 

authority for the oblast' over natural resowces located in the oknigs. For example. 

article three of a 1997 intergovemmental agreement signed by the govemon of Tiumen'. 

Khanty Mansiisk and Yamalo Nenets outlines the spheres and forms of coopenition 

between the okrugs and the oblast' in the area of natural resources, but provides no 

formai guarantees of oblast' authority in either okmg. 

90th the public staternents of okmg officiais and the legislative initiatives of the 

oknig govenunent reinforce Khanty Mansiisk's position on the oblast's role in the 

okrug's oil sector. O h g  officiais such as Sergei Sobianin argue that the provisions 

outlined in the oblast' charter on this subject contradict the Russian con~titution.~~ 

According to Sobianin, the federal constitution considers natural resources to be a matter 

" USUV (Osioniot d o n )  fiwnrnrkoi &lad (Itbnie TiUmtllSJEoi o ô b i  Dumy. 19%g) 
33 Op. Cit, Sobianh ( 19%). 3 1. 



of concurrent jurisdiction between the federal govemrnent and the govemment of the 

region in which the resources are located. The constitution is actually not that detailed: it 

merely states that natural resources are an area of concurrent jurisdiction between the 

Russian Federation and the subjects of the Russian Federation. As an equal subject of the 

fderation, however, Khanty Mansiisk is a separate region and not just an appendage of 

Tiumen' oblast'. But wthout a comprehensive federal law on relations behwen the 

okrugs and their host regions, Khanty Mansiisk's legal position is still unclear and open 

to interpretation. 

Khanty Mansiisk has reiterated its position on this matter in the Law on Natml 

Resource Use. Article one states that relations between resource users on the temtory of 

Khanty Mansiisk are regulated equally by federal legislation on natural resources, the 

present law and other normative acts of the o h g .  Similarly, article six says that federal 

laws and other normative acts of the Russian Federation, together with the present law 

and other normative acts of the okmg reglate the state's relations wiîh investon 

(including those in the area of production sharing). In both cases, there is no mention of 

Tiumen' oblast' or of a role for the oblast' authorties in regulating or managing the 

natural resowces of the oknig. As such, the law is consistent with other okmg legislation 

on natutal resources. At the same time, this law strongly underlines the okrug's 

commitrnent to concumncy and legislative cooperation and harmonization with the 

federal govemment. In many respects, therefore, it seems that the o h g  is using 

concunency and its constitutional status as a subject of the fedemtion to prevent Tiurnen' 

oblast' fiom intedering in its natual rtsoutce sector. 



One of the ways in which the oblast' govemment has tri4 to reestablish its 

position within the okmg's oil sector is through its reiationship with the various oil 

cornpies that work in the okrug. For example, the oblast' government enjoys 

particularly close relations with the Tiurnen Oil Company (TNK), the Company that 

cunently holds the license to redevelop the Samotlor oil field. As the chairman of TNK. 

the oblast' Govemor Leonid Roketskii couid use his position to recover some of the 

authority lost by the oblasr' over the past few yean.34 Roketskii does not seem to have 

any reservations about speaking his mind on this issue and has waded into the oil sector 

debate at both the national and okmg levels on several occasions in the pst. At a joint 

meeting of the Khanty Mansiisk. Yamalo Nenets and Tiwnen' dumas in 1994, he even 

accused the heads of the okmg and many others of conducting a "clearance sale" of 

Russia's oil wealth." 

Whereas this type of rhetorical statement is otten used by opponents of oil sector 

refoms, it is interesting to note that Roketskii has received praise fiom reformen in 

recognition of his support for the federal Law on Production Sharing ~geernents.'~ 

Tiurnen' proper does have some oil resources and thus could also benefit fiom 

production shanng. In this sense, therefore, Roketskii's remarks should not necessarily 

be interpreted as a pronouncement on the direction of reform pr se, but rather as a veiled 

" Op. Cit.. Webb rad W h  (1999). 
'' V. Kopnov. "My rabtacm v M*.wI nkom (We work within the h c w o k  of the law)." Nowsti 
Ca* l O / l  l/lW. 4. 
Y In a Ietîa to a Id nwsprpa in support of Rokcâskii's pbmutorid campaig~, Grigorü lavlinskii the 
h u â  of the dormisi Yabloko pury in the Strrc huni staîed: '[t]he prrsent govanor, Leartid Iulianovich 
Roketskü promotcd the reaüzation of [the Law on PSAs] in every way possibk." Sat: "Uvathaemye zhiteü 
Tiwmwlroi oblwti (Esteend inhrbiunts of 'liumar' &lut ')," Tirmeorlria pnvdi, î 5/12/1996, 1. 



criticism of Khanty Mansiisk's attempt to limit the oblast' govenunent's involvement in 

the okmg's natural resource sector. 

On the other hanci, the Tiumen' govemor could have reservahons about the way 

in which production sharing will change the revenue distribution system. Under the 

cwrent system (the system that is based on the federal Law on Underground Resources), 

papents for resources extracted on the temtory of an autonomous o h g  are channeled 

through the budget of the krai or oblast' in which the okmg is located." Unde: a 

production sharing system. however, these payments would go directly to the okrug, 

effectively bypassing the oblast'. 

Although the Tiumen' oblast' Duma and administration advocate a unified 

regime for exploiting fossil fiels in the oblast', there ts some evidence to suggest that the 

oblast' govemment recognizes Khanty Mansiisk's authority over the natural resources 

located in the okrug. In 1996, for example, the Tiumen' oblast' Duma passed a law "On 

the list of the immediate deposits of licensed resource allotments available in Tiumen' 

oblast' which can be granted under conditions of production sharing agreements." 

According to Vladimir Tolstykh, the deputy head of the Cornmittee for the Use of 

Resources of the oblast' administration, this law designates 19 deposits and allotments in 

Ti men' proper, but none in Khanty Mansii sk or Y arnalo ~enets. 38 

" FFdcnl'nyi d o n  "O vncsenü Unawnü i dopoinw v Won Rmikkoi Fderatii '0 nedclW1'". 
Soônmie ulroaadrtd'itvi Rouiirlroi Fedemtrii, # IO,O6/O3/l!M, artide 42. 
3C~ i~mm'  pnnirl8 d o f i  O Nddc proâuktsü v ncftedobychc mumen' p u ~ ~  8 iaw on poduchon hfing 
in tc~owcc output), Firimamye math 26/12/1996,2. It should bc rrmemkrcd tht rcQrtscrituivcs 
fiom the obugs fonn r mijority in t)it o b b '  Dumr. As such they may be mort i n d i  to support the 
autonomy of the o k m p  in this matter thm the &lm' administration. 



Khaaty Mansiisk and the Production Sharing Debate 

A number of studies have shown that the possession of vast deposits of natural 

resources does not necessarily constitute a p a c e a  for the political and econornic 

problems facing a country.3g In fact, the resources in question often cause more 

problems than they solve. This study suggests that this may be the case in pst-Soviet 

Russia. The federai govemment relies heavily on taxes from the oil sector, its largest and 

most reguliir source of budgetary revenue. The govemment's dependence on such taxes, 

however, is one the factors that has made many politicians wary about introducing 

production sharing legislation; the idea is that any change in the statu quo could 

seriousl y jeopardize the govemment ' s already precarious financial situation. At present, 

the oil sector is over-taxed and in desperate need of reform. If this situation continues, 

the govemment (or, at least, those elements within the govemment that oppose oil sector 

reforms) could be accwd of slowly killing the proverbial goose that is laying the golden 

eggs. 

The parties with the biggest stake in the outcome of this legislative struggle are 

the oil producing regions. Some regions, such as Tatarstan, have grown impatient with 

the political impasse in the reform process at the federal level and, through their own 

legislative initiatives, have tried to take control of the situation at the regional level. 

Granteâ, the success of this initiative has been limited by a number of constraints that 

bind Tatarstan to the national oil sector regime. But the republic's direct and 

independent approach hm sent a strong signal to the federal govenunent and the 

l9 I mn thinking in parciah of Criiii Aiid b t y ,  Thnc Gustdkon's work on Sovicc oil pditics (uc 
footnotc 2) and Terry Lynn K u l ' s  ment book Tbe h d o r  d-ty: 0 ü  Booms and Peirdhtcr  
(Bnlrdey: Uniwnity of Cilifornia Rcss, 1997) 



opponents of production sharing regarding the need for reform in this important sector of 

the economy. 

Other oil producing regions have adopted a somewhat less confl ictual approac h. 

It could be argued that regions such as Khanty Mansiisk have no choice but to cooperate 

wi t h the federal govemment because i ts position wit hin Russia' s asymmetrical federal 

structure is weaker than that of Tatarstan. Some observen have also pointed out that 

Khanty Mansiisk's ovemding importance to the national econoiny has limited its 

autonomy in the oil se~tor.'~ In this sense. cooperation with the federal govemment 

appears to be the oknig's only option. 

At the same tirne, it seems that Khanty Mansiisk's conflictual relationship with 

Tiumen' oblast' has drawn the oknig even doser to the federal government. The need to 

distinguish itself as a separate subject of the federation has conditioned the oknig's ideas 

regarding issues such as concurrency and cooperation with the fedeml govemment. The 

institutional foundation of Khanty Mansiisk's autonomy from Tiumen' oblast' is the 

federal constitution, a document that clearly demarcates natural resources as an aree of 

concurrent jurisdiction. in con- Tatantan's political aspirations are based on the 

ideas and provisions contained in its bilateral treaty with the federal govemment, a 

document that provides the tepublic with control over its n a m l  resource wealth. 

In a number of respects, the problems facing the oil sectors in Khanty Mansiisk 

and Tatarstan are very similar. Both are established oïl producing regions whose oil 

sectors are largely dependent on the redevelopment of large, existing tields. The problem 

is that many of the deposits in these fields cannot be exploited profitably under the 



present system; most require expensive equipment and reservoir management techniques 

that are simply not available in Russia. As such, extensive investment and assistance 

from Western companies will be needed to help organize and finance redevelopment. 

This brings us back to one of our original problerns: how cm Russia attract the vast 

quantities of investment needed to cany out field redevelopment? In the opinion of 

govemment and 011 sector otficials in regons such as Khanty Mansiisk and Tatarstan, the 

most effective way of attracting the necessary investment is through a working 

production sharing system. 

Whereas Tatarstan's economy is more diverse than that of Khanty Mansiisk, the 

oil sector plays a crucial role in the economic life of both regions. In both cases. 

production sharing not only represents an opportunity to resurrect the fortunes of their 

former "gants" but also has the potential to provide financial security and economic 

stability in the future. "In my opinion.," argues Sergei Sobianin: 

the oniy salvation is the Law on Production S M n g  Agreements. It proposes another systern of  
taxation in which a determincd part of cach ton of oil producd would be given to the okrug. We 
would know precisely fiom the quantity of oil proâuced fiom cach well how much would go to us, 
how much to the state and how much to the enterprise. Thus, proMcms would be removed. 
Territorin would rcceive a stable source of finuring for dl their m5aI pmgrams.*' 

Although Khanty Mansiisk and Tatarstan face a similar predicament and seem to 

be united in their support for the concept of production sharing, they have adopted 

diffeient appoaches to developing a regional kgislative framework for production 

sharing. Unlike Tatarstan, which pressed ahead with Iegislation that contraàicted the 



federal Law on Production Sharing Agreements, the production sharing provisions in 

Khanty Mansiisk's Law on Natural Resource Use and other production sharing related 

legislation emphasize the need for cooperation with the federal govemment and 

legislative harmonization with federal l a ~ s . ' ~  

For instance, part three of the Law on Natural Resource Use outlines the areas of 

concurrent junsdiction between the federal and o h g  govemments and the powen of the 

oknig authorities. Article 1 1 reiterates the federal position that natural resources are an 

area of concurrent jurisdiction. Among the responsibilities detailed in this section are 

agreement on the conditions of production sharing agreements, and the detemination of 

a procedure and conditions for collecting payments for natutal resource use.. .and also 

payments from the parties in a production sharing agreement. This article also underlines 

the need for cooperation in the establishment of the proportions of payment distributions 

behveen the budgets of the federation and the o h g .  

Even article 13, which outlines the "sole" responsibilities of the o h g  

govemment, states that the development and adoption of the laws of the okmg and other 

normative acts in the sphere of natuml resowce use are to be cartied out in accordance 

with federal legislation. This section also provides a legal basis foi executive federalism 

by stating that agreements on the distribution of state shares of production in production 

sharing agnements will be concluded between the organs of suite power of the okrug and 

the organs of executive power of the Russian Federation. 

" ~ h e ~ n v o n ~ d ~ r s a i r c c ~ s c a n p h s o a ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n t j ~ n k w r a t & o ~ g u d f c d a i l g o v a n a e a t s h  
anas such as the regdation of relations betwecn the state and investors, agmamt on the conditions of 
PSAs, prapcrty issu= uid revenue-shuing and pymmts for rrswrcc use. Evm article 13 of the law 
autlining the nsponsibilitics of tht O- mika rcfcrcllcc to fcdcnl iaws such u the Law on Produdion 
Shuing Agncmmts. 



Another piece of okmg legislation that deals with the issue of production sharing 

is the law "On the participation of the Khanty Mansiisk autonomous okrug in production 

sharing agreements, the exploration, prospecting and production of mineral resouices on 

the territory of the autonornous ~ k n i ~ . ' ~ '  One local observer commented that the 

purpose of this law is to consolidate the okmg's "right to the piece of the pie from which 

ail Russia eats." The law outlines, in greater detail, the basic provisions on production 

sharing contained in the Law on Natural Resource Use. In a similar manner to other 

resource legislation, the law bases the okmg's right to participate in the regulation of 

production sharing agreements on its status as an qua1 subject of the Russian Federation. 

Consequently, there is no mention whatsoever of Tiumen' oblast' in any of the law's 42 

articles. Article one, however, does reiterate the idea that the okrug will participate in 

production sharing agreements in accordance with the provisions outlined in the Russian 

constitution, federal laws, as well as the decrees and laws issued by the o h g .  

It is through this law that the okrug Duma passed a list of 74 resource deposits 

that it feels should beeligible for PSA status. This lis& in tum, forms the basis for 

negotiation with the State Duma over the question of which deposits are included on the 

national list? The first kt, pas& by the State Duma in 1997, contained seven deposits, 

wo of which (Samotlor and Krasnoleninskoe) are located in Khanty Mansiisk. Strong 

opposition in the State Duma to production sharing made the pocess of adopting this lia 

excniciatingly difficult. The Durna rcjected the original list of 127 deposits (20 of which 



were located in Khanty Mansiisk) and a shorter list of 26 deposits. The eventual 

adoption of the shoner, seven deposit list was the result of strong lobbying by 

representativa fiom Khanty Mansiisk (in particula. Vladimir Medvedev and Aleksandr 

Lotorev) and, strangely enough, Aieksandr Puzanovskii an Agrarian faction member and 

Piotr Romanov, a member of the Communist Party. Given the fact that the Agrarians and 

the Communists have traditional ly ken  hostile to concept of production sharing, this is 

an interesting example of cross-factional cooperation. 

The second list of deposiü has had an equally problematic passage through the 

State Duma. Recently, several fields in Khanty Mansiisk (Tailokovskoe. Polunekhskoe 

and Ai-Yaunskoe) were reportedly cut from this list because the okrug and Tiumen' 

oblast' could not agree which region has jurisdiction over them. Many memben in the 

State Duma are ah id  that similar conflicts will occur between other o h g s  and thetr 

host regions. Sorne possible examples include Archangelsk oblast' and the Nenets 

autonomous oknig in Northem Russia, and Krasnoiarsk h i  and the Evenkiiskii 

autonomous obug in Central ~iberia? This jwisdictional battle between Tiumen' and 

Khanty Mansiisk is yet another indication that the stniggle for control over the okrug's 

murces is far from over. 

The list negotiations are only one of many ways in which the o h g  interacts with 

the federal govemment on production shanng. Fim of all, it should be remembered that 

representatives fiom Khanty Mansiisk in the State Duma were key supporters of the law 

during its turbulent passage through the federal parliament. Since the adoption of the 



federal Law on PSAs in 1 995, these same representatives have lobbied hard in favour of 

substantive amendments that would make the law more "investor-fnendly". The effons 

of federal-level representatives fiom Khanty Mansiisk and other regions have also k e n  

supported by the organs of state power in the okmg. In April 1998, the Khanty Mansiisk 

Durna adopted a legislative initiative the introduction of changes and arnendments to 

the federal law on production shanng agreements" and submitted it to the State Duma for 

consideration.16 

There are a number of reasons why the okmg govemment would adopt such an 

initiative. Although officiais in the o h g  have tried to operationalize a production 

shanng system by adopting regional-level legislation that seeks to a&pt the federal law 

to regional conditions, they also realize that it is necessaq to change federal legislation 

on production sharing in order for the whole system to operate in a more effective 

marner. This philosophy reflects the okrug's strong support for concurrent management, 

legislative hanonization and cooperation rather than confrontation with the federal 

govemment. initiatives like the one above also reinforce the political status of the oknig 

within the federation. By submitting draf? legislation to the State Durna, the o h g  

governent is exercising and asserting its constitutional right as an equal subject of the 

federation, distinct fiom Tiumen' oblast' or any other member of the federation, to 

legislative initiative." 



Conc!usions 

The issue of oil sector refonn and the particular problems associated with the 

production sharing debate illuminate a nurnber of important features of politics in the 

Khanty Mansiisk autonomous oknig. The most significant of these, from the perspective 

of this study, are the o h g ' s  relations with Tiumen' oblast' and the federal governrnent. 

During the post-Soviet period, Khanty Mansiisk has attempted to disance itself from the 

oblast' and reinforce i s  status as an equal, autonomous member of the Russian 

Federation by developing a legislative framework for regulating its vast resource wealth. 

Although the obug government has expressed a continued willingness to provide 

economic assistance to Tiumen' proper, it has liale desire to involve ofkials fiom the 

oblast' govemment in the management of the okrug's oil sector. 

Khanty Mansiisk's autonornous stance in relation to Tiumen' oblast', however, is 

not replicated in its relations with the federal government. Unlike Tatarstan and a 

number of other more assertive regions, Khanty Mansiisk has willingly cooperated with 

the federal govemment in matten conceming the replation and management of the 

resource sector. This willingness to coopente can be explained by factors such as the 

historical evolution of the o h g  within the Soviet Union, the economic importance of 

the region to the Soviet and later Russian economies and the cordial relationship between 

the federal and obug administrations. This study, however, argues that the oknig's 

desire to distance itself politically and economically fiom Tiurnen' oblast' has also 

smngthened its coopration with the federal govemment and its observance of fedenil 



constitutional noms. For Khanty Mansiisk, the federal constitution is the ultimate 

guarantor of its statu as a subject of the federation. Adherence to the noms outlined in 

the constitution (in particular, the idea of concunency), therefore, serves as an expression 

of the oknig's loyalty to this document and to the Russian Federation and, at the same 

time, a means of distinguishing itself fiom Tiwnen' oblast'. 

The production sharing debate in Khanty Mansiisk reveais the extent of this 

cooperation and provides an interesting cornparison with other, less cooperative regions 

such as Tatarstan. On the one hana the two regions face similar problems in the oil 

sector and support the idea of production sharing because it could provide a viable 

solution to these problems. On the other hand, they have adopted different strategies for 

operationalizing a production sharing regime. Tatarstan has p s e d  regional legislation 

that attempts to reinforce and strengthen its sovereignty over it natural resource wealth. 

Khanty Mansiisk however, seerns willing to cooperate with the federal govemment in 

the construction of a national production sharing system. 

Again, part of the rationale behind this cooperative stance is the ohig's desire to 

distinguish itself politically and economically fiom Tiumen' oblast' . From a political 

perspective, the fact that Khanty Mansiisk is taking part in a joint initiative with the 

federal govenment (without the involvement of Tiumen' oblast') reinforces its 

autonomy in relation to the oblast'. In an economic sense, production sharing will 

provide the okrug with greater financial autonomy, in the fom of increased investment in 

the o h g  ecowmy and additional revenue. Having said this, it is also important to 

emphasize that the issue of oicmg-oblast' relations in this matter has not yet been fully 

resolved. Problems over jurisdiction continue to affect the status of production sharing 



projects in the o h g  and must be resolved if production sharing agreements are to be 

full y operationalized. 



PART FOUR: COMPARATIVE INSICHTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Cbapter Nine 

Oil Politics and Federalism: Russia and Canada in Comparative Perspective 

The question of whether Russia can be cornpared to other countries has 

encouraged an important methodological debate among students of contemporaiy 

Russian politics. Many area specialists argue that Russia is unique and that any attempts 

to juxtapose its evolving political structure with those of other states (be they transitional 

or established) must be undertaken with extreme caution, if at all. While students of 

comparative politics share this sense of caution, they also feel that "[ilt is precisely the 

objective of comparative sociology and political science, in their efforts to become more 

explanatory than descriptive, to insext each study - partial, regional, sectoral- into a 

larger context."' 1s the Russian Federation unique or does ît exhibit sorne of the sarne 

structural, political and economic characteristics evident in other federai states? The only 

way to answer such a question is to compare Russia with other countries. 

Russia is obviously not alone in its struggle to manage the complex set of 

intergovexnmental relationships that exist in a fecieral system. Nor is it the only federal 

state that has had to deal with the problems and challenges of oil sector refom. The 

politics of oil and other natural resources hm had an enonnous impact on the stability and 



unity of federal states around the world. Conflicts over jurisdiction, revenues and a host 

of other issues have caused considerable intergovemmental and interregional friction in 

oil producing federations and regionally divided quasi-federal and unitary states ranging 

from Indonesia and Nigeria to Canada, Venezuela and the United Kingdom. The 

experiences of al1 these states undoubtedly illuminate the general problems of managing 

natural resources in regionally divided pot ities. Russia's special situation, however, 

necessitates the careful selection of candidates for comparative study. 

At first glance, developing countries such as Nigeria and lndonesia appear to be 

prticularly relevant to the study of oil politics and intergovemmental relations in Russia. 

Many of the political and economic problems these countries faced following 

independence are similar to those encountered by Russia during its post8oviet transition. 

For example, afier yean of central ized mle under colonial administrations, federal 

structures were grafied ont0 existing institutional fiameworks and patterns. Like Russia, 

the nascent Nigerian and Indonesian federations were forced to develop new institutional 

frameworks and deal with the other political and economic challenges psed by the 

transition to democracy. The federal experiments of both Nigeria and Indonesia, 

however, were short-lived. At best, they serve as reminders of what could happen to 

Russia if its federal system gives way to a period of authontarian centralization. As 

examples of the causes and consequences of protracted intergovemmental and 

interregional conflict and negotiation, their comparative wonh is limited. 

In the search for comparative cases, the question that confronts students of post- 

Soviet Russia is can a transitional state be compared to established, democratic 

' M d  Dogan and Dominique Pelury. Ilow to Cociparr Nation: Stmtegia im Comparative Politics 
(Chatham. NJ: Chatham House Pubfishcrs, 1990), 10. 



federations such as Canada, Gennany and the United States. Should we look to these 

states in a positive sense as examples of what the future may hold for Russia? Are these 

states examples o f  how a federation should work or have they also encountered some of 

the problems evident in transitional federations? More importantly. is it possible to 

bridge the conceptual and theoretical gaps between transitional and established 

federations so that effective cornpanson cm take place? Mile there are no definitive 

answen to these questions. they contain issues tl at comparativists and post- 

Sovietologists must take into consideration. 

Of al1 the established federations, Canada is perhaps the best example of the 

impact that prolonged political divisions over resources can have on a federal state. 

Although ciemocratic and developed, Canada has not been spared the problems of 

intergovemmental and interregional conflict in the resource sector. We need only recali 

the furious debate over the energy sector in the 1970s and early 1980s, and the political 

consequences of this struggle to realize the immense strain that resource politics has 

placed on the Canadian federation. As one senior political leader put it: "[mlore than any 

other subject in Canadian politics, resource management has brought into stark relief the 

dificulties inherent in the Canadian federal system.'" 

Skeptics of such a cornparison might argue that the historical, institutionai and 

social di fferences between the two states undexmine the uti lity of corn parison. Afier al 1, 

Canada, unlike Russia, is an established federation, possessing legitirnate and recognized 

mechanisms for resolving intergovemrnental differences. The institutions of executive 

federalism, although lacking in lepl structure, are a replar feature of govemment 



activity. The decisions of the Supreme Court, in its capacity as an interpreter of the 

constitution and a referee for federal-provincial disputes, are accepted. As one of the 

oldest "modem" federal States, Canada is clearly at a difierent stage in political 

development than its Russian counterpart. 

Having said this, one could argue, as many observen of Canadian federalism have 

done, that the energy issue. like that of  Quebec in the 1990s. demonstrated some of the 

shortcomings of the Canadian federal structure. The most apparent of these was the 

ambiguities and overlap inherent in the division of powers. And even though the enerby 

disputes of the 1970s were eventually resolved, the process was marred by -rs of costly 

and disruptive conflict and a bad "afiertaste" that sourd intergovemmental and 

interregional relations in the decades that followed. 

With these issues in mind, the following summary of the problems faced by 

Canada will serve a number of purposes. First, it will highlight the similarities and the 

differences between Russia and Canada by outlining some of the main features of the 

Canadian federal model, resource situation and approach to resource management. 

Second, the cornparison will lead us to some generalizable conclusions about the 

concepts and theories discussed in the preceding chapten; in particular, the role of 

institutions and individuals in the political prwess. Third, the Canadian case will be used 

to shed some light on Russia's current predicament and perhaps to suggest some possible 

avenues for this country's future development as a resource-producing federation. 

- - 

' Roy J. Rominow, Q.C.. "Fedemiism ud Resourcc Management," in 1. Owen Saundas (cd). Minaging 
Natuml RcJouices in a Feâenl Strite (Toronto: Carswell, 1986). 1. 



Canada: Intergovernmentrl Coaflict in an Established Federation 

The purpose of this section will be to examine Canada's attempts to accommodate 

intergovemmental and interregional differences in its resource sector, with a view to 

comparing and contrasting the Canadian case with that of pst-Soviet Russia. While it is 

true that the differences between an established federal state such as Canada and a 

transitional federation such as Russia cornplkate the task of cornpanson, these 

differences should not impede the process of finding institutional features, political 

circumstances and geographical realities that are common to both states. In spite of their 

different histoncal trajectories, it seems that both states have faced similar challenges and 

problems in their respective oil sectors. For example, the struggle over resources in 

Canada in the 1970s raised many of the same types of issues that have confionted Russia 

throughout the 1990s and, in particular, during production sharing debate. 

ln order to avoid making inappropriate or rash comparisons, it is probably best to 

begin by cornparing the general geographical and political realities facing these two 

federal states. The first and perhaps most striking similarity between the two countries is 

the important role that geographical factors play in ternis of shaping the structural 

features of federalism and reMwce politics. Energy resources in Canada, as in Russia, 

are unevenly distnbuted throughout the country. As such, "[p]olitical realities emerge 

when producer provinces and regions must interact with consumer provinces and when 

the national govenuneni must devise policies that balance these sources and concems 

within the physical lirnits set by nature." 

3 This statmcnt. made by G. Bruce Doern and Richard W. Phidd in Candian hMie Pdicy (Toronto: 
Methuen. 1983). 455, couid jut as well be used to describe thc cuncnt situation in pst-Soviet Russia 



Another important dimension of this complicated matrix of intergovemmental and 

interregional relations and disputes is the role of multinational and other foreip 

corporations in the domestic economy. In Canada, these corporations have played a 

dominant role in the developnent of the resource sector. Although their position in 

Russia is cunently limited, they look certain to expand their interest once a stable legal 

Frarnework is in place. In both cases, foreign cornparties have become entangled in the 

broader political and ideological conflicts that occur between the various levels of 

govemment. Some politicians. especially those on the right of the political specmun, 

have applauded theit role in resource sector developrnent. At the same tirne, their 

presence has often been decried as a threat to national sovereignty and used as an excuse 

for expanding state control over the resource industry or favouring domestic enterprises. 

A third feature is the political or constitutional framework in which resource 

policy takes shape. Here the experiences of Russia and Canada are both similar and 

divergent. According to the Canadian constitutional division of powers, the ownership of 

land-based resoutces is a provincial concem, whereas n a m l  resources are a matter of 

concurrent jurisdiction between the feâeral govenment and the regions in the Russian 

Federation. As students of Canadian politics will attest, however, federal authority over 

taxation and interprovincial trade has reinforced the dejucto concunency of the resource 

sector. Furthemore, much of the land where exploration and production has taken place 

in Canada is "Crown" or federally owned land. Therefore: 

while it appears that the provinces have suficient consthutional authority to decide whcn. 
how and under what conditions natural m u r c e s  will be developcd there are a h  ample 
grounds to justify a fcderal presence in this policy ara. A natural conscquence of this 
situation of subsiantial jurisdiaional overlap is, of wum. fedeml-provincial conflia .* 

' G. Bruce Doem anâ Gkn Toner. The tditia of E-: 'ILc Dcvdopment a d  impkmtatatian of  t k  
NEP (Toronto: Methuen, 1985). 16 1 .  Doenr and Toner cite several such constitutio~l "basesn for federal 



The production shanng debate demonstrates that Russia is also grappling with the 

complicated question of fedentl-regional jurisdiction in this policy area. Although federal 

laws are supposed to have supremacy over those passed by the regional govemments. 

several, more assertive regions have chal lenged this supremacy by adopting laws t hat 

contradict federal legislation on natural resources. The ambiguous nature of concurrency 

as a systern for allocating power and the use of Matera! treaties to resolve conflicts 

between the federal and regional governments have also complicated the policy making 

process in the Russian resource sector. 

Another aspect of resource politics (or politics in general) in federal States is the 

role of ideology and other competing political, economic and geographical positions on 

the direction and outcomes of the political debate. In their work on resource politics in 

Canada, G. Bruce h e m  and Richard W. Phidd have stressed the influence of partisan 

elements (ideological conflict between elites and political parties) over interests at both 

the regional and federal or national levels of governrnent. Commenting on partisan 

conflia during the irnplementation of the NEP, they state: "'the prtisanship was intense, 

oAen highly personal, arnong the leaders involved, but underlying these disputes were 

genuine historicai principles and Nevances as well as visions of canada.'" Similarly, 

the conflicts that arose during the production shanng debate ofien involved highl y 

personal exchanges between individual leaders representing the federal and regional 

governments. Moreover, rnany of the issues that punctuated the debate were 

involvement in this provinci ai a m  of juridiction. These include: the trade and commerce powtr (section 
91(2) of the Canadian constitution) which gives the f d d  parliament juridiction ovcr al1 aspects of 
interprovincial and international trade; and the emergency power of section 9, which gives the fdcral 
pliament extensive authority to legislate and mintain "pace, order and good gomment". See D o m  
and Toncr ( 1985). 1 59. 
' Op. Ch. Doan and Phidd. 458. 



ideologically based. Indeed, the groups involved viewed the production sharing debate as 

a way of projecting or reinforcing their particular ideological vision of Russia's future. 

lntergovernmentui Conflic! and Cunudiun Energy Pulitics. Now that some of the general 

features of resource politics in Canada and Russia have been outlined, it is possible to 

conduct a more specific analysis of the interaction benveen the policy making process 

and intergovemrnental relations in the Canadian oil sector. The followinp section w'll 

examine the energy disputes of the 1970s and early l98Os, with a particular focus on the 

political and economic consequences of the National Energy Program. This notable and, 

in many respects, notonous chapter in the history of Canadian federalism will provide 

some valuable insights into Russia's current predicarnent. as well as some general 

conciusions about the intergovemmental and interregional conflicts caused by the politics 

of resource management. 

The dramatic rise in oil prices following the OPEC embargo against the United 

States and the Netherlands in 1973 was the first in a series of events that would have a 

resounding impact on the tenor and mood of Canadian federalism in the last quarter of 

the 20" century. The first oil shock crated an imbalance in the political and financial 

rquilibrium that had existed since the 1950s and paved the way for a period of intense 

intergovemmental and interregional conflict. Rising world oil prices led to a divergence 

in the policy directions of the resource-producing provinces led by Alberta and the 

federal govemment and resowce-consuming provinces, the most prominent k i n g  

Ontario. Natdly,  Alberta demanâed that the domestic price of oil be allowed to nse, 



while the federal governrnent sought to curb price increases in the interests of consumers 

and manufacturing interests located mostly in Eastern   ana da.^ 

ln September 1973, the federal government fioze the pnce of oil and imposed a 

tax on oil exports to the United States. As expected, such a move elicited a strong 

reaction fiom the Alberta government. In addition to criticizing the federal policies as a 

clear intrusion into an area of  provincial jurisdiction, the government of Albena look 

matten into its own hands by raising the royalties payable fiom production on federally- 

owned Crown lands. The federal govemment blocked this move by disallowing the tax 

deduction for royalty payrnents. in tum making exploration less attractive. Consequently, 

this only contributed to the rising tension between the two govemments.7 

ln the period that followed, confrontation gave way to guarded cooperation over 

issues such as pricing policy. Despite the fact that the federal pvemment passed the 

Petroleum Administration Act in 1975 in which it assigned itself the authority to set oil 

and gas prices unilaterally, price changes were agreed upon in a series of federal- 

provincial conferences. This situation penisted until the second global oil shock at the 

end of the 1970s and the introduction of the National Energy program." 

Cooperation aside, Alberta's anxiety over federal incursions into a supposedly 

provincial area of jurisdiction was heightened by two controvenial rulings in the 

Supreme Court of Canada: the 1977 Canadian Indusaial Gas and Oil Ltd. vs 

Saskatchewan (CIGOL) and Canada Potash vs Saskatchewan cases. Both cases dealt 

with areas that fell under federal j~~sdiction: indirect taxation in the case of CIGOL and 

Susan Bhckman, Janet K e q i n ~  Manique ROM and J. Owen Saundas. "The Evolution of 
FedcraVProvincid Relations in Natunl Resourccs Management," Albert8 Law Revkw, 3U3 (1994), 5 16. 
7 

P 
Ibid., 5 16-7. 
Ibid., 5 17. 



interprovincial and international trade in the Canada Potash case. In keeping with the 

constitutional division of powen, the Supreme Coun ruled against Saskatchewan in both 

cases. thereby reinforcing the ability of the federal govemment to interfere in provincial 

resource matters by using its trade and taxation powen.' 

Relations between the federal govemment and Alberta entered a new and even 

more conflictual phase in the wake of the 1979 Iranian revolution, the subsequent 

doubling of the world ptice of t il and the defeat o f  the Progressive Conservative 

govemment under Joe Clark in December 1979 federal election. The dramatic increase 

in oil prices caused by events in Iran forced the federal govemment to reconsider its 

policy of allowing incremental increases in the price of oil in concert with the nsing 

world price. l0 Moreover, the election of the more state-oriented, eastem-based Liberal 

Party under Pierre Trudeau, ptovided the catalyst for a comprehensive reonentation of 

the federal govemment's policy towards the energy sector and a worsening of relations 

between the federal govemment and the resource-producing provinces through the 

National Energy Program. 

The National Energy Program (NEP) was announced in October 1980. 

Supporters argued that it was designed to respond to a number of petceived shortcomings 

in the Canadian energy sector. These included: the problem of foreign domination in the 

domestic oil industry, the vulnerability of Canadian industry to resource price 

fluctuations, and the uneven temtorial distribution of the country's resource wealth. The 

federal govemrnent intended to respond to these problems by incteasing the proportion of 

the domestic oil and gas industry owned by the Canadian govemment and domestic 

tbid., 51û-5 19. A h  sce: John Erik Fossum, 01 the %te ud Feâmüam: Tbe Riw id Dmine d 
Petdanrdr u ri Srririrl Impulse (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997). 46. 



interests. It also established a petroleum pricing and revenue sharing program that 

satisfied the needs of industry and consumen in the non-resource producing regions. " 

Needless to say, the NEP provoked enonnous opposition in the oil-producing 

provinces of Western Canada. The govenunent of Alberta, the most vehement opponent 

of the NEP, viewed the program as a deliberate attempt by the federal govemrnent to 

lirnit its control over the eneigy resources located in the province. '' Undentandably , the 

govemments of the westem provinces wanted to benefit from the high prices that had 

resulted from the global oil boom. For yean, thry argued. the West had ken  forced to 

pay elevated or artificially high prices for Eastern Canadian manufactured goods. The 

NEP, in their opinion, was simply a continuation of this unfair policy of subsidization. 

In response, the federal govemment and the eastem provinces pointed out that the 

West had long enjoyed favourable treaûnent at a cost to the federal govemment and the 

other provinces. For example, agicultural provinces such as Alberta and Saskatchewan 

had benefited from federally subsidized freight rates for transporting grain to eastern 

ports since the late 1 9 ~  century. I f  Federal policies had also protected westem oil from 

cheaper foreign imports before the pn'ce increases of the 1970s by providing a guaranteed 

market for domestic oil in Ontario. 

'O Op. CS.. Doem and Toncr(1985). 93. 
I L  One o f  the rationales behind the NEP was the fàct îhat the incrase in domestic oil prices throughout the 
1970s had made Alberta very rich. Ironically, under the existing fbnding formula Albena's wealth made 
Ontario a "have-not" province for the first timc in its history. The rnoncy owed to Ontario in equalization 
paymems would have put a scvere strain on the Wml govanment; hence the necd to divm more oil 
revenues away fiom Alberta and irito fdeml coffers. Op. Cit., Blackrnan et al (1  994). 5 19. 
l2 Richard J. Van L w n  and Michel S. Whittington, ibc Carnadian PditùJ Syitcm (Toronto: McGnw 
Hill, Ryerson, 1987), 528. 
13 Rand Dyck, Caiidirn Mih: Criticrl Approicbcr (Toronto: Nelson, 19%). 14 1. The Crow's Ncst 
Pm Act (a Cmw Rmc) was pasmi in 1879 and @ded r low fate fw triuwponing western grain to 
eastern ports. It was reducsd by the f d d  govcfnmcnt (under Tnidcur ) in the 1 9709 and final1 y abolished 
in 1995. 



In addition to driving a wedge between the westem provinces and the federal 

govemment, the political fallout from the NEP also aggravated the historical cleavage 

between the westem provinces and their counterparts in Central Canada. As noted above, 

the westem provinces are oil-producers, while the eastern provinces, in panicular 

Ontario, with few oil and gas resources of their own, are oiltonsumers. " Traditionally, 

the West had resented its status as a raw materials "appendage" of Central Canada. The 

West also felt thai provinces such as Ontario and Quebec held a position of "first arnong 

equals" in a supposedly symmetrical federal state. This attitude was reinforced by the 

fact that the NEP helped the manufacturing industry in Central Canada cope with the oil 

crisis and, at the same time, prevented Western Canadian oil provinces from benefiting to 

the full extent from the increase in global oii prices. 

Doern and Phidd have pointed to the role that ideological differences played in 

the NEP debate. While this is certainly true with respect to the ideological bamen that 

divided the f k e  market-oriented, Progressive Conservative govemment of Peter 

Lougheed in Al berta fiom the more state-oriented federal Li beral govemment under 

Trudeau, it is important to note that the Progressive Conservative Party was also in power 

in Ontario. William Davis. the Premier of Ontario in 1980. argued that Ontario deserved 

the "assistance" provided by the NEP because the province had been more than generous 

in subsidizing the other regions in the pst. In response to Lougheed's criticism of 

Ontario and the provincial govemment's support for the NEP, Davis remarked: "the 

record on our sharing of our wealth is ciear. Ontario corpontte profits, Ontario fumer's 

incornes, Ontario wages have al1 been taxed by the national govemrnent and redistributed 

" Eutcm provinces nich as NerWrowdland have aibarnid ofihorc depwits. but ihac have mainly been 
developed in the p s t - N E P  period. 



nationwide to advance deveiopment elsewhere to help build schools, roads and hospitals 

in other provinces."'5 In spite of the shared political convictions of the Alberta and 

Ontario govemments, therefore, it seerns that regional interests large1 y prevailed over 

ideology with regard to the NEP: a phenornenon that has also occurred in Russia during 

the production sharing debate. 

The reaction of the oil companies to the NEP was also mixeci. -4s expected, 

Foreign multinationals opposed the federal govemment's "dis~rimina~ory" attempt to 

increase dornestic and state control over the Canadian oil sector. Moreover, they 

denounced the price controiling and revenue shanng aspects of the program because this 

would affect their ability to maximize the retums on their investments. In response, 

many foreign companies lobbied their home govemments in the US, the U.K. and the 

Netherlands, and the International Energy Agency to put pressure on the Canadian 

government. They also announced exploration cutbacks and project cancellations that 

had a significani impact on the economies of the oil producing provinces. For exarnple, 

the abandonment of the Coid Lake Heavy Oil Project in the fail of 198 1 and the Alsands 

Project in April 1982 represented major economic losses for Alberta. 

Even though the major Canadian energy companies were supportive of the 

"Canadianization" initiatives in the NEP, they shared the multinationals' opposition to 

the pricing and taxation fmtwes of the progiam. Smaller Canadian companies, on the 

other hand, were more certain about their opposition to the program. First, the size of 

these companies limited their ability to capitalize through Canadianization. Second, the 

people who were in charge of the smaller fims embodied "the strictly independent, f k  

lS Op. Cit.. Doaa and Toan (1985). 278. 



enterprise concept of smdl business."'"~ such, they were extremely wary of any 

increase in govemment control over the industry or any govemment-sponsored policies 

that threatened the independence of private business. 

The long-term consequences of the NEP were both political and economic. In 

September 198 1, Alberta and the federal govemment signed an energy agreement that 

bndged some of their differences." By this time, however, the &mage had k e n  done. 

The program caused a mini-recession in the Alberta oil industry at a time when the 

provincial economy should have been booming. The economic downtum, coupled with 

reductions in world energy prices aAer 1982 prevented the NEP from achieving its main 

goals. lx 

It was from a political standpoint. however, that the NEP would have the greatest 

impact. First, the intergovemmental and interregional confîicts caused by the program 

became entangled with the deliberations sunounding the patriation of the constitution in 

the early 1980s. In teturn for supponing the feded govemment's arnending formula, a 

key part of the repatriation process, the provincial authority over natural resources was 

reinforced through addition of article 9 2 ~ . [ ~  More importantly, however. the shock 

waves of the NEP conflict were felt long after the program was abandoned in the mid- 

1980s. By contributing to western alienation, this dispute fmned the existing conflictual 

features of Canadian federalism during this period and had a profound effect on both 

l6 tbid., 246. 
17 Ibid., 273. 
18 Op. Ch., Fossum ( 1997). 175- 176,. 
l9 Article 92A conAmcd the pmvinces' exclusive legislotive authority over exploration, development. 
conservation, and management of non-rencwabk resources. tt aiso enhanced the provinces' ability to 
impose ncw indirect taxes on rcsowces and gave thcm new jurisdiction over interprovincial tndc in 
~CSOUTCCS (with the undcntding that fdenl lcgisirtion aiIl has prramountcy). Op. Cit., Blackman a al 
(1 994)- 523. 



intergovemmental relations and the national political environment in the 1980s and 

1990s." 

Inwghtsfiom the (lunudiun Cuse. In their introductory remarks in The Pohtrcv 

Energy, Doem and Toner remark: 

Energy policy [in general and during the NEP period] was a summation of the Canadian 
body politic, embracing issues of nationalisrn, regionalism. foreign ownership of the 
economy, partisan conflict, theones and beliefs about Canada's resource heritage, bureaucratie 
growth and state intervention, and the realities of international dependence and Canada- 
United States re~ations.~' 

With a few name changes, this statement could easily apply to pst-Soviet Russia. 

Generally speaking, the production shating debate in the Russian Federation, iike the 

energy conflicts experienced by Canada in the 1970s, has demonstrated the extent to 

which intergovenunental, interregional, ideological and international disputes are 

reflected in a single policy area or program. 

What other parallels can be drawn between Canada's experiences in the resource 

sector and the current political imbroglio over production sharing in Russia? In what 

mpect do the circumstances and outcornes of the two cases differ? Cm a cornparison 

illuminate ow undetstanding of the causes and consequences of intergovemmental and 

interregional conflict in the energy sector? M a t  can the Canadian case tell us about 

Russia's future as a resource-producing federation? 

This chapter revealed a number of similanties between the expnences of Canada 

and the Russian Federation. In Canada, federal and provincial responses to the energy 

The Niticai fdlm iiom thc NEP almoa singlthndedly dmiled the Libenl Party's ~ u u s  in Westan 
Canada. It could also be argucd that the program's "contribution" to the sense of western aliemtion was an 



crisis inflicted considerable damage on the relationship between the f&ml govemmeni 

and the governments and populations of the western oi 1-producing provinces. Similarly, 

the production sharing issue also widened the cleavages that exist between the Russian 

federal govemment and the V ~ ~ O U S  regions. As we saw in chapter three, the federal 

production sharing law became a magnet for regional discontent over a whole series of 

issues ranging from economic reform and exeutive-legislative relations to the future of 

the federation. Many regions (especially non-resource producing regions) opposed the 

federal govemment ' s plans to create a production sharing regime, whi le others forged 

ahead with their own legislation becaw they felt the federal law was inadequate and/or 

oventepped its jurisdictional boundaries. 

In addition to causing intergovermental tension, the NEP and the production 

sharing debate also had an important impact on interregional relations. Despite the 

similar ideological orientations of the governrnents in Alberta and Ontario, their self- 

interested desire to protect their respective economic positions compel led them to take 

opposing sides in the NEP debate. Ontario's "collusion" with the federal government 

merely contributed to Western Canada's sense of al ienation and the idea t k t  provinces 

such as Ontario were wnsidered first arnong equals in the Canadian federation. On the 

other hand, Western Canada's rejection of the NEP and its criticism of Central Canada 

engendered a new sense of provincial "self-esteem" in Ontario. As a consequence, 

Ontario becarne even more determined to fight for its own intereas, deviating somewhat 

h m  its traditional role as a national reconciler." 

importuit coirlyst behind the rise of th Reform Party. 
21 Op. Cit., h e m  utd Toner (1985), 2. 
" Richard Simcan ad f u i  Robinson, Staît, a d  îhe Dneiopwit of  Cuadirin Fcckrrihi 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990). 244. 



In Russia, the debate over the federai production sharing law revealed a distinct 

cleavage between the oil producing regions of Eastern Russia, which supponed the 

original "investor fhendly" version of the law and the industrial regions of Western 

Russia. which did not. It could even be argwd that the numerical supenonty of the 

industrial regions, both in the State Duma and the Federation Council was an important 

factor behind the successful moves to amend the original âraA law and the subsequent 

legislative reaction of oil-producing region: such as Tatarstan. 

Although the motives behind the NEP and the Law on Production Sharing 

Agreements were differen?, they also caused similar types of conflicts and cooperation 

between govemment and business interests. The restrictive rneasures of the NEP and the 

later draAs of the PSA law provoked criticism h muhinational oil companies and their 

supporters at the federal and regional levels. The reaction of domestic companies in both 

countries, however, was mixed. Generally speaking, domestic companies were less 

supportive of the law than their foreign counterprts. The fear that foreign compitnies 

would outmatch them in an open investrnent environment seemed to weigh heavily on 

their minds. 

In addition to these contextual parailels, this cornparison reveals some important 

similarities regarding the impact of institutional features on intergovernmental 

relationships. In both cases the cleavage between the federal govemment and regional or 

provincial govenunents was a product of ambiguities in the constitutional division of 

powers. The Canadian federal govemment's control over Crown lands, and various 

economic levers such as interprovincial trade, and taxation and pricing policy allowed it 

* lnc NEP was aimai a ümiting fomgn involvcmcnt in the C d i m  oil scctor. while the (original) 
purpose of the PSA law is to attract fomgn invesmmit. 



to influence and legislate in a policy area that was supposed to fall under the exclusive 

jurisdiction of the provincial govemrnents. On several occasions. the provincial 

govemments responded to such intrusions by attempting to legislate in areas that were 

ass i~ed  to the federal government. As one observer of Canadian oil politics has noted: 

the somewhat ambiguous constitutional division of overlapping powers left 
considerable room for federal actions to influence activities within provincial bounds. 
and for provincial activities to intluence federal actions. This had the potential to exacerbate 
the problem of overload, especially when each level o f  government used the available 
instruments to expand its jurisdictional contro~.'~ 

Similady, the ambiguous nature of concurrent management in pst-Soviet Russia 

has agpavated relations between the federal govemment and rnany of the resource- 

produciny sub 'ekp. In some instances, the shortcomings of federal legislation prornpted 

the reyional govemments to fiil in the leplative gaps by creating their own legal 

frameworks for resource management. ln othen, the regions have acted because they 

feel it is their right to do so. Whatever the reason, it is evident that the confusion 

underlying the principle of concurrency has complicated intergovernrnental relations and 

jeopardized the reform process in the Russian oil sector. 

In an effort to compensate for the institutional shortcoming of their respective 

fideral systems, poli ticians in both countnes relied on execuiive federalisrn to resolve 

intergovemental and intemgional differences. Federal-provincial negotiations over 

pricing policy in Canada and federal-regional negotiations over quotas and pipeline 

access in Russia are just two examples of such intergovemmental diplomacy. But while 

some of these efforts were successful, executive federalism alone was oflen not enough to 

'' Op. Cit.. Fowm (1997). 39. 



bridge the divide between the governments. Both wunaies would probably benefit fiom 

a more organized and regularized system of executive federalism where the governments 

concemed are able to respond to problems and discuss policy options in a more efficient 

manner. 

Although Canada's response to the energy crisis is by no means a rnodel for 

deaiing with intergovernrnental confiict, some its institutional fatures could prove 

valuable to Russia. One of the diffe~nces between the Canadian and Russian systems is 

the absence of an effeîtive and non-partisan confiid resolution mechanism. In Russia. 

the weaknesses of the Constitutional Court and the judicial branch have thus far 

prevented them fiom playing a dominant role in the resolution of disputes between the 

téderal and regional governrnents This contrasts with the Canadian case, where the 

Supreme Court was able to render and enforce its decisions on federal and provincial 

j urisdiction in several landmark cases. The lesson here is that until the Russian j udiciaq 

is able to reach a level of political authority comparable to its Cansdian counterpaR the 

funciamentai ambiguities inherent in the systern of concurrent management wil l continue 

to plague intergovemmental relations and the reform process in the resouree sector. 

A number of other problems complicate the Russian case. Its federal structure is, 

withwt a doubt, ôir more cornplex than Canada's. The Russian federal govemment has 

to deal with 89 subjects of the federation and six di fferent types of regions Uncontrolled 

decenüalizstion in the late Soviet and post-Soria periods has muddied the jurisdictional 

waters. The resulting gap b e w e n  defacto and de jure authority is wide and ofien 

unclear. Furthemore, Russia's federal institutions, Wre the rest of its political and 

ecowmic system, are in a state of transition. Al1 of this merely conmbutes to the 



institutional confusion that cunwitly exists in the Russian Federation. 

The fact that Canada, an established and relatively stable democratic federation. 

experienced a similar period of conflict is an indication not only of the divisive nature of 

resource politics in federal States, but also of the enannous task facing the Russian 

Federation. Russia must cope with many of the same types of issues that plagued Canada 

in the 1970s and 1980s and it must do so in the midst of a pend of profound and 

unprecedented transition. Given these circumstances, it is a wonder that Russia h s 

managed to remain a united tem'torial entity, let alone reach some compromises on highly 

controvenial issues such as intergovemmental relations and reform in the resource seaor. 

Nevertheiess, the challenge conftonting Russia at this critical point in its pst-communist 

transition remains the task of getting its institutional house in order. This will not 

necessarily prevent future conflicts from arising, but it may help to resolve those contlicts 

in a more eficient and amiable manner. 



Cbapter T'en 

Oil Politics and the Evolution of  Russian Federalism in the Post-Soviet Period: 
Conclusions 

The changing political topography of post-Soviet Russia provides a fascinating 

setting for observing and evaluating the interaction between nascent institutional 

structures and the political process in a transitional state. This study has explored an 

important aspect of this transition: the impact of federalism and intergovemmental 

relations on the policy making process. It viewed the development and influence of 

federal institutions and processes through the lens provided by the oil sector. a highly 

contentious arena for i ntergovemmental interaction and con flict. On a more speci fic 

level, the study employed the production sharing debate. a controvenial element in the 

broader reform process in the oil sector. and several regional reform initiatives to 

illustrate the complexities and confusion that characterize the emerging Russian federal 

mode 1. 

The first half of the dissertation looked at the evolution of the federal Law on 

Production Shanng Agreements. a piece of legislation that lays the foundation for a 

national resourfe management system based on production sharing agreements between 

the state and investon. In addition to exposing the complexities of the legislative pmcess 

in Russia, the production sharing debate illuminated the institutions of intrastate 

federalism and the capacity of the subjects of the federation to influence the policy 

making process at the foderal level of govemmeot. 



The debate revealed three main sources of conflict, al1 of which were influenced 

to some extent by federalism and intergovernmental relations. Interregional cleavages 

constituted one source of conflict. These cleavages occurred primarily between resource- 

producing repions that supponed production sharing and non-resource regions that 

expressed skepticism about the overall benefits of this aspect of the refom process. The 

production sharing debate also açgavated the longstanding conflict ktween the 

executive and legislative branches of govemment. Executive-legislai we disputes ofien 

cut across the traditional centre-periphery a i s ,  pitting members of the federal and 

regional executive branches against their legislative counterparts. Finally, this policy 

debate underscored the impact that ideological cleavages between supporters and 

opponents of reform have had on the legislative process. In part, this ideological 

cleavage solidified along regional lines. For example, it appeared that some regions, 

mainly those involved in the production of natural resources, were more supportive of 

production sharing than other regions. Altopther. the production sharing issue revealed 

the extent to which the stwtural-institutional features of the emerging federal system 

influence and are influenced by the political cleavages that exist in pst-Soviet Russia. 

Since natural resources are constitutionall y designated as an area of concurrent 

jurisdiction between the federal and regional governments, no study of resource politics 

in the Russian Federation would be complete without an examination of regional 

initiatives in this sector of the economy. The second half of the dissenation, therefore, 

focused on the problems of resource management fiom the regional perspective. 

Chapten tive and six examined the case of Tatantan, an oil-producing republic in Central 



Russia and a strong proponent of regional autonomy. During the pst-Soviet period, 

Tatarstan's natural resource wealth has provided an important catal yst for the republic's 

stniggle for autonomy wi thin the Russian Federation. The Tatarstani govemment ' s 

attempts to develop an alternative system of resource management have fuelled the 

republic's confiict with the federal govemment, a dispute that typifies the fractious nature 

of centre-periphery relations in contemporary Russia. 

Chapten seven and eight juxtaposed the Tatarstani case with that of the Khanty 

Mansiisk autonomous okrug, Russia's largest oil-producing region. Whereas Tatarstan's 

attempts to assert its autonomy are directed primarily at the federal govemment, Khanty 

Mansiisk is presently engaged in a struggle for autonomy with another region. The 

okrug's ambiguous legal-temtorial status in relation to its host region, Tiumen' oblast'. 

has led to sipifkant interregional tension. The economic irnpomnce of Khanty 

Mansiisk's oil wealth has exacerbated this tension by hampering attempts to dari fy 

okrug-oblast ' relations and threatening economic development and investment in the 

resource sector. 

The dissolution of the highly centralized Soviet state precipitated the rapid and 

oflen uncontrolled devolution of power to the regional Ievel of govemment. Both the 

Tatarstani and Khanty Mansiisk cases demonstrated the increasingly important role that 

regional actors play in the political life of the Russian Federation. These two cases also 

revealed the institutional confusion that characterizes the Russian federal model. In all, 

conflicting federal and regional legislation and an overall lack of transparency and 

consistency in federal-regional relations have impeded efforts to resolve pressing 

intergovemmental and interregional conflicts. It appean that any future initiatives in this 



area will require a greater level of institutional transparency, harmonization and 

coordination in relations between the federal pvemment and the regions. 

In an effort to develop some broader comparative insights about resource politics 

and frdrraiism, chapter nine compares the Russian case to that of Canada in the 1 9 70s 

and 1 980s. Comparative linkages such as these serve as important conduits for 

integrating the study of Russian federalisrn into the field of comparative fideralism and 

intergovemmental relations. Canada's energy wars d :monstrated that Russia is not atone 

in its struggle to balance the demands ofoil sector refoms with the geographical, 

political and economic cleavages that exist in federal States. Although different in tenns 

of thcir level of political development. both countries exhibited many of the same 

underlying conditions and w d  similar institutional mechanisms to resolve 

inteqovemmental differences. 

Having said this. it is evident that Russia faces a far more daunting set of 

circumstances than its Canadian counterpan. Canaâa's intergovemmental disputes over 

rnergy prices and the National Energy Program were eventually resolved by a 

combination of executive federalisrn, judicial arbitration and changng international 

circumstances. Russia. on the other hanci, m u t  contend with the absence of an effective 

and impartial mechanism for resolving intergovemmental disputes. a far more 

complicated federal structure and the added problems of the post-communist transition. 

All of these factors have so Far limited its ability to develop an integated system of 

resource management. 



Production Sharing, Russian Politics and Corn pantive Fedenlism 

Over the past decade, students of Russian govemment and politics have embraced 

the task of charting and evaluating the developrnent of federalism and intergovemmental 

relations with a mixture of enthusiasm and caution. While the opponunities for original 

research in this area are great, so too are the problems and challenges of tracking a 

"rnoving targefet". Yrt, in spitr of the mipirical, methodologicril and even logisrical 

difficulties of studying the political evolution of pst-Soviet Russia, scholan have 

succreded in Iaying a solid and ever growing empirical foundation. This panicular study 

owes a geai debt to those scholars, both Russian and Western, who have blazed a path 

through the Russian political wildemess. At the same time. however, it has created its 

own trail and, in doing so, has made a number of important contributions to our 

understanding of polit ics and government in pst-Soviet Russia. 

First, the study goes beyond the general parameters established in the existing 

l iterature on federal i sm and interpvemmental relations in the Russian Federation by 

examining the evolution of intergovemmental relations in a specific policy area. The 

production sharing debate revealed that intergovemmental interaction and the legislaiive 

disputes it engendered mre proâucts of the harsh economic and financial realities of the 

post-Soviet period. Quite simply, economic scarcities coupled with the enonnous 

financial potential of natural resources such as oil and gas pitted regions apinst each 

other and against the feâeral govemment. At the sarne time, it is important to note that 

other factors that have encouraged political conflict in the oil sector. For example, the 

transitional nature of the Russian federal structure and the jurisdictional ambiguities 

underlying the prïnciple of concurrency and the other attributes of the federal system 



have produced a confusing institutional environment that encourages the emergence of 

inteqovernmental and interrepional disputes. 

Second, the study expands our understanding of federalism and intergovernmental 

relations in the Russian Federation. Thus far, most studies of Russian federatism have 

focused on the problematic relationship between the federal and regional govemments. 

This is to be rxpected givcn that the basic premise behind the principle of Pderalism is  

the division of power and authority bew cen these two pnicular orders of govemment. 

In keeping with this centre-periphery therne. this account exposed a number of different 

conflicts between the federal and regional governments. Many of these conflicts resulted 

from j urisdictional disagreements and the pmblems inherent in managing areas of 

concurrent j urisdiction. The contradictions between the federal Law on PS As and 

Tatarstan's Law on Oil and Gas. for instance. provided a clear example of the broader 

legal and jurisdictional disputes that have complicated relations between the federal and 

regional govemments throughout much of the pst-Soviet period. 

In addition to revealing the complex web of interaction between the federal and 

regional govemments, the production sharing debate demonstrated that a variety of other 

intergovemmental relationships influence the poiicy making process in pst-Soviet 

Russia. For instance, the dispute between Roskomnedra and Mintopenergo over 

licensing and production sharing provided a good illustration of how intra-govemmental 

conflict c m  complicate the legislative process. Although Roskomnedra does have closer 

links to the regions through its regional affiliates and Mintopenergo is clearly a part of 

the federal administrative apparatus, this type of dispute does not fit readil y into the 

centre-periphery axis provided by traâitional models of federal politics. Similarly, the 



tacit alliance between federal and regional supporters of the legislative branc h was an 

example of intergovemmental cooperation that cut across the centre-periphery axis. 

The most pronounced intergovernmental relationships were those that developed 

between the subjects of the federation. The clearest examples of such relationships were 

the informal alliances that emerged among the resource-producing regions and the non- 

resource rcgions in response to the production sharing legislation. The conflict brtwen 

these two sets of regions not only had a significant impact on the tenor and content of the 

final law. It also dispelled any notions of regional unity in the face of pressure from the 

federal govemment. 

Not to be forgotten in this matrix of intergovemmental relations are private and 

quasi-private acton such as domestic and foreign resource cornpanies, and the various 

industrial complexes. In some cases, the oil companies and their counterparts in the other 

industries assumed an autonomous role in the production sharing debate. Foreign oil 

companies lobbied in favour of the PSA legislation, usually through umbrella 

organizations such as the Petroleurn Advisory Forum. On the whole, the domestic oil 

companies were less supportive of the PSA law, while other industries demanded 

changes in the legislation in order to guarantee their interests. Despite their differences, 

al1 of these concems interacted with officials and politicians in the political sphere on a 

regular basis throughout the policy making process. 

The presence of private and quasi-private actors was also evident at the regional 

level of govemment. In Tatarstan, the republican govemment is intimately involved with 

the largest local oil producer, Tatneft'. In Khanty Mansiisk, large MI companies such as 

LUKoil and YUKOS play a dominant tole in the Western Siberian oil industq and in 



local politics. The fact that many of these companies and their affiliates are represented 

in the okmg Duma and Company officiais and representatives are consulted regularly by 

the o h g  govemment about policy proposals and decisions gives an indication of their 

weight in regional political circles. 

All of this activity undencores the need to recognize the contribution made by 

private acton tu the lqislative process in Russia. Whether these actors funaion as 

autonomous entities or as e .lies or parts of a broader political cause. their influence 

within the policy communities that coordinate and engage in legislative activity has 

clearly grown since the Soviet collapse. Indeed any study that underestimates their role 

risks presenting a skewed picture of the pst-Soviet reality. 

On a more general level, this study creates a series of linkages between the study 

of Russian federalism and intergovernmental relations and the broader field of 

comparative federalism. ln order to explain the developrnent of federalism in pst-Soviet 

Russia, 1 drew on the vast theoretical and comparative literature available to students of 

comparative fedemlism and intergovernmental relations. For example, Daniel Elazar's 

mutru mode/ and Sidney Tarrow's theory of'new I c ~ ~ d i s r n  provided the theoretical basis 

for a discussion of intergovemmental relations that tnnscended the traditional centre- 

periphery divide. These approaches accenniated the importance of interregional and 

inmi-govemmental relationships without undervaluing the mie played by centre- 

periphery relationships in federal States. 

m e r  sources played an integral mle in strengthening the study's theoretical and 

conceptual foundations. The literature on Canadian fderalism furnished the conceptual 

fiamework for ideas such as executive federalism and intrastate federalism. As well as 



using the literature on comparative federalism to illuminate the Russian case. this study 

also makes a significant contribution to that literature by introducing and explaining the 

importance of several unique features of the Russian federal model. Federalism is an 

ovcrarching concept that encompasses many different types of intergovemmental 

relationships. ln his typology of federal political systems. Ronald L. Watts identifies 10 

such arrangements, ranging from the more fimiliar fedentions and confederations to the 

lesser-known federacies, condominiums and leagues.' Despite this vast anay of different 

fideral systems, howevor, it srems that none can adequately capture somc of the atypical 

features of contemporary Russian federalism. 

For instance, matreshka federaiism can and should be regrded as Russia's 

contribution to the typology of federal systems. This unprecedented territorial 

arrangement reemphasizes the importance of interregional relations within the 

complicated web of intergovemmental relationships that exists in pst-Soviet Russia. 

Matreshka federalism also serves as an example of the cleavages that divide the 

federation along regional l ines. If le ft unc hec ked and unmediated, such interregional 

contlicts, especially those between resourcr-rich okmgs and their host regons, have the 

potential to threaten Russia's financial stability as well as impede the delicate process of 

cconomic reform at the regional level. 

From an institutionalist perspective, the chapten on matreshka federalism and the 

case of Manty Mansiisk revealed the dificulties associated with adapting Soviet 

institutional legacies to fit the changing political realities of the pst-Soviet period. As is 

the case in many transitional States, political developments in pst-Soviet Russia have 

' R o d d  L. Watts, Corpiring Fedml Systea in the l99ûs (Kingston: Institute of lntergovemmental 
Relations, Queen's University, 19%). 8-9. 



outpaced institutional refom. Consequently, existing institutionai structures are 

incapable of coping with the realities of the new political order and the demands for 

furt her c hang . 

The conflicts underlying the relationship between Khanty Mansiisk and Tiumen' 

are also indicative of the broader struggles over institutional refonn in transitional 

polities. Even though institutional dynmism is an unavoidable and necessary pan of the 

process of refonn, it is evident that the failure to resolve the enduring problems 

associated with the process of inaitutional construction can have a detrimenial effect on 

the political and economic links that bind a transitional federation together. 

Although not wholly unique. another feature of contemporary Russian federalism 

that is certainly distinct and deserving of further study is the experiment with bilateral 

treaties or "treaty federalism". Many federations have used multilateral treaties as a 

means of reconciling intergovemmental differences. In some instances, such maties 

have provided the basis for intergovernmental harmony and cooperation. In others, the 

cornplexities of crosscutting and conflicting regional demands and federal-regional 

disputes have prevented their ratitication. Russia's experience with multilateral treaties 

has been mixeci. Many scholaa have pointed to the failure of Gohachev's Union Treaty, 

a comprehensive multilateral agreement between the various union republics, as an 

important factor in the eventua1 collapse of the Soviet Union. ln 1992, the Russian 

federal govemment convinced most of the constituent members of the federation to sign 

the muhilateral Federation Treaty. The project however, was marred by the fact that 

Tatarstan and Chechnya rehised to comply and that the treaty itself was not included in 

the 1993 Russian constitution. 



The failure to entrench Tatarstan's statu within the federation through the 

Federation Treaty becarne the catalyst behind Russia's expenment with bilateral treaties. 

Since the adoption of the inaugural treaty between Tatarstan and the Russian Federation 

in February 1994, many other repons have signed bilateral treaties with the federal 

govemment. In this sense, treaty federalism has become a central pan of the federal 

govemment's regional policy. 

The question of whether these bilateral treaties dari- or filnher cornplicate the 

relationships between the federal government and the regions is a difficult one to answer. 

In the short-terni, the bilateral treaties normalize intergovemmental relations between the 

federal and regional govemments by preserving the temtorial integnty of the federation 

and by providing regional leaders with important symbolic recognition of their public 

daims for autonomy. Their value in the longer tenn, however. is not as c h .  The status 

of these treaties in relation to the Russian constitution has not been adequately clarified. 

Furthemore, many of their provisions conflict with existing constitutional noms. 

Therefore, rather than providing a solution to intergovemmental impasse, treaty 

federalism o k n  contributes to the jurisdictional ambiguities that complicate 

intergovemmental relations and harnper the legislative process. 

Neo-lnstitutionalisar and the Post-Soviet Transition 

During the past two decades, neo-institutionalist xholars have transfotmed 

comparative politics with their calls for a more instituhonally-sensitive account of 

politics and the policy making process. Indeed, neo-institutionalist interpretations of 

developrnents in a variety of settings have made a signifiant contribution to our 



understanding of politics and govemment. Recently, students of Russian politics have 

begun to consider the applicability of neo-institutionalist ideas to the pst-Soviet 

transition. The question, however, is what stmin of neo-institutionalism best explains the 

unusual circumstances faced by Russia at this stage in its political development. 

In an effort to explain the evolution and influence of institutional structures in the 

postBoviet context, this stvdy has focused on IWO particular vanants of neo- 

institutionalist thought: historical and rational-choice institutionalism. The former argues 

that institutional legacies are important deteminants of political outcornes, while the 

latter emphasizes the key role that institutions play in ternis of infiuencing the strategic 

motivations of individual poi itical acton. Both of these theoretical approac hes have 

something to offer to the Russian case. By stressing the importance of existing 

insti tutional structures, historical institutionalism accounts for the influence of Soviet 

institutional legacies and post-Soviet institutions on the reforrn process. The rational 

choice perspective in tum provides a number of important insights into the process of 

institutional development and the mategic institutional choices made by politicians in a 

transitional state. 

The nascent federal mode1 has served as both as a framework for structuring 

politics and as an object or part of the broader political and economic transformation 

aifecting contemporary Russia. During the debate over the Law on Production Sharing 

Agreements, intrastate bodies such as the Federation Couneil ami, to a lesser extent, the 

State Duma served as mechanisms through which the regions influenced the policy- 

making pmcess at the national level. The production sharing debaie also revealed that 

regional governments and their representatives in Moscow have enhanced th& presence 



in the policy making process ai the federal level by participating extensively in the 

elaborate system of policy cornmittees and hearings. as weil as submittinp their own 

legislative initiatives. 

Such regional participation had both positive and negative etfects on the political 

piocess. In a positive sense, the regions contributed to the policy debate. making sure 

ihat the law responded to issues and concerns that were imponant nt the local level. On a 

more negative note, many of the delays that hstra ed the passage of the law through the 

parliament wrre the result of interregional and tederal-regional disputes. Unfortunately, 

these w p e s  of conflicts and the political impasse they cause are a nality of political life in 

most. if not all, bderal States. The fàct that they are intluencing the political process in 

pst-Soviet Russia perhaps serves as a measure of just how far ths country has traveled 

tkom the centralized systern that existed during Soviet times. 

Oil politics is also affected by the rnanner in which the powers and 

responsibilities of govemment are divided between the tiedenl government and the 

constituent members of the federation. One of the defining features of the division of 

junsdictional authority in the Russian Federation is the widespread use of concurrency. 

Onginally, the authors of the federal constitution felt that such an approach would avoid 

the highly contentious task of dividing powers into watenight companments. In many 

respects, though, concurrency has complicated the political process by providing an 

institutional basis for intergovernmental contlict in areas such as natural resources. 

While it is prohbly still too ar ly  to judge the overall effect of concurrency on 

the long-term developrnent of the oïl sector, the production sharing debate did reveal 

some of the benefits and the drawôacks of this method of dividing power. For 



proponents of cooperative federalism, concunency is an important and even necessary 

insti tutional foundation for col laboration between the federal and regional governments. 

In spite of the conflictual nature of federal politics in contemporary Russia, it appears that 

evidence of such collaboration does exist. For example, the case of Khanty Mansiisk 

demonstrated that regional governments are capable o f  producing legislation in areas of 

concurrent jurisdiction that seeks to cooperate with rather than contradict federal laws. 

One could argue that such cooperation was a result of federal pressure. Khanty 

Mansiisk is Russia's most important resource producing region and as such the feded 

govemment would certainly be opposed to any significant policy deviations in regional 

legislation. This study, however, revealed that Khanty Mansiisk's cooperative stance was 

also conditioned by its own politicai objectives; namely, a desire to distinguish and 

distance itself from its hon region, Tiumen' oblast'. By harmonizing its legislation on 

natural resource use with existing federal legislation, Khanty Mansiisk expressed its 

support for the noms and ideas contained within the federal constitution, a document that 

entrenches the okmg's status as an equal subject of the federation. 

Evidence of cooperation notwithstanding, concunency remains a problematic 

method of allocating authority in this transitional federation for a number of reasons. 

First, the failure to adequately detine the parameters of concurrent management has 

contributed to the broader problem of legislative ovedap and contradiction. Tatarstan's 

Law on Oil and Gas and its controvenial provisions on production sharing are an 

example of the persisting "war of laws" between the federal and regional governments. 

If left unresolved, such conflicts will continue to have a damaging effect on 



intergovemmental relations, the invesmient climate and the wider process of econornic 

reform in the Russian Fedetation. 

Second, the absence of a clear and mutually acceptable mechanism for resolving 

legislative disputes between the federal and regional govemments has exacerbateci the 

confusion that exists in areas of concurrent jurisdiction. In most federations, the 

resolution of disputes between the fedeni! govemment and the subjects of the fcderation 

falls under the purview of a constitutional court. In Russia, however, the historical 

weakness of the Constitutional Court and the judicial branch has inhibited their ability to 

act as arbiten of political conflicts. The experiences of other federations such as Canada 

suggest that strengthening the j udicial branch's authority will on1 y improve the 

effectiveness and organization of the Russian federal system. The problern is that the 

major political actors may not accept changes to the existing "system" if these changes 

infringe upon their ability to control political outcomes. 

Until now, the governments in question have relied on a process of ad hoc 

executive bargaining as a means of reaching agreements and resolving disputes. For 

transitional and politically divided federations, executive bargaining, or executive 

federalism as it is more commoniy known, provides an expedient way for political elites 

to reach defisions on dificuit issues. Such intergovernmental diplomacy, however, îs 

problematic in a number of respects. Fint, it displays certain undemocratic features that 

run counter to the bropder goals of the reformist agenda In Russia, supporters of the 

legi dative branc h argue that uncontrol led executive bargaining wi l l provide a breeding- 

growid for corruption and antidemocratic behaviour on the pari of the executive branch. 

Propownts of legislative rights also oppose executive federalism because it limits theit 



ability to participate in and control the reform process. Overall, this opposition has 

resulted in a longstanding conflict between the two main branches of govemment that has 

ofien disrupted the legislative process. This unfortunate situation was clearly apparent 

dunng the production sharing debate, where the interbranch dispute had a dramatic 

impact on the passage of the Law on PSAs through the federal parliament. 

In spite of the cnticism that executive federalism has endured. its importance as a 

functional element of the Russian federal systern is still apparent. Two particular 

institutional features have strengthened the role of executive federalism in Russian 

political practice. Fiat, executive federalism is partially ins&utionalized through the 

unique composition of the Federation Council. During the production sharing debate. 

many of the representatives in the Council were also the heads of the executive and 

legislative branches of government in the regions. Council sessions brought these elites 

together and provided an organized forum in which they could discuss problems and 

interact with each other and with ofticials fiom the federal govemment on a regular basis. 

Arguabl y, the composition of the Council also institutionalized the conflict between the 

legislative and executive branches. 

Second the significance of executive federalism has been strengthened by treaty 

federalism. As the case of Tatarstan clearly demonstrates, treaty federaiism encapsulates 

the strange duality underl ying the reletionshi p between the federal and regional executive 

branches in the Russian Federation. On the one hand, the bilateral treaties reinforce the 

symbolic or public autonomy enjoyed by regional elites and their regions. At the same 

time, these treaties entrench the process of private negotiation betwan federal and 

regional elites, thereby perpetusting the system of executive federalism. 



Whereas the bilateral treaties are the most obvious products of executive 

federalism, this study revealed that the members of the regional executive branches also 

engage in negotiations with their federal counterparts in other areas. In the oil sector, 

oficials from Tatarstan and the Russian Fedenition meet on a regular basis to discuss 

matters such as export quotas and access to oil pipelines. The Tatantani govemment's 

willingness t9 participate in reylar intergovernmental meetings with the federal 

govemment suggests tha the republican govemment tacitly accepts the duality between 

the symbolic autonomy outlined in the bilateral treaty and the realities of concurrent 

management in the resource sector. In the c w  of Khanty Mansiisk, the oknig 

government regularly consults officials fiom the federal government about the okmg's 

legislation on natural resource use. 

Although much of this activity takes place behind closed doors. the fact that it 

does occur and that it produces agreements is an indication that a system of 

intergovemmental relations is evolving and that the executive branch is playing a key 

role in its operation. Nevertheless. Russia would probably benefit from a more organized 

and institutionally-grounded system of intergovernmental diplomacy. Regular meetings 

betweem officials fiom the federal and regional govemments would encourage closer 

intergovemmental interaction and cooperation. Such a system would also provide a more 

transparent, accountable and politically acceptable means of reaching decisions. 

Many accounts of constitutional politics in Russia have emphasized the awesome 

power of the executive in relation to the legislature. The federal legislative branch is 

oflen pomayed as a fhctious. fiagrnented institution that is incapable of mounting a 

serious challenge to the more organized, unified and constitutionally powerful executive 



branch. The production sharing debate revealed a different side to this story. First, it 

dernonstrated the ability of the legislative branch to delay and alter legislation as it passes 

through the federal parliament. The introduction of legislative oversight provisions to the 

drati Law on PSAs was a clear demonstration of legislative power. Second. the 

production sharing debate suggested that the executive branch is not always unified. The 

conflict between the Ministry of Fuel and Energy and Roskomnedra (the precunor to the 

Ministry of Natural Resources) over fundamental issues such as production haring and 

licrnsing demonstrated that the rxecutive branch was by no means unitrd behind one 

particular approach to resource management. 

Throughout the pst-Soviet period, Russian lamaken have been con fronted with 

many difficult choices regarding the organization and structure of the federal system. 

The institutional legacirs of the Soviet p e n d  have played a kry role in stnicturing the 

political options of the pst-Soviet elite. One example of an institutional legacy that has 

affected the development of Russian Lderalism is the system of temtonal division 

inherited from the Soviet Union. With a few exceptions, the territorial divisions that 

existed during Soviet iimes have persisted into the p s t  Joviet period. In addition to the 

basic territorial divisions, the Russian Federation has also inherited the regional political 

and economic aspmetnes that were caused by Soviet planning methods and the 

panicular geographical characteristics that distinguish certain regions or groups of 

regions from othen. In many federal States, such asymmenics (especiall y those of wealth 

and economic potential) cause intenegional conflicts chat threaten the stability of a 

federation. This has ciearly been the case in the Russian Federation. 



The production sharing debate exposed a nurnber of interregional cleavages. 

Perhaps the most significant of these is the basic division between tesource-producing 

and resourceconsuming regions. On the whole, resource-producing regions supported 

the original, reform-oriented Law on Production Sharing Agreements, while their 

resourceconsuming counterparts were more skeptical of  the changes implicit within the 

new legislation. The cleavage between resource and non-resource regions is not wholly a 

product oi'the pst-Soviet transition. Its origins stem from the Soviet period when the 

central govemment mercilessly plundered the resource-producing regions to fuel 

industrial expansion in the more developed pris of the country. 

Decentralization and other changes that have taken place during the pst-Soviet 

period, however, have given the resource regions a new sense of autonomy and purpose. 

Not only do they expect to be fairly compensated for the resources they "expon" to other 

regions and countries, they also want the revenues fiom the sale of these resources to be 

used for economic and social development in their regions. For the resource regions, 

production sharing represents an opportunity to encourage such development. The non- 

resource regions, on the other hand, are generally apprehensive about the economic 

consequences of production sharing. They are womed that production shanng will allow 

the resowce-producing regions and the oil companies to retain a greater share of the 

profits and benefits of oil sector production. In their view, this situation could have a 

number of hannful effects on their economic development, ranging from higher energy 

prices to fewer subsidies fiom the fedenl govemment. 

In addition to acting as structural detenninants of the political process, the 

institutional featutes of the Russian federal model are also dynamic entities that function 



as objects of change within the broader transitions taking place in pst-Soviet Russia. 

Over the past &cade, Russia's institutional context has undergone a signifiant process 

of development and adaptation. More ofien than not, politicians and other oficials have 

been the primary instigaton of such changes. Political actors have made decisions about 

retaining certain institutional features of the previous regime and adding new institutions 

to the ernerging structural framervork. These politicri acictors are motivateci by their own 

rational concems as well as the constraints placed on them by c ~mpeting forces within 

the polity. One of the outcomes of the process of functional interaction and transition is 

institutional confusion and contradiction. Such confusion, in the form of poorly 

designed, overlapping and even absent institutions, has had a detrimental effect on the 

intergovemmental relationships that play such an important role in the political process. 

This study has touched on some of the broader institutionai transformations taking 

place in the Russian Federation. The most important of these involved the federal 

constitution, the bilateral treaties signed between the federal govemment and certain 

regions, and the laws and agreements that attempt to define the relationship between the 

autonomous oknigs and their host regions. In many respects, the surrounding political 

environment has influenceâ the evolution of these instiWons. The pmcnt Russian 

constitution, for example, was in part a product of the legislative-executive smiggles that 

chamcterized the early pst-Soviet period. President El'tsin's violent emasculation of the 

legslature in October 1993 essentially allowed him push through a document that 

reflected the dominance of the executive over the legislative branch. 

In contrast, the bilateral treaty between Tatarstan and the Russian Federation was 

the result of politid compromise and negotiation rather than conflict. As chapter five 



demonsmited, the treaty was a product of protracted negotiations between high-level 

ofticials fiom the federal and republican governments. Both sides used the negotiating 

process to reinforce their prticular view of federalism, a situation that only contributed 

to the confusion underlying the relationship between Tatarstan and the Russian 

Federati on. 

A third instance of institutional dqnamism is the ongoing discussion of a law 

regulating autonomous oknigs and their host regions. Whereas both the autonornous 

oknip and their respective host regions are aware of the consequences of a continued 

legislative stalemate. neither side seerns willing to give its consent to a law that could 

jeopardize its respective political and economic position. As chapter eight indicated, this 

deadlock is already having some negative economic effects in regions such as Khanty 

Mansiisk and Tiumen'. 

Perhaps the most obvious example of institutional dynamism in contemporary 

Russia is the development of new legislative frameworks. The primary purpose of these 

legislative fmeworks is to flesh out the pneral concepts and principles contained in 

broader documents such as the constitution and the bilateral treaties. Given the enormous 

political signtficance of these new hmeworks, it is quite natural that such legislation is 

the object of intense bargaining and cornpetition between rival political and economic 

elites. This was certainly mie in the case of the Law on PSAs. The law's probiematic 

journey through the Rwian parliament in 1995 revealed the sheer complexity of the 

multidirectional matrix of alliances and contiicts that characterizes the legislative process 

in pst-Soviet Russia nie law also instigated a pocess of institutional dynamisrn at the 



regional level, thus providing observen of Russian politics with further evidence of 

federalization and the development of intrrgovemmental relations. 

Tbe Future of Russian Federalism and 0i1 Sector Reform 

In early 1999. President El'tsin signed into law a series of amendments to the 

1995 Law on Production Shanng Agreements, as well as enabling lagislaiion nerded io 

implemeni a production sharing regime. Reforme1 s argue that these changes and 

additions will pave the way for the operationalization of a working production shanng 

regime by encouraging western companies to invest the huge amounts of capital 

necessary to reinvigorate the Russian oil industry. 

How will these developments affect intergovemrnental relations in the Russian 

Federation? An intlwc of capital could aggravate these relations, as the regions (both oil 

producing and oil consuming) and the federal govemment attempt to capture their share 

of the wealth generated by resoutce production. On the other hand an increase in 

investment at the regional level and the resulting multiplier effect throughout the 

economy could have a positive impact on the financial situation facing both the regions 

and the federal govemment. Either way, an investment k m  will be a test of the 

mechanisms for regulating intergovemmental relations contained in the production 

sharing legslation and other agreements between the federal and regional govemments. 

Conversely, the failure of the amendments to boost the level of foreign investment 

in the Russian oil sector can only have a negative impact on intergovemmental and 

interregional relations. First, the continued absence of investment will have a damaging 

effect on the economies of the resource producing regions. And, since many resource 



regions are also donor regions, their economic decline would also spell considerable 

financial harâships for the federal govemment and the regons that rely on federal 

subsidies. Second, stagnant or declining investment levels could further aggravate 

conflict brtween the regions. as they tight arnongst themseives for a share of these scarce 

The broader questions raised by these varied scenarios underscore the difficulties 

associated with institutional development, intergovemmental and interregional relations, 

and the future of the reform process in the Russian Federation. Will the téderal and 

regional govemments take active steps to clariQ institutional confusion by prornoting a 

m utual l y acceptable process of legislative harmonization and dispute resolution? How 

will the Russian federal mode1 cope with interregional tension caused by regional 

disparities in economic development? Will the confl ict between the supporters of 

symmetry and asymmetry continue to hampr the process of institutional development 

and reform? How will al1 these tensions and conflicting viewpoints affect the general 

cohesiveness of Russia as a federal state? 1s the Russian Federation destined to meet the 

samc fate as its Soviet predecessor? 

In a recent article on the problerns of reform and Russia's latest descent into 

financial chaos in August 1998, a respected observer of the post-Soviet scene concluded: 

Russian demmacy will m t  be able to survive if the umnomy continues to deteriorate 
for a sustaineû p e r d  of time. Russia n d s  a quick economic tumaround that will create 
more propitious conditions for thc consolidetion of liberal democracy in the fùture. Ironically, 
however, the most surpnsing outcorne of Russia's recent fi nancial meltdown has been the 
dernonstration of dcmomcy's resilience, not its weakness. Dcclarations of the dcmise of 
Russian denwmacy are premture.' 

' Michel McFaul. What went wons in Ruuia?" Journal of Dcmocmy. A p d  1999. 



To a certain extent, the same can be said of Russian federalism. Despite al1 the 

warnings that the Rwian Federation is doomed to experience the same fate as the Soviet 

Union or Yugoslavia, the temtonal integrity of the federation has been preserved 

throughout a pend of draconian economic reform, wholesale insti~ionai change and 

political instability. The federation's ability to withstand the trauma of continucd 

political and economic transition, therefore, should not be underestimeteci. Gnuited, the 

Russian Federation bas its fair share of intergovermental and interregional problems; 

conflicts that are largely the result of the institutional confusion that has characterized the 

transition pend Thus fat, hounever, it seems to have weathered the initial phases of the 

federalization stom and, in many respects, bars a greater resemblance to democratic 

federations in other parts of the world than its Soviet predecessor. One can only hope 

that this resemblance will continue to develop in trying period that lies ahead. 
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